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ABSTRACT 
 
This research is related to British banking-halls as a class of real estate investment. Sale-
and-leaseback has become an increasingly common approach during the last two 
decades for the holding of British banking-halls. One measure used in making property 
investment decisions is the all risks yield (ARY). Investors and their advisors have a 
need for a predictive framework which they can use for predicting those retail bank 
premises likely to achieve the highest ARY when assembling investment portfolios of 
such properties. A predictive framework necessitates the identification of those factors 
significantly influencing the yields of British banking-halls. This research aims to 
develop such a framework. 
 
  Triangulation methodology was adopted to establish and test the predictive 
framework. A literature review established theory before a qualitative study, based upon 
semi-structured interviews and a questionnaire, was used to establish the influencing 
factors. A cross-sectional study of auction data then formed the basis of the quantitative 
regression study. 
 
  The qualitative and quantitative studies validated that four factors were significant in 
influencing yield. These were tenant banking company, lot size, super-region and the 
macro-economic cycle index. 
 
  A toolkit comprising a predictive framework for those banking-halls likely to produce 
the highest ARY was produced. This is capable of being used by professional 
practitioners and investors in predicting high yield for portfolio building purposes. The 
predictive framework was developed based upon the quantitative data from those three 
banks with the most premises sold by sale-and-leaseback. It formed a baseline from 
which further studies can build to test its significance for other banks. Consequently, a 
more robust predictive framework can be developed for banking-hall investments. 
Further research can also be conducted to develop predictive frameworks forecasting 
yields for investment in other commercial retail sectors, based upon the findings of this 
research. 
 
Key words: Banking-hall; investment; portfolio; predictive framework; yield 
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1. Introduction 
 
 
1.1 The significance 
 
During the past two decades, sale-and-leaseback of property has become a model 
increasingly adopted by the United Kingdom‟s largest companies. Much of the wealth of 
the United Kingdom‟s largest companies has traditionally been held in real estate. Prevailing 
theory has been that these companies should release capital from their real estate holdings. 
 
  Many of the de-nationalized state industries have released vast amounts of capital through 
the sale of surplus property. Since 1987 many of the United Kingdom‟s leading trading 
companies have released value from their operational property through the process of sale-
and-leaseback. This was an approach adopted by the now defunct Woolworths Group plc 
and its predecessor companies (“Woolworths”) in 1987 (Townsend). The sale-and-
leaseback model has become much more widespread since then. 
 
  The British retail banks have been one of the pre-eminent types of company adopting the 
sale-and-leaseback approach with respect to their operational properties. In particular, the 
approach has found favour amongst the leading British retail banks. The latter are defined 
as Barclays, Lloyds TSB, Royal Bank of Scotland Group (including National Westminster), 
HSBC and HBOS (Halifax Bank of Scotland). The definition is determined by two separate 
tests. The first test comprises the five retail banking groups with the largest number of retail 
branches in Great Britain. The number of branches in each respective retail banking 
network for 2004, which falls in the middle of the study period, is listed in Table 1.1. The 
second test comprises the five retail banking groups registered in Great Britain with the 
largest worldwide assets. Each of the two tests comprises the same five retail banking 
groups (British Bankers‟ Association, 2005a and 2005b). 
 
  In 1992 Barclays Bank was the first of the principal British retail banks to adopt the 
model. Since then the model has also been adopted widely by the other principal retail 
banks: Midland Bank and its successor HSBC Bank, and Lloyds TSB Bank. All of the 
principal retail banks have had experience of sale-and-leaseback with respect to their 
operational property to a lesser or a greater extent. Also, several of the secondary retail 
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banks have more recently adopted the model. Having sold several of its operational 
properties on a sale-and-leaseback basis between 1992 and 1994, Barclays Bank has 
subjected many more of its operational properties to the model since 2005. 
 
 
Table 1.1: Main branded bank branch networks in Great Britain in 2004 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: British Bankers‟ Association (2005) 
 
 
 
1.2 The knowledge 
 
1.2.1 The existing knowledge 
 
The sale-and-leaseback of British banking-halls has been conducted by a small number of 
property consultants based in London. Where these properties have been sold as individual 
lots rather than as parts of portfolios, they have been sold by public auction in London.  
 
  The high profile sale-and-leaseback transactions offered at auction in London have 
attracted keen interest and high demand from private investors. This has been reflected by 
Bank Name Branches 
Royal Bank of Scotland 
Group (including 
National Westminster) 
2,273 
Barclays (including 
Woolwich) 
2,059 
Lloyds TSB (including 
Lloyds TSB Scotland) 
1,976 
HSBC 1,569 
HBOS (Halifax & Bank 
of Scotland) 
1,064 
Abbey 724 
Alliance & Leicester 254 
Clydesdale Bank 232 
Yorkshire Bank 217 
Bradford & Bingley 208 
Cheltenham & 
Gloucester 
205 
Bristol & West 97 
The Co-operative Bank 91 
Northern Rock 56 
Total 11,025 
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the low yields at which these properties have sold relative to the overall property investment 
market at any given time. Ninety-seven Midland Bank lots sold at an auction in 1997 
achieved a mean yield of 7.94 per cent. By 2006, many banking-halls lots were achieving 
yields below four per cent. Between 1997 and 2006, there has been yield compression in the 
wider property investment market. However, throughout that period, banking-halls have 
consistently achieved lower yields than some other property classes at any given time. 
Examples of property types that maintained higher yields during the period are public 
houses and convenience stores, both of which were recognized as having weaker covenants. 
 
  British banking-halls have always attracted high demand from investors when sold on sale-
and-leaseback terms by the retail banks. The freehold interests of many of the banking-halls 
sold on sale-and-leaseback terms have since returned to the auction market. On re-sale, 
these freeholds have attracted equally high demand from investors. 
 
  The sponsors of this research are interested in devising a framework for the selection of 
an investment portfolio of freehold banking-halls based on premises giving the highest All 
Risks Yields (ARYs). Accordingly, the primary purpose of this research is to provide such a 
framework. It seeks to fill gaps in the knowledge to explain the influences in banking-hall 
ARYs during the study period with a view to enabling the creation of a predictive 
framework. 
 
 
1.2.2 The gap in the knowledge 
 
Some literature exists on the future occupational property needs of the British retail banks. 
It gives some indication as to possible future real estate needs of the retail banks. In 
particular, design of property is considered in the limited extant literature. 
 
  However, no extant published research on the performance of British banking-halls as a 
medium of property investment could be identified. Electronic searches have failed to find 
extant papers on the subject. Moreover, an electronic search of the Index to Theses, 
formerly the ASLIB Index to Theses, failed to show any thesis as having been published in 
Britain or Ireland on the subject of British banking-halls as a medium of property 
investment. Therefore, a gap in the knowledge clearly exists. Findings derived from such 
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research would equip investors and others with the knowledge that would better enable 
them to participate in the investment process. 
 
  The gap in the knowledge on banking-halls as a property investment includes: 
 
 The relevance of the extent of the reversion on let retail banking premises 
(Cavanagh, 2003 and Maxwell, 2006a) 
 The influence of regional location on investment yields (Cavanagh, 2003 and 
Maxwell, 2006e) 
 The influence of lot size on investment yields (Cavanagh, 2003 and Maxwell, 
2006e) 
 The influence, if any, of the influx of amateur investors on investment yields 
(Cavanagh, 2003) 
 The effects of branch crossover (Property Week, 2007a) 
 
  Each of these questions arises from the citations and other sources from within 
professional practice. In some instances, the influence of the respective question is alluded 
to. In other instances, the question is directly asked. In neither case is the point proven. 
Therefore, the gap in the knowledge remains until empirical evidence is collected and 
tested. 
 
  Since most of the British banking-hall sale-and-leaseback investments have been sold at 
public auction, a great deal of empirical data is extant. Moreover, these data are in the public 
domain. This renders the data capable of collection, recording and testing. Therefore, 
several of these gaps in the knowledge are capable of being filled through the collection and 
analysis of empirical data within the context of the professional practice. 
 
  Limits on time and other resources dictate that not all of these gaps in the knowledge are 
capable of resolution within the context of the present research framework through the 
analysis of empirical data. Where this is the case, either extant literature is reviewed in order 
to provide some form of answer or unresolved gaps in the knowledge are recommended for 
further investigation. 
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1.3 Defining the title and the scope of research 
 
Giving definition to the title of the area under investigation renders precision to the 
research. Many words have more than one meaning. Some have several meanings. 
Therefore, defining each word in the title gives clarity and precision to the area of 
investigation. 
 
  For the purpose of this investigation, the word „British‟ is applied to define a geographical 
and political area. Accordingly, only those banking-halls within the geographical entity of 
Great Britain are included in this research. Banking-halls occupied by British retail banks, 
but beyond the boundaries of Great Britain, are not included. Great Britain is defined as the 
largest island in the British Isles and its outlying islands. It includes the geographical and 
political entities of England, Scotland and Wales. Great Britain is a component of the 
United Kingdom, but the United Kingdom is wider than just Great Britain. The United 
Kingdom comprises Great Britain and Northern Ireland. 
 
  The Isle of Man is neither part of the Great Britain nor part of the United Kingdom. It is a 
British Crown Colony. As self-governing Crown dependencies, the Channel Islands are 
treated as not being British for the purposes of this study. The Republic of Ireland, 
although geographically within the British Isles, is an independent and sovereign state, and 
does not form part of either Great Britain or the United Kingdom. 
 
  The term banking-hall is commonly accepted by both those in banking and property circles 
as being the built area within which retail banks transact their everyday business with their 
retail clientele. English dictionaries give several definitions to the word „hall‟. Together, 
several of these definitions encapsulate the notion of a large room or space under a roof 
below which meetings and receptions are held. A banking-hall is a large public room or 
space under a roof below which banking transactions are conducted. The type of banking 
normally conducted within a banking-hall is that of a retail nature transacted with members 
of the general public. 
 
  For the purpose of this study, a banking-hall is defined as the dedicated space within a 
building in which retail banking is transacted together with any ancillary offices. This study 
treats self-contained premises comprising these elements as banking-halls. 
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  The word „property‟ derives from the Latin proprietas, which means ownership. In English, 
property is taken to be something capable of ownership. Property can take many forms. 
Both land and the buildings upon it are a form of property. Rights attached to land and 
buildings are also a form of property. Movable goods, such as furniture and livestock, are 
forms of property. In recent years, greater importance has been attached to what is termed 
as intellectual property, which includes patents and copyrights. 
 
  Concepts of property may vary in different legal jurisdictions. However, most legal 
jurisdictions distinguish real property from other forms of property. In generic terms, real 
property is taken to comprise interests in land and the buildings on it, together with certain 
rights attached to land. Often real property is described as real estate. The legal definition of 
real property in England and Wales follows that of English Law, which is based upon a 
common law system. In Scotland, where the law is based upon a Roman system, the legal 
technicalities do differ from the rest of Great Britain (Paisley, 2000). However, for the 
purpose of this study, the term „property‟ is taken to comprise all real property in the 
generic sense irrespective of whether the property lies in England, Scotland or Wales. 
 
  In the broader sense, investment is normally considered to be the application of 
something to obtain a profit. Labour might be applied to obtain a profit. However, 
investment is more generally taken to mean the application of money for gain. This study 
treats investment as meaning the placing of money into something, such as property, with a 
view to obtaining a gain, whether actual money or money‟s worth. 
 
  The title of this study, British Banking-halls as a Property Investment, encapsulates the focus of 
this research. It means that the focus of the research is into the potential for economic gain 
from the purchasing of interests in retail banking premises situated in Great Britain. 
 
 
1.4 The research question 
 
The principal purpose of this thesis is to determine what is likely to be the most profitable 
approach for the property investor to invest in freehold British banking-halls. For 
clarification, the most profitable approach has been defined by the sponsors as being the 
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highest initial yield. The potential for capital growth and rental growth is beyond the scope 
of this research. Since this research is being conducted within the context of professional 
practice, the focus of the research is directed towards the data available within professional 
practice. As far as banking-halls are concerned, the empirical data derive from the process 
of investment properties being sold at auction. The process readily places in the public 
domain data with respect to rents, sale prices, yields and regions within which the properties 
are located. 
 
  Obvious areas of investigation arising from the freely available data are rents, sale prices, 
yields and regions. To this list should be added lot size, which can easily be ascertained from 
the freely available data. Andrews (2003) suggests that hypotheses may be formulated from 
„inductive thinking‟ before being subjected to empirical thinking. Inductive thinking 
following review of the literature and drawing on the experience of professional practice 
might suggest other variables that should be tested as: 
 
 The less reversionary banking-halls are in especially high demand from 
investors; 
 
 Premises let to the smaller and demutualized building societies do not 
necessarily command higher yields than those let to the principal retail banks; 
 
 Branch crossover has resulted in closures through rationalization; 
 
 The influx of new, amateur investors has pushed up capital values and, 
conversely, compressed yields. 
 
  Data with respect to branch crossover are not freely available within every day 
professional practice. Furthermore, limits on time and other resources do not permit the 
collection of crossover data in this investigation. Therefore, this has been placed outside the 
conceptual framework. 
 
  Similarly, the data freely available from the auction results do not facilitate the testing of 
the impact of the influx of new, amateur investors. Again, this has been placed outside the 
conceptual framework. 
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  Since no auction data exists with respect to banking-halls in Northern Ireland, that part of 
the United Kingdom has been omitted from the investigation. 
 
  A significant minority of the banking-halls sold at auction formed only a part of larger 
premises. Often these larger premises also comprised residential property on floors above 
banking-halls situated on the ground floor. In other instances, other commercial concerns 
are located in the same property. In either case, scientific testing of such premises relative 
both to each other and premises comprising only banking-halls is not possible using the 
available empirical data. Therefore, premises that are only partly banking-halls have been 
omitted from the study. 
 
  The principal purpose of this research is to identify how returns from investing in freehold 
British banking-halls might be maximized for the investor. Specifically, the sponsors have 
stated that they require a toolkit for the prediction of those retail bank premises likely to 
return a higher initial yield for portfolio building purposes. Therefore, the research is 
undertaken from the perspective of investors and their professional advisors. Based upon 
the principal purpose of this thesis, the specific research question is: 
 
“How can property investors select freehold British banking-halls that are likely to provide 
the highest initial yield on their investment?” 
 
  The aims and objectives of this research are to develop a predictive framework for 
forecasting the yields of banking-halls for investment portfolio purposes. The objectives 
are: 
 
1. To explore the occupational models of retail bank operators and especially the use of 
sale-and-leaseback. 
 
2. To identify investment opportunities in banking-halls. 
 
3. Identify the influencing factors with particular reference to: 
 
 Regional disparity in yields. 
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 Lot size has an effect inasmuch as there is increased demand for smaller lots. 
 
 Tenant banking company having an effect. 
 
 Time has an effect. 
 
 The appropriate Investment Property Databank (IPD) index has an effect. 
 
4. To develop a statistical model for prediction. 
 
 
1.5        The contribution of the researcher’s Professional Doctorate Study 
  
 Professional doctorate study possesses some unique attributes related to professional 
practice.  The present study into the prediction of yields for banking hall investment is 
therefore intended to achieve the following: 
 
 Contribution to the professional advice activity for banking-hall investment clients in 
the researcher‟s company. 
 
 Contribution to the researcher‟s own professional development in property 
investment knowledge. 
 
 Contribution to the surveying profession by providing new, specialist skills relating to 
banking-hall investment for the retail property market. 
  
 
1.6 Assessment of the sources 
 
This research relies upon more than one source of evidence. The testing of the hypotheses 
relies upon deductive research. The development and the refinement of the theory rely 
upon inductive research. The deductive research relies upon the empirical data of banking-
hall lots sold at auction. Prior to that, the inductive research is heavily dependent upon the 
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review of extant literature. A diverse range of literature is reviewed during the inductive 
research process. 
 
  The empirical data with respect to the banking-hall premises is derived from lots sold at 
public auction. These lots have been sold at public auctions conducted by the principal 
London property auction houses. All of the empirical data is in the public domain. In 
particular, data on rent reserved, region, tenure and use are published in auction catalogues 
prior to sale. Not only are these catalogues published in traditional printed format, but also 
in electronic format. The electronic format is capable of being downloaded via the internet 
and stored on computer. After each auction, the principal London property auction houses 
publish the results of their sales. All the data on hammer prices are accordingly published. It 
is all placed on electronic databases accessible through the internet. Much relevant data with 
respect to lots are also published on completion of the sale of auctioned property in Estates 
Gazette, which is a leading United Kingdom real estate weekly journal published in London. 
 
 Sometimes, some of the data from some of the variables are also sent in electronic format 
by the auctioneers to investors and property professionals listed in their databases. 
 
  With the possible exception of the data with respect to yields, all the empirical data is 
directly in the public domain. In addition, the largest of the London property auction 
houses also publicly lists the yields of lots sold. As far as the remaining lots are concerned, 
investors and property professionals calculate the yields from the published data on rents 
reserved and hammer prices. This is normal market practice to facilitate a transparent and 
efficient market. It therefore follows that all the empirical data relied upon in the research is 
in the public domain. 
 
 
1.7 Summary 
 
Sale-and-leaseback is an increasingly popular model in the United Kingdom for the splitting 
of operational property from core business activity. The principal British retail banks have 
identified the model as a preferred way of splitting their operational property from their 
main business of offering banking services to the public. 
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  The main motivations behind the adoption of the sale-and-leaseback model can be found 
through the review of the literature. The literature review also highlights the trends in using 
the model for banking-halls and investors‟ reactions to the opportunities afforded by 
investing in retail bank premises. 
 
  Electronic searches indicate that no research has been undertaken into the sale-and-
leaseback of British banking-halls. In this respect, there is no extant knowledge on British 
banking-halls as a medium of property investment. A gap, therefore, exists in the 
knowledge. In testing the hypotheses and answering the research question, this research fills 
that gap in knowledge. Filling the gap in the knowledge will equip investors and their 
professional advisors with the capacity to better maximize returns from British banking-
halls as property investments. 
 
  A rich seam of data exists in the form of the published catalogues and results of banking-
halls sold at auction. This seam has a large number of data sets and several variables that are 
capable of analysis. 
 
  Theory on the sale-and-leaseback model and the sale-and-leaseback of British banking-
halls is inducted through a review of the literature. The research question and the 
hypotheses are formulated from the theory. Deductive analyses of the empirical data are 
then used to test the hypotheses. Through this process, answers are given to the research 
question, changes to practice are suggested and recommendations are made. 
 
 
1.8 Structure of the thesis 
 
Murray (2006: 123-124) and Trafford and Leshem (2008: 54-57) show the importance of 
giving an appropriate structure to a thesis. At the most basic level, chapter headings do give 
some indication of the general structure. However, Murray argues that those chapters, too, 
should be given their own structure. As far as the main structure of the thesis is concerned, 
this is based upon the individual chapters and the order in which they are written. Such 
ordering of the chapters provides an orderly development of thinking for both the 
researcher and the readers (Trafford and Lesham). 
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  In order to given an overall view, to show the development of thoughts and to 
demonstrate the links between chapters, the structure to the current thesis is summarized in 
Table 1.2. 
 
Table 1.2 Structure of thesis 
 
Chapter 
Number 
Chapter Heading Purpose 
1 Introduction Introducing the topic and the 
research objective 
 
2 Sale-and-leaseback: the common approach to 
investor participation 
Examining the sale-and-
leaseback model 
 
3 Influencing factors of banking-hall 
investment: practical perspectives 
Examining the provision of 
retail bank premises 
 
4 Influencing factors of banking-hall 
investment: theoretical perspectives 
Developing theory 
 
 
5 The Research Design and Methodology Identifying the way in which 
the research is conducted 
 
6 The qualitative study: identifying the 
predictor variables 
Identification of predictor 
variables 
 
 
7 Introduction to the Statistical Analysis Summarizing the data 
 
8 Exploratory Data Analysis Identifying the distribution of 
the data and likely 
relationships 
 
9 Advanced Analyses I: Original dataset 
incorporating calendar data 
Model-building based upon 
calendar date 
 
10 Advanced Analyses II: Original dataset 
incorporating index data 
Model-building based upon 
IPD UK retail index 
 
11 Further validation from post-study data Using those data from after 
the study period to further 
validate findings 
 
12 Conclusions and Recommendations Reflection on practice and 
research together with 
conclusions 
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2 Sale-and-leaseback: the common approach to investor 
participation 
 
 
2.1 The sale-and-leaseback model and its evolution 
 
Adams and Clarke (1996) describe the typical sale-and-leaseback transaction as being one in 
which the vendor simultaneously sells and property and takes a lease on that property from 
the purchaser. Usually, such transactions involve the vendor selling the freehold, or its legal 
equivalent in jurisdictions not subject to English law, and the simultaneous taking of a lease 
immediately subject to that freehold. However, it is possible for a sale-and-leaseback 
transaction to involve the selling of a superior lease and the simultaneous taking of a 
subservient lease by the vendor. 
 
  Sale-and-leaseback is not an entirely new model in the United Kingdom. It is a model that 
has been used in the past. The model had been used by a number of retail companies back 
in the late 1920s and early 1930s as a means of financing the expansion of the core 
businesses (Adams and Clarke, 1996). The sale-and-leaseback model had existed prior to 
1987. However, the decision of the now defunct Woolworths Group plc to commence a 
process of sale-and-leaseback of its British operational properties in 1987 precipitated a 
trend in the United Kingdom. Since then a growing number of British listed companies 
have adopted the model, which has continued to remain popular (Northedge, 2005). The 
model has been adopted to a lesser or a greater extent by all the leading British retail 
banking companies. In recent years, the model has become widespread in many sectors 
throughout the United Kingdom (Northedge, 2005), including public houses, convenience 
stores, pharmacies, off-licences and petrol filling stations amongst others. 
 
  The hiving-off of operational real estate from the core trading activities of a business is 
now commonplace in the United Kingdom. Trading companies have been driven towards 
splitting their operational property assets from their core business activities. This means that 
businesses move real estate assets out of the ownership of the business. Sale-and-leaseback 
is not the only means by which such a split can be achieved. Alternative models that have 
been explored include creating separate property and trading companies within a group, 
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sale-and-manageback, and outsourcing. Beyond the commercial sector, some public bodies 
have adopted the private finance initiative model. Investors and business operators alike 
need to evaluate which is the best method for the holding of any given type of operational 
property. However, where the principal five British retail banking groups have hived-off 
their operational properties, sale-and-leaseback has been the favoured approach. 
 
. Notwithstanding the effects of accounting reforms under International Accounting 
Standard (IAS) 17 (McClary, 2010; McMillan (2011), the hiving-off of property has meant 
that it has been moved from the balance sheet and placed in the profit and loss account 
(Kingsmill, 2005). Hence, occupational leases replace ownership. Such a split may facilitate 
either the outright spinning-off of the property resource or the retention of it within a 
separate component of the same group (Northedge, 2005). Operational property is the 
property that a business needs to occupy in the conduct of its trade. The property is not 
part of the business activity. On the other hand, business activities are those activities 
normally undertaken by an enterprise with the specific purpose of making a profit. 
 
  The split of operational property assets from core business activities is driven by a small 
number of factors. These factors include finance, accounting, taxation, expertise and 
flexibility. They are not necessarily mutually exclusive. Due to the differing and changing 
priorities and motives of trading companies and their professional advisors, different 
strategies have been devised. These strategies continue to be subject to change as theory 
evolves and the regulatory framework adapts (Tipping and Bullard, 2007). 
 
  Long-established joint-stock companies usually held their operational property in the same 
companies as their core businesses during the century following the establishment of the 
first such companies. Often, the operational properties held by these companies had long 
since been paid for. Therefore, little regard was paid to the value locked into such 
properties except at times when these companies were placed under financial pressure. As a 
result, the equity locked into these properties was treated as free inputs into the businesses 
(Northedge, 2005). 
 
  Northedge states that the emphasis changed from the 1970s onwards when it became 
apparent that trading companies should separate their operational properties from their 
core business activities. Since then, a number of means by which operational property may 
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be split from core businesses have been employed. In most cases, these have involved the 
placing of real estate assets in a separate company. 
 
  Sale-and-leaseback investment opportunities are continuing to present themselves in the 
United Kingdom. Not only are new sale-and-leaseback arrangements being created, but 
volumes of existing sale-and-leaseback stock are being traded as the original investors 
choose to liquidate their investments. This is equally true of British banking-halls as well as 
many other classes of operational real estate. 
 
 
2.2 Structures for holding operational property 
 
Sale-and-leaseback is not the only model for the holding of operational property. A business 
may hold its operational property and core business activities together as a single entity. If a 
division between the two is made, it can be done in a number of ways. Also, any such 
division can vary in the extent to which it separates the two. The extent of separateness is 
determined primarily by the structure that is adopted for the holding of operational 
property. However, the way in which any given structure is applied may also have an 
influence. 
 
    The principal structures through which operating companies in the United Kingdom 
hold their operational property are: 
 
 A single company for core business activities and the holding of operational 
property. 
 Division into separate property and operating companies owned within a 
single group company. 
 Sale-and-leaseback. 
 Sale-and-manage-back. 
 Outsourcing. 
 
  These structures are not entirely exhaustive and are capable of adaptation to suit individual 
needs or a specific property asset class. Also, some premises have never been owned by the 
operating companies, but have always been rented from third party landlords. 
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2.2.1 Holding operational property and trading within a single entity 
 
Until recent decades, apart from those premises that were always rented, the norm was for 
operational property to  be held within the same legal entity from which core business 
activities were also conducted. Within the private sector, this usually entailed the two being 
held either by a sole principal, a business partnership or an incorporated company. From 
the end of the nineteenth century, it became the norm for larger, British businesses to 
convert to incorporated companies. This change did not become prevalent in smaller, 
family businesses until several decades latter. Presently, it is the norm for all but the very 
smallest of enterprises to be structured as incorporated companies with limited liability. 
 
  Where operational properties were held as an integral part of the trading business, in times 
of adversity they were treated as being part of the business‟s family silver that could be used 
to release capital. Often, the historic cost of the properties was a fraction of the existing 
value. Furthermore, over time many real estate assets had become debt free. In such cases, 
the directors of trading companies and their advisors frequently fail to appreciate and realize 
the present value of their properties. 
 
  Most trading activities can be expected to deliver better returns than real estate on capital 
(Whiting, 1999). Generally, companies can be expected to achieve a return of twenty 
percent per annum on capital deployed in normal trading activities. In contrast, yields on 
operational property cannot normally be expected to equal that level of return. Thus if the 
capital locked into operational property were to be re-deployed into core-business activities, 
companies could expect to become more profitable. Holding the two elements within a 
single company will distort a trading company‟s accounts. Some of the alternative structures 
can also be used to release capital from operational property for more efficient use in 
trading activities. 
  
  The placing of real estate assets in a separate company has been an end in itself. The 
managers and proprietors of many businesses have been content with such an arrangement, 
whereby the property company charges the operating company for the use of group real 
estate assets. This model has at least allowed the real estate assets to be treated as being 
capable in their own right of producing income from invested capital. It has also facilitated 
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the better management of property assets through the employment of real estate 
professionals. 
 
  There are alternatives to creating separate trading and property companies under the 
umbrella of a single group. The hiving off of real estate assets into a separate property 
company can also be a necessary initial step towards the creation of more sophisticated 
arrangements (Tipping and Bullard, 2007). It is certainly the approach adopted as an initial 
step in the creation of sale-and-leaseback structures in the United Kingdom. For example, 
British retail banks that have entered into sale-and-leaseback arrangements have initially 
created group property companies into which they have placed operational property. The 
group property companies have then sold their legal interests in the properties to third party 
investors, thereby completing the sale-and-leaseback transactions. 
 
 
2.2.2 The split between operational and property companies 
 
Usually, the first step towards separating operational property from trading activities is to 
place each into separate companies within a company group. Greater focus on the 
component parts can be achieved through the division of the single entity into separate 
operating and property companies. These divisions are sometimes referred to respectively 
as Opco and Propco. Thus the provision of operational property by the property company to 
the operating property is made through the creation of an internal market. Through this 
structure, the operational company is expected to pay the property company the market 
rent for the property that it occupies. Such structure allows the operating company to focus 
its resources and expertise on its core business activities. Similarly, the property company is 
utilized to fully exploit the group‟s real estate assets. 
 
  As illustrated in Northedge‟s diagram in Figure 2.1, a simple division into separate 
operating and property companies that are wholly owned subsidiaries of a group is a first 
step (Northedge, (2005). The model has now evolved so that the separate operating and 
property companies need no longer be wholly owned subsidiaries within the envelope of a 
single group. One alternative has been for trading companies to enter into joint venture 
arrangements with third parties for the holding of their operational properties. 
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  Joint ventures for the holding of operational property are normally established through 
structures that are sometimes known as Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs). SPVs are 
normally in the form of companies that are jointly owned by the trading company and a 
specialist property company. Although normally based upon a company structure, SPVs are 
in essence partnerships between the two parties. However, the division of ownership is not 
necessarily divided equally between the two. The extent to which each party owns a share of 
the SPV is something that is agreed between them at the outset. Nevertheless, SPVs are a 
means by which operating companies may continue to retain some of the potential rewards 
and benefits of property ownership whilst simultaneously reducing the risk and liabilities. 
 
  
 
Source: Richard Northedge 
 
Figure: 2.1 The division of a trading company into separate property and operating 
companies 
 
 
 
Tesco Plc has led the way with property joint ventures. In 1996 Tesco and British Land 
created BLT Properties as a joint venture (Northedge, 2005). In March, 2004 Tesco placed 
thirty-three stores and two distribution centres into a joint venture with Topland. During 
2005 Tesco entered into two further joint ventures into which it placed some operational 
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property (KPMG, 2006). The two structures entered into during 2005 had some of the 
attributes of the sale-and-leaseback model. Certainly, Tesco did sell legal interests in the 
properties concerned and did then take leases on those properties. However, these were not 
pure sale-and-leaseback transactions in the sense that the vendor simultaneously disposed of 
its legal interests and took back leases on the properties concerned. Instead, Tesco retained 
a fifty per cent stake in the SPV. Also, in one of the transactions, Tesco reserved the option 
to re-purchase the properties either after ten years or at the end of the lease. Rather than 
use a company as the SPV in the second transaction, Tesco opted to place the properties 
into Jersey Property Unit Trusts. Tesco has since opted to revert to using more 
conventional sale-and-leaseback structures (Chesters, 2006). 
 
  Securitisation has been an approach that the market has applied at times to those 
operators with high credit ratings. Since the onset of the credit crunch these have been 
much rarer, but Tesco was able to arrange three such deals during 2009 and the first half of 
2010 (Thame, 2010). These were based upon Tesco keeping the freeholds, but granting long 
leases of between 99 and 999 years to the investor, taking back thirty year leases and then 
using the security to offer a commercially mortgaged-backed securitisation (CBMS) to the 
market (Thame). Following the onset of the credit crunch, only a company of Tesco‟s size 
and exceptional good credit rating would be able to induce investors to enter into such an 
arrangement (Thame). 
 
  The Opco/Propco split is capable of further refinement. It can be developed into a pure 
sale-and-leaseback transaction. Other models can also be developed. Other models that 
have recently been used in the United Kingdom are normally known respectively as 
outsourcing and the Private Finance Initiative (PFI). 
 
 
2.2.3 Sale-and-leaseback 
 
Sale-and-leaseback is the sale of a superior interest in a property on the basis that the 
investing purchaser lets it back to the vendor for an agreed term. In recent years, the sale-
and-leaseback model has become increasingly used in the United Kingdom. Although the 
current trend towards sale-and-leaseback can be traced back to the model being adopted by 
Woolworths in 1987, it had previously been used by some United Kingdom retail 
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companies in the late 1920s and early 1930s. Furthermore, the model had been used by 
small concerns and weaker covenants in the decade or so immediately prior to 1987. For 
example, a number of farmers adopted the model to raise capital from institutional 
investors during the 1970s and 1980s. 
 
  The widespread use of the sale-and-leaseback model has its roots in the United States. The 
first sale-and-leaseback deal in the United States was undertaken by Safeway Stores in 1936 
(Adams and Clarke, 1996). This transaction consisted of the sale-and-leaseback of several 
supermarkets. This set the precedent for the widespread sale-and-leaseback of offices, 
factories and retail premises in the United States. The popularity of the model in the United 
States may have influenced its adoption in some European countries. For example, in the 
Netherlands it has been adopted by Vendex, in Sweden by the Coop, in Germany by both 
Dresdner Bank and Deutsche Telekom, and in Switzerland by the Union Bank of 
Switzerland (Tipping and Bullard, 2007). The Spanish bank Banco Bilbao Vizcaya 
Argentaria (BBVA) sold 947 retail bank branch premises in 2009 and a further 153 such 
premises in 2010 on sale-and-leaseback terms. While companies in the United States led the 
way in adopting the model, the motives of those in diverse European countries that 
followed suited may not have necessarily been the same. 
 
  The Woolworths sale-and-leaseback transactions took place between 1987 and 1991, 
during which time the model was applied to one hundred and twenty-nine of its properties. 
Boots the Chemist followed suit by selling fifty of its freeholds between 1988 and 1991. 
More recently in 2005, the company sold a further 312 of its stores in a single sale-and-
leaseback deal with Reit Asset Management (Chesters, 2005a). Under the terms of this deal, 
Reit was prohibited from breaking-up the portfolio and gave Boots the option to vacate a 
limited number of premises without penalty. The purpose of the deal was to use the 
proceeds for the repayment of short-term loans and to go towards a three year programme 
of modernization and expansion of its premises. Since its adoption by Barclays Bank in 
1992, the sale-and-leaseback model has been widely used by the British retail banks. 
 
  During the beginning of the twenty-first century, the sale-and-leaseback model has 
become much more widespread in the United Kingdom. The types of property to which 
the model has been applied in the United Kingdom include: 
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 Banking-halls 
 Leisure properties 
 Retail units 
 Offices 
 Manufacturing premises 
 Government buildings 
 
  The list is far from exhaustive and all the types of property listed, other than banking-halls, 
are capable of sub-division, giving a wide range categories to which the model has been 
applied. 
 
  Some of the categories of sale-and-leaseback properties that have come to the market have 
done so through being sold as individual lots at public auction. Some categories have never 
been exposed to the market in this way. Instead, these categories have been sold as 
portfolios and by private treaty. Both approaches have been adopted for a number of 
categories. 
 
  There are some variations to the model. Recently, the most common variation in the 
United Kingdom has been for sale-and-leaseback transactions to include a tenant‟s option 
to break the lease early at certain, prescribed dates. Adams and Clarke give the example of 
the options of vendors and purchasers to require that properties be bought back from the 
purchasers at pre-determined prices as examples of variations of the model. 
 
  Irrespective of which approach is used to bring sale-and-leaseback properties to the 
market, two aspects have always been important in ensuring the success of these disposals. 
These two aspects are strong covenants and adequate lengths of lease. These two factors are 
necessary to facilitate mortgage funds. This is more especially so where individual properties 
are sold at public auction.  Frequently, leases for a minimum of fifteen years are sought in 
such cases. 
 
  Prior to the start of the twenty-first century, most sale-and-leaseback deals were offered to 
the market on the basis of standard, institutional leases being granted. Such has been the 
popularity of the model amongst investors that vendors have been able to vary the terms to 
their advantage. Competition amongst investors has meant that vendors of sale-and-
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leaseback properties have been able to impose more restrictive terms. Vendors have been 
able to do so on the back of an extremely buoyant market that has seen yields falls as 
property investors have competed to acquire the freeholds. 
 
  The approach taken towards the sale-and-leaseback of the public houses of the recently 
defunct London & Edinburgh Swallow Group (LESG) is an example of high investor 
demand being exploited to the advantage of operating companies. Between early 2004 and 
its placing into administration in September, 2006 and subsequent winding-up, LESG sold 
several hundred public houses on sale-and-leaseback terms. Due to keen investor demand 
for its properties, LESG was able to avoid rent reviews to full market rental value for the 
first three reviews. Instead, the first three reviews, with the third occurring in the fifteenth 
year, were set to be based upon the compounding of a prescribed annual percentage rate 
five yearly. Originally, the LESG lots were offered on new thirty-five year leases with the 
prescribed rate of compounding set at 3½% per annum. This was very soon reduced to 3%. 
By the middle of 2005, it had been further reduced to 2½%. Similarly, during the same 
period the lease lengths of these lots were reduced from thirty-five to twenty years. The 
vendors and their advisors appreciated that buoyant investor demand would enable them to 
achieve higher hammer prices whilst simultaneously reducing future rent liabilities. 
 
  Other operating companies were similarly able to ensure that the terms of their sale-and-
leaseback deals reduced their risk. For example, Your-Move.co.uk. Limited‟s sale-and-
leaseback agreements provide for a tenant‟s break clause after ten years. Likewise, many of 
the banking-halls that Barclays Bank have sold on sale-and-leaseback since October, 2005 
have provided for similar break clauses. Where the recently sold Barclays Bank retail 
premises have been sold on sale-and-leaseback with break clauses, these have usually been 
timed to occur after fifteen years (www.property-auctions.com). The adoption of break 
clauses by some operating companies is a clear recognition that the demand from individual 
investors is strong enough for those investors to accept less favourable terms. 
 
  Most of the sale-and-leaseback transactions in the United Kingdom have not restricted 
landlords‟ scope to a greater extent than the standard, institutional leases. However, some 
more restrictive patterns have started to emerge in a few cases. The sale-and-leaseback by 
Boots, the pharmacy chain, of 312 of its smaller stores sold in August, 2005 is an 
illustration. When these properties were placed on the market in April, 2005, Boots 
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stipulated that any purchaser would be prevented from securitizing or dividing the portfolio 
(McClary, 2005a). Boots completed a sale-and-leaseback deal on the properties with Reit 
Asset Management four months later on that basis. The deal also gave Boots some 
flexibility insofar as it was permitted to vacate up to three per cent of the portfolio by value 
in any given year (Chesters, 2005a). 
 
  Not all sale-and-leaseback transactions have been in the form of individual properties sold 
at public auction. Often entire portfolios of real estate have been sold as a single entity by 
private treaty to investors. This approach has been popular in mainland Europe. In 
Germany Dresdner Bank sold €2 billion worth of its operational properties in on a sale-
and-leaseback basis to Fortress in December, 2005 (KPMG). In the same month, Prakiker 
sold properties in Germany, Hungary and Portugal to IXIS AEW on the same basis for 
€500 million (KPMG). In the United Kingdom there have been some high profile disposals 
of portfolios of operational property on sale-and-leaseback bases. In 2004, British Land 
purchased sixty-five public houses from Spirit Group in a sale-and-leaseback deal (Cardew, 
2004). Boots adopted such an approach with the deal with Reit Asset Management in 
August, 2005 in spite of having previously sold many other of its retail premises on sale-
and-leaseback individually at public auction. Several of the principal British banks have sold 
some of their operational premises on this basis whilst simultaneously selling other units 
individually on sale-and-leaseback bases at public auction. 
 
  Although the sale-and-leaseback model has seen extraordinary growth in the United 
Kingdom since 1987, there have been several sale-and-leaseback failures during late 2005 
and 2006. In October, 2005 S-Mart, the convenience store chain, collapsed, dragging down 
several private investors with it (Cruise, 2005a). Unwins, the off-licence chain, collapsed 
during the 2005 Christmas holiday (Cruise, 2006a). Helical Bar had acquired a third of 
Unwins‟ 380 retail premises in March, 2005 and promptly set about selling on the 
investments individually. During 2006, both the LESG and Provence public house groups 
collapsed. It remains to be seen if these failures will have any impact on investors‟ appetites 
for certain types of sale-and-leaseback transaction. 
 
  In a few instances, it is the operating companies that have become dissatisfied with the 
sale-and-leaseback model. Blackstone, a predator seeking to acquire the Center Parcs 
holiday village operator, announced that if successful in acquiring the business it would seek 
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to reverse the existing sale-and-leaseback arrangement. Blackstone stated that the Center 
Parcs business had been burdened by the expensive arrangement (Gibson, R, 2006). 
  
 
2.2.4 Sale-and-manageback 
 
Another model for the splitting of operational property from core business activity is sale-
and-manageback. This model has been increasingly applied to some types of operational 
property. It has mostly been applied to the leisure industry. In particular, it has been applied 
to a number of hotel properties. Even established United Kingdom hotel chains are using 
the sale-and-manageback model to separate their operational properties from their core 
business activities. 
 
  Sale-and-manageback can be defined as an arrangement whereby the investor takes control 
of the business as well as ownership of the property (Morrison, 2005). The operator is then 
granted a small proportion of the turnover and operating profits (Schäfer-Surén, 2005). 
 
  Presently, sale-and-manageback has been seen by the operators of businesses within the 
leisure sector as an alternative to sale-and-leaseback. This is because the sale-and-leaseback 
model is now perceived to have lost some of its attractions. The recent adoption of 
international accounting standards in the United Kingdom now means that future rental 
payments covenanted within leases have to be recorded as liabilities within balance sheets. 
Also, Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) requirements now mean that longer leases in particular 
create greater tax impositions for business operators. 
 
  Schäfer-Surén (2005) states that billions of pounds of hotels have been sold by the large 
hotel chains in sale-and-manageback transactions in recent years. The thinking behind these 
arrangements is that the hoteliers consider that they can achieve greater returns on their 
capital if it is invested in their businesses rather than tied up in real estate. The sale-and-
manageback model is a departure from sale-and-leaseback. Leases now have to be shown as 
liabilities on balance sheets. Sale-and-manageback does not create such a liability. On the 
other hand, Schäfer-Surén argues that management contracts may not deliver such good 
returns to hoteliers. He argues that it may take five or six hotels under management to have 
the same effect on profit and loss as two or three leased hotels or one owned hotel. 
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Management contracts may be a cost-effective way for new, under-capitalized hotel groups 
to enter the market. However, for established groups originally owning their own hotels, the 
model may be more of a short-term means of raising share prices. 
 
  Romney (2005) and McKenna (2005) have claimed that the sale-and-leaseback model has 
lost some of its lustre due to the increased burden of SDLT on lessees‟ interests. However, 
Imber (2005) states that occupiers who take leases as part of a sale-and-leaseback 
transaction are not subject to SDLT for those leases. This is confirmed by H.M. Revenue & 
Customs (2004). 
 
  Care does need to be exercised in the drafting of sale-and-manageback contracts. This is 
especially so with the need to make a clear distinction between tenant and licensee status 
with respect to the business manager. Often it can be difficult to distinguish between the 
two, whereas the law requires more precision. The law considers the essence of an 
agreement rather than the nomenclature. Therefore, it is quite possible for a management 
contract to give the opposite effect to that intended. If wrongly drafted, it may inadvertently 
create a lease under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. In the case of Bon Apettito v. 
Michael Poon (2005) the court held that a restaurant was subject to a lease in spite of the 
contract document describing the arrangement as a management contract (McKenna, 2005 
and Romney, 2005). The result could be catastrophic for either party. From the new 
property owner‟s perspective, an error would mean that the operator would acquire security 
of tenure rights under the Landlord and Tenant Act 1954. This would be in spite of the 
intention of his being a licensee with reduced security rights. From the operator‟s 
perspective, an error might render it liable for SDLT. Failure to pay SDLT in such 
circumstance would be a criminal offence. Furthermore, both the property owner and the 
operator might discover unintended and disadvantageous accounting and taxation 
implications arising from an error. 
 
  Sale-and-manage-back has increased in use in the United Kingdom. However, great care 
needs to be exercised in order to prevent an unplanned sale-and-leaseback. Moreover, the 
manage-back model tends to be limited by property type in its application. Generally, it is 
confined to the leisure sector and more especially hotels.  
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2.2.5 Outsourcing 
 
Outsourcing by a trading company may take more than one form. Indeed, even outsourcing 
of real estate requirements can be far from being a precise model. However, property 
outsourcing is defined by Kingsmill (2005) in terms of being a generic model as: 
 
 “Where the management of the properties is also undertaken by the investor”. 
 
The history of outsourcing in the United Kingdom is well documented. According to 
George and Pazzi-Axworthy (2002), it started with the Ministry of Defence‟s transfer of the 
armed services‟ married quarters to Annington Homes in 1996. This transfer had more of 
the attributes of a conventional sale-and-leaseback deal. However, George and Pazzi-
Axworthy do acknowledge that the first true real estate outsourcing contract in Europe was 
probably the PRIME project entered into by the United Kingdom‟s Department of Social 
Security in 1998. The public sector continued to enter into outsourcing contracts 
simultaneously and in conjunction with the Public Finance Initiative (PFI). 
 
  Only a limited number of outsourcing partners have been providing outsourcing structures 
in the United Kingdom. The two principal providers have been Mapeley Limited 
(“Mapeley”) and Land Securities Trillium Group Plc. 
 
  Land Securities Trillium claims to have originated the outsourcing concept in the late 
1990s (Land Securities Trillium, 2004). In its promotional literature, Land Securities Trillium 
gives the following definition to the concept and its own role in the process: 
 
“The solution enables an organisation to transfer its short-term and long-term property needs to a 
single specialist provider. We can then take on the ownership, management and development of all or 
part of a client‟s estate, enabling property assets and liabilities to be converted into an integrated 
property service. This releases capital for the client, delivers operational savings, provides occupational 
flexibility, reduces risk and provides price predictability.” 
 
  One of Land Securities Trillium‟s most high profile outsourcing contracts was the one 
entered into in 2001 for the holding, managing and development of the operational estate 
of the British Broadcasting Corporation (“BBC”). That was to have been a thirty year 
partnership to enhance the efficiency of the BBC estate. However, within five years, the 
BBC dissolved most of its outsourcing contract with Land Securities Trillium (Cahill and 
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Lazarus, 2005). There were criticisms that the contract had cost the BBC considerably more 
than had been initially anticipated (Cahill, 2004a).    
 
  The outsourcing of operation property requirements has not been exclusive to the public 
sector. Mapeley‟s most high profile property outsourcing contracts have included the 
STEPS (The Strategic Transfer of Estate to the Private Sector) project. This project was 
established for the holding and management of diverse properties on behalf of H.M. 
Revenue & Customs (Mapeley, 2004). However, property outsourcing has also been 
procured from Mapeley by the private sector. In 2000 Mapeley entered into a twenty year 
property outsourcing contract with the bank, Abbey National Plc, with respect to latter‟s 
estate of approximately 1,300 properties comprising banking-halls and other premises 
(Mapeley, 2004; Wilding, 2010).  
 
  In 2001 British Telecom transferred the bulk of its estate to Telereal in an outsourcing deal 
(Dover, 2005a). This was undertaken in order to reduce British Telecom‟s massive debt 
(Devaney and Lizieri, 2004). In Deutsche Telekom‟s sale-and-leaseback deal, also transacted 
in 2001, it was to fund network expansion. Another telecommunications company, Cable & 
Wireless, abandoned the outsourcing of its operational estate at a late juncture. 
 
  In November, 2004, Abbey National was acquired by the Spanish bank Santander. During 
2010, Santander undertook a review of the way in which it held the former Abbey retail 
banking premises (Wilding, 2010). By the end of September, 2010, Santander was reported 
as being close to re-acquiring the former Abbey portfolio from Mapeley (Wilding). The 
bank cited both achieving better value and the desire to be seen to show local commitment 
as reasons for owning operational property and hence the reversal of the outsourcing of the 
former Abbey operational property portfolio (Wilding).  
 
 
2.2.6 Public Finance Initiative 
 
  Since the mid-1990s, the Public Finance Initiative (PFI) has been a favoured model by 
government and public sector agencies in the United Kingdom for the procurement of new 
operational buildings. These have included courts, schools, hospitals, prisons and tax offices 
(George and Pazzi-Axworthy). 
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  PFI is not a model for the splitting of operational properties from core businesses. Rather, 
it is a device by which government and the public sector are able to avoid making capital 
payments for new public sector capital projects. Instead, capital projects are funded, 
provided and maintained by the private sector, which then takes regular payments spread 
over the long-term (The Economist, 2003).  
 
 
2.3 Rationale behind splitting property from the business 
 
The hiving off of operational property assets by operating companies in the United 
Kingdom is presently very much in vogue (Northedge, 2005). Where companies have hived 
off their real estate from their core business activities, they have done so for a variety of 
reasons. This, together with the diverse perceptions of trading companies and their 
advisors, has resulted in a number of different real estate strategies being adopted. 
Moreover, these strategies can change over time as theory develops and regulatory 
framework alters. 
 
  The sale-and-leaseback model is currently very much in vogue in the United Kingdom as a 
means of splitting operational property from core business activity. Furthermore, property 
investors have acquired an appetite for these investment opportunities where long leases, 
secure income flow and strong tenant covenant can be demonstrated (Kingsmill, 2005). 
 
  The principal motives behind the adoption of the sale-and-leaseback model are not 
necessarily mutually exclusive. They are: 
 
 Finance 
 Accounting 
 Taxation 
 Expertise 
 Flexibility and liquidity 
 
  The distinction between property and the business conducted within that property is a 
relatively new concept. In the United Kingdom, it is one that arose during the twentieth 
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century. Following the creation of the first joint stock companies, the normative model was 
for those companies to own both the core businesses and the properties. The directors and 
shareholders of these early companies were content to conduct everything through the one 
company. Over time, the operational properties of these companies became debt free 
through the redemption of any existing mortgages. Moreover, inflation had also eroded any 
outstanding debt. Therefore, over time these companies tended to treat their operational 
properties on an historic cost basis. The properties became treated as free inputs and 
reserves from which capital could be released during difficult trading conditions 
(Northedge, 2005). 
 
  It was in the United States in the 1970s that it was appreciated that trading companies 
needed to separate their real estate assets from their core business activities. It was 
perceived as being advantageous from a taxation aspect. The rationale has changed, 
especially in the United Kingdom. Whereas Charles Clore, a British property entrepreneur, 
built up the Sears group on the back of the capital values of its freehold stores, the 
approach is now different. In contrast, operational properties are now regarded as a means 
of unlocking capital for core businesses (Northedge, 2005). 
 
  Most structures for separating property from core business activity involve the placing of 
the freeholds and superior leases into separate companies. Such an arrangement may be an 
end in itself. The objective may be merely to create separate property and trading 
companies under the umbrella of a single holding company. However, this arrangement is 
also often a necessary step towards the establishment of other, more sophisticated 
structures. In particular it is a necessary first step in the creating of sale-and-leaseback deals. 
For example, Lloyds Bank, as it then was, formed Lloyds Commercial Property Investments 
Limited to facilitate the sale-and-leaseback of its banking-halls. Similarly, London & 
Edinburgh Inns Limited placed the freeholds of hundreds of its public houses into Jedi 
Inns Limited to facilitate the sale-and-leaseback of those properties respectively to two of 
its subsidiaries: Newlord Limited and Winlease Limited. 
 
  The principal motives behind the splitting of property from core business activities as 
listed above are examined as follows: 
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2.3.1 Finance 
 
A trading company can optimise its property resources by releasing capital from that 
property for use in the core business. In so doing, the company might be able to use the 
released capital to achieve a higher return. Released capital may also be used to reduce 
borrowings. Sometimes, it is only possible to achieve one of these objectives. On other 
occasions, it may be possible to achieve both. 
 
  The directors and shareholders of trading companies need to consider the operational 
property as a business component having value in its own right. It is capable of being 
exploited in its own right. The property should be evaluated on a basis beyond mere historic 
cost. It should not be regarded as a free asset. Even the creation of an internal market 
between an operating company and a property company within the same group 
concentrates minds on the value of the estate. This gives the directors of the property 
company the option of selling or letting a property outside the group if they consider that 
that would be the optimal approach. 
 
  Such separation has financial reporting and borrowing ramifications. Trading companies 
measure performance in earnings per share. Property companies use net asset value. In 
terms of borrowing, a property company should be able to obtain cheaper sources of 
finance against its properties than an operating company could for non-property related 
loans. 
 
  An operating company should be achieving a twenty per cent return on its capital. 
Property yields do not even come close to that. Therefore, there is a case for releasing 
capital from property assets for use in core business activities where a much greater return 
should be achieved. 
 
  The splitting of property and operational activities into separate companies need not be an 
end in itself. The division can be taken even further. So, for example, the transfer of 
freeholds or superior leaseholds to a third party investor can be used to reduce the debt of 
the vendor group as a whole. Typically, such transfer can be achieved through sale-and-
leaseback or through property outsourcing. 
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  Many listed companies seek to retain their real estate assets as part of a strategy to protect 
themselves from hostile takeovers McClary (2006). However, in the case of the very largest 
companies, such a strategy is less warranted. Therefore, these companies are less restrained 
by concerns over takeovers from disposing of their real estate assets. 
 
  In contrast to McClary‟s (2006) argument, there has been a recent trend in the United 
Kingdom for takeovers to be funded through subsequent sale-and-leaseback deals. For 
example, immediately after acquiring the Little Chef restaurant chain in 2005, restaurant 
entrepreneurs Lawrence Wosskow and Simon Heath sought to finance the takeover 
through an abortive sale-and-leaseback deal with a consortium led by Prestbury Holdings 
(Chesters, 2005c). 
 
  Kingsmill (2005) cites Debenhams and the Big Food Group as examples where sale-and-
leaseback featured as part of the funding used by predators in takeovers. In the United 
Kingdom, the Takeover Code provides that those making offers for companies must have 
the monies in place when so doing. Therefore, the norm is for lead banks to provide initial 
finance in the knowledge that they will be re-paid from the proceeds of subsequent sale-
and-leaseback transactions (Kingsmill). 
 
 In the case of Wyevale Garden Centres, owning a portfolio of freehold operational 
property actually attracted hostile predators. The company had been targeted by property 
investors, who had identified opportunities. Some had identified re-development 
opportunities. Others thought that the company should capitalize on sale-and-leaseback 
opportunities (Dover, 2005d). Eventually, the company‟s board decided that it should 
dispose of some of its smaller sites, but that it would not enter into sale-and-leaseback deals 
for its retained operational property. The reason given for not proceeding with a sale-and-
leaseback programme was „its impact on operational gearing‟ (Dover, 2005e). 
 
  On the other hand, retaining some capital in operational property might well be less risky 
than using it all in trading activities. Devaney and Lizieri (2004) argue that equity markets 
might take the view that the holding of capital in real estate is less risky than employing it in 
its operational business activity. 
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  On the downside the vendor loses an asset through sale-and-leaseback. The vendor is 
unable to release more capital from the asset either through another sale-and-leaseback or 
by borrowing against the property. Some see sale-and-leaseback deals as “selling the family 
silver”. However, it is possible to devise means for vendors to continue to share in future 
rewards. Special Purpose Vehicles (SPVs) are a means by which a trading company can 
hive-off operational property whilst still benefiting from some of the future profits of the 
property. Tesco has been very pro-active in this area. It is also possible for sale-and-
leaseback transactions to provide for options whereby a vendor may elect to re-purchase 
property at a pre-determined price (Adams and Clarke) or one determined on a prescribed 
basis. Such a course of action has to be weighed against the recognition that part of investor 
demand is buoyed by the anticipation of the investor benefiting from future growth. 
 
 
2.3.2 Accounting 
 
In recent years increased globalization has increased pressure for the standardization of how 
companies present their accounts in different jurisdictions. Previously there had been a 
distinction in the United Kingdom between what Lawson (2001) describes as operational 
leases for property and finance leases for other assets. This distinction was criticised by 
accountants on the grounds that operational leases were barely covered in accounts. Leased 
real estate was treated as being off-balance sheet (Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, 
2011). This was in stark contrast to finance leases. For example, leased cars and 
photocopiers would be highlighted in company accounts as assets and liabilities, whereas a 
rented property would not. The G4 + 1 group, representing the accountancy professions of 
the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and the United States, published 
proposals in 1999 for reform. Those seeking accounting reform argued that long-term 
lessees bore most of the risk associated in property ownership and that their leases should 
therefore be recorded in the accounts as finance leases in order to reflect this risk. Dover 
(2005b,) defines a finance lease as one that transfers the risks and rewards of an asset‟s 
ownership from the lessor to the lessee even if no legal transfer of ownership is made. She 
defines an operating lease as one where the risks and rewards of ownership remain with the 
lessor. 
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  Reform did arrive in the form of International Accounting Standard (IAS) 17, which 
provides for the treatment of leased real estate mainly with respect to tenants and occupiers. 
IAS 17 requires that long property leases be shown as finance leases. It requires these to be 
capitalized and brought onto balance sheets as liabilities. In 2001 the European Union 
decided that International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), or International 
Accounting Standards (IAS) as they are now known, should apply from January, 2005 to all 
companies listed on any European stock exchange (Preston, 2004). Therefore, the 
European Union directive made the adoption of IAS 17 mandatory for all United Kingdom 
listed companies. This requirement is due to be extended to all companies. Proposed, 
reformed IAS 17 rules have been under discussion for a decade (Shah, 2010). The 
International Accounting Standards Board (IASB) was seeking to introduce another 
standard within a year or so of 2005 whereby all leased real estate would be treated on the 
basis of finance leases (Dover, 2005b). However, such implementation has been subject to 
delay. Not until August, 2010 was a draft agreement made for the International Accounting 
Standards Board to move towards implementation (Beddy, 2010). The final version is 
expected to be published by the IASB in the middle of 2011 (McMillan, 2011). 
 
  If implemented, the new IAS 17 rules will require lessees to show on their balance sheets by 
as soon as 2013 any lease liabilities (McClary, 2010). McMillan (2011) states that this is likely 
to be delayed until 2014, but with reporting based upon the accounts from 2012 onwards. 
Under the proposals, lessees will have to show lease payments during the accounting period 
in the profit-and-loss account and any subsequent liabilities under the lease in the balance 
sheet (Shah, 2010; Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors, 2011; McMillan, 2011). 
 
  Since under IAS 17 all liabilities over the term of a lease will need to be capitalized, longer 
leases will be reflected by greater liabilities being recorded in the balance sheet. Such 
liabilities will be recorded on the basis of current or net present value. This will impact 
adversely on companies‟ gearing and profitability. Therefore, it is likely that those 
companies subject to IAS 17 will be more likely to seek shorter leases in order to reduce the 
impact (McClary, 2010; Shah, 2010; Vernham, 2011). Vernham suggests that lease terms 
exceeding fifteen years would become rare. Previously, many tenants had sought longer 
leases in order to spread out fitting-out costs. Now such tenants may seek break clauses, as 
lease liabilities will only be shown up to the break clause dates in the accounts. Lawson 
(2004) argues that landlords may seek to drive up the rents to offset the increased risk 
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arising from accounting reform. However, it remains to be seen how the market would 
react to such pressures. 
 
  In the light of the reforms to IAS 17 proposed in August, 2010, some occupiers and their 
professional advisors are already questioning the continued usefulness of the sale-and-
leaseback model (McClary, 2010; Shah, 2010). McClary (2010) and Williams (2010) argue 
that, if implemented, the reform will increase pressure from tenants for shorter leases and 
the greater use of break clauses. McClary (2010) also argues that in some cases the proposed 
reform might bring into question the benefits of leasing as opposed to freehold ownership 
by occupiers. Those occupiers who will be most affected by the proposals are those with 
multiple branches such as retailers and including retail banks (Beddy, 2010; Shah, 2010). 
 
  The real problem facing many companies is that the new accounting standard may increase 
their indebtedness beyond gearing levels agreed with their lenders. The risk is that some 
debts might be called in. Alternatively, lenders might seek to impose new, less favourable 
terms. Many trading companies are now looking for suitable structures to meet the 
challenges imposed by new accounting standards. IAS 17 had reduced the appetite of some 
companies to embrace sale-and-leaseback. Property outsourcing quickly evolved following 
the emergence of IAS 17. The model has caught on since the turn of the century, as 
property outsourcing has been treated as off-balance sheet. Hence the model has left 
gearing ratios unaffected. However, that, too, will be subject to reforms classifying property 
outsourcing as being finance leases and bringing it back onto the balance sheet. 
 
  Pressures for leases to be longer in some instances remain. Tenants saddled with fitting-
out costs need more time to spread the costs. Also, the property investment market requires 
sufficiently long leases. In particular, property investors and their financiers require leases 
long enough to support the repayment of purchase costs. One solution is for the adoption 
of break clauses. Under the accounting rules, the rent liability of leases need only be 
calculated to the point of the first break clause. This is an approach that has been adopted 
by Barclays Banks for many of its properties sold on sale-and-leaseback since October, 
2005. 
 
  It remains to be seen how the market reacts to the on-going accounting reforms. Dilution 
of the balance sheet through sale-and-leaseback might also affect a company‟s credit rating 
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adversely. The real concern is that the capitalization of lease liabilities will show some 
occupiers‟ gearing ratios to be higher than that agreed with their lenders (Lawson, 2004; 
Beddy, 2010; Williams, 2010). These accounting issues are ones that need to be addressed. 
Nonetheless, sale-and-leaseback remains a popular model with both occupiers and 
investors. 
 
 
2.3.3 Taxation 
 
Adams and Clarke (1996) examined the implications of tax on sale-and-leaseback 
transactions. They found that taxation had had a different influence in the United States on 
the sale-and-leaseback model than in the United Kingdom. They referred to a study in 1990 
of the effects of the model on the United States stock market. The study was for the period 
1975-1986. That study found that large variations of marginal rates of corporation tax had a 
positive influence on share values where a company with a lower marginal rate leased 
property from one with a higher marginal rate. United States tax reform radically altered the 
position so that both overall tax and the gap between marginal rates reduced. The gap 
between the marginal rates was considerably reduced. Adams and Clarke argue that if a 
similar study had been conducted for the period following the 1986 tax reforms, the 
findings would have been very different. 
 
  The taxation system in the United Kingdom has been different from that in the United 
States. Therefore, it has had a different influence on how companies approach sale-and-
leaseback from a taxation perspective. The reason for this is that depreciation is not tax 
deductible on real estate. An exception to this rule is the 100% capital allowance, which can 
be claimed for properties in Enterprise Zones. Otherwise, capital allowances may normally 
only be applied to plant and machinery within buildings (Adams and Clarke). 
 
  In the United Kingdom, lessees can benefit from tax relief on the properties that they rent. 
Lessees that are companies can benefit from offset rental payments against Corporation 
Tax. In this respect, owner occupiers are at a disadvantage, because only part of their 
mortgage payments can attract such tax relief. The part paid out as mortgage interest can 
attract similar tax relief. However, the element that represents the repayment of capital 
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cannot attract such tax relief. Therefore, renting property clearly appears very attractive for 
those businesses wishing to maximize annual tax relief from their operational properties. 
 
  A liability for Capital Gains Tax may arise for increases in the value of property at the time 
of disposal. Such liability is calculated, after the deduction of any allowances, on the basis of 
any increase in value after having allowed for permitted indexation. Potential Capital Gains 
Tax liability can act as a deterence against sale-and-leaseback. Certainly, in the tax year in 
which properties are subject to a sale-and-leaseback transaction, the vendors could incur 
substantial Capital Gains Tax liabilities. Often, these liabilities can be reduced through the 
timing of the transaction. 
 
  Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT) is a tax that is immediately triggered by a transfer of a legal 
interest in real estate. Intra-group transfers in real estate interests are currently exempt from 
SDLT. In contrast, it is payable by third party property investors acquiring interests through 
a sale-and-leaseback transaction. However, the vendors of the superior interest in 
commercial property do not become liable for SDLT with respect to leases that they have 
entered into as part of the sale-and-leaseback transaction (H.M. Revenue & Customs, 2004). 
 
 
2.3.4 Focus and expertise 
 
The splitting of operational property from a trading company certainly permits the separate 
real estate entity to focus upon its property assets. The separate entity can call upon 
specialist, property expertise that might not be available within a trading company (Devaney 
and Lizieri, 2004). 
 
  Even the splitting of property and core business activities within separate companies 
within a single group, permits the focus and expertise. The separate property company can 
focus on the real estate assets. It can more easily engage specialist property expertise to 
optimise the real estate resource. 
 
  Sale-and-leaseback achieves a similar focus. Here, too, the investor is able engage specialist 
property expertise. Indeed, specialist property investors may have access to greater degrees 
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of expertise than a group company. Outsourcing goes a stage further. Not only does it past 
on ownership of the property to a third party, but also the management of that property. 
 
 The ability to focus upon real estate assets and to exploit expertise may be a motive for 
placing a business‟s property into a separate vehicle, but it is not a reason in itself for 
choosing one model of separation over another. Other considerations are likely to 
determine which model is selected. 
 
 
2.3.5 Flexibility and liquidity 
 
Operating companies owning their own operational property have less mobility and 
liquidity. If the property is mortgaged, those companies are tied by the burdens of the debt. 
 
  Leasing property can also be a tie in the medium term. However, this issue can be 
addressed to some extent by the use of lessees‟ break clauses. Especially in more recent 
years, a number of the sale-and-leaseback transactions have featured tenants‟ break clauses. 
For example, some of the Threshers off-licences and the Barclays Bank premises sold in 
recent years have been subject to tenants‟ break clauses. Several of the Threshers properties 
were subject to tenant‟s break clause at five years. Similarly, some of the Barclays Bank 
premises sold since October, 2005 have been subject to tenant‟s break clauses after either 
ten or fifteen years. 
 
  Property outsourcing has been cited as a model that can deliver greater flexibility than sale-
and-leaseback. Boots‟ disposal of 312 of its stores to Reit Asset Management in 2005 was in 
the main a sale-and-leaseback deal rather than an outsourcing one. However, it did give 
Boots greater flexibility insofar as Boots was allowed to vacate a limited number of 
properties (Chesters, 2005a and 2005b). Abbey National, the British retail bank, entered 
into an outsourcing agreement for all its operational estate comprising 1,320 properties with 
Mapeley. It transferred the entire estate to Mapeley, which was to supply both property and 
facilities management. The deal allows Abbey National to add and remove a limited number 
of properties from the estate. It is very flexible, but it is considered to have been very 
expensive (Devaney and  Lizieri, 2004).  
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2.4 Sale-and-leaseback failures 
 
Most of the sale-and-leaseback transactions sold through the London property auction 
houses have comprised properties considered to have strong covenants. Indeed, many of 
these lots have comprised properties where the lessee was to have been a leading, blue-chip 
company. Typically, the properties were to be let to FTSE 100 companies, banks and 
leading high street retailers. The high reputation of such tenants helped to drive the demand 
from investors for such properties offered at auction. Portfolios of sale-and-leaseback 
properties occupied by the same companies and others of similar high regard have also 
been sold to institutions and large investment companies by private treaty. Together, these 
transactions have helped to increase the profile and high reputation of the sale-and-
leaseback model in the United Kingdom. 
 
  The increased profile and high reputation of the sale-and-leaseback model has helped fuel 
a growing demand from investors for sale-and-leaseback properties. This has allowed 
companies with a much weaker covenant to dispose of their properties by sale-and-
leaseback. Some of these properties have been sold in portfolios by private treaty. Large 
numbers have been sold in recent years through the London auction houses. 
 
  Since the end of 1985, a number of the weaker covenant companies that had shortly 
beforehand used the sale-and-leaseback model failed. These companies had disposed of 
many of hundreds of their operational properties by sale-and-leaseback. The consequence 
of these failures was that hundreds of the sale-and-leaseback properties were left vacant 
with unpaid rents. To compound the situation, many of the properties were left in a 
dilapidated condition. Furthermore, they also tended to be over-rented so that if re-let they 
would be unlikely to achieve the former rents. Some investors have also been dragged down 
by these failures. 
 
  The high profile sale-and-leaseback failures in the United Kingdom include: 
 
 London & Edinburgh Swallow Group of public houses and hotels 
 Provence Commercial Properties public house chain 
 S-Mart convenience stores (Cruise, 2005a) 
 Unwins off-licence stores (Cruise, 2006a) 
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 Southern Cross care homes (Upward-only rents cripple Southern Cross, 2011) 
 
  During the credit crunch, some further failures were highlighted. These included 
Woolworths, which had been one of the first United Kingdom retailers to have disposed of 
its operational property by sale-and-leaseback. Even some of the stronger high street 
retailers are reported to be facing difficulties at present due to lower spending, changing 
retail patterns and competition from the internet. Therefore, more sale-and-leaseback 
failures remain a possibility. 
 
 
2.5 A single opportunity for operators 
 
Sale-and-leaseback is a model that allows operators to capture the benefits of such 
transactions with respect to their operational estates. However, such disposals of freeholds 
by operators can only be undertaken once. Put in another context, the family silver can only 
be sold once. 
 
  The current economic downturn has some similarities to the recession of 1989, albeit the 
present economic downturn has the extra dimension of a shortfall in liquidity and a lack of 
capital in banks‟ balance sheets. Gilbertson (2007) states that whereas most of the large 
corporate businesses owned the freeholds to their premises in 1989, they now no longer do 
so. Most of those companies lease their property now. Not only are those companies now 
unable to raise capital through sale-and-leaseback, but as Gilbertson states, they now have 
less asset value on their balance sheets. This is now compounded by the requirement of 
those listed companies to show leasehold interests as liabilities on their balance sheets. 
 
2.6 Conclusions 
 
  Businesses in the United Kingdom, and indeed elsewhere, have become increasingly aware 
of the benefits of hiving-off their operational property assets from their core business 
activities. The sale-and-leaseback model is not the only means to this end, but the benefits 
of its application have become much more appreciated. Therefore, its application has 
become much more widespread. The use of the model especially by leading British 
companies has become much greater since the turn of the century. 
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  As a result of its being the preferred approach for splitting operational property from 
operational business activities in the United Kingdom, sale-and-leaseback is the model that 
offers the greatest opportunity to those seeking to invest in such property. It is a process 
that cannot be repeated in the sense that a business can only sell-off its operational property 
once. However, new investors can purchase existing sale-and-leaseback properties from the 
current landlords. Sale-and-leaseback is certainly the approach that has been used to hive-
off the vast majority of British banking-halls from the operational business of retail 
banking. The notable exception has been the outsourcing of the majority of the Abbey 
National estate. As the norm for investing in British banking-halls, the sale-and-leaseback 
model is the one worthy of being the focus of investigation. 
 
  Sale-and-leaseback has, at different times, been driven by a number of factors, including 
finance, accounting, taxation, expertise and flexibility. All these factors need to be taken into 
consideration when searching for the optimal way of holding operational property. 
Accounting reforms, requiring lessees to show the commitments arising from their leases as 
liabilities on their balance sheets, do not appear to have diminished the desire of British 
businesses to enter into sale-and-leaseback deals. However, it is finance and the need to 
optimize the use of capital that appear to be the principal influences driving the model‟s 
adoption in the United Kingdom (Tipping and Bullard, 2007). 
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3 Influencing factors of banking-hall investment: practical 
perspectives 
 
 
3.1 Introduction 
 
Retail banking has been subject to numerous changes and innovations during the last two 
decades in the United Kingdom as well as elsewhere. The sector has seen consolidation 
through acquisitions and mergers. New technologies in the guise of electronic 
communications, as well as electronic data processing and storage, have presented new 
opportunities and new challenges. Banks have also been under pressure from shareholders 
to boost profitability through the cutting of operational costs. The resulting attempts to cut 
costs have in turn put pressure on staff numbers and operational property needs. 
 
  The changes and innovations in retail banking have resulted in frequent re-examination of 
the operational property needs of the retail banks. Such re-examination is not confined just 
to the United Kingdom. It has also been widespread in several other parts of the world that 
have been influenced by consolidation and new technologies. It was predicted at the onset 
of these changes and innovations that there would be large-scale closure of retail bank 
premises as the pattern of banking business adapted (The Economist, 1993). However, 
bankers have subsequently realized that there is a benefit in retaining branches (The 
Economist, 1992b). Whereas branch numbers saw some initial contraction, they 
subsequently saw some expansion. 
 
  This chapter aims to investigate the factors influencing banking-hall investment through 
examination of the changes in retail banking and the associated needs of retail banks.  
 
 
3.2 Review of the literature on banking-hall premises 
 
3.2.1 Valuing banking-halls 
 
  Due to their unique attributes, such as vaults, cashiers‟ counters and automated teller 
machines (ATMs), retail bank premises are often valued using the contractor‟s method of 
valuation. Schafer (1994) argues that such an approach is not always appropriate, since 
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some banking premises are capable of conversion to other uses. He favours capitalization 
of income. This means in United Kingdom property valuation terms the adoption of the 
investment method of valuation. Moreover, he states that present-day developers of 
banking premises design such premises with a view to possible, subsequent conversion to 
other uses. 
 
  Additional research in the form of a published paper (Tipping, 2006) is used to define the 
appropriate valuation techniques to be applied within the analysis of sale prices and rents 
reserved with respect to the banking-halls sold at public auction. As a result, this research 
also highlights gaps in the knowledge with respect to the existing valuation practice. These 
further gaps in the knowledge are also filled. Consequently, this research makes a significant 
contribution to professional practice by making recommendations with respect to the 
valuation of property investments. In particular it investigates the impact of the time value 
of money (Tipping, 2006). 
 
  On the other hand, Schafer‟s investigation, based upon the early 1990s, concludes that 
United States banking executives were then less concerned with market rents and market 
capital values when factoring-in the occupational costs of new operational premises. He 
argues, on the contrary, that most financial institutions subject to his study were more 
interested in the relationship between the bank deposits made at any given branch and the 
cost of owning or renting those branch premises. 
 
  Schafer‟s study is based upon New York. The study‟s analysis omits obvious outliers in 
order to reduce the risk of the results being skewed. Also, the study is focused most on the 
Manhattan part of New York for a number of reasons: the small geographic size of the area; 
the large number of rented bank premises; the homogenous economic and social spread in 
the area; and the consistency of rents in the area. Through the use of linear regression 
analysis, Schafer demonstrates a high correlation between the level of deposits made at 
branches and the rents passing on those branches. He concludes that banks are viewed as 
secure tenants with low vacancy rates and that this reduced risk has the effect of reducing 
yields on the properties. 
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3.2.2 Rationalization or expansion of the branch network? 
 
Greenland (1995) shows that all the major banks have been re-assessing their branch 
networks. This has resulted in both branch rationalization and changes in branch inter-
relationships and hierarchies (Greenland). Burton (1990) states that during the 1980s, retail 
banking in the United Kingdom underwent its most radical changes since the growth of 
branch networks following the establishment of the joint stock clearing banks in the mid-
nineteenth century. In contrast, the changes during the 1980s saw a contraction of the 
branch networks. The decline in the branch numbers of the then leading four United 
Kingdom banks between 1978 and 1987 is shown in Table 3.1. Nellis and Lockhart (1995) 
give more up-to-date figures for branch rationalization. They state that bank branch 
numbers were further reduced by twenty per cent between 1982 and 1993. However, their 
figures are calculated on a slightly different basis, since from 1988 they include the branches 
of Abbey National, which had previously been a building society. Burton states that 
between 1970 and 1987, building society branch numbers increased between three and four-
fold. This is corroborated by the findings of Greenland. This may have something to do 
with building societies starting to offer current accounts and other financial services during 
this period. 
 
 
Table 3.1: Main clearing bank branches 1978-87 
 
 1978 1987 % change 1978-1987 
National Westminster 3,262 3,101 - 5% 
Barclays 3,054 2,767 - 9% 
Midland 2,466 2,127 - 14% 
Lloyds 2,325 2,162 - 7% 
Total 11,107 10,157  
Source: Committee of London and Scottish Clearing Banks 1988 (Burton, 1990) 
 
 
  Since Burton researched her paper in 1990, retail bank branch networks have continued to 
be placed under pressure. Post office banking, supermarket banking and technological 
advances in electronic communications have all been cited. Furthermore, banks have been 
under pressure to reduce staff and property occupation costs. 
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  Greenland draws on what is known as Christaller‟s central place theory. This theory seeks 
to explain not only the geographic spread of branches in the distribution of services, but 
also the relationship between different branches. Branches are placed in a hierarchical order. 
In adapting this approach, Greenland places banks‟ networks in a hierarchy ranging from 
stand-alone ATMs to the banks‟ national headquarters. Adoption of the theory allows banks 
to reduce costs through avoiding duplication and through referring customers to 
appropriate centres for the provision of specialist financial services. This has inevitably 
impacted upon the banks‟ operational property needs and made some locations redundant. 
 
  However, not all changes to the bank branch network have resulted in a reduction in 
numbers. Against the trend of branch closures, some United Kingdom building societies 
and smaller banks have embarked upon a programme of branch expansion (Greenland, 
1995). He cites the examples of Abbey National and Yorkshire Bank having expanded their 
branch and ATM coverage in order to extend their presence over a greater geographical 
area. 
 
  The process of branch closures continued into the new millennium. For example, Barclays 
closed 171 British branches on the same day in 2000. This particularly high-profile act 
attracted a great deal of adverse publicity for Barclays (The Economist, 2001). Other banks 
also attracted criticism for their closures. „The Economist‟ (2001) states that banks are now 
much more aware of the public-relations aspects of large-scale branch closures. 
Notwithstanding that there have been some closures, the pace of any consolidation has 
been much slower than that predicted and retail bank premises have not been made 
redundant by technological innovations (Duxbury, 2010). 
 
  Evidence from Australia suggests that some banks have more recently sought to reverse 
branch closures by opening new ones. The major Australian bank, Westpac, has re-opened 
branches as a means of improving business, especially in the provision of mortgages (Jones, 
2003). Bank of Queensland also embarked on a branch expansion policy in recent years and 
cited this as being the factor behind improved profits (Fraser, 2003). In the United 
Kingdom, HSBC has decided to open some new branches (Chesters, 2006 and Poulter, 
2006). However, these branches are to take on the attributes more akin to retailing than 
banking. During mid-2006, the bank announced that it was seeking modern, retail-
orientated premises in prime retail locations (HSBC Holdings plc, 2006). 
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3.2.3 Post office banking 
 
The United Kingdom‟s Post Office has remained a government-owned enterprise. Much of 
its monopoly has now been removed, but it still does operate a vast branch network, albeit 
in reduced numbers. The Post Office previously owned Girobank, through which it 
operated money transfer activities. However, a strategic decision was subsequently made to 
sell Girobank to Alliance & Leicester (The Economist 28 Oct 1995). 
 
  Banking and money transfer activities have often been undertaken by post offices 
throughout the world. Although the United Kingdom‟s Post Office had previously taken 
the decision to dispose of Girobank, the provision of banking and financial services has 
since seen a renaissance in the post office sector. This has become the case in several 
European countries. In the Republic of Ireland the Irish post office, An Post, offers 
banking services throughout its branch network on behalf of Allied Irish Banks (AIB). This 
is facilitated by customers‟ use of AIB Banklink cards and AIB credit cards at An Post 
branches (Allied Irish Banks, 2005). In Spain, the national post office, Correos, likewise 
offers banking services as agents to Deutsche Bank (Deutsche Bank, 2005a, 2005b and 
2005c). A slightly different approach is taken in France. The French post office, La Poste, 
allows customers to open La Poste accounts, which can be accessed remotely (La Poste, 
2007). 
 
  In a reversal of its previous decision to sell Girobank, the United Kingdom‟s Post Office 
has decided to follow the trend of other European post offices by re-entering the market 
for the provision of banking and financial services. This arose out of frustrations arising 
from the British government‟s failure to privatise the Post Office as a result of public and 
parliamentary opposition. Therefore, the British government gave Post Office Counters, a 
subsidiary of the Post Office, greater commercial freedom in the running of the 20,000 
branches that it then operated (The Economist, 1995). Post Office Counters was already 
undertaking money transfer activities on behalf of Girobank, which it had previously sold to 
Alliance & Leicester. It therefore seemed logical for Post Office Counters to seek to 
undertake the receiving of deposits and the making of payments for other banks as well. 
Barclays, having initially rejected an approach, subsequently changed its mind when its 
competitor, the then Lloyds Bank, was approached by Post Office Counters (The 
Economist, 1995). There has since been a queue of banks seeking to participate. Post Office 
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Counters offer automated banking services for each of the principal five British retail 
banking groups as well as for several of the others (The Post Office, 2003). 
 
  Since opening up its branch network to United Kingdom and Irish banks on an agency 
basis, the Post Office has also decided to take a more direct role in the provision of banking 
and financial services. Therefore, in 2002 it entered into a joint venture with Bank of 
Ireland to create Post Office Financial Services (POFS) (The Banker, 2004). The Post 
Office and Bank of Ireland each took a fifty per cent stake in POFS. This arrangement 
enabled Post Office customers to seek financial services from Bank of Ireland subsidiary, 
Bristol & West, including the taking out of loans ranging from £1,000 to £25,000 (The Post 
Office, 2005). The Post Office also started to offer three and five-year equity bonds on 
behalf of the Bank of Ireland (The Times, 2005). 
 
  The Post Office has also sought to enhance its banking services through the provision of 
Automated Teller Machines (ATMs). In 2006 the Post Office agreed to the provision of 
100 new, non-fee charging ATMs by Royal Bank of Scotland and National Westminster 
Bank in sub-post-offices in deprived areas (O‟Grady, 2006). Also, the Post Office decided 
to update its postal orders in 2006 to make them more like a cheque and thus capable of 
being processed through bank clearing systems (Flanagan, 2006). 
 
  Although the Post Office has done much more to engage with banking and financial 
services in recent years, its branch network has been shrinking. The branch network had 
diminished from 21,000 in 1985 to 14,000 in 2006 (O‟Grady, 2006). The government 
announced that branch numbers were to be reduced by another 2,500 by the year 2009 (The 
Post Office network can never be absolutely cost efficient, 2006; Our post offices will still need protecting, 
2006). 
 
  Post office banking has grown in the United Kingdom in recent years. Withdrawals from 
selected accounts of most British banks can now be undertaken at Post Office branches. 
This may have been seen as a further threat to the most marginal of retail banking premises. 
However, the reduction of Post Office branches must now partly offset that threat. 
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3.2.4 Supermarket banking 
 
Steinborn (1994) put a case for operating small banking units within supermarkets. She 
argued that such units could capture more business and that such in-store banks cost only a 
fraction of the price of conventional banks to build. She also pointed out that in-store units 
could break even on much smaller deposits. During 1994 there were 2,191 in store bank 
branches in the United States, which accounted for three per cent of all branches 
(Steinborn). 
 
  At the close of the twentieth century, Australia saw a rush to establish retail banking 
through supermarkets (O‟Connell, 1998). This was pioneered by the Commonwealth Bank 
of Australia in a tie-up with Woolworths, which had 680 stores throughout Australia at the 
time. The strategy was to focus on branded transaction cards. In the United States, the 
supermarket in-store bank branch has been an approach that has often been adopted 
(Flynn, 1997). This latter approach was adopted in Australia when ANZ Bank and Coles 
Myer established some in-store banking kiosks (O‟Connell). 
 
According to O‟Connell, the attractions of a supermarket tie-up for the banks were: 
potential sources of new customers; customers‟ trust in supermarket brand names; low 
operating costs; and the exploitation of loyalty schemes. 
 
  The in-store branch model has not been adopted in the United Kingdom, but British 
banks have used the supermarkets in another way to increase market exposure. Instead, 
they have teamed up with the larger supermarkets to create supermarket-branded banks. By 
1998, this approach had been extensively embraced in the United Kingdom. Sainsbury‟s 
Bank plc was a joint venture between Bank of Scotland, which owned a forty-five per cent 
stake, and the Sainsbury‟s supermarket chain, which owned a fifty-five per cent stake. 
Having been established in 1997, Sainsbury‟s Bank achieved a customer base estimated to 
be about 700,000 within twelve months (O‟Connell). Tesco Finance was established as a 
joint venture, with equal shareholdings, between Royal Bank of Scotland and Tesco plc, the 
largest supermarket chain in the United Kingdom (O‟Connell). Tesco then proceeded to 
consolidate its position by buying-out Royal Bank of Scotland‟s interest in the venture in 
July, 2008 (White, 2008). By May, 2011, Tesco Bank had opened six branches and was set to 
open more (Kivlehan, 2011). 
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  Both the Sainsbury‟s and Tesco experience show that sizeable numbers of people, perhaps 
at a time of customer dissatisfaction with the traditional retail banks, have been prepared to 
adopt the model of the bank and retailer joint venture where a strong retailer brand name 
exists. It is noticeable that the joint venture partners of both supermarket chains were at the 
time barely represented in the south-east of England. This suggests that the banks 
concerned may have been seeking to extend market exposure in those regions at the time. 
The supermarkets are motivated by other factors. The Tesco supermarket banking 
operation in the United Kingdom offered higher savings and lower loan rates. The 
additional costs associated with that needed to be absorbed by the supermarket, which 
could hope that the model of rewards in the form of discounted supermarket products, plus 
penalties for cash withdrawals, would make the model work for them (O‟Connell). 
 
 
3.2.5 New entrants to UK retail banking 
 
During 2010, it became very apparent that new banks were pitching to enter the United 
Kingdom retail banking market (Kelly, 2010). Dissatisfaction amongst customers, especially 
in the wake of the credit crunch, meant that they were looking for new entrants to the 
market to offer longer opening hours and more consumer-friendly terms (Kelly). In March, 
2010, a new British bank named Metro Bank was granted a banking licence (Wallop, 2010; 
Metro Bank, 2011). By May, 2010, Metro Bank had entered into fifteen year leases for two 
new branches (Metro banks two more locations, 2010). These premises were respectively at 
Fulham Broadway underground station in London and Borehamwood in Hertfordshire 
(Metro banks two more locations, 2010). Metro Bank‟s business plan was to open four branches 
by the end of 2010, forty branches by 2014  and two hundred branches by 2020 (Metro 
Bank, 2011; Kivlehan, 2011). The business model is to situate branches within the M25 
close to London Underground stations and for these branches to be customer-friendly 
venues open for longer hours and for seven days a week (Metro Bank; Kivlehan). The 
concept that underpins Metro Bank‟s model was created by Vernon Hill (Metro Bank), who 
had previously successfully set up a similar new bank in the United States. 
 
  Metro Bank is not the only potential new entrant into British retail banking (Cave, 2010). 
The American bank, J.C. Flowers, has been negotiating a tie-up with the Kent Reliance 
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Building Society as a means of entering retail banking in the United Kingdom (Kelly, 2010). 
Sir Richard Branson, through his vehicle Virgin Money, unsuccessfully sought to purchase 
Northern Rock with a view to entering retail banking (Kelly). There was speculation that 
Virgin Money was still looking to enter retail banking in the United Kingdom (Cave, 2010; 
Aldrick and Ebrahimi, 2010). By 2011, Virgin money was pitching to buy six hundred 
Lloyds Banking Group branches that the European Commission had wanted removed from 
the group (Kivlehan, 2011). 
 
 
3.2.6 Innovation in the branch network 
 
Due to the high costs of staffing and accommodation, retail banks had hoped to persuade 
their customers to switch from conducting their business through branch premises to 
conducting it through electronic media. Advances in new technology facilitated the 
introduction of ATMs. This was followed by the introduction of EFTPoS (electronic funds 
transfer at the point of sale) technology (Prendergast and Marr, 1994). These technologies 
are now widespread. Greenland (1995) states that those ATMs placed within branches exist 
to enhance service and efficiencies rather than to replace the branches. However, he 
acknowledges that in places, these ATMs will also require rationalization, having met 
saturation point. 
 
 Telephone banking and, more recently, internet banking have become another means by 
which customers can manage their accounts. Branchless internet banks have also developed 
in the United Kingdom. However, although a significant number of customers have been 
willing to conduct some business on-line, they have insisted on retaining branches (The 
Economist, 2001). According to Dover (2006b), bank customers use telephone and internet 
banking in tandem with the traditional branches rather than instead of them. 
 
 
3.2.7 The profile of the modern retail banking premises 
 
Technological changes have reduced staff numbers and the space required in bank branches 
for normal account functions (Greenland). These changes have resulted in a transformation 
in processing and telephone enquiries from branches to central locations. Both Greenland 
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(1995) and Mathison (2001) show that bank branches have seen a shift from being locations 
for merely undertaking account transactions to places offering retail type services. As a 
result, bank branches now typically offer additional services such as mortgages, insurance 
and financial products designed for businesses. The banks have exploited the opportunity 
to cross-sell these and other products. 
 
  The shift in the functions of bank branches has inevitably influenced changes in the 
design, layout and size of branches. According to Greenland, the traditional branch design 
and layout is not always conducive to the present desire to achieve the necessary retail 
image. Capita Symonds (2011) state that there is a need for retail bank premises to become 
inviting, customer-friendly venues rather than traditional, solid buildings, which are coming 
to be seen as old-fashioned. No doubt this has something to do with HSBC‟s decision in 
mid-2006 to open retail-type branches for the purpose of creating suitable environments for 
cross-selling to the public (Chesters (2006), Poulter (2006) and HSBC Holdings plc (2006)). 
A similar approach had already been adopted by Abbey National (The Economist, 2001). It 
is also the approach to branch design adopted by the new entrant to the market, Metro 
Bank (Kivlehan, 2011). Greenland summarizes the key points affecting the design of 
modern bank branches. Those points impacting on the physical design of the premises are: 
 
 The focus is on retailing and cross-selling rather than traditional banking 
activities conducted behind bandit screens 
 Corporate branding in terms of décor and layout for each branch 
 Glass frontages instead of ornate, stone facades 
 Open-plan layouts 
 ATMs in lobbies accessible twenty-four hours a day 
 
  Although the design, layout and size of branches have been under pressure to change, the 
high street remains the favoured location for British banking-halls. According to Dover 
(2006b), in 2006 HSBC had planned to spend £400m on extending its presence in the high 
street in the following years and HBOS had announced its intention of opening a further 
100 branches. On the other hand, she states that Barclays would be consolidating its 
position on the high street by closing branches of its Woolwich brand. 
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3.3 The sale-and-leaseback of banking-halls 
 
The present trend for the sale-and-leaseback of operational property from the estates of 
leading United Kingdom companies was started by Woolworths in 1987. The model was 
soon adopted by several of the leading British retail banks. Cavanagh (2003) provides the 
data for the sale-and-leaseback of British banking-halls at auction between 1992 and 2001. 
Barclays Bank was the first to sell some of its retail banking branches on an individual basis 
at public auction, when it sold 61 properties between 1992 and 1994. What was then Lloyds 
Bank followed suit in 1996. The newly merged Lloyds TSB Bank sold 445 branches on a 
sale-and-leaseback basis between 1996 and 2001. Midland Bank, before it became HSBC, 
sold 163 branches on a sale-and-leaseback basis between 1997 and 1998. Early British 
banking-hall sale-and-leaseback deals are summarized in Table 3.2. 
 
  Many of these early auctions focused on small lot sizes, which made them particularly 
attractive to small, private investors (Healey & Baker, 1997). Other factors that were 
highlighted as making the investments attractive were: 
 
 The covenant strength of a leading British bank 
 Attractive term of years on the leaseback 
 Full repairing and insuring covenants 
 Upward only rent reviews 
 No Valued Added Tax on the purchase price 
(Healey & Baker, 1997) 
 
  The smaller banking-hall lot sizes attracted many private individuals, who were new to 
both property investment and the property auction process. These new investors frequently 
outbid institutions and established professional investors to acquire these smaller lots. 
These lots were within the purchasing capabilities of the small investors. They also 
generated yields that exceeded the return on capital placed on deposit at the time 
(Cavanagh, 2003). 
 
  A rich seam of data exists for those British banking-halls sold individually at public auction 
on sale-and-leaseback terms. These data include variables that ought to be capable of testing 
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in order to ascertain any influence that they may have on investment decisions. From the 
freely available data, it ought to be possible to test the relationships of: 
 Yield 
 Region 
 Lot size 
 Identity of tenant bank 
(Source: www.propertyauctions.com) 
 
  The effects of branch cross-over may also have some influence upon investment 
decisions. However, data with respect to this variable are not available from the databases 
of published auction results. Furthermore, the limitations of resources with respect to this 
research prevent the measurement and recording of such cross-over. 
 
 
Table 3.2:  Early British banking-hall sale-and-leaseback deals 
 
Bank Year Number 
of lots 
Total 
Realization 
(£) 
Average 
Yield 
(%) 
Barclays Bank 1992-1994 61 25,600,000 8.00 
Nationwide 1993 7 6,772,500 7.70 
Lloyds TSB Bank 1996-2001 445 151,072,000 7.50 
Midland Bank 1997-1998 163 22,032,000 7.80 
Total  676 205,476,500  
 
Source: John Townsend, Cushman & Wakefield Healey & Baker (includes some deals involving the then 
Edward Erdman) (Cavanagh, 2003). 
 
 
  The process of selling retail bank branches on sale-and-leaseback has become popular 
throughout much of Europe. For example, the Swiss Bank, UBS, sold eighty-six of it 
branch premises on sale-and-leaseback terms in November, 1999 (Pottinger et al, 2002). 
Fortress purchased €2 billion worth of Dresdner Bank‟s operational premises in Germany 
on a sale-and-leaseback basis in December, 2005 (KPMG). Deutsche Bank sold much of its 
operational estate in Germany through sale-and-leaseback deals in November, 2003 and 
December 2004 (Deutsche Bank, 2004 and Euro Property, 2004). In October, 2006, Bank 
of Ireland agreed to sell a portfolio of thirty-six of its retail branches in the Republic of 
Ireland on sale-and-leaseback terms for €240 million (Hipwell, 2007). In April, 2007, Bank 
of Ireland announced that it would be seeking to sell its fourth tranche of retail branches, 
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this time comprising twenty-nine of its retail branches (Hipwell, 2007). The Spanish bank 
Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria (BBVA) entered into sale-and-leaseback arrangements on 
1,100 retail branches between 2009 and 2010. 
 
  The United Kingdom has a mature and established investment property auction market. 
This auction market is focused in London, where all the prime auctioned property is sold 
through a small number of specialist auction houses. Collecting data from the websites of 
the specialist auction houses shows that a very large number of British banking-halls have 
been sold on sale-and-leaseback by auction. In the rest of Europe the investment property 
market is not so well established. Therefore, it is more common to see such properties sold 
by private treaty. However, sometimes the leading banks have sold some of their 
operational property outside the auction room. This has usually been reserved for the 
largest lot sizes and has involved portfolios of premises being sold en bloc. The Royal Bank 
of Scotland has in the main avoided the auction process in the disposal of operational 
premises on sale-and-leaseback terms. Instead, it sold 300 branches to Ackerman Group for 
£100m in 2005, and during 2006 was seeking a purchaser for a second portfolio (Dover, 
2006a). Barclays Bank trialled the sale-and-leaseback of a small number of retail bank 
premises by auction in late 2005. The bank sold a large number of branches on sale-and-
leaseback at auction during 2006 and 2007 (Thomas, 2006a, Cruise, 2007 and Phillips, 
2007). Furthermore, Barclays Bank also sold a portfolio of twenty-four banking-halls to 
Flodrive for £67m in September, 2006 (Cruise, 2006b). HSBC, when branded as Midland 
Bank, sold 163 banking-halls on sale-and-leaseback between 1997 and 1998 (Cavanagh, 
2003). However, HSBC has recently sold branches by both private treaty and auction 
(Cruise, 2006b). 
 
  The disposal of entire portfolios of operational property on sale-and-leaseback terms is an 
approach much used in United Kingdom. Many of the principal retail banks have sold 
entire portfolios of their operational property en bloc to single investors in this way. Even 
those banks that have sold branches individually at public auction have adopted this 
alternative approach for other parts of their estates. Examples during 2006 alone include: 
 
 Barclays Bank‟s sale-and-leaseback of 15 prime branches to Prudential for 
£85m (Thomas, 2006b) 
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 Halifax Bank of Scotland‟s £72m sale-and-leaseback of 15 branches to an 
Irish investor 
 Barclays Bank‟s sale-and-leaseback of 24 branches to Flodrive for £67m 
(Cruise, 2006b) 
 
  Abbey National adopted a different model for separating its retail banking premises from 
its main business. Instead of adopting a pure sale-and-leaseback approach, Abbey National 
chose property outsourcing (George and Pazzi-Axworthy, 2002). The bank entered into its 
property outsourcing agreement with Mapeley. Under this arrangement, Abbey sold its 
entire estate to Mapeley from which it took leases of up to twenty years on the properties, 
but with a built-in flexibility to vary the lengths of the terms and to vacate at pre-
determined prices (George and Pazzi-Axworthy). According to Mapeley (2004), the 
arrangement gave Abbey certainty and flexibility. Abbey‟s approach is not one that has been 
favoured by the other British retail banks. Outsourcing deals have since come under 
scrutiny on the basis of their expense and some have even been cancelled (Cahill, 2004a; 
Cahill and Lazarus, 2005). During 2010, Santander, as the new owner of Abbey, was seeking 
to reverse much of Abbey‟s outsourcing arrangement with Mapeley (Wilding, 2010). 
 
  International Accounting Standard (IAS 17) has had the effect of encouraging tenants to 
seek shorter lease lengths and of creating the greater use of break-clauses (Dover, 2005b). 
Leases entered into as part of a sale-and-leaseback transaction are not subject to Stamp 
Duty Land Tax (SDLT). However, when banking-halls are re-let on new leases, SDLT is 
likely to be a reason for banks seeking shorter terms. 
 
 
3.4 Summary 
 
In developing an understanding of the optimal ways of investing in British banking-halls, it 
is imperative that investors and their professional advisors acquire knowledge about those 
factors likely to influence the future operational property requirements of the leading banks. 
They need to know how the banks value their retail branches. They also need to understand 
how branch networks are likely to grow or contract; and they need to know the effects of 
the supermarkets, post office banking and innovations in the branch networks, whether in 
terms of technology or building type. Together, these factors should provide an 
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understanding of the likely profile of the types of British banking-halls to be demanded by 
the leading banks in the future. 
 
  The factors that are expected to influence investment in British banking-halls are: 
 
 Yield 
 Region 
 Lot size 
 
  These factors are based upon variables that produced empirical data capable of 
observation and recording. However, there remain other factors that may also influence 
investment. These factors include: 
 
 The term of years of the leaseback 
 Any discrimination between premises let to the leading banks and those let to 
the smaller banks and building societies 
 Branch cross-over 
 
  Repairing covenants often influence property investors‟ decisions. All of the British 
banking-halls that have been sold on sale-and-leaseback terms have been subject to tenants‟ 
full repairing covenants. Although this factor has no doubt proved attractive to investors, a 
lack of alternatives to this norm means that it is not possible to use empirical data to test 
the effects of repairing covenants. Similarly, the norm of upward-only rent reviews every 
five years is an attraction to investors. Again, the absence of alternatives means that this 
factor cannot be subjected to scientific testing. 
 
  Strategic changes to the provision of retail banking services in the United Kingdom have 
seen radical changes to the branch networks with substantial branch closures, the spread of 
ATMs, changing branch hierarchies with new branch functions and changing branch 
appearances (Greenland, 1995). Investors and their professional advisors need to 
understand where these changes will have the most adverse effects. They need to know 
where these changes will either bring about branch closures or perhaps result in premises 
for which they would not be prepared to pay as much rent as they would for alternative 
premises. 
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  Clearly, there have been pressures from the 1980s for branch rationalization and for 
changes between inter-branch relationships. As a result, many branches in marginal 
locations have been lost. Other locations may well become marginal. On the other hand, 
some of the leading retail banks are now looking to invest in new branches (Dover, 2006b 
and 2006c). Investors need to be aware of these trends, as they will influence banks‟ desire 
to occupy particular premises. Also, the pressures for shorter leases may have an impact. 
There will be higher demand for those banking-halls that best meet the profile presently 
sought by banks. This will have some influence on the optimal investment opportunities in 
British banking-halls. 
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4 Influencing factors of banking-hall investment: 
theoretical perspectives 
 
 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Kane and O‟Reilly-De Brün (2001) argue that most research needs to be directed by theory. 
They liken theory to a map in terms of giving direction to deductive research (Kane and 
O‟Reilly-De Brün, 2001: 38-39). However, research undertaken in the context of a 
professional doctorate is directed by practice, underpinned by the theoretical perspectives 
(Klenowski and Lunt, 2008). Hence, theory is capable of directing research. Such direction 
is important in order to ensure that the research is capable of answering the research 
question rather than being directed down blind alleys. 
 
  Collis and Hussey (2003: 122 and 357) define theory as being: 
 
“A set of interrelated constructs (variables), definitions and propositions that presents a systemic view 
of phenomena by specifying relationships among variables with the purpose of explaining natural 
phenomena.” 
 
  Kane and O‟Reilly-De Brün expand on Collis and Hussey‟s definition of theory by stating 
that theory is also capable of being tested. 
 
  In order to attain a scholarly dimension to the research rather than just to produce a 
descriptive study, it is necessary to engage extensively with the theories of other researchers 
through the extant literature (Trafford and Lesham, 2008: 72-75; Kane and O‟Reilly-De 
Brün, 2001: 39).  
 
  One way to commence a theoretical study is to review the literature. Murray (2006) shows 
that a literature review can be adopted for a number of reasons. Each reason depends upon 
the nature of the study. So although a literature review is capable of being a stand-alone 
research project, it may form part of a larger study (Murray). However, a literature review is 
also a useful mechanism in informing and directing research. Huberman and Miles (2002) 
argue that a literature review is essential for developing theory from existing concepts, 
theories and hypotheses. They make the case for the inclusion of both conforming and 
conflicting literature. Both equally have a role in informing and directing the study. The 
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inclusion of conforming literature with like findings is important, as it connects concepts, 
theories and hypotheses not necessarily previously connected with each other (Huberman 
and Miles). This can result in theory that has a: 
 
“Stronger internal validity, wider generalizability, and higher conceptual level” (Huberman and Miles, 
2002: p: 25). 
 
  On the other hand, the inclusion of conflicting literature enables a greater understanding 
of the area of research. In adequately addressing conflicts highlighted in the literature 
review, the researcher can boost confidence that the findings of the study are correct 
(Huberman and Miles). 
 
  Trafford and Leshem (2008) go further by showing that theories generated from the 
literature continue to generate greater understanding through a process of summary, 
synthesis and analysis. Engagement with the literature facilitates the development of the 
theoretical perspectives that underpin the research (Trafford and Leshem). 
 
  Thought needs to be given to the literature, or corpus, to be relied upon. Trafford and 
Leshem show that the corpus is much more than the physical format in which it is 
presented. Rather, it is published knowledge that is capable of informing and directing the 
research (Badley, 2010; Trafford and Leshem, 2008). Trafford and Leshem rank types of 
literature within the corpus by dividing it into a hierarchy of three distinct groups. The 
highest in the hierarchy is that comprising original work that has made a major contribution 
to knowledge, whereas the others comprise little or no contribution (Trafford and Leshem). 
Trafford and Leshem also make the point that monthly professional journals often contain 
articles written by experts in a given field. They make a case for including such literature in 
the corpus, because they are often more up-to-date due to taking less time to reach 
publication than literature found in peer-reviewed academic publications. 
 
 
4.2 Sources from within the corpus 
 
An extensive search of the literature, dating from 1992 until 2009, was undertaken. This was 
done with a view to providing theoretical underpinning to the specific research question, 
which is: 
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“How can property investors select freehold banking-halls that are likely to maximize the 
return on their investment?” 
 
  Such return is defined as the initial yield. From the theoretical perspectives it should be 
possible to identify individual research questions with a view to selecting the most relevant 
factors in order to answer the specific research question. The search undertaken found no 
indication of any such literature on British banking-hall investments with respect to that 
period. It failed to locate findings of any previous research into factors showing an effect on 
the yields of British banking-halls sold by auction as investment properties. The retail sector 
is one of the three main types of commercial property. Banking-halls are in turn a type of 
retail property. Hence, banking-halls are a sub-type of commercial property. 
Notwithstanding the failure to locate findings from previous research relating to factors 
showing an effect on the yields of banking-halls, a search did locate a corpus of published 
works relating to factors influencing the yields of generic commercial investment properties 
situate in the United Kingdom. The sources of the literature ranged from peer-reviewed 
academic journals to reports produced by respected professional practices, and from 
property investment-related reference books to articles in professional journals. The articles 
from the professional journals are divided between those written by professionals expert in 
the field and those written by journalists. 
 
  Disregarding articles written by journalists, the remaining sources from the corpus are 
capable, on the basis of Trafford and Leshem‟s hierarchy, of being separated into primary, 
secondary and tertiary sources. 
 
 
4.3 Early models 
 
Property markets are imperfect. In his study into the efficiency of the property market, 
Evans (1995) establishes that it is a heterogeneous market. Early theories defining rental 
values of agricultural land were set out respectively by Ricardo (1815) and Von Thünen 
(1826). Ricardo makes the assumption that rental value is determined by the fertility of the 
land in question. Von Thünen develops the concept of the isolated state, whereby the crop 
and the rental of outlying agricultural land are determined by the city at its centre. 
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According to Evans (1995), the implication arising from Ricardo and Von Thünen together 
is that the value is a function of fertility and location. However, such modelling is too 
simplistic to fit reality. Such modelling fails to take account of complex transport 
infrastructure, geography, the land having previously been used for other crops or uses and 
the city and its environs not being entirely self-sufficient (Crosier, 2007). Notwithstanding 
the limitations of the Ricardo and Von Thünen models, location, whether at parochial or 
national level, must have an effect on a property‟s rental and capital values (Tipping and 
Lam, 2010). 
 
  However, Ricardo‟s theory of fertility and Von Thünen‟s theory of location remain 
capable of application in a broader, more abstract sense (Evans, 1995). Fertility is 
capable of being broadened to include rent, capital value and yields for properties 
other than agricultural land. As Evans (1995) shows, modelling for properties other 
than agricultural land becomes much more complex due to the presence of 
buildings, which in turn comprise additional variables. Furthermore, each category of 
property type may have different forms of variables as having the greatest influence 
(Evans, 1995). Hence, for example, an office building‟s variables might include the 
availability of lifts and proximity to car parking, whereas those appertaining to 
petrol-filling stations might include proximity to the main highways and areas of 
widespread car ownership. 
 
 
4.4 Identifying from the historic literature factors affecting yields 
 
The corpus does include findings derived from research into commercial investment 
property in the generic sense. Ambrose and Nourse (1993) conclude that capitalization rates 
appertaining to property ought to be a function of property attributes and returns from 
other investment media. Ambrose and Nourse (1993: 221) defines capitalization rate as: 
 
“The ratio of stabilized annual net operating income to purchase price.” 
 
  Hence, capitalization rate is different from yield inasmuch as the former is calculated after 
management costs and allowance for voids. Notwithstanding that yield does not take into 
consideration management costs and voids, the findings of the Ambrose and Nourse study 
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can be used in developing theory about influences on yield. Ambrose and Nourse merely 
adopt a stock market approach rather than a property investment approach in calculating 
relative returns on the respective investments. This difference in approach to calculation 
does not negate the findings of how factors influence the dependent variable, whether it is 
capitalization rate or yield. Hence, it is perfectly justifiable to include the findings with respect 
to the Ambrose and Nourse study, and any similar study using capitalization rates, in the 
corpus. Their study makes a good starting point in developing theory, because they claim 
that unlike previous studies, theirs does discriminate between property types in modelling 
returns. 
 
  The property attributes identified by Ambrose and Nourse as influencing returns are: 
 
 Property type in terms of use 
 Region 
 Location, where location is defined by the narrower, more parochial definition. 
 Size as represented by the amount advanced in the form of a mortgage to facilitate 
the acquisition of the property. 
 Time 
(Tipping and Lam, 2010) 
 
  Having identified both location and region as main factors influencing returns, Ambrose and 
Nourse find that the effects of location are insignificant, but add the proviso that it is 
possible that such a finding may arise out of the way in which location was recorded. Hence, 
there may be issues of measure validity with respect to this variable. With respect to time, 
Ambrose and Nourse find the different property types within their study perform 
differently over time. 
 
  The findings of Ambrose and Nourse suggest the factors that may be further considered 
and discussed with a view to developing theory. It is established by Ambrose and Nourse‟s 
study that property should not be treated generically when analyzing returns and hence 
yields. Property is not a single class, but an asset type comprising many categories. It is now 
established that real estate comprises distinct types which should be analyzed individually. 
Ambrose and Nourse (1993), and others such as Chen, Hudson-Wilson and Nordby (2004) 
and MacGregor and Schwann (2003), show how property type should be considered a 
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factor influencing yield in the United Kingdom (Tipping and Lam, 2010). These researchers 
rely upon the first level of this factor which is the use of the property. In defining use, they 
lump all retail properties together as one type. No distinction is made between, for example, 
between pharmacies and banking-halls. However, each of these uses falls within a separate 
sub-set of uses within the overall retail property type. Therefore, it is logical that each sub-
set, including banking-halls, should also be treated as separate factors. The matter becomes 
more complicated when considering individual occupiers. If it follows that pharmacies and 
banking-halls should be treated as separate factors, then surely there is a case to be made for 
treating different occupiers as different categories. In which case, the particular banking 
company occupying a given property should be considered as having a possible influence 
on the dependent variable. 
 
  Ambrose and Nourse do discuss both location and region. Although they recognize the 
uniqueness of a specific location, which Evans (1995) conceptualizes by location having 
several dimensions (Tipping and Lam, 2010), Ambrose & Nourse group each separate 
location into an appropriate region in their study. Ambrose and Nourse‟s study into 
capitalization rates examines nine types of commercial property investments in the United 
States of America. Using data extracted from the Investment Bulletin published by the 
American Council of Life Insurance, Ambrose and Nourse grouped each location into one 
of five regions for the purpose of analysis. The current research into the investment yields 
of British banking-halls sold at auction is similarly able to use data published both 
individually by the respective auction-houses and collected by the researcher using the 
www.propertyauctions.com website. The available data with respect to the British banking-
halls show both the individual locations and those regions grouped into ten geographic 
regions. 
 
  Property professionals in the field of property investments sold at auction in the United 
Kingdom often refer to lot size and its significance. Such reference to lot size is not in 
relation to the physical size of the premises, but rather in relation to its sale price or value. 
In building their model, Ambrose and Nourse include amount as the sum outstanding on the 
mortgage advance of a property to fund its purchase. This is because their study is into the 
capitalization rates of different types of commercial investment properties over different 
regions in the United States of America arising from mortgage contracts. The current 
research is not into returns achievable form mortgage contracts. Instead, the current 
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research is purely an investigation into yields achieved by one type of property, namely 
British banking-halls, over the study period with a view to predicting future yields of that 
property type. Therefore, if some form of monetary sum is to be included as a predictor 
variable in the current study, it needs to be an appropriate measure. Clearly, the nature of 
the current study dictates that the measure of the monetary sum adopted by Ambrose and 
Nourse in their study would not be appropriate. It is more appropriate to adopt measures 
used in professional practice for categorizing amount when dealing with the sale of 
investment property in the United Kingdom. Baum et al (2006: p. 76) suggest that the price 
could have an effect on yield. They certainly cite liquidity and the availability of monies as a 
possible influence. In which case, a distinction needs to be made between lower and higher-
priced properties. 
 
  In conducting their study, Ambrose and Nourse apply different tests over time. Contrary 
to expectations, the first test in their study did not produce the anticipated results. 
Dismissing the results arising from this test on the basis of validity, they apply an alternative 
test based upon a cross-sectional time-series approach, which generates results that confirm 
previous analyses and theory. The important point here is not the outcome of the Ambrose 
and Nourse study, but rather to recognize the inclusion of time as a factor when building 
and analyzing models with respect to yields on investment property. 
 
  Ambrose and Nourse‟s study was of factors influencing capitalization rates for a number 
of categories of commercial investment properties in the United States of America. They 
claim that their study was the first of its type to categorize the types of property. These 
categories did not include banking-halls. The study was published in 1993 and was based 
upon data appertaining to transactions between 1966 and 1988. Some studies had 
previously been conducted using the same data source, but with the purpose of addressing 
other research questions. Previous studies into capitalization rates using the same data are 
criticized for their shortcomings by Ambrose and Nourse. For example, they highlight that 
a previous study by Nourse had omitted to account for any effect that may have been 
caused by property type. Ambrose and Nourse find, in their critique of the previous studies, 
that there is a suggestion that property returns are influenced by property type. Thus, in 
their own study, they categorized properties by user type. That being the case, where data 
exist for banking-halls, these premises should in any study be categorized as a separate user 
type. Logic would suggest that such types must be capable of categorization into further 
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sub-types. It therefore follows that banking-halls might be further categorized into sub-
types as defined by the brand operating at a specific branch. 
 
 
4.5 Current theories of factors affecting yields 
 
Earlier studies, such as that of Ambrose and Nourse (1993), suggest what the main factors 
affecting yield might be. Even further back, the works of both Ricardo (1815) and Von 
Thünen (1826) make an important contribution to thinking. Although both developed 
models relating to the rent of agricultural land and hence its capital value, their works are 
important inasmuch as they establish the importance of location. 
 
  More recent literature generates theory based upon more current thinking with respect to 
the factors affecting property investment yields. More specifically, there is more recent 
literature that relates to the performance of property investment yields in the United 
Kingdom (Dunse et al., 2007; Baum, Mackmin and Nunnington, 2006). The early literature 
underpins the more recent literature, which in turn is capable of being used to derive 
theory. 
 
 
4.6 The impact of investment diversification 
 
Investment incurs risk. Such risk occurs both in property investment and other investment 
media. Fraser (2004) distinguishes investment risk between specific risk and market risk. Thus, 
whereas market risk is that risk incurred by market fluctuation (Fraser, 2004), specific risk is 
that risk incurred by factors appertaining to a particular investment or a particular class of 
investment. This distinction applies no less to property than to other forms of investment. 
Enever and Isaac (2002) argue that risk can be reduced through diversification. They state 
that an investment portfolio is truly diversified when at least ninety-five per cent of its 
fluctuation is attributable to the market. 
 
  Specific risk can be diminished and in some cases eliminated through diversification 
(Fraser). Good investment practice, therefore, dictates that an investment portfolio should 
be sufficiently diversified and balanced in order to reduce risk and its adverse consequences. 
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Louargand (1992) shows how Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) developed techniques in 
investment diversification in order to reduce the effects of risk. Extant literature on MPT 
suggests not only how there might be diversification across different asset classes, but also 
within real estate as an asset class through investment in different property types 
(Louargand, 1992). However, Isaac and Steley (2000: pp 116-117) contend that most United 
Kingdom investors are unable to avoid specific risk with respect to property. This is 
because, due to the relative high capital cost of acquiring investment property, most 
investors are unable to purchase sufficient properties with which to achieve adequate 
diversification. 
 
  By its very nature, diversification necessitates taking selected variables with a view to 
ensuring that investment is spread either across different categories or across a range when 
dealing with continuous data. Hence, it follows that the way in which MPT is applied to 
diversification is likely to have some influence upon the factors that might influence yield. 
 
 
4.7 The application of Modern Portfolio Theory 
 
Fraser (2004: p 115) shows how investment risk can be reduced, although not completely 
avoided, through diversification. He cites the example of stock market investment where 
investors invest in portfolios of shares in different companies rather than a tranche of 
shares in just one company. He argues that by spreading their investments throughout a 
multitude of companies, stock market investors are able to reduce their exposure to risk. 
However, risk cannot be entirely eliminated. Fraser explains this by making the distinction 
between Specific risk and market risk. Specific risk is that risk which appertains to a particular 
investment. An investor is, as Fraser shows, able to eliminate specific risk by spreading his 
or her exposure across a wide range of investments. Market risk, also known as systemic risk, 
is another matter. Returning to Fraser‟s stock market example, he argues that this type of 
risk cannot be eliminated, because it arises from fluctuations in the market as a whole. Over 
time, overall market fluctuations will arise as a result of the macro-economic cycle. 
 
  Isaac and Steley (2000) show that the expected return from an investment is to a very large 
extent a product of the level of risk involved. This applies whichever measure of return is 
adopted, including initial yield, which is the normative measure in the United Kingdom. 
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Back in 1952, Markowitz produced an investment model whereby specific risk seemed to be 
capable of reduction by the selection of investments with a diverse range of attributes 
within a portfolio (Isaac and Steley). Markowitz (1952) shows that through diversification, 
the variance between the expected performance and the observed performance within an 
investment portfolio can be expected to be diminished. He argues that it therefore follows 
that a diversified portfolio can be expected to be superior to a non-diversified one. The 
prudent investor should seek to reduce adverse risk whilst at the same time investing in a 
portfolio that gives the highest return. Markowitz describes a portfolio that simultaneously 
achieves both of these aims as being an efficient portfolio. Hence, specific risk can be reduced 
by diversification within a given portfolio (Isaac and Steley). Such diversification within an 
investment portfolio is known as Modern Portfolio Theory (Fraser, 2004: p 115). Having 
originally been utilized in the stock market, Modern Portfolio Theory is now applied in 
property investment insofar as investors are capable of diversifying beyond the individual 
property (Isaac and Steley). 
 
  Markowitz argues that diversified portfolio investment through informed selection, rather 
than through mere speculation, is the best means of achieving an efficient portfolio. Statistical 
analyses are capable of devising overall strategy in the building and management of the 
portfolio, but informed judgment then needs to be applied to refine the portfolio in order 
to provide the best results (Markowitz). The reason for this is that statistics alone are not 
capable of taking account of an individual factor that might influence yield or any other 
measure of return. This is especially so with real estate, where each property is unique. 
 
  It follows that good practice should dictate that any investment portfolio, including a 
property investment portfolio, should be suitably balanced in order to reduce adverse risk. 
Institutional investors seek to address this by investing in as many asset classes as possible. 
As part of this process, they often have prescribed maximum and minimum levels of 
exposure in any one class of investment. Thus, a prescribed proportion of investment by 
institutions may be in property whilst the remainder will be placed in other asset classes. 
Specialist property investors, by their very nature depart from the norm of also investing in 
other asset classes. However, they are still capable of applying the principles of Modern 
Portfolio Theory by diversification through investing in categories of property that have a 
wide range of factors. 
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  The normative model was that investors would critically analyze the market prior to 
establishing a strategy for investing their capital with the objective being capital 
maximization. This normative model assumes that investors will act rationally. However, 
this normative model has been challenged on the basis that it was based upon observations 
of large, institutional investors to the exclusion of small property companies (Gallimore, 
Hansz and Gray, 2000). Gallimore et al. (2000) show, in contrast to the normative model, 
that property investment decisions are not always taken rationally: 
 
“The general dominance of rationalist approaches has been challenged by behavioural decision theory, 
drawing from cognitive psychology, and addressed at closer examination of process features, including 
the decision environment and individual differences between decision makers (Tversky and 
Kahneman, 1974)”. 
 
 
  The model relied upon by the conventional perspective assumes that investors select their 
investments on the basis of anticipated future returns on the invested capital. In the context 
of real estate, these anticipated returns may be calculated on the basis of the rental income, 
rental growth and capital growth either singularly or in combination. This normative model 
assumes that investors act rationally to maximize the returns available for the perceived 
level of risk attached to the investment. Most of the extant literature relies upon the 
behaviour of the large, institutional investors, which rely upon the advanced analytical 
procedures adopted by their research departments, underpinned by statistical methods, to 
determine their investment strategies (Gallimore et al., 2000). 
 
  Notwithstanding that the normative model assumes rational behaviour by investors to 
maximize returns, the reality with respect to some investors‟ behaviour can be different 
from that suggested by theory (Gallimore et al., 2000). Gallimore et al., (2000) show that 
irrational behavioural interpretations can result in investors departing from the normative 
model that the large, institutional investors generally adopt. Hence, according to Gallimore 
et al., (2000) a model of investment selection based upon irrational behaviour, based upon 
reality instead of theory, can be more appropriate since it seeks: 
 
“to represent what actually happens when a decision is made rather than prescribing a theorised model 
of decision making.” 
 
  Thus, Gallimore et al., show that behavioural theory can explain why investment decisions 
may be skewed away from those that might be expected if the normative model were 
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adhered to. As a result, specific risk may be increased due to investment decisions having 
been taken on the basis of personal prejudice rather than on a rational basis. In the context 
of real estate, such personal prejudice may well result in undue bias in favour of a particular 
property or property class. As with previous economic downturns, the recession that 
followed the 2007 credit crunch has especially highlighted the pitfalls of irrational 
investment decisions. Recessions compound the effects of such behaviour by adding 
market risk to specific risk. From Markowitz (1952), it is clear that an efficient portfolio is best 
achieved by applying informed judgment supported by statistical analyses. 
 
  Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) assumes a move from the general to the specific. By 
deductive reasoning, this means that initially the classes and weighting of each class are 
determined. The precise selection of investments within each category will only be 
undertaken once the general strategy has been determined (Lee and Byrne, 1998). Those 
factors that should form part of a MPT investment strategy are shown by Lee and Byrne as 
follows:  
 
“Typically investors in real estate have attempted to diversify portfolios through a process of naïve 
diversification, although MPT has been advocated as a more rational approach to the construction of 
real estate portfolios (Lee, 1992). One approach which arises is whether investors should remain in 
one region and seek diversification by real estate type within the region, or diversify across regions but 
remain within the real estate type? Another related issue is whether diversification by real estate type 
or region alone produces significantly worse results than full diversification by both real estate type 
and region?” 
 
  Hence, there are different approaches that may be adopted in seeking the diversification of 
property portfolios. However, the two respective studies of institutional investors‟ property 
diversification strategies in the United States of America, undertaken by Webb (1984) and 
Louargand (1992), find that the normative methods of property investment diversification 
are by property type and region (Lee and Byrne, 1998). Modern Portfolio Theory is applied 
for the diversification of property investment in the United Kingdom. However, as Isaac 
and Steley, 2000: 116-117) show, due to the high cost of property investment, most 
property investors in the United Kingdom are unable to diversify sufficiently to eliminate 
specific risk. 
 
  Although Modern Portfolio Theory is capable of being applied to property, it must be 
done appreciating the effects of covariance. Although Markowitz makes the case for 
portfolio diversification, he shows that not all risk can be eliminated through diversification. 
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This is especially true for market risk. However, Markowitz cautions beyond this toward 
specific risk inasmuch as the effects influencing yields may be correlated. Using his example 
of the stock market, Markowitz warns that not all variance can be avoided, because many of 
the factors influencing the performance of equities are inter-correlated. This is also true of 
real estate. Since the present research is into factors having the greatest effect on the yields 
of banking-hall investments, there is going to be some level of inter-correlation, especially 
within such a narrowly defined asset class. 
 
 
4.8 Risks affecting property investment 
 
Adopting a top-down approach, this literature review of the factors affecting property yields 
starts with early, simple concepts, and drawing on other fields develops more complex and 
up-to-date concepts. Although Ricardo‟s theory of fertility and Von Thünen‟s theory of 
location are too simplistic, Evans (1995) demonstrates their usefulness in the abstract sense. 
As a result, it is possible to deduce that factors appertaining to the attributes of a property 
will affect its yield. Other fields suggest what those attributes might be. Similarly, studies 
focused on the stock market suggest how efficient portfolios might be assembled. Academic 
sources, such as Dunse et al. (2007), and Baum, Mackmin and Nunnington (2006) relate the 
corpus specifically to property and indicate which factors are likely to have the most 
influence on property yields. However, transactions in the real world are conducted by 
investors and their professional advisors. Therefore, it is necessary not only to review 
literature from academic sources, but also to draw on the appropriate professional sources. 
 
  Even though, as Gallimore et al. (2000) show, property investors can and do act 
irrationally, French (2004) argues that the Investment Method of valuation has become a 
much more scientific process. The Investment Method of valuation is the one that is 
normally applied to investment properties (Enever and Isaac, 2002: p 65). French argues 
that it has become a much more rational method of valuation whereby value is determined 
by using comparables of similar properties in the locality sold around the same time as the 
valuation date (Tipping and Lam., 2010). If French‟s assertion remains correct, then reliance 
must be placed upon those variables that affect the attributes of individual properties the 
most in terms of investment (Tipping and Lam, 2010). It follows from what French says 
that location and time are factors that need to be considered. 
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  Although French (2004) does point to locality being a significant factor in influencing 
property yields, he states that this needs to be in combination of properties having similar 
attributes. However, properties may have similar attributes in a number of different ways 
and at different levels. Therefore, it is important to identify those similarities that are likely 
to produce the most significant effects. Much of the more recent corpus focuses most 
heavily on property type by region. Although their study was based upon data relating to the 
United States of America, Ambrose and Nourse (1993) led the way in showing that the 
property type and region combined are significant in influencing yield. The two factors were 
shown to work in combination. Other studies, such as those by Guy and Henneberry (2000) 
and Hoesli, Lizieri and MacGregor (1997), which support such a hypothesis, have followed. 
 
  Hoesli et al. (1997), for example, undertook a study of factors of influencing property 
yields in the United Kingdom with a view to determining the best diversification strategies. 
Their study was an investigation of region by three generic property types: retail; office and 
industrial. They used two analytical techniques. They used cluster analysis on the basis that 
such analysis had been used in previous real estate studies to support diversification by 
region, but added the proviso that the technique can be too deterministic. The other 
method was to categorize cases by region. This was done on the grounds that previous 
studies in the United States of America had found distinct regions there for property 
performance. Therefore Hoesli et al. undertook analyses on the basis of eleven regions in 
Great Britain. Northern Ireland was omitted. The eleven regions adopted by them loosely 
correspond to the ten regions adopted by the leading London property auction-houses. The 
main difference being that Hoesli et al. divided what those auction-houses continue to 
define as North-east into North and Yorkshire and Humberside. Hoesli et al. not only treated 
Scotland and Wales as individual regions, but also sub-divided England on the basis of the 
nine Government Office Regions (GOR) adopted by Central Government for the sub-
division of England, which were to form the basis of regional assemblies until these were 
shelved in some parts. These Government Office Regions form the basis of economic 
planning. The map of the GOR classifications for the period subject to the study and 
produced by the Office for National Statistics (ONS) is reproduced in Figure 4.1. The GOR 
regions also form the basis of the regions adopted by the main property auction-houses, 
except that North-east and Yorkshire and Humberside are both grouped together under the label 
North-east. Hoesli et al. argue that a greater part of yield, as opposed to rental value, will be 
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common both across regions and property type in the United Kingdom. This is because 
macro-economic factors such as Bank of England interest rates, have a major influence. 
The study by Hoesli et al. did not find a clear regional effect on property investment yields. 
Rather, their study did find a difference in yields within a given region. Notwithstanding 
their not finding significant differences in yield between regions, as defined by their eleven 
categories of region, they did find a significant variation between what they described as 
super-regions, or what for clarity might be labelled as provinces. They found that these super-
regions, or provinces, fell into three categories: London; the south of England, including 
East Anglia; and the rest of the country. The Hoesli et al. study found that yields were 
influenced by property types across three super regions based upon London and a north-
south divide. The suggestion that such a north-south divide might exist is supported by Guy 
and Henneberry (2000), who argue that institutional investors deliberately under-invest 
beyond southern England. 
 
  Notwithstanding the arguments put forward by Guy and Henneberry (2000), Lee and 
Byrne (1998) and  Hoesli et al. (1997) supporting a north-south divide within the United 
Kingdom by the three main property types with respect to commercial property investment 
yields, Enever and Isaac (2002) did not necessarily support such a hypothesis. Enever and 
Isaac argue that the retail sector does not show a great north-south divide. Though they do 
acknowledge that notwithstanding the absence of a significant north-south divide in terms 
of growth and rent, there can be variations between locations within any given region. 
However, caution needs to be applied when considering the arguments of Enever and 
Isaac, because the absence of a north-south divide in terms of growth and rent does not 
necessarily preclude a north-south divide on the basis of yield. 
 
  In 2007, the University of Sheffield‟s Department of Geography produced a map of the 
perceived north-south divide in Great Britain (Dorling, 2011). It placed in to the south 
those areas roughly corresponding with East Anglia, London, the South-east and the South-
west regions as defined by the Government Office Regions. 
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Figure 4.1 Map of Government Office Regions for the period subject to the study 
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  Nelson and Nelson (2003), in their study using data from the United States of America, 
show that geography based upon state as a category was a significant variable having an 
effect upon the yields of investment properties. Their study shows that regional 
diversification can take place either with or without property type diversification. This study 
shows that diversification by region is an important element in the creation of Markowitz‟s 
(1952) efficient portfolio. Nelson and Nelson state that the main motivation behind 
diversification is to eliminate specific risk. They find that whether diversification is based 
upon region, property type or other factors, either singularly or in combination, it is still no 
substitute for the detailed analysis of each property. However, they show that regional 
diversification does afford a useful, additional level in achieving an efficient portfolio. 
 
  Another study also based on data from the United States of America was conducted by 
Cheng and Roulac (2007). Cheng and Roulac‟s study shows that although region is an 
important factor in determining yield for property type, it affects some types of property to 
a greater extent than other types. However, as with other researchers, such as Nelson and 
Nelson (2003), Cheng and Roulac find that detailed analysis of each property by investors 
and their advisors is needed to ensure the best performance of portfolios. 
 
  Enever and Isaac (2002) identify individual companies within an industry-type as having a 
risk when assembling share investment portfolios. That is to say that there is a risk by 
company. If individual companies within an industry-type can be considered as posing an 
investment risk within the context of a share portfolio, then it is logical that such risk shall 
remain for such individual companies within the context of a property investment portfolio. 
Moreover, since each specific company may have in general terms leases that are different 
from the lease of the other companies within the sector, then the associated risks will vary 
across the sector by company. In particular, the rent review dates and the lease expiry dates 
may in general terms vary by company. Such variations may well be extenuated where each 
company within the sector has disposed of tranches of properties on sale-and-leaseback 
terms at different times. Since the retail banking companies have disposed of tranches of 
banking-halls on sale-and-leaseback terms at different times, it follows that this will 
extenuate any risk attributable to individual banking companies. 
 
  Time is identified by some of the literature as having an influence on the yields of 
investment property. MacGregor and Schwann (2003) suggest that sub-markets should 
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fluctuate in tandem over time as a reflection of the macro-economic cycle. Therefore, the 
findings of their research suggest a correlation of regional property yields both within 
specific property types and within real estate as a whole. Using a dataset that had been used 
in previous studies, MacGregor and Schwann reached similar conclusions to those studies. 
They placed cases into the eleven economic planning regions of Great Britain in the same 
way that Hoesli et al. (1997) had done. The study undertaken by MacGregor and Schwann 
(2003) found little difference in the yields between each of these eleven economic planning 
regions. This means that there was limited scope for creating an efficient portfolio by 
diversification across these economic planning regions. However, the findings of 
MacGregor and Schwann do suggest that property type has a significant influence on yield. 
Nevertheless, their study does show that each of the main generic property types performs 
in accordance with a national cycle or cycles. Therefore, there is every reason to expect that 
banking-halls, as a sub-type of property, would also be subject to cyclical effects. Such 
cyclical performance is consistent with macro-economic factors and is accepted as being a 
consequence of such factors (MacGregor and Schwann). The cyclical nature of property 
yields over time is borne out by the research of Krystalogianni and Tsolacos (2004), which 
shows the correlation in the movement of yields across a range of investment media, of 
which property is just one element, and allowing for any time lag. 
 
  Baum et al. (2006: p76) are quite specific in identifying the factors that influence the yields 
that investors will seek with respect to any given property investment. Some of these factors 
appertain more to market risk. These are identified as being: the overall level of interest rates 
in the macro-economy; legislative factors; and prevailing tax liabilities. These are factors 
which can be expected to alter over time. Therefore, over time these particular factors may 
respectively exert greater or lesser influence than the others. This is accepted and 
recognized in the business, financial and economic fields as something that can and does 
happen. Also, these factors are not always easily quantifiable. For these reasons and for the 
purpose of better presentation, these factors are commonly grouped together in those fields 
as one factor: time. As a result, it can be argued that these influences can be grouped 
together as time in the analysis of the factors influencing property investment yields. Baum et 
al. also cite liquidity of the investment, volatility and the costs of management. All property 
is an illiquid form of investment, and the costs of transfer are high compared to most other 
forms of investment. In the United Kingdom, the purchaser pays Stamp Duty Land Tax, 
which is levied at three different rates according to the purchase price. Hence, in terms of 
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the Stamp Duty Land Tax, three bands arise with that comprising the cheapest property 
attracting the lower rate of tax, and that comprising the most expensive property attracting 
the higher rate of tax. Accordingly, the rates of tax levied are based respectively upon small, 
medium and large lot sizes. 
 
  Specific risk factors identified by Baum et al. as having an effect on yield are: the physical 
attributes of the building; location; and security. They define the physical attributes by both 
design and the state of repair of the building. Although they cite location, they do not 
define the level of locality as being most relevant. However, Baum et al. (2006: p 246) do 
show that in a valuation report, a valuer should report on both the very specific location 
and the more general location, in terms of other towns and cities, of a property. Baum et al. 
define security by the specific tenant, the rent and the terms of the lease. 
 
  The specific factors that can be deduced from Baum et al. (2006) as influencing property 
investment yields are: 
 
 Property design and state of repair 
 Location at both the very local level and at either the regional or sub-regional 
level 
 The tenant‟s security 
 The rent 
 Lease Terms 
 
  Furthermore, to the specific risk should be added those market risks identified by Baum et al. 
(2006), which are all capable of being represented by the factor Time. 
 
  Research undertaken by Dunse et al. (2007) sought to model office yields in the United 
Kingdom on the basis of major cities. Although their research was focused on offices, it 
does give some insight into the movement of yields in the United Kingdom for a specific 
type of property over time. Although they find that the yields of offices are heavily 
influenced by the presence of the nearest city, which may not necessarily be the case for 
other types of property, they do establish that yield cycles for a particular city tend to follow 
national yield trends. Dunse et al. argue that an office market within a given British city and 
its hinterland is dominated by that city subject to some local nuances. They show that yields 
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in any given city do follow national trends and that the two are linked. They also show that 
fluctuations in office yields follow macro-economic factors as well as stock market indices. 
The findings of Dunse et al. therefore do add weight to the hypothesis that time is a factor 
that influences yield. 
 
 
4.9 The factors considered by professional practice. 
 
Traditionally, a literature review underpinning research draws upon the corpus of extant 
academic literature to develop theory in order to guide research. Some of the leading 
international property consultancies have their own research departments. It follows that 
those undertaking research within the context of their own professional practice should also 
review the appropriate output of the research departments of those leading consultancies 
where such output exists. The factors identified by the corpus as having an effect on yield 
should also be considered in the context of current professional practice. As some of the 
datasets used by the research departments of the leading property consultancies are 
different, it is to be expected that some of the findings may not necessarily be entirely 
consistent between those practices. However, generalized findings from professional 
practice, especially if they are supported by the review of extant academic studies, will help 
to generate the theory that will direct this research. 
 
  A common theme that emerges from the research departments of the leading property 
consultancies is that property type is a factor that has an influence upon yield. Both 
academic researchers and those in professional practice assign three principal categories at 
the first level of property type: retail; office and industrial. However, some researchers 
further sub-divide these three main property types into sub-property types. The approach of 
such further sub-division tends to be favoured more by professional practice than in the 
extant academic on the subject. Notwithstanding such differences in approach, any findings 
that any kind of division into property type might produce an effect on yield provide 
justification that property type should be investigated in future research as a factor. Not 
only does it justify banking-hall being studied as a separate sub-type of property, but it means 
that further thought should be given to additional sub-division of banking-hall as a type. An 
obvious further sub-division is by the actual banking company operating a given bank 
branch. Certainly, British retail banks have long been categorized by market commentators 
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into two distinct groups: the leading banks, traditionally the Big Four; and the secondary 
retail banks and building societies. This distinction became more obscure with the creation 
of a fifth large banking group through the takeover of the Bank of Scotland by the former 
Halifax Building Society. Even within the leading retail banks, there have been differences 
inasmuch as each has been subject to different performance and risk factors such as 
differences in profitability, balance sheet strength and market exposure. Coupling these 
considerations with the fact that other banking companies have always fallen into the 
secondary banking sector must mean that banking company ought to be looked at as a further 
division of the property sub-type. The current research relies on data up to July, 2006. The 
credit crunch since mid-2007 has shown that even amongst the main five United Kingdom 
banking groups, some have been more adversely affected than others by the banking crisis 
and the recession. Some have been more heavily exposed to adverse risk, with the result 
that some have had to be part-nationalized and have to do more to re-capitalize (Cushman 
& Wakefield, 2008). Therefore, in the light of the credit crunch, banking company can 
reasonably be considered as possibly having a greater effect on yield than before the crisis. 
 
  Drawing on reports published between 2008 and 2009, property type was confirmed by 
the research departments of the leading property consultancies based in London as having 
an effect on yield (Tipping and Lam, 2010; Cushman & Wakefield (2009), Jones Lang 
LaSalle (2009a, 2009b, 2008a, and 2008b), CB Richard Ellis (2008a and 2008b) and Frank 
Knight (2009). However, there are some inconsistencies between the findings of the 
respective research departments. Thus, although Lambert Smith Hampton (2009) did find 
that property type had an effect on yield, they found in the first quarter of 2009 that office 
yields had risen more steeply than retail yields, whereas Cushman & Wakefield (2009) found 
the converse. Jones Lang LaSalle (2008b) found that within the retail property type, there 
were movements of the yields of each of the sub-property types, including retail bank 
premises, which moved independently of one another. Hence, retail bank premises reacted 
independently of other retail categories during 2009 and saw the largest increase in the retail 
sector during the period (Knight Frank, 2009). According to Knight Frank (2009), this may 
have been a result of anxieties about the banking sector. 
 
  Whereas some of the academic literature, especially that relating to studies based on the 
United States of America, suggests that region has an effect on yield, evidence from 
professional practice in the United Kingdom is sketchier in relation to region being a factor 
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(Tipping and Lam, 2010). Some of the output by the research departments of the leading 
property consultancies does not produce any results with respect to regions (Tipping and 
Lam, 2010). Where results are produced showing regions, region is shown to have some 
slight effects on yield (Cushman & Wakefield (2009); CB Richard Ellis (2008a)). The 
findings of Cushman & Wakefield (2009) suggest that any effects that are attributable to 
region are different according to property type. Thus, the yields for the retail sector by 
region were more closely grouped together than those for other property types. CB Richard 
Ellis (2008a) similarly found that the effect on yield by region was not consistent across all 
property types. Cushman & Wakefield (2009) found that those properties in the retail sector 
nearer to London and the South-east generally achieved lower yields than those in the rest 
of the country. Likewise, the output of CB Richard Ellis (2008a) suggests that although the 
effects on yield were not consistent across all property types by region, there remained a 
north-south divide for retail and office properties (Tipping and Lam, 2010). 
 
  Some of the output by the research departments of the leading property consultancies 
focuses on cities, as opposed to regions, as a geographical factor (Tipping and Lam, 2010). 
Such output labels cities as location. In reporting on Cushman & Wakefield‟s research into 
yields in early 2009, Whitmore (2009) suggests that location has an effect in combination 
with lot size. 
 
  In addition to Whitmore (2009) suggesting that lot size has an effect on yield, some of the 
research departments of the leading property consultancies show likewise (Cushman & 
Wakefield 2009; Jones Lang LaSalle, 2008b and 2007). According to Whitmore (2009), who 
does not distinguish retail from other property types, while lot size does have an effect, 
there is a suggestion that it does so in combination with other factors. Hence, reporting on 
the research undertaken by Cushman & Wakefield, Whitmore (2009) has suggested the clear 
emergence of a two-tier market during the early part of 2009 with larger lots in secondary 
locations seeing larger increases in yield than those property investments that are smaller 
and in prime locations (Tipping and Lam., 2010). In this context, the effect of lot size may 
be more complicated, since it may be having an influence in combination with another 
factor. Although he does not quantify the effect, Whitmore suggests that during the adverse 
macro-economic conditions of the period, yields of larger properties and those of 
properties in secondary locations would rise more in relation to the yields of smaller 
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properties and properties in prime locations. Therefore, there is also a suggestion that Time, 
reflecting the economic cycle may be a factor having an effect. 
 
  Reports published by CB Richard Ellis (2008a and 2008b), although not giving data on 
actual lot sizes, do make some interesting suggestions. Whilst these reports do not report 
upon lot sizes within the retail sector, nor indeed within any other sector, they do 
differentiate between standard shops and retail warehousing. These reports do show that 
yield movements of both yield and rental values vary between standard retail and retail 
warehousing. However, it must be borne in mind that these two property sub-types tend to 
be found in different locations. Therefore, it is once again important to appreciate that any 
significant effect by lot size might be operating in combination with another factor: this 
time location. 
 
  Jones Lang LaSalle (2008b) reported that across all three of the three main commercial 
property types, both rental values fell and yields rose during the preceding months in 2008. 
It would therefore be logical to expect average lot sizes to have fallen during that period. 
However, on the contrary, average lot sizes within the retail sector rose during that period 
(Jones Lang LaSalle, 2008b). Indeed, Jones Lang LaSalle (2008b) show that the average lot 
size in the retail sector rose by twenty-three per cent between the second and third quarters 
of 2008. Jones Lang LaSalle (2009b) show that average lot sizes continued to rise during the 
first quarter of 2009. They show that average lot size with respect to the retail sector rose 
almost twelve per cent compared with the previous quarter. This would suggest that during 
that quarter and indeed the immediately preceding quarters, investors were choosing to 
retain the smaller lot sizes and to dispose of the larger ones. Hence, during the period in 
question, it would appear that the smaller lot sizes were more sought after by existing 
investors. Such a conclusion would accord with that which could be drawn from Whitmore. 
 
  Although the current research is focused upon British retail bank premises sold before the 
credit crunch, Cushman & Wakefield (2009) report that following the credit crunch, banks 
were looking to reduce the space of their operational property where possible. Whilst that 
report relates to the banks‟ office space rather than operational retail banking premises, it is 
indicative that in the light of the banking crisis and the economic downturn, the banks are 
mindful of the cost of occupying surplus property. The suggestion, therefore, is that 
physical size of all operational bank premises is a factor influencing the banks‟ demand for 
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premises. It follows that where investors are aware of this, they may prefer to invest in 
smaller premises more likely to be demanded by the banks. Since physical size, in 
combination with other factors, may have an influence on lot size, as defined by capital 
value, it follows that lot size may well have an influence on yield. 
 
  There is very limited output by the research departments of the leading property 
consultancies on the banking sector and in particular retail bank premises. The research 
published by Cushman & Wakefield (2009) relates to operational property other than 
British banking-halls. However, Jones Lang LaSalle (2009b and 2008b) do include within 
their investment market reports some data appertaining to the yields of retail bank premises 
in relation to the yields of other sub-types of retail premises in the United Kingdom. In 
both reports, Jones Lang LaSalle treated banking-halls as a sub-sector of the retail sector. 
They show that in the third quarter of 2008, the average yields of banking-halls changed less 
than those of the other analyzed sub-sectors in the twelve months to September, 2008; 
whereas in the twelve months to March, 2009, banking-halls changed more than most of 
the other retail sub-sectors. The latter was attributed to market anxieties about the potential 
consolidation of retail banking. Notwithstanding this, such research output demonstrates 
that not only the three main property types, but banking halls as a sub-type, can influence 
yields differently. It also demonstrates that any change in the influence on yields can occur 
at different rates between sub-types, however defined. Furthermore, it also demonstrates 
that such rates of change can themselves alter over time. Thus when the market perceives 
either a beneficial or an adverse risk specific to the retail banking sector, the yields for that 
sub-type may react differently to the overall market. Such market reactions adapt over time. 
They can be triggered by a perception of either specific risk or market risk. 
 
 
4.10 Summary 
 
4.10.1 Main factors influencing yield 
 
The review of the academic literature and the reference books suggest the factors that are 
most likely to affect property investment yields. A search of the extant literature failed to 
unearth theory relating to the factors most affecting the property investment yields of 
British banking-halls. Therefore, theory needed to be deduced from the academic literature 
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relating to the commercial investment property in the generic sense. Where the literature 
appertaining to commercial investment property is scant with respect to the United 
Kingdom, it has been necessary to look further afield. Furthermore, where in particular the 
earlier literature does not produce findings directly with respect to factors affecting yield, it 
has been necessary to seek direction from another perspective. Such a perspective is how 
property investment portfolio managers have identified factors to consider in portfolio 
diversification. That is because in the creation of the efficient portfolio, investment managers 
need to reduce specific risk by identifying factors that may increase variance of yield due to 
those factors having the greatest effect on it (Isaac and Steley, 2000). 
 
  Further academic literature and property investment reference books have been used to 
identify the main factors affecting commercial investment property at the generic level. 
These sources support the findings and the theory derived from the earlier literature on the 
diversification of property investment portfolios. Recent output by the research 
departments of some of the leading property consultancies help to confirm the findings of 
the academic literature and of the reference books. 
 
  The earlier studies into investment property capitalization rates are focused on a stock 
market approach rather than a property investment approach. They are also based upon 
datasets from the United States of America rather than from the United Kingdom. 
However, these earlier studies provide a starting point from which theory can be developed. 
Furthermore, the corpus of theory has evolved since these earlier studies and some of the 
more recent studies are based upon datasets from the United Kingdom. 
 
  The findings of Ambrose and Nourse (1993) established that property should be 
considered by property type rather than generically as a single asset class. It is now 
established practice for researchers not to treat property as a single asset class. At the first 
level, all retail property is grouped together as a single category (Chen et al., 2004; McGregor 
and Schwann, 2003; Ambrose and Nourse, 1993). 
 
  Geography is shown in the literature to have an effect upon property investment yields. 
Geography is capable of being measured in different ways. The two obvious main 
distinctions are between region and location in the narrower, more parochial sense. Modern 
Portfolio Theory recognizes the importance of property investment diversification by 
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region. Drawing on the approach of treating region as a variable in the United States of 
America (Cheng and Roulac, 2007; Nelson and Nelson, 2003; Ambrose and Nourse, 1993), 
region is established as a variable having an effect on yield. Research output by the research 
departments of the leading property consultancies does rely upon regions based upon the 
Government Office Regions. However, the findings of such research do not necessarily 
always identify an effect based upon these regions. Notwithstanding the absence of such a 
regional effect, other findings have found the existence of a super-regional, or provincial, 
effect. Whilst some sources do support a super-regional effect based upon a north-south 
divide by the three main property types (Guy and Henneberry, 2000; Hoesli et al., 1997), 
there are other sources which do not necessarily support such an hypothesis for the retail 
sector (Enever and Isaac, 2002). 
 
  In their study, Ambrose and Nourse treated the amount outstanding on mortgage 
advances with respect to each property as a variable influencing return. This does suggest 
that the value of a property may have an effect on yield. In the United Kingdom, 
professional practice applies the term lot size to reflect the size of a property‟s capital value. 
Whitmore (2007) and Baum et al. (2006: 76) suggest that lot size is a variable that may 
influence yield. 
 
  Property yields do change over time as a reflection of the macro-economic cycle and 
market risk. Krystalogianni and Tsolacos (2004) demonstrate the cyclical nature of property 
investment yields. The study by Dunse et al. (2007) into the United Kingdom office market 
also demonstrates the effect of time on the yields of that property type. 
 
  Each of the factors identified as having an effect on yield may not necessarily be operating 
in isolation from other variables. 
 
 
4.10.2 Hypothetical predictive framework for British banking-hall yields 
 
Neither the academic literature nor the property investment references books identify the 
factors influencing property investment yields specifically with reference to banking-halls. 
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  Banking-halls are a sub-type of commercial property. On this basis, it has been necessary 
to look at factors influencing investment yields with respect to commercial property. More 
specifically, the retail type of commercial property, of which banking-halls are a sub-type, 
has been examined. It can be deduced from theory what are likely to be the principal factors 
influencing the yields of property as a generic asset class. Beyond this, for the purposes of 
the current study any theory relating specifically to British banking-halls needs to be added. 
 
  Although both academic researchers and those in professional practice now commonly 
assign retail, office and industrial as the three principal categories of property type at the 
first level, professional practice often further categorizes property into sub-types at other 
levels. Moreover, a limited amount of the output by the research departments of the leading 
property consultancies does treat banking-halls as a separate sub-type of retail property 
(Jones Lang LaSalle, 2009b and 2008b). 
 
  Enever and Isaac (2002) identify individual companies within an industry-type as posing a 
specific risk when portfolios of company shares are being put together. In which case, it is 
logical that such individual companies pose a specific risk when portfolios of investment 
properties are being assembled. On this basis, it is justifiable to extend property sub-type to 
a further level of the specific banking company tenant when investigating British banking-
halls as a property investment. 
 
  Accordingly, on the basis of the corpus relating to property investment in general, together 
with the very limited literature relating to British banking-halls, extant theory suggests that 
the main factors influencing the property investment yields of British banking-halls are: 
 
 Region 
 Tenant banking company 
 Lot size 
 Time 
 
  These four main predictor variables, together with secondary influences also identified in 
the literature, are derived from the theory as potentially being the variables exerting the 
greatest influence. Lesham and Trafford (2007) argue that in most forms of either deductive 
or inductive research, the conceptual framework ought to be placed after the discussion of 
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the theoretical perspectives. The resultant map of the conceptual framework at this stage is 
reproduced in Figure 4.2. However, it can only be assumed that the factors derived from 
the theory are the correct ones. Therefore, it is necessary to confirm these factors through 
the qualitative and quantitative studies. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 The conceptual Framework after the Development of Theoretical 
Perspectives 
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5 The Research Design and Methodology 
 
 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 
Empirical data with respect to banking-halls sold at auction as property investments during 
the study period exist in the public domain. Once observed and recorded, these data need 
to be included within a designed research which is robust and which remains valid and 
reliable. This chapter examines research paradigms in the context of the available data in 
order to identify the appropriate research methodologies and methods. 
 
  The auction data lend themselves to a quantitative study. However, methodological 
triangulation makes research more robust. The identification of an appropriate qualitative 
study enables this research to achieve methodological triangulation. Such a qualitative study 
also confirms the factors and factor levels to be analyzed and tested in the quantitative 
study. Both of these methodologies are also underpinned and further triangulated by the 
development of theoretical perspectives from extant literature. 
 
  The methods used within the respective qualitative and quantitative studies are identified. 
Research design should take account of threats to validity (Creswell, 2009, 162-165). Where 
threats to validity have been identified, measures are taken to isolate such threats. In 
particular, validity issues arising out of mixed use premises and different types of tenure are 
considered. Research design also needs to ensure that the research is reliable. Again, where 
threats to reliability have been identified, steps are taken to address the issue. 
 
  Drake and Heath (2011) show that research by the professional practitioner should be 
undertaken within the conventions and confines of their professional practice whilst also 
trying to meet the expectations of academic research, especially in relation to robustness. 
This has been borne in mind. 
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5.2 The process of investigation 
 
The research design provides the means by which the investigation will be undertaken. It 
determines how the hypotheses will be proven and therefore how the research question will 
be answered (Collis & Hussey, 2003). Therefore, it will determine the research 
methodologies. Collis and Hussey also state that it is necessary to be able to defend the 
methodologies selected for the investigation and to be able to defend the approaches to 
data collection and analyses. Vogt argues that research design is both an art and a science 
itself that is a necessary process in order to obtain valid answers to the research question 
(Collis & Hussey). According to Bryman (2004), research design is a framework for the 
investigation. 
 
  The framework for this study is founded upon theory being inducted through a review of 
existing literature and reference to existing professional practice. Continuing review of the 
literature and reflection results in the refinement of the theory. Hypotheses are developed 
from the refined theory. At this point, the investigation transforms into deductive research. 
This deductive research will focus upon the collection, recording and testing of empirical 
data, which will be used to test the hypotheses. The results of the analysis will be used to 
answer the research question. 
 
  The research framework for this investigation is treated as having three levels. At its most 
practical level, likely variables identified from professional practice are included. At a more 
theoretical level, existing practice and knowledge, together with some pilot studies taken 
from Stage 1 of the research program, are used to develop the theory and to reduce the 
number of variables to be tested. At the third and higher level, the research relies upon two 
processes: first it uses the literature to further refine the theory on sale-and-leaseback; and 
then it applies statistical analyses to the empirical data to test the remaining variables. 
 
  During the current interest in the sale-and-leaseback model in the United Kingdom over 
the last two decades, there has been an increasing amount of literature published on the 
model. This literature appears in both professional publications and academic journals. It is 
this literature that is reviewed during the initial, inductive research stage. Some of the 
literature, especially that published in the professional publications, may be contradictory. 
Reflection and experience from professional practice are used to arrive at some synthesis in 
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the theory. Furthermore, data from research journals are used in this processing of arriving 
at the synthesis and in triangulating the data. The synthesis of the inductive research gives 
greater focus to the variables likely to be tested. 
 
  Once the Stage 1 case and pilot studies had confirmed the variables to be tested and the 
likely outcome of the investigation, likely hypotheses were formulated. These are confirmed 
by literature reviews undertaken within the main study. Following the formulation of the 
hypotheses, the research takes on that of a truly deductive nature. 
 
  The deductive research relies upon the collection, recording and testing of empirical data. 
To prove the hypotheses, this research relies upon the recording and testing of data of 
banking-halls sold at public auction through the London property auction houses. All of the 
data sets are obtained either directly or indirectly from material published both prior and 
after the auctions in question. The directly obtained empirical data are those data either 
previously published by the auctioneers and their agents or recorded by the researcher at 
the time of auction. Indirectly obtained data are calculated from the directly obtained data. 
 
  The testing of the empirical data is undertaken through statistical analyses. The analyses 
will focus upon the data recorded from the sale of banking-halls sold at public auction 
through the London property auction houses. From a valuation perspective, the most 
important variables are the hammer price and the rent reserved. From these two, a third 
vital variable can be calculated: the yield. However, the yield needs to be clearly and 
precisely defined. The term yield is capable of many definitions. In order to achieve validity, 
it is necessary that the calculation of the yield should be based upon the appropriate 
definition. Therefore, investigation into what constitutes the appropriate definition of yield 
is undertaken. 
 
  Other relevant and important variables are also applied having regard to the practicalities 
and limitations of this research. Dates, regions, lot size and tenure are all variables for which 
data are collected. Branch crossover is another variable that ought to be tested. Equally, 
relevant is whether a property is entirely a banking-hall or is part let to another party using it 
for non-banking purposes. Not all possible variables are capable of analysis within the 
practicalities and limitations of this research. Therefore, through the refinement of this 
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research, some variables are inevitably omitted. Where this occurs, it is recommended, 
where appropriate, that these issues are investigated by subsequent research. 
 
  The statistical analyses are mainly undertaken through the application of the „R‟ statistical 
package computer program. Before data sets are input into the program, all the empirical 
data are hand written into data collection sheets. The data sets are also recorded in a field 
book. Each data set comprises the empirical data relating to any one property sold at 
auction. Where any one banking-hall is sold more than once, it is treated for the purposes 
of the statistical analyses as a separate property. The justification for this is that on re-sale 
some of the data with respect to each banking-hall will change. The date will certainly 
change. The data with respect to the hammer price and the rent reserved, and therefore the 
yield, will almost certainly change. Since the market can be expected to change over time, 
the data sets on re-sold properties should at any given time reflect that change. 
 
  After being transcribed into the „R‟ computer program, the data sets are checked for 
typographical errors. Corrections are made as appropriate. Following the pilot studies, 
further decisions are made as to how the empirical data should be analyzed and presented. 
For example, decisions are made about the most appropriate way of banding the data. In 
particular, the variable with respect to sale date is refined both for practicality and to reflect 
market practice. The London property auction houses do not conduct their sales in 
accordance with a regular time-scale. The auctions are held on random dates. The 
consequence is that date variable records a large number of random dates. These would 
neither be easy to analyze nor present. Furthermore, the market and professional practice 
tends to analyze and present the auction data on a quarterly basis. Therefore, an additional 
variable, converting actual dates into quarters, is created. It is the quarter variable, rather 
than the date variable, that is used for analysis and presentation. 
 
 
5.3 Sources of the data 
 
  A large sample of empirical data based upon the rents reserved and the hammer prices of 
British banking-halls sold at auction between 1997 and July, 2006 exists. It was observed 
and recorded. This large sample of data comprised almost all of the population for the 
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study period. Such dataset forms the principal means of proving or disproving the 
hypotheses. 
 
  The main research question is: 
 
“How can property investors select freehold British banking-halls that are likely to provide 
the highest initial yield on their investment?” 
 
  Following on from this, the following hypotheses are tested: 
 
 There is some regional disparity in yields 
 
 Lot size does make a difference inasmuch as there is increased demand for 
smaller lots 
 
 Tenant banking company has an effect 
 
 Time has an effect 
 
 The appropriate Investment Property Databank (IPD) index has an effect. 
 
 
  Time is tested as being representative of the macro-economic cycle. Since professional 
practice relies on indices published by the Investment Property Databank (IPD), further 
analyses and tests are undertaken substituting the IPD United Kingdom Retail Property 
Index for time. 
 
   The empirical data is valid insofar as it has been accurately recorded. In particular, the 
data with respect to rents reserved and hammer prices, which are pivotal to the research, are 
accepted as being accurate. Unless they are truly accurate the property investment market 
would not be able to function properly. Both the auction houses and third parties relying on 
the data need to have confidence that the data are entirely accurate. In addition, much of 
the data were triangulated by having been independently observed and recorded by the 
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researcher. Such independent observation was made either by being present at the auctions 
concerned or by being connected to those auctions by internet link. 
 
  Not all of the empirical data were necessarily reliable. There were some outliers. Such 
outliers needed to be checked for accuracy. Also, other facets had to be checked and 
verified. For example, the way in which the region of a property had been recorded at factor 
level needed to be checked and then corrected in those very few cases where wrongly 
recorded by the auction houses. Each auction might produce a slightly different result for 
inexplicable reasons. A particular investor might be prepared to pay more than what would 
otherwise be the true market value for a specific property. However, it is anticipated that 
large sample sizes from a large population will render the empirical data reliable in the 
majority of instances. Even after some data sets were omitted due to being incomplete or 
the lots not being wholly retail banking premises, over one thousand data sets remained. A 
proportion of these had to be removed from analysis on the basis of not having a freehold 
tenure. The necessity for data collapse would eventually leave 691 cases in the dataset for 
analysis and the building of models to be available in the predictive framework. 
 
  The quality of other data obtained during the initial inductive research was more varied. It 
came from reviewed literature. Much of these data were obtained from professional 
periodicals. In particular, the professional journals relied upon were Estates Gazette and 
Property Week. RICS Business was also consulted for material. The consultation of such 
professional journals is the norm in professional practice. 
 
  At the other end of the scale, inductive research reviews peer reviewed refereed journals. 
Academic papers published in peer reviewed refereed journals and at conferences are 
reviewed. These have the greater credence for having been peer reviewed. These peer 
reviewed papers give much insight into the separation of operational property from core 
business activity in a generic sense. Moreover, they give more specific insight into the 
theory relating to sale-and-leaseback as a model for the holding of operational property. 
 
  Academic papers do provide data and theories on sale-and-leaseback as a generic model. 
However, they are insufficient to provide data on the adoption of the model by the British 
retail banks for the holding of their operational property. In order to obtain more insight 
into the British retail bank‟s adoption of the model, it is necessary to refer to the 
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professional journals. These professional journals also give greater insight into how the 
investment market treats British banking-halls as media for property investment. 
 
 
5.4 Emergent theories from the Stage 1 case and pilot studies 
 
Grounded theory is the research design that most lacks a theoretical framework (Leedy and 
Ormrod, 2010). However, Drake and Heath (2011: 103) argue that grounded theory has a 
place in allowing theoretical inferences to be made from the data. They argue that grounded 
theory also allows for research processes to take account of reflection from within the 
context of professional practice (Drake and Heath, 2011: 45). Grounded theory is capable 
of being used in qualitative study to provide abstract theories and interactions grounded in 
the respondents (Creswell, 2009: 13). 
 
  The grounded theory approach assumes that theory will emerge from analysis of the data 
(Leedy and Ormrod, 2010: 142). Leedy and Ormrod argue that instead of relying upon 
extant research literature, grounded theory allows theory to emerge from the researcher‟s 
reflection and interaction with the data. They show that grounded theory is an iterative 
process, which relies upon the researcher collecting data, looking for emerging themes from 
those data, collecting more data and refining theory arising from analyses. Thus, emerging 
theory is used to explain how certain interactions may influence a dependent variable. 
 
  Although grounded theory is more commonly associated with phenomenological 
paradigms, especially in the social sciences (Leedy and Ormrod, 2010: 142; Collis and 
Hussey, 2003: 60 and 73), there is no reason why it should not be used outside a purely 
phenomenological paradigm. Whereas a positivistic paradigm assumes that theory will be 
developed inductively resulting in hypotheses prior to the study, grounded theory actually 
allows theory to grow out of the observed data (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 73). Leedy and 
Ormrod (2010: 146) show that grounded theory may be used to evolve theory within a 
paradigm that has some positivistic attributes in which it is used in research within the 
context of professional practice. 
 
  Case studies followed by pilot studies, based upon two datasets of Midland Bank and 
Bradford & Bingley premises sold at auction on sale-and-leaseback terms, were undertaken 
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during Stage 1 of the Professional Doctorate programme. In this way, emergent theory was 
actually evolved from those data in the manner of grounded theory. At that point, possible 
hypotheses were identified for testing. These were as follows: 
 
 The less reversionary banking-halls are in especially high demand from 
investors; 
 
 There is some regional disparity in yields; 
 
 Lot size does make a difference inasmuch as there is increased demand for 
smaller lots; 
 
 Premises let to the smaller banks and demutualized building societies do not 
necessarily command lower yields than those let to the main retail banks; 
 
 The influx of new, amateur investors has pushed up values; and 
 
 Branch crossover has resulted in closures through rationalization. 
 
  The proviso was made that the testing of such possible hypotheses would be subject to 
there being sufficient data with respect to each. Hence, it was suggested, for example, that 
due to insufficient data, it would probably not be possible to test within a positivistic 
paradigm that branch crossover had resulted in closures due to rationalization. 
 
  The case studies from Stage 1 of the Professional Doctorate, based upon grounded theory, 
were used to suggest likely hypotheses for further investigation in the present study.  
Notwithstanding that grounded theory had been used in Stage 1 of the Professional 
Doctorate programme, a new research design was formulated for the current study. Once 
the present study was commenced with the benefit of emerging theory from Stage 1, greater 
robustness was given to the current research through a full review of the literature and the 
development of theoretical perspectives before qualitative and quantitative studies were 
undertaken. It was further concluded that the emerging themes from Stage 1 needed to be 
tested and triangulated through more extensive research. It was found these emergent 
themes only resulted in preliminary conclusions. The research design of the current 
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investigation needs to be such that it is robust and appropriate in its own right, having only 
drawn upon the emergent theories from Stage 1 as an initial guide for those hypotheses to 
be tested. 
 
 
5.5 Designing a framework for the current study 
 
Research design formulates a framework which directs the entire process of the study. The 
built environment is an area that transcends a number of fields including the natural 
sciences, social sciences, engineering and management (Amaratunga et al., 2002). 
Amaratunga et al. show that it is imperative to utilize the appropriate methodologies and 
techniques for research in the built environment to remain robust. They argue that due to 
built environment research having in the past been criticized for having a more narrative, 
rather than an empiricist approach, when constructing reality, the research design should 
address such a shortcoming. The difficulty in applying social science methodologies is that 
the social sciences normally adopt a design research that reflects a phenomenological 
paradigm. That is because most of the research within the social sciences is focused upon 
qualitative study. However, the final design of a research project is influenced by the nature 
of the problem that the researcher is trying to solve (Leedy and Ormrod, 2010: 4). 
 
  The current research is into identifying ways in which investors and professional 
practitioners may create a toolkit or predictive framework to be used in building an 
investment portfolio of retail bank premises that maximizes initial yield. As a result, much 
of the data will be empirical in nature. A very large part of the data will comprise a dataset 
of capital realizations, rents reserved and yields relating to British banking-halls sold during 
the study period. Moreover, such dataset will comprise nearly all of the banking-halls sold 
between 1997 and July, 2006. Therefore, it is not possible to create a designed experiment 
for this research. 
 
  In the absence of a designed experiment, a suitable and robust alternative research design 
needs to be identified. Creswell (2009: 12) explains how positivism and post-positivism 
cope with this. Hence, where a truly experimental approach will incorporate separate 
elements each respectively placed in the treatment or control groups, there are forms of 
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experimental research that do not have such separation. Correlational study is an acceptable 
form of experimental research with a quantitative framework (Creswell, 2009:12). 
 
  Leedy and Ormord show how quantitative research might be undertaken in the absence of 
a designed experiment. They describe such research as descriptive quantitative research (Leedy 
and Ormrod, 2010: 182). They explain that such an approach delving into observed data 
can produce real insight into the subject under investigation.  Leedy and Ormord further 
categorize what they describe as descriptive quantitative research. One of these categories is 
correlational research. Leedy and Ormrod show correlational research to be a method of 
study whereby a difference in a dependent variable is shown to be related to differences in 
one or more independent variables. 
 
  Since the quantitative study in this research examines how the dependent variable, Yield, is 
influenced by independent variables for which there is empirical data from auction sales, it 
relies heavily upon correlational research. 
 
 
5.5.1 A research design comprising four levels 
 
Collis and Hussey (2003: 355) define research design as a detailed plan for undertaking 
research. They add that the design should show it will solve the research problem, should 
detail an appropriate methodology and the methods used to collect and analyze the data 
(Collis and Hussey, 2003: 132). 
 
  Bryman (2004) defines research design as: 
 
“A framework for the collection and analysis of data”. 
 
  He adds that such a framework is determined by objectives such as causality and 
generalization. These two objectives mean seeking causal effects rather than mere 
associations between variables and seeking external validity (Bryman). 
 
  The research design provides a framework and direction to the research. Before the design 
can be undertaken, the research paradigm needs to be determined (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 
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113). Trafford and Leshem (2008) go even further. They show that research design needs to 
be underpinned by four levels in sequential order. These are shown in Figure 5.1. 
 
 
 
 
Source: Trafford and Lesham (2008) p. 94 
 
Figure 5.1 Levels of thinking about research 
 
 
5.5.2 Ontology and epistomology 
 
Ontology is about the nature of reality and how it should be studied. It relates to whether 
the phenomena being studied have a reality external to the researcher or are something that 
exists in the researcher‟s mind. It is a divide between the objectivist and the subjectivist. 
Hence, the objectivist position is concerned with whether reality is external to the mind. 
This is an ontological view that social phenomena and their interpretations are independent 
of social actors (Bryman, 2004: 541). In contrast, the subjectivist, or nominalist, position 
considers subjective reality internal to the mind. Therefore, the subjectivist position is that 
social phenomena and their interpretations are connected to social actors. Subjectivism is 
sometimes known as nominalism or phenomenalism. These two opposing positions as to 
whether reality is external or internal to the mind represent two different paradigms. The 
convention in the research community is that research based upon one paradigm allows a 
richer and fuller picture to be formed. However, there is an opposing view that mixed 
methodologies provide extra data. 
 
Auditing progress 
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  Bryman argues that the objectivist position is rooted in positivism and is based upon the 
natural sciences. Although the objectivist position has its place in scientific enquiry, it has its 
shortcomings in social research. Bryman highlights realism as a way in which such 
shortcomings can be addressed for qualitative study. Realism takes neither an objectivist nor 
a subjectivist position. Instead, in the social sciences, realism has evolved to view social 
phenomena as having an objective existence, but seen through their effects rather than 
through empirically recorded observations (Bryman, 2004). 
 
  Epistomology is about the study of knowledge. It concerns theories about the sources and 
nature of knowledge. Therefore, it concerns itself with the methods used for collecting data. 
It concerns what the research community accepts as valid knowledge of the world. It 
questions how legitimate knowledge can be gained and, therefore, discriminates between 
what is valid and what is not. The discussion between positivism and phenomenological 
study arises again. 
 
 
5.5.3 The selection of the paradigm 
 
Research is guided and directed by what Creswell (2009:6) describes as the researcher‟s 
worldview. Creswell explains that this worldview has been ascribed different terms by other 
authorities. These other terms include paradigm, epistemology and ontology, and broadly conceived 
research methodologies (Creswell, 2009:6). 
 
  According to Collis and Hussey (2003: 48-51), researchers rely upon two principal 
paradigms. These paradigms are philosophies which provide the framework for research. 
Fellows & Lui (2003) summarize paradigms as follows: 
 
“They operate to determine not only what views are adopted, but also the approach to questioning 
and discovery.” 
 
  The two main paradigms are normally respectively based upon quantitative and qualitative 
assumptions (Collis and Hussey, 2003:48). Researchers tend to use alternative labels for 
these philosophies. More generally, the terms used for these two alternative philosophies 
are positivistic and phenomenological. However, Bryman (2004) cautions whether quantitative 
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and qualitative research are necessarily paradigms. He argues that there are aspects of 
research which are common to each and that neither predominates in the social sciences. 
 
  In spite of there being much argument by those such as Kuhn (1970) that research should 
be conducted within the context of one paradigm (Bryman), Collis and Hussey show that it 
may be appropriate to transcend more than one paradigm. Using a continuum of core 
ontological assumptions derived from Morgan and Smircich  (1980: 492), Collis and Hussey 
demonstrate that in the social sciences it is sometimes useful to adopt a paradigmatic 
position lying somewhere between the positivistic and phenomenological paradigms. 
 
  Positivistic and phenomenological paradigms are pure or extreme philosophies. The 
positivistic paradigm is an objective one which is capable of measurement and which is 
deductive. In contrast, the phenomenological paradigm is one where reality is subjective and 
inductive. With respect to the social sciences, Morgan and Smircich (1980) place these 
extreme points of the two paradigms on a continuum on which they show intermediate 
positions (Collis & Hussey, 2003).  On these intermediate points are placed research 
methods which adopt varying degrees of each of the two main paradigms. 
 
  The current research relies heavily upon the analyses of the auction data of banking-halls 
sold during the study period. These data are clearly empiricist and positivistic. However, the 
current study may draw on other data from the experts in the field, who are the auctioneers 
and their professional staff. The latter data may slant either towards a positivistic or a 
phenomenological stance. This depends on the methods employed. Clearly, if the data were 
collected from focus groups it would be more phenomenological. However, such an 
approach might provide an opportunity for bias to appear (Bryman, 2004, 345-360). Surveys 
are seen as being positivistic. This is especially so if those surveys are in the form of 
questionnaires and more so if such questionnaires allow the data to be numbered. 
Therefore, in order to ensure the sort of empiricism demanded by Amaratunga et al. (2002) 
within a built environment study, the data collected from the responses of the auctioneers 
and their professional staff are observed through a questionnaire. The form of the 
questionnaire is framed partly through the literature review on theoretical perspectives and 
partly through the interviewing of the heads of the auction houses. Interviews may be either 
positivistic or phenomenological (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 167). To retain a positivistic 
dimension the interviews ought to be based upon closed questions. Nonetheless, the heads 
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of the auction houses, as the very leading experts, must have some freedom to elaborate 
their responses. Providing unstructured interviews might allow bias to creep in. It is also a 
method that is strongly associated with a phenomenological paradigm (Bryman, 2003). 
Therefore, to reduce the risk of bias and to dilute any phenomenological influence, the 
interviews were semi-structured. Kane and O‟Reilly-De-Brun (2001: 154) state that semi-
structured interviews are an appropriate means of triangulating data obtained using other 
methods. 
 
  Bryman reviews the arguments against a multi-strategy research design. He shows that 
those who argue in favour of strict paradigmic demarcation do so on the grounds of 
adherence to epistomologic convention and on the premise that quantitative and qualitative 
study represent separate paradigms. Bryman counters this on the basis that quantitative and 
qualitative methodologies can be used to complement one another within the same 
paradigm. He argues that some forms of qualitative study can have what he describes as 
empiricist overtones (Bryman, 2004: 439) in a research project to give a view to reality. Hence, 
he shows how in the social sciences, qualitative study may be used for the kinds of research 
that would normally rely upon the scientific methods of the natural sciences (Bryman, 2004: 
439). Creswell (2009: 3-18) also shows that a multi-strategy research design may be used. He 
states that there is a third research design and refers to this as mixed methods research. This is 
sometimes known as a pragmatic worldview. The current study into the investment yields of 
retail bank premises falls within the social sciences. Hence, it follows that the appropriate 
qualitative methods may be used within a paradigmic position that is slanted towards 
positivism. 
 
  Due to the need to analyze the empirical data based upon the sale of banking-halls by 
auction, this research adopts a paradigm closer to the positivistic end of the Morgan and 
Smircich continuum. The collection and analysis of the auction data of banking-halls sold 
on sale-and-leaseback is scientific and capable of measurement. Therefore, this is very close 
to a purely positivistic paradigm. However, the development of theoretical perspectives and 
the qualitative study adopt essentially phenomenological characteristics. 
 
  The main analyses and model-building in this study is firmly based upon the data relating 
to the hammer prices and rents reserved of British banking-halls sold at auction. 
Comprising almost all of the population, the sample size is very large. The auction data are 
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empiricist and positivistic. So is the questionnaire. The interview element of the survey has 
the potential to be phenomenological, but that potential is diminished by the used of semi-
structured interviews. Although the data have attributes that fall into both the positivistic 
and phenomenological paradigms, those attributes are shown by the criteria set by Hussey 
and Collis (2003: 55) to be clearly at the positivistic end of the Morgan and Smircich 
continuum. Therefore, the current study adopts a paradigm that is much slanted towards a 
positivistic paradigm. 
 
  As a result of adopting a paradigm that is highly influenced by positivism, this research 
focuses on testing theory. Therefore, it is mainly deductive. However, the positivistic 
paradigm is tempered by the need to develop the theoretical perspectives that underpin 
both the qualitative and quantitative studies. It also embraces some qualitative aspects, from 
which it could be argued, according to Creswell‟s reasoning, that a pragmatist worldview 
arises. 
 
 
5.5.4 Methodology 
 
Methodology is the study of methods. It is about the philosophical assumptions, whereas 
method is about the actual implementation or technical approach. The framework for the 
methodology is prescribed by the paradigmic assumptions. Numerous methodologies exist, 
but ones consistent with the paradigm adopted must be used (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 60). 
Whilst keeping this in mind, it is also necessary to achieve methodological triangulation 
through the use of both qualitative and quantitative methods. 
 
  Due to the reliance upon extant data of banking-halls sold at auction, it has not been 
possible to construct a designed experiment. An experiment not only requires an 
experimental group, but also a control group (Bryman). The data of banking-halls sold at 
auction comprises numerous cases having numeric and categorical data held in existing 
data-bases. Such data in this form are ideally suited for a cross-sectional research design 
(Bryman, 2004: 41-46). The data for cross-sectional research are collected just once over a 
short period of time (Collis and Hussey (2003: 61). They are commonly used for economic 
studies and can then be used for statistical analyses to establish correlation (Collis and 
Hussey). Although cross-sectional studies do not explain why a correlation exists, the 
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correlations can be used for model-building. The current research seeks to provide a 
framework for predicting which retail bank premises are likely to produce a higher initial 
yield. That being the case, it is not important to know why a correlation exists. What is 
important is the creation of a predictive framework for the identification of those premises 
likely to produce a higher yield. Therefore, a methodology based upon a cross-sectional 
study is justified. 
 
  To ensure robustness of the research, the cross-sectional study needs to be triangulated. 
The method of triangulation should be one that is appropriate to a paradigm influenced by 
positivism. Bryman shows that qualitative study may fall within the positivistic paradigm. 
Moreover, he states that qualitative study may have empiricist overtones and may act as a 
springboard to positivist research within the social sciences (Bryman, 2004: 439). On this 
basis, it is justified to triangulate the cross-sectional study by using an appropriate survey of 
the professionals regularly dealing with the sale of banking-hall investments by auction. 
Moreover, such a survey is used to confirm the hypotheses to be tested by statistical 
analyses following the cross-sectional study. 
 
  Robustness of research is also enhanced through engagement with the literature. This 
research engages with the literature in two ways. Firstly, a literature review is undertaken to 
provide a deep and broad understanding both about retail bank premises in Great Britain 
and about sale-and-leaseback as a model for holding operational property. Secondly, a 
further form of literature engagement is required to provide theoretical underpinning to 
both the qualitative and quantitative studies. This is especially important in view of the 
dearth of extant literature relating specifically to banking-halls as a form of property 
investment. 
 
  Further data for fifteen months immediately after the study period is capable of being used 
to further validate the quantitative study. Such further validation enhances robustness to an 
even greater extent. 
 
  The sequence of methodology can be summarized as follows: 
 
 Literature review 
 Development of theoretical perspectives 
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 Qualitative study engaging professional experts 
 Cross-sectional quantitative study 
 Further validation of the quantitative study using new data 
 
 
5.5.5 The methods and techniques deployed: triangulation 
 
An introductory chapter is provided to provide a background to the topic and purpose of 
the study. This introduces the research objective and suggests hypotheses. 
 
  A second chapter outlines the ways in which operational property may be held. This also 
discusses sale-and-leaseback as a model for holding operational property. 
 
  Factors influencing investment in retail bank premises are examined in a further literature 
review in a third chapter. Together, these first three chapters provide an overall literature 
review that gives a wide-ranging insight into British banking-halls as investment media. 
 
  The chapter relating to theoretical perspectives provides a theoretical under-pinning to the 
qualitative and quantitative studies. Such under-pinning confirms the hypotheses to be 
tested. Since there is very little extant literature about retail bank premises as property 
investments, other sources have had to be used to build the theoretical perspectives. 
Therefore, the nearest equivalents to banking-halls had to be examined. Since banking-halls 
were identified as being a sub-type of retail property, the retail property type was relied 
upon as being the nearest equivalent. Accordingly, the chapter on theoretical perspectives 
focused on an examination of the factors most influencing the yields of retail property. 
Notwithstanding that banking-halls are a sub-type of retail property, this approach gives a 
degree of triangulation of theories. 
 
  The qualitative study was purposely designed as one that was compatible with a positivistic 
paradigm. It took the form of two parts. Each part was to involve the collection of data 
from those partners and professional staff within the specialist auction houses willing and 
able to participate. They were in the form of survey research. Surveys, whether in the form 
of interviews or questionnaires, fall into a positivistic paradigm (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 60 
and 66). Leedy and Ormrod (2010:187) state that although some researchers refer to all 
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descriptive, quantitative study as being survey research, they prefer to confine its definition. 
They contend that survey research is about asking questions of respondents about their 
experiences, responses and thoughts before recording and tabulating that data (Leedy and 
Ormrod, 2010:187). Such a method is sometimes called descriptive survey or normative survey 
and has an uncomplicated design (Leedy and Ormrod). However, although descriptive 
surveys have a simple design, it is important to ensure that the personal prejudices of the 
respondents, or their lack of total frankness, does not compromise validity (Leedy and 
Ormrod, 2010: 188; Bryman, 2004: 167-168). 
 
  The design of this research relies upon the qualitative study being divided into two 
separate and different forms of survey. All the respondents within the qualitative study were 
experts from professional practice. Judgmental sampling selects respondents on the basis of 
expertise and experience in the field (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 158). The two surveys in the 
qualitative study were respectively based upon interviews and questionnaires. These 
interviews and questionnaires were a means of drawing on the professional practitioners‟ 
expertise and experience. Methodological triangulation is achieved by combining qualitative 
and quantitative study (Collis and Hussey, 2003: 78). Huberman and Miles (2002) argue that 
by using more than one form of qualitative study, even greater triangulation can be given to 
the research. Although, the questionnaire is relied upon to confirm the hypotheses to be 
tested in the quantitative study and to provide methodological triangulation, it in turn needs 
such underpinning. Therefore, the design provides for an interview survey of three 
individuals from professional practice identified as being the leading practitioners in the 
field. This way, greater confidence is provided for the robustness of the research. 
 
  Once the hypotheses to be tested have been confirmed by the qualitative study, the 
empirical data of the banking-halls sold at auction during the study period can then be 
analyzed and models built and tested. A quantitative study is capable of giving generalisation 
from the findings and of providing objectivity (Amaratunga et al., 2002: 20-22). The design 
for the quantitative study is a cross-sectional one based upon correlational analysis. The 
cross-sectional study is founded on data in the public domain for the study period and 
collected over a short period. Those data are then subjected to correlational analysis. The 
type of correlational analysis undertaken is determined by the type of data and the way in 
which it is distributed. That is to say that the methods employed in the qualitative study are 
determined by the way that the variables are arranged into discrete or continuous data. 
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  The principal analyses of the current research are founded upon the observed and 
recorded auction data for the period. The recording is based upon each banking-hall being 
placed into a separate case in the dataset and being assigned separate factors to represent 
each variable. In turn, each category is assigned its own factor level which is recorded with 
the appropriate factor within the dataset. On that basis, the statistical analyses and tests of 
the data are repeatable. 
 
  Prior to any analyses of the auction data being undertaken, the data were cleaned to 
correct errors and to remove cases with missing data. The literature on statistics then was 
used to determine the appropriate statistical methods to adopt for the analyses. This was 
necessary to determine how to treat categorical data and how to deal with any issues arising 
from any distribution of the data that had the potential to compromise the analyses and 
tests. 
 
  Much of the available data with respect to banking-hall investment properties are 
categorical. Field (2005) identifies logistic regression and analysis of variance (ANOVA) as 
the appropriate methods for analyzing and testing such categorical data. 
 
  The availability of new data for fifteen months immediately following the study period 
permits further validation of the quantitative study. Such further validation enhances the 
robustness of the research. 
 
  The outline of the research design methods can be summarized as follows in sequential 
order: 
 
 Review of the literature 
 The building of theoretical perspectives 
 Qualitative Study divided into two parts: 
o Semi-structured interview 
o Questionnaire 
 Quantitative study founded on cross-sectional research 
 Further validation from post-study period data 
 Findings and conclusions 
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5.6 Validity issues 
 
Issues affecting validity need to be identified and addressed (Creswell, 2009. 164). This can 
be made easier and more effective if such threats to validity are identified at the outset and 
the research design framed accordingly. Bryman (2004: 545) and Collis and Hussey (2003: 
58-59) show that validity appertains to the soundness of research findings. 
 
  Collis and Hussey cite Coolican (1992: 35) who defines validity in the following way: 
 
„An effect or test is valid if it demonstrates or measures what the researcher thinks or claims it does.‟ 
 
  Careful consideration needs to be given as to which independent variables should be 
analyzed and tested. The design achieves this at several levels. Firstly, a raft of theoretical 
perspectives on factors most influencing the yields of retail bank premises is built. In the 
absence of such literature specific to British banking-halls, the nearest appropriate literature 
is reviewed. Since banking-halls are a sub-type of retail property, the raft of theoretical 
perspectives is built upon a review of factors most influencing the yields of retail properties. 
This is what Collis and Hussey (2003: 78) describe as triangulation of theories. In providing 
the raft of theoretical perspectives, the research design further underpins the other 
methodologies. It also provides methodological triangulation. 
 
  At a second level, having been suggested by the theoretical perspectives, the independent 
variables identified as being likely to affect the yields of retail bank premises can be tested 
qualitatively through survey. The design allows for the qualitative study to be to be a survey 
split into two parts. The first part of the survey takes the form of a semi-structured 
interview to check the theoretical perspectives and to confirm the form of a subsequent 
questionnaire. The questionnaire provides the findings to the qualitative study, which 
further underpins the subsequent quantitative study. The qualitative study gives further 
methodological triangulation to the quantitative study, thereby making the research much 
more robust. 
  The main part of the survey was a questionnaire which was designed in a way to limit risks 
to validity. A questionnaire is seen as being positivistic when comprising closed questions 
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(Collis and Hussey, 2003: 173). Hence, a closed question questionnaire was adopted. This 
was conducted on-line individually so that respondents were not influenced in their 
responses by other respondents. Also to ensure the validity of the questionnaire, the request 
of the head of one auction house to answer on behalf of all his colleagues was refused. 
Therefore, the professional experts from that auction house were not included in the 
questionnaire so as not to compromise internal validity. 
 
  Tenure has been identified at the outset as a possible threat to validity. The validity issues 
appertaining to tenure are twofold. Firstly, the sponsors of this research have made it clear 
that they are only interested in having the research confined to freehold properties. Tenure 
has been shown to have an impact on yield (Isaac and Steley, 2000: 25-30 and 126). Had the 
sponsors not insisted on the research being confined to freehold properties, a Tenure factor 
could have been incorporated with different tenures reflected in factor levels. Secondly, 
without the need to have a Tenure factor, thought still needs to be given as to what 
constitutes freehold. That is obvious in England and Wales. It is not so obvious in Scotland, 
which has a different system of tenures. Threats to internal validity can arise where the 
wrong treatments or wrong data are used in the experimentation and analyses (Creswell, 
2009: 162). Those threats posed to validity by tenure are discussed in sections 5.9 and 5.10 
below. 
 
  Mixed use premises were identified as another possible threat to validity. Hence, those 
premises that included a residential element or some other non-retail bank use were omitted 
for the dataset. Only those premises that were entirely banking-halls were retained. 
 
  Hence, the research design addresses identified potential threats to validity. 
 
 
 
5.7 Reliability issues 
 
Creswell, 2009: 190-191) highlights the need to address matters threatening reliability. 
Reliability concerns itself with consistency and repeatability. This is more important in the 
case of positivistic research and especially in the case of designed experiments. Thus, the 
results should remain very much the same if the research and any testing were repeated 
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(Collis and Hussy, 2003: 58). Bryman (2204: 543) defines reliability by the stability of the 
measure of an effect. Within the context of a phenomenological paradigm, reliability is not 
so important in terms of the stability of the measure of an effect. However, undertaking this 
study in the context of a paradigm that is in the main positivistic and relying on much 
empirical data, it is important that the design of this research withstands threats to 
reliability. 
 
  Creswell identifies steps to be taken, where appropriate, to safeguard reliability. Those 
relevant to this study are: 
 
 Checks to avoid mistakes in the observation and recording of data 
 Ensuring that codes applied to data are not corrupted during the research 
process 
 
  The present research addresses the threats identified through Creswell in both the 
qualitative and quantitative studies. 
 
  Hence, in the qualitative survey, the following steps were taken to protect reliability: 
 
 The semi-structured interviews with the heads of the three leading auction 
houses were recorded in writing at the time 
 The questionnaire was conducted on-line using Survey Monkey software, which 
avoided the use of data coding 
 
  During the quantitative cross-sectional study, extra care needed to be taken to protect 
reliability. Not only did the researcher have to collect and record data in the public domain, 
but that data had already been put into the public domain by third parties. Therefore, it 
became necessary to scrutinize each individual datum in each individual case for errors that 
may have been input by either those third parties or subsequently by the researcher. Also, 
steps needed to be taken to safeguard against the incorrect coding of data prior to analyses 
and testing. Accordingly, the following steps were taken to protect reliability during the 
quantitative study: 
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 Obvious mistakes by third parties were corrected before the data were entered 
onto data collection sheets and subsequently into a field book 
 Statistical outputs were generated twice, using different statistical packages, to 
identify obvious outliers which were then double-checked for accuracy 
 Since the versions of SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences) available 
relied upon the coding of categorical data, the main statistical analyses were 
subsequently undertaken using the R package which did not rely upon coding, 
because it was able to read categorical data 
 
  Thus, the research design took appropriate steps to safeguard reliability. 
 
 
5.8 Ethical considerations 
 
Ethical considerations need to be undertaken when conducting research (Collis and Hussey, 
2003: 37-40). Effects of the research that may cause harm should be subjected to ethical 
considerations (Holmes et al., 2006: 292-293). Guidelines for ethics vary between disciplines 
and institutions. From Collis and Hussey, the main areas for ethical consideration are: 
 
 Illegality or immorality discovered about third parties participating in the 
research 
 Respecting undertakings of anonymity and confidentiality 
 Informed consent of the participants 
 Dignity of participants 
 Integrity and the absence of falsification 
 
  The quantitative research relied upon data already in the public domain. The current study 
relied upon observing, recording and analyzing those data. Therefore, ethical considerations 
did not arise in the quantitative study. The main analyses relied on the data of premises sold 
by three banks, which were fully in the public domain and available on the internet. 
However, data of premises sold by one of the secondary retail banks were observed and 
analyzed in the preliminary data mining. The data relating to the sales by that bank had been 
blanked out on the internet source. However, those data had already been placed in the 
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public domain by having been published in Estates Gazette. Therefore, no breach of ethical 
considerations was made by collecting the data from copies of Estates Gazette. 
 
  The qualitative study relied upon the responses of respondents who were experts in the 
field. Therefore, ethical considerations did apply in the qualitative study, but to a lesser 
extent than if the respondents had not been professionals and experts in the field. Before 
the qualitative study was commenced, the heads of the participating auction houses were 
contacted by e-mail. They were informed of the context and purpose of the research and 
asked for their consent to be subjected to semi-structured interviews before they and their 
staff were subjected to an on-line questionnaire. Following the semi-structured interviews, 
the professional staff of the auction houses were invited to be respondents in the on-line 
questionnaire. When the questionnaires were sent out, they were informed that consent to 
contact them had been sought from the heads of their respective auction houses. They were 
then invited to respond and were thanked in anticipation of their participation. The on-line 
questionnaire preserves the anonymity of the respondents. Once the research has been 
completed, all details of the respondents and their responses will be deleted. 
   
 
5.9 Issues appertaining to tenure 
 
Data relating to tenure became available during the cross-sectional study. These tenures 
were observed and recorded. The capital values between freehold and leasehold interests 
differ. All other things being equal, the norm is that leasehold interests should be valued by 
applying different yields from those applied to freehold interests (Isaac and Steley, 2000: 25-
30 and 126). This is shown to be a reason for treating tenure as a variable having an 
influence on yield. Such an approach is confirmed by the findings of the qualitative study. 
The sponsors of this research are only interested in identifying the factors influencing yields 
with respect to freehold premises. Therefore, leasehold interests are excluded from the 
study. 
 
  Scotland is a geographical area that has a distinctly different legal system from the 
remainder of the United Kingdom. As a consequence, it has a different system relating to 
land law and tenures. It needs to be established which Scottish tenures should be treated as 
being akin to freehold if Scotland is to be included in the different research methods. This, 
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therefore, needs to be considered at the research design stage. Hence, Scottish land tenures 
are considered in 5.10. 
 
 
5.10 Scottish land tenure 
 
  In order to ensure internal validity, it is important that the study only includes those 
Scottish land tenures akin to freehold. 
 
  Scots law has always been very different to that in the rest of the United Kingdom. 
Whereas that in England, Wales and Northern Ireland is based upon the common law, that 
in Scotland has been based upon Roman Law. Furthermore, right until the turn of the last 
millennium, Scots land law was based upon feudalism. Feudalism had been its foundation 
for the preceding thousand years. 
 
  According to Paisley (2000), prior to the abolition of the feudal system: 
 
“All title derived from the Crown which retained the title as paramount superior. Under the Crown 
existed mid-superiors each of whom held a right known as dominium directum, and lastly there was a 
party (known as a “vassal”) who owned the property right known as dominium utile. Only the vassal was 
entitled to occupy and use the land although the right of superiority conferred on the superior the 
most important of which in recent years was to enforce feudal real conditions. With the abolition of 
the feudal system in Scotland superiorities of all types will be extinguished and their rights of 
enforcement of feudal title conditions will disappear subject to limited preservation by various means 
including reallotment to a neighbouring tenement.” 
 
 The feudal system in Scotland was largely brought to an end by the enactment of the 
Abolition of the Feudal Tenure etc (Scotland) Act 2000. This piece of legislation by the 
Scottish Parliament brought about the greatest change in Scots land law for almost a 
millennium. The 28th November, 2004 was the appointed day under the legislation for the 
final demise of the old forms of tenure. After this date all dominium utile titles become 
absolute forms of ownership free of feudal obligations, the intermediate interests having 
been abolished. Hence, before the implementation of the reforms under the Abolition of 
the Feudal Tenure etc (Scotland) Act 2000, the ownership of real estate was essentially 
feudal, whereas now ownership is outright. Accordingly, the former interests of the 
superiors have now disappeared. Outright ownership is now vested in the former vassals 
and their successors in title. 
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  The 2000 reform of Scots land law had been necessitated by developments elsewhere. The 
enactment of the Human Rights Act 1998 by the Westminster Parliament gave effect 
throughout the United Kingdom to the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR). 
The Human Rights Act 1998 did not necessarily repeal existing primary legislation that 
contradicted the ECHR (Paisley, 2000). Whereas the courts did not have the authority to 
strike out legislation enacted by the Westminster Parliament, the Scottish Parliament could 
not enact legislation that was contrary to ECHR rights (Paisley). This consideration appears 
to have been perhaps the principal impetus behind the abolition of the Scots feudal system. 
However, any reform had to be framed in such a way so as not to impinge on the ECHR 
rights of the former superiors. 
 
  Notwithstanding the legal distinction, Scotland feuholds and the interests of vassals had 
been treated as akin to freehold interests elsewhere in the United Kingdom. Therefore, 
where the terms feuhold and feudal have appeared in auctioneers‟ catalogues, these have 
been treated for the purposes of this research as being identical to freehold. The question 
arises as how to treat the term heritable which now appears as a descriptive term for Scots 
tenure in the catalogues. 
 
  The current position is that Scots law divides property into corporeal and incorporeal 
property. It further distinguishes these divisions between heritable and moveable categories. 
The result is that Scots law recognizes four overall types of property. The Scots real estate 
tenures that may appear in the tenure variable of the datasets to be tested in this research 
will fall into either corporeal heritable property or incorporeal heritable property. 
Leaseholds fall into the incorporeal heritable category. Land and buildings fall into the 
corporeal heritable category. 
 
  Corporeal heritable property is the term that Scots law applies to the proprietorship or 
ownership of real estate. Heritable tenure is not shown to be akin to freehold tenure. For 
this reason, the analyses of the datasets in this research will omit corporeal heritable 
property from the analyses of freehold property. This affects five cases observed and 
recorded in the original, full dataset comprising all tenures. 
 
  The position relating to Crofting Tenure, which relates to crofts in the seven crofting 
counties (Edwards, 2005) has not been considered, because no banking-halls in Scotland 
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were found to fall in that tenure. Udal, an old Norse tenure relating to The Shetlands and 
Orkney would not impact, since it relates primarily to foreshore and seabed rights. 
 
 
5.11 Conclusions 
 
A research design is formulated based upon the four levels identified by Trafford and 
Lesham as being important elements. An appropriate paradigmic position is considered. 
Whilst the paradigm in this research is essentially a positivistic one, it is tempered by the 
fact that the study is undertaken within the area of social research. 
 
  During Stage 1 of the Professional Doctorate, emergent theory evolved from the case and 
pilot studies. Such emergent theory was used to suggest hypotheses to be tested in the 
current research. However, a review of the relevant literature is used independently from 
the Stage 1 studies to produce the theoretical perspectives. These identify hypotheses to be 
tested in this research. The testing, both by qualitative and quantitative study, of the factors 
identified by the theoretical perspectives makes this research even more robust through 
triangulation. 
 
  The positivistic nature of the current research leads towards both survey research and 
experimental research as a form of enquiry. They are respectively qualitative and 
quantitative methods. The use of both allows for methodological triangulation. Further 
triangulation is achieved within the qualitative study by splitting that into two parts: a semi-
structured interview followed by a questionnaire. The quantitative research is a correlational 
one undertaken through cross-sectional study. 
 
  The research design has been formulated to minimize threats to validity and reliability. 
Validity has been enhanced by using a raft of theoretical perspectives to underpin the 
qualitative study, which in turn triangulates to quantitative study. Additional validity is 
afforded the quantitative study by additional testing using post-study data. Measures are put 
in place to reduce threats to reliability. In particular, measures are put in place to ensure that 
the data are correctly recorded and not subsequently corrupted by coding issues. 
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  Ethical issues are primarily confined to the qualitative study. These have been considered 
and addressed. 
 
  Issues relating to tenure have also been considered. The investigation into British banking-
halls includes premises in Scotland. The law on tenures is different in Scotland from the law 
on tenures in England and Wales. Land tenure in Scotland comparable with freehold is 
identified so that the former may be included in the study. In this way, threats posed by 
tenure to the validity of the research are eliminated by the research design. 
 
  The research design of the current study is founded on a paradigm slanted towards 
positivism and it is triangulated across methodologies and within the qualitative study. The 
whole is underpinned by the theoretical perspectives. As a result, a robust study is 
conducted into the main factors maximizing the investment yields of retail bank premises. 
 
  Table 5.1 summarizes the research design and methodology. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of research design and methodology chapter 
 
Hypothetical 
relationship 
Theoretical 
basis 
How the 
influencing 
factors are 
operationalized 
The source of 
data for the 
qualitative 
study 
The source of 
data for the 
quantitative 
study 
The positive 
relationship 
between yield 
and the 
influencing 
factors. 
Academic 
literature and 
property 
investment 
reference books 
used to develop 
theory at 
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6 The qualitative study: identifying the predictor variables 
 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 
Holmes et al (2006) define in the simplest of terms the distinction between quantitative and 
qualitative study. In essence, they define quantitative study as comprising numerical data 
and qualitative study as comprising descriptive data. Flick (2002) states that having been 
used in psychology since the beginning of the twentieth century, qualitative study has 
become a commonly used approach in social research. Qualitative study embraces several 
theoretical methods which, however, all derive from subjective viewpoints (Flick, 2002). 
 
  Data of the British retail banking premises sold at auction on sale-and-leaseback terms 
during the study period are published and are in the public domain. These data provide the 
basis of the quantitative study using empirical material. They have been analyzed to show 
associations, causes and effects so that models that explain and predict Yield and Yield Group 
respectively can be built. From these models, it is possible to generalize. However, it has 
been necessary to conduct the research in such a way that the appropriate variables were 
analyzed during the quantitative study. Qualitative study enables those appropriate variables 
to be identified beforehand (Huberman and Miles (2002). Although the use of deduction 
from existing theory has identified factors likely to influence Yield, qualitative methods in 
the form of interview and questionnaire have confirmed theory in the context of banking-
hall investments and have also enabled the research to become more robust. 
 
 
6.2 Sources of the qualitative input 
 
The sale-and-leaseback of British commercial investment property by auction during the 
period was limited to five specialist property auction-houses based in London. Of these five 
practices, three were large auction-houses conducting auctions of several hundred 
properties at a time, whereas the smaller two auction-houses conducted a lower volume of 
sales. One of the smaller practices ceased trading during 2008 due to insolvency. It was 
established that the second smaller practice did not auction banking-halls on sale-and-
leaseback terms and that it offered next to no such investments for re-sale. All of the three 
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larger practices auctioned volumes of retail banking premises both during the study period 
and subsequently. The banking-halls sold at these auctions were a mixture of those sold on 
new sale-and-leaseback terms by the banking companies and those re-sold by existing 
investors. Nearly all of the banking-halls were auctioned through the three largest auction-
houses. 
 
  This qualitative study was undertaken on the basis of data collected from the professional 
staff and partners within all of the specialist auction-houses able and willing to take part. It 
was achieved in two parts, each being a form of survey in its own right. Firstly, an interview 
was undertaken with heads of auction-houses willing and able to respond. Then a 
questionnaire was completed by the partners and other professional staff in those auction-
houses willing and able to respond. 
 
 
6.3 Validity of the qualitative study 
 
Surveys are a way in which descriptive data may be collected from professional practitioners 
(Fink, 2009). However, before a questionnaire is put together, thought needs to be given to 
how the questionnaire will be structured and in particular how the questions will be framed. 
It is important that the qualitative study is built on sound foundations and is therefore valid. 
 
  Maxwell (1992) states that during the long-running debate about the legitimacy of 
qualitative research, validity has been at the core of the argument. Hence, those favouring a 
quantitative and positivistic paradigm have long criticized qualitative research for a lack of 
measures to ensure validity. These opponents attack the absence of scientific measurement, 
the lack of strict hypothesis testing and the deficiency in tight controls to counter risks to 
validity (Maxwell, 1992). To counter these arguments put forward by Kirk and Miller (1986) 
from the perspective of the positivistic paradigm, it is argued that qualitative research is able 
to ensure validity through different procedures (Maxwell (1992). 
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6.4 The use of surveys 
 
The use of surveys is widespread. They are used not only by researchers, but also others, 
including business managers, administrators and those influencing social, economic and 
political policy (Fink, 2009). Data collected using qualitative methods often lack order and 
structure, and may be cumbersome (Huberman and Miles, 2002). Accordingly, Huberman 
and Miles argue that the qualitative researcher needs to order such data in a way that it still 
retains the original information. Fink shows that it is important that qualitative researchers 
using surveys must establish a survey‟s objectives and, therefore, the precise questions that 
lead to meeting those objectives. She also states that it is necessary to determine the correct 
sampling and design. Hence, it is necessary to determine who the participants will be and 
how the survey will be conducted (Fink, 2009). 
 
  Fink (2009) shows that both the types of survey and the way in which they are 
administered vary. She states that all types of survey comprise questions and responses. 
However, there is a continuum. At one end of the continuum there is the completion of the 
self-administered questionnaire, and at the other end there is the interview (Fink, 2009). 
Modern means of communication allow surveys to be conducted from a distance. Thus, 
questionnaires no longer have to be conducted face-to face or even by post. They may now 
be completed on-line. Similarly, interviews need not be conducted face-to-face, since they 
may be undertaken by telephone or video-conferencing. 
 
 
6.4.1 The sampling of the qualitative study 
 
The question arises of who should be included in the qualitative study. A decision has to be 
made as to whether to include everyone as a respondent or to just rely upon the data from a 
sample of respondents. Constraints upon time and other resources may mean that it is not 
possible to survey the entire population at large (Fink, 2009). Sampling is a means by which 
researchers may collect data without having to collect data from the entire population. 
Therefore, it is important to avoid sampling errors (Fink, 2009). 
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  Fink (2009) states that where a random sample is taken for a survey, it is said to be objective. 
Samples taken randomly using a computer program would meet this criteria (Fink, 2009). A 
convenience sample is different: it is not objective. Fink (2009, p. 52) states: 
 
“A convenience sample includes people who are available and willing to take the survey.” 
 
  Thus, if the respondents within professional practice, who participate in surveys aimed at 
identifying the predicator variables affecting the investment yields of British banking-halls 
sold at auction, are only those willing and able to participate, those surveys will not be 
considered as being objective. 
 
  The sale-and-leaseback of real estate assets is a very specialist area of professional practice. 
Moreover, a very limited number of real estate professionals work in the area of sale-and-
leaseback of British banking-halls through the medium of auction. Therefore, a survey of 
these individuals based upon a random sample would be inappropriate. Instead, it is 
appropriate to base samples upon panels comprising experts (Fink, 2009). These types of 
survey respondents fall into what Fink (2009) describes as convenience samples. Such 
convenience samples may comprise professional experts who are capable of giving their 
expert views where the data are thus far unknown. Panels are a type of convenience survey 
that allows experts to be surveyed by interview or questionnaire. 
 
  When looking at convenience sampling, Bryman (2004) cites the example of sending 
questionnaires to teachers taking a part-time master‟s degree in education when researching 
the positive attributes of headmasters. Bryman states that this group of respondents has 
been selected simply due to its accessibility. However, he argues that the findings of such 
research could not be generalized, since it is not known of what population this sample of 
teachers is supposed to be representative. Nevertheless, Bryman does not entirely dismiss 
the effectiveness of convenience surveys. He states that convenience surveys are commonly 
used in social research. Moreover, he makes the case that convenience surveys are 
important in identifying predictors that may be capable of influencing the dependent 
variable. Bryman shows how convenience surveys can be used to formulate a raft of 
questions intended to measure teachers‟ preferred leadership attributes. Similarly, 
convenience surveys, based upon samples comprising specialist professionals, having 
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expertise in the sale of British retail bank premises by auction, provide an effective way of 
identifying the predictor variables that influence Yield. 
 
  Since the sale-and-leaseback of British banking-halls by auction is such a specialist area, the 
sample used in the qualitative study is a convenience sample comprising the same number 
of professional experts, who are able and willing to be respondents. Convenience samples 
are able to draw samples from the wider professional community that only includes experts 
in the particular field. Thus others, who might be selected from within professional practice 
by one of the random sampling techniques, but who may well not be expert in sale-and-
leaseback, are omitted. In adopting a panel of experts based upon convenience sampling, 
the validity of the qualitative study is ensured. 
 
 
6.4.2 The design of the qualitative study 
 
Survey design is important, because such design affects the validity of a survey (Bryman, 
2004); Fink, 2009). According to Bryman (2004, p. 27), the research design may be 
encapsulated as: 
 
“A framework for the collection and analysis of data. A choice of research design reflects decisions 
about the priority being given to a range of dimensions of the research process.” 
 
  An inappropriate framework for the collection and the analysis of the data will result in a 
loss in the validity of the survey findings (Fink, 2009). There are different types of validity. 
Both Bryman (2004) and Fink (2009) identify these as measurement validity, internal validity and 
external validity. As a social scientist, Bryman also identifies ecological validity. 
 
  Measurement validity relies upon the selection of the appropriate survey instruments 
(Fink, 2009). That is to say that measurement validity considers what is being recorded and 
whether such recording is relevant to the effect (Fink, 2009). Thus, in the case of the 
present research, it has to be considered whether the yield on a particular banking-hall is 
likely to be high or low. Bryman makes the point that measurement validity is associated 
with reliability. Therefore, in order to have measurement validity, the research must produce 
a model that is capable of explaining yield with a high degree of reliability. This research 
seeks to extend such reliability to the prediction of yield subsequent to the study period. 
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  Internal validity is primarily concerned with causality. This amounts to more than a mere 
relationship between variables. Rather, it amounts to whether one variable actually causes an 
effect on another variable (Bryman). So, for example, where it could be shown that an 
increase in mortgage finance costs had caused a fall in capital values of properties subject to 
a study, that study can be said to be internally valid. The essence of validity is what is the 
level of confidence that an effect in the dependent variable has in at least been part 
attributable to a given predictor variable (Bryman)? 
 
  Whereas internal validity is concerned with causality within a given study, external validity 
is concerned with whether the results of such a study can be generalized beyond the study 
(Bryman). Hence, if the qualitative study was not externally valid, it would not be capable of 
being generalized beyond the sphere of the respondents. However, not only are all of the 
respondents property professionals, but moreover they are experts in the disposal of 
properties by sale-and-leaseback by auction. Therefore, it is entirely reasonable to expect the 
results from the respondents‟ participation in the surveys to be capable of being generalized. 
Furthermore, the results of the surveys forming the qualitative study are confirmed and 
triangulated by the subsequent quantitative study. 
 
  Bryman raises the issue of ecological validity. He argues that the more that the social 
scientist becomes involved in an experiment, the more the results may become ecologically 
invalid. This is because through the process of the investigation, the researcher might 
influence the outcome, since the respondents are not being studied in their normal 
environment (Bryman). However, the respondents in this qualitative study were surveyed in 
a context not dissimilar from their normal professional environment. Moreover, the 
respondents were surveyed in a field in which they were the experts and in which they 
should have felt entirely comfortable. 
 
 
6.4.3 Survey methods adopted 
 
Due to geographical dispersion, interviewing of survey respondents can be expensive and 
time consuming. Also, busy professionals do not always favour having researchers visiting 
their offices. Accordingly, postal questionnaires can provide an effective alternative means 
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of conducting surveys (Bryman). On-line versions of questionnaires are now capable of 
being created and administered (Fink, 2009). On-line surveys generally generate a better 
response than postal sources (Bryman). However, Fink (2009) shows that it is important to 
pilot test and refine questionnaires especially to ensure validity. This can be achieved by 
trialling the questionnaire with individuals other than the respondents in the sample (Fink, 
2009). Likely questions may be identified by telephone interviews with the leading experts. 
 
  The qualitative study in this research relied upon two surveys: the interview of the senior 
partner of each auction-house involved in the sale-and-leaseback of British banking-halls, 
followed by the sending of the final questionnaires to all the partners and professional staff 
working in those auction-houses. 
 
  During the study period, five property auction-houses based in London had undertaken 
the sale of banking-halls as investment properties by auction. Three of those auction-houses 
had dominated the market. The remaining two auction-houses had re-sold a small number 
of banking-halls previously sold by the others on sale-and-leaseback terms. One of the two 
smaller auction-houses ceased trading in 2008 and was, therefore, unable to participate in 
the surveys. The second of the two smaller auction-houses advised that it was unable to 
participate in the surveys due to having had such little turnover of banking-halls. The senior 
auctioneers of the three largest auction-houses were interviewed by telephone. The 
responses of these three were used to confirm and refine the questions within the 
questionnaire sent to the partners and the professional staff of those auction-houses 
surveyed. However, the senior auctioneer of one of these auction-houses indicated that he 
wished to complete one questionnaire on behalf of all of the staff within his department. 
That offer was rejected on the basis that the inclusion of data on that basis would have 
prejudiced the research and brought the validity of the qualitative study into question. 
Therefore, all the respondents were drawn from the partners and the professional staff of 
the other two main auction-houses. 
 
  Each of the respective heads of the three main auction houses participated in the semi-
structured interviews. Therefore, the semi-structured interviews comprised three 
respondents, who represented one hundred per cent of the population of the heads of the 
main auction houses selling banking-hall investments. 
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  The total population of expert professionals from within the three main auction-houses 
was nineteen. All twelve expert professionals from the two auction-houses that participated 
in the questionnaire responded. Therefore those who responded represented just over sixty-
three per cent of the population. 
 
  Although the qualitative study was based upon a questionnaire completed by a sample 
comprising those experts able and willing to participate, it was still necessary to determine 
the precise questions and the way in which the questionnaire was to be administered. 
Huberman and Miles argue that triangulating by several methods of data collection methods 
makes theory and hypothesis more robust. Combining both quantitative and qualitative 
methodologies makes the research more robust (Flick (2002), Huberman and Miles (2002)). 
Huberman and Miles also go further than this inasmuch as they make a case for also using 
different methods of qualitative study in combination as an additional form of triangulation. 
They cite Bourgeois and Eisenhardt (1988) in combining interview with questionnaire as a 
way of confirming emergent theory. Accordingly, the qualitative study in itself is made more 
robust by combining methods, including interview with questionnaire. 
 
  The self-administered questionnaire is often called the self-completion questionnaire (Bryman). It has 
many similar attributes as the structured interview, except that it does not have an 
interviewer to put the questions. Therefore, the questionnaire needs to be easy to follow 
and complete (Fink, 2009; and Bryman, 2004). As already stated, the self-completion 
questionnaire is cheap and easy to administer, and, once refined, is capable of being 
completed by expert professionals without further assistance. 
 
 
6.5 The conduct of the qualitative study 
 
The qualitative study comprised two surveys. Together, these two surveys had three 
essential elements, which can be summarized as follows: 
 
 The creation of a draft questionnaire based upon theory derived from the 
literature. 
 The interviewing of the heads of auction-houses in order to ascertain their 
views on likely influencing factors. 
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 A self-completion questionnaire completed by experts in the field. 
 
  A draft questionnaire was compiled before being placed in person by the researcher before 
a small sample of chartered surveyors competent in the valuation of commercial investment 
property in the United Kingdom. These participants were competent property investment 
professionals, but not experts in the field of sale-and-leaseback. Initially, these participants 
were selected by the researcher. Other respondents were identified by the first participants. 
This is a technique known as snowball sampling and is a form of convenience sampling, and as 
such is another form of non-probability sampling (Bryman). The respondents from the 
snowball sample were in the main used to confirm the theory derived from the literature. 
They were also asked to add any further comments on what they might have considered to 
be relevant factors. 
 
  Once any relevant comments from the participants of the snowball sample had been fed 
back into a revised questionnaire, the senior auctioneers of the respective auction-houses 
were contacted by telephone. As outlined in 6.4.3, there were three leading auction-houses, 
based in London, which had dealt sufficiently with the sale-and-leaseback of British 
banking-halls to have the necessary expertise in the field. The three heads of the respective 
auction-houses were contacted by telephone with two objectives in mind. The first 
objective was to conduct a telephone interview with each head of the respective auction-
houses. The second objective was to seek permission from each head, in order to comply 
with ethical considerations, to ask their respective members of professional staff expert in 
the field to participate in the questionnaire. 
 
  Of the three heads of the respective auction-houses, two were very helpful and co-
operative, whereas the third was either unwilling or unable to participate in full. The third 
head did not want the professional staff in his department to participate in the 
questionnaire. Instead, he proposed that he should complete just one questionnaire on 
behalf of all those in his department. This offer was rejected primarily on the basis that such 
an approach would not have taken into account any differences of opinion that might have 
been expected to exist amongst the professional staff within the department. To have 
included a single questionnaire completed by the third head on behalf of all his staff would 
have adversely effected validity of the study (Fink, 2009; and Bryman, 2004). In particular, 
to have included it would have affected both internal and external validity. Its inclusion 
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might have jeopardized internal validity on the basis that to have done so would have 
reduced confidence that given independent variables were having a causality on yield 
(Bryman). Its inclusion could well have been considered to have affected external validity 
on the basis that it might have reduced ability of the generalization of the findings beyond 
the particular study (Bryman). 
 
  Holmes et al. (2006) define an interview as being a meeting convened between a researcher 
and a participant. In interview, the participant is invited to respond to the questions and the 
prompting put forward by the researcher. Interviews may be conducted face-to-face. 
However, it is possible for researchers to conduct interviews through media such as 
telephone and the internet in order to save time and money in travelling (Bryman). Due to 
constraints imposed by distance, the interviews used in this qualitative study were 
conducted by telephone. 
 
  Interview types range from structured to semi-structured to unstructured (Kane and 
O‟Reilly-De Brun, 2001). Interviews are a useful tool employed in social research as a 
method of obtaining from a respondent a great deal of information (Bryman, 2004). 
However, thought had to be given as to the most appropriate type of interview to be used 
in this research. Therefore, the types of interview were reviewed in order to ascertain the 
most appropriate to be used. Notwithstanding the choice of interview type, each type of 
interview needs to hang on an interview guide (Bryman). Bryman (2004: 324) states that the 
interview guide is a somewhat vague term, but defines it as: 
 
“The brief list of memory prompts to be covered that is often employed in unstructured interviewing 
or to the somewhat more structured list of issues to be addressed or questions to be asked in semi-
structured interviewing.” 
 
  Even unstructured interviewing relies upon an interview guide in the form of an aide 
mémoire (Bryman). 
 
  At one end of the interview-type continuum, the unstructured interview is an interview 
where the participant is given the latitude to comment in their own way about a particular 
topic (Holmes et al., 2006). According to Bryman, it gives greater flexibility in the research 
process so that once some data start to emerge from the first respondents, the direction and 
the nature of the investigation can more readily be adapted. This contrasts with a structured 
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survey, whether that be an interview or a questionnaire, which may be too rigid and 
incapable of adaptation. An unstructured interview is defined by Bryman (2004, p. 545) as: 
 
“An interview in which the interviewer typically only has a list of topics or issues, often called an 
interview guide, that are typically covered. The style of questioning is usually very informal. The phrasing 
and sequence of questions will vary from interview to interview.” 
 
  At the other end of the interview-type continuum, the structured interview is an interview 
where each participant is asked the same series of questions as all the other respondents 
(Bryman, 2004; Holmes et al., 2006) and the questions are of the type that may be used in a 
questionnaire (Kane and O‟Reilly-De Brun, 2001). A structured interview is defined by 
Bryman (2004: 544) as: 
 
“A research interview in which all respondents are asked exactly the same questions in exactly the 
same order with the aid of a formal interview schedule.” 
 
  Whereas the unstructured interview allows greater flexibility, the structured interview 
reduces error arising from the variation of the questions (Bryman). Another advantage of 
the structured interview is that it enables the answers to be collated for presentation and 
summary (Holmes et al.). 
 
  The semi-structured interview lies between structured and unstructured interviews. It does 
not follow a standard interview form. According to Kane and O‟Reilly-De Brun, the semi-
structured interview relies upon an agenda which covers the salient points and acts as an 
aide mémoire, but with the actual questions framed to the respondent and the situation. 
Furthermore, it is necessary to use professional language when interviewing the experts.The 
semi-structured interview permits the use of professional language and in-depth discussion 
with experts in the field. Kane and O‟Reilly-De Brun argue that it is necessary to do so 
when interviewing the experts in order to build trust and confidence in their eyes. Kane and 
O‟Reilly-De Brun also state that in conducting such interviews with the experts, the 
researcher should develop a brief list of a limited number of questions or build a mental 
map of what information is being sought. They further state that during semi-structured 
interviews, the researcher should be prepared to be flexible. 
 
  Bryman asserts that the term semi-structured interview covers a type of interview where the 
researcher draws the questions from the interview guide, but gives the respondent a great 
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deal of freedom in responding. This means that the questions are typically more general 
than those used in a structured interview. 
 
  The different types of interview on the continuum of interview-types are used at different 
times in different elements of study. However, as Flick (2002) shows, semi-structured 
interviews are a good method of tapping into complex and expert knowledge on a topic. 
The present qualitative study has used interviews in order to create the questionnaire that 
was subsequently sent to respondents comprising the partners and other professional staff 
working in the London auction-houses dealing with the sale-and-leaseback of British 
banking-halls. Since the interviewees were the heads of those auction-houses and were the 
ones with the expert knowledge on the topic, it was appropriate to adopt a semi-structured 
interview. Therefore, the interviews of the heads of the auction-houses were conducted as 
semi-structured interviews. 
 
 
6.6 The semi-structured interview and its responses 
 
As highlighted in 6.4.3, of the three main London auction-houses dealing in the sale-and-
leaseback of British banking-halls by auction, the heads of two of them indicated that they 
were willing and able to participate in the qualitative surveys. Since the head of the third 
auction-house had indicated that he wished to complete a single questionnaire on behalf of 
all his staff, that offer was rejected on the grounds that it could prejudice the validity of the 
qualitative study. Notwithstanding that, this consideration did not preclude the head of the 
third auction-house from being a participant in the interview survey. On the contrary, his 
expert views on the effects likely to have a relationship with the yields of banking-halls were 
just as sought-after as the views of the heads of the other two auction-houses. All three had 
expert knowledge that could be used to confirm the questions to be included in the final 
version of the subsequent questionnaire. Accordingly, the head of the third auction-house 
was included as a respondent in the interviews based upon the interview guide. 
 
  A semi-structured interview technique was adopted, because it is one that allows an in-
depth discussion of the topic to develop with the expert respondents (Flick, 2002). The 
interviews commenced with each of the respondents being told that the researcher was a 
chartered valuation surveyor, that the purpose of the research was primarily to establish the 
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effects apparently having an influence upon the yields of British banking-halls sold at 
auction and that they were being interviewed as the leading experts in the field. The 
respondents were then allowed to formulate their own responses with prompting, where 
necessary, based upon the questions in the interview guide shown in Appendix I. The 
questions in the interview guide were based primarily on the theory generated by the 
literature review. The respondents were asked to try to frame their responses in the context 
of the study period which was from 1997 to 2006. 
 
  The three leading experts, who were the respondents to the interview survey, concurred in 
their responses. Their collective responses are summarized as follows: 
 
 Most of the purchasers of British banking-halls sold at auction on sale-and-
leaseback terms were private investors. 
 The main influences having an effect upon Yield were: 
 Region. 
 Lot size. 
 Being one of the main retail bank brands rather than a secondary retail bank. 
 Investors were looking for „good, solid, blue-chip covenants‟, hence the 
preference for the main retail banks. 
 Investors sought longer lease reversions; fifteen and twenty year terms were 
especially popular. 
 Investors favoured main town centres and prosperous market towns as 
opposed to secondary areas and suburbs as locations. 
 „Good, solid buildings‟ were favoured by investors. 
 
  During the interviews, the respondents were encouraged to elaborate, with slight 
prompting, on the underlying reasons influencing investors‟ choices. The collective reasons 
given by the respondents can be summarized as follows: 
 
 Not only banking-halls, but many classes of sale-and-leaseback properties have 
been popular with investors in the United Kingdom, because those properties 
have been viewed as a safe and secure medium of investment. This has been 
especially so with low rates of interest on deposited capital, volatility in the 
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stock markets and failing pension schemes in recent years. Readily available 
mortgage finance at relatively low rates of interest prior to the start of the 
global financial crisis in 2007 helped to facilitate greater participation in sale-
and-leaseback investments. As a class of sale-and-leaseback investment, British 
banking-halls have been an especially safe and secure form of investment. 
 Economic factors peculiar to a given region would have some impact upon the 
overall yields of that region. However, within any given region, there would be 
discrepancies between locations due to the very local social and economic 
factors of those locations. Such precise observations accord with the literature. 
Furthermore, most private investors preferred to purchase property 
investments within reasonable proximity to their home addresses and therefore 
within their own regions. As a result, clusters of private investors in a given 
region tended to help to drive yields for banking-hall investments down in that 
region. 
 Generally, there was a lot-size effect. Although some wealthy individuals were 
not constrained by lot size in terms of price, most investors were. Such 
constraints were due to a combination of ready cash and the availability of 
mortgage finance to respective investors. Hence, although most investors 
preferred to purchase better and, therefore, more expensive premises, an upper 
price limit was generally imposed by the availability of finance. 
 Investors had a preference for the principal retail banks rather than the 
secondary banks, because they were seeking a safe and secure haven for 
investment. Those investors investing in banking-halls were in particular 
seeking reduced risk and greater security. 
 The reason why main town centres and prosperous market town locations were 
favoured was that such locations were considered more likely to retain their 
banking-halls over time. Those rationalizations of banking-halls that had taken 
place primarily occurred in the peripheral and less prosperous locations. 
 Many private investors had an irrational desire simply to own a solid building 
that had the traditional attributes of a banking-hall. 
 
  Perhaps surprisingly, the three respondent experts made no reference to the adaptability of 
the buildings to uses other than retail banking. Bearing in mind the announcement by 
HSBC that it was to trial new, glass-fronted retail banking premises which appeared to be 
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more user-friendly and in which staff could mingle with customers (Chesters (2006), Poulter 
(2006) and HSBC Holdings plc (2006)), the respondent experts made no mention of such 
premises being favoured by investors. 
 
 
6.7 The questionnaire and its responses 
 
For ethical reasons and so as to retain their goodwill, the respondent experts who 
participated in the interview survey were asked for their consent for all the professional 
members of their staff, including themselves, to be sent a self-administered questionnaire. 
The heads of two of the auction-houses readily agreed to give their consent. Since the head 
of the third auction-house wanted to complete a single questionnaire on behalf of all his 
professional staff, his offer was declined. Accordingly, self-administered questionnaires 
were sent to all the partners and other professional staff from within two of the three main 
London auction-houses selling British banking-halls on sale-and-leaseback terms. 
 
  The questionnaire sent to the respondents was refined following the qualitative interviews 
with the heads of the three main auction-houses. It is reproduced in Appendix II. The 
questionnaire was created using an on-line software package known as Survey Monkey. The 
Survey Monkey on-line software package allows surveyors to use templates to create 
questionnaires in digital format, which can then either be conducted electronically from a 
computer or printed-out for manual completion. 
 
  Bryman states that on-line surveys are an effective way of conducting social research, 
because they are a cheap and quick way of surveying many respondents without constraints 
imposed by distance. He lists the shortcomings of this approach as being the lack of 
universal access to the internet, e-mailed questionnaires being ignored as an unsolicited 
intrusion and the inability to experience a respondent‟s tone and body language. However, 
these concerns are not applicable to the present questionnaire. All professional staff at the 
two participating auction-houses were furnished with questionnaires, having been advised 
that the heads of the respective auction-houses had given consent for their participation. 
Since, the respondents were experts being asked to complete a questionnaire about their 
field of expertise, the issue of tone and body language did not arise. 
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  The researcher only had available the e-mail addresses of all the professional staff within 
one of the two participating auction-houses. Accordingly, all the respondents within this 
auction-house were sent an e-mail asking them to use an internet link through which they 
could respond to the questionnaire electronically on-line. These are normally known as web 
surveys (Bryman). All those invited respondents responded using the internet link. In the 
case of the second participating auction-house, printed copies of the questionnaire were 
posted to the head of that auction-house. The head of that auction-house then distributed 
these versions of the questionnaire to each of his professional staff. These were quickly 
completed and returned to the researcher in order to be manually entered into the Survey 
Monkey software package. 
 
  The questionnaire was promptly completed and returned. It appears to have had either a 
hundred per cent response rate or one very close to it from the respondent experts drawn 
from the two participating auction-houses. The results of the responses to the 
questionnaires were generated using the Survey Monkey software package. They are 
reproduced in the form of both as a case summary in Table 6.1. and as a bar-chart in Figure 
6.1 
 
Table 6.1 Percentage per factor identified by respondents as most likely to 
influence the yields of retail bank premises sold at auction on sale-and-
leaseback terms 
 
 
  
 
 
Case Summaries 
 Percentage of 
responses Selected Variables 
1 100.0 Regional Location 
2 91.7 Lot Size (as in hammer price) 
3 91.7 Tenant bank company/brand 
4 83.3 Tenure 
5 16.7 Other (Please specify) 
6 8.3 Physical size of the building 
7 8.3 Proximity of rival bank groups 
8 .0 Age of the building 
9 .0 Brand cross-over within a group 
10 
.0 
Close proximity of  branches of the same 
brand 
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Figure 6.1 Percentage per factor identified by respondents as most likely to 
influence the yields of retail bank premises sold at auction on sale-and-leaseback 
terms 
 
 
 
  Four factors were identified by the respondents as having the greatest influence on retail 
bank premises sold at auction on sale-and-leaseback terms. These four factors all scored 
between 83.3 per cent and 100 per cent respectively. They were the same four factors that 
had been identified in the theoretical underpinning as having the greatest influence on yield. 
Only three other factors scored at all. Physical size of the building and proximity of rival bank 
groups only scored 8.3 per cent, which meant that these factors were only selected by one 
respondent respectively. Each of these two latter factors was selected by different 
respondents. The only other variable that was selected was Other. 
 
  Respondents who selected Other were asked to specify in the section of the questionnaire 
provided for all respondents to add comments about variables, other than those in Table 6.1 
and Figure 6.1, which they considered as having a significant bearing on investors‟ 
investments decisions with respect to the banking-halls subject to the study. Six 
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respondents, half of the total number, took the opportunity of listing any other significant 
effects. Most of these, making a sizeable minority of the total number of respondents, cited 
lease length. However, from these responses no clear lease length was discernible. The only 
clear pattern was that longer leases were more sought after than shorter ones by investors. 
Two respondents said that a lack of break-clauses was significant. No other effects were 
identified by any of the respondents. 
 
  Respondents were further asked for any additional comments or observations. None was 
made. 
 
 
6.8 Discussion 
 
Participation in the qualitative study was based upon a convenience survey of the experts in 
the field. Only twelve respondents participated in the qualitative study. The heads of the 
two auction-houses that participated were interviewed. These two heads were subsequently 
joined by the remaining partners and professional staff within their departments in 
responding to the questionnaire. All of the partners and professional staff from within the 
two participating auction-houses appear to have responded. Thus all those respondents 
willing and able to respond appear to have done so. Response to the survey was limited to 
twelve experts in the field. However, the validity of the qualitative study has been ensured 
by limiting it to a panel of experts using convenience sampling. Furthermore, those experts 
willing and able to respond constituted over sixty-three per cent of the entire population of 
experts. 
 
  The results of the qualitative study show that the four factors most likely to have 
influenced the yields and investors‟ decision-making when purchasing retail banking 
premises at auction on sale-and-leaseback terms between 1997 and 2006 were: 
 
 Tenant bank company and brand 
 Regional location 
 Lot size as defined by hammer price 
 Tenure 
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  The four factors selected as having been likely to have been most influential received a 
response of 83.3 per cent or above, whereas no alternative factor received a response rate 
exceeding 16.7 per cent. Only two alternatives scored at all. The higher of these two 
alternatives was the Other variable. All respondents, including the two respondents who 
selected Other, were permitted to add further comments about additional significant factors. 
The main theme to emerge from these comments was that longer leases were favoured by 
investors over shorter leases. However, respondents were not specific about the optimal 
lease length. 
 
  Since the latter part of 2007, there has been a global financial crisis known as the Credit 
Crunch. Results of the sales of banking-hall investments sold during the Credit Crunch 
shows that even during that period, yields for this class of investment remain low relative to 
alternatives (Allsop, 2009). 
 
  In spite of the turmoil caused by the Credit Crunch, the demand for investment property 
in the United Kingdom post 2007 has remained high (Walker, 2009). Walker states that this 
high demand has been due to low rates of interest on capital deposited, resulting in property 
yielding between five and ten times the return of deposits. As a result, there has been 
renewed market activity by private investors during the credit crunch especially for property 
investments with the strongest covenants (Walker). Since bank tenants have always been 
perceived by the market as being strong covenants, much of the revival in demand from 
private investors has been directed towards banking-halls. 
 
  Reasons highlighted in the literature as being influential on the factors were confirmed by 
the expert interviewees. However, the interviewees did suggest further, possible influences 
not highlighted in the literature. 
 
  Quantitative analysis becomes much more difficult as the number of dependent variables 
increases. The use of many variables often results in sparse tables, which can inhibit analysis 
(Agresti, 1996). For this reason, the four factors shown by the qualitative study as being 
most influential should be selected for testing in the qualitative study. The emerging theme 
about the possible effects of lease length could be the subject of future research. 
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  Only 16.7 per cent of respondents stated that lease length was one of the four factors 
most likely to have influenced yield. In that respect, lease length is not a significant factor in 
terms of this research. However, a significant number of respondents did say that lease 
length would be a further consideration beyond the four main factors. Nevertheless, those 
respondents who did cite lease length, including those two respondents who listed it as a 
main factor, were inconsistent in the precise length. 
 
  The original, full dataset of 1,012 cases only included 30 cases comprising leasehold 
premises and no missing data. The full dataset was very heavily skewed towards those cases 
comprising freehold properties. Since the sponsors of this research had stated their interest 
in only freehold banking-halls, the small number of cases comprising leasehold premises is 
excluded from the quantitative study. 
 
 
6.9 Conclusion 
 
The results of the qualitative study confirm the four factors identified in the theoretical 
perspectives as having the greatest influence on the dependent variable Yield. Since the 
sponsors of this research wish to identify how the yields might be maximized in the yields 
of freehold banking-halls when building investment portfolios, Tenure was removed from 
the quantitative study. Tenure was removed from the quantitative study as being superfluous 
in terms of the remit of this research. Its removal also facilitates better analysis of the 
quantitative data. 
 
  Accordingly, the three predictor variables identified by the qualitative study for use in the 
quantitative analysis are based upon: 
 
 Tenant bank company and brand 
 Regional location 
 Lot size as defined by hammer price 
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7. Introduction to the Statistical Analysis 
 
 
7.1. Introduction 
 
The data comprise details of the sale-and-leaseback of British retail bank premises between 
1997 and 2006. There are no published data of banking-halls having been sold at auction on 
sale-and-leaseback terms in Northern Ireland during the period of investigation. The 
observed, collected and recorded auction data included, amongst other things, the rents 
reserved on the banking-halls and the hammer prices at which they are sold. This research 
seeks to identify approaches that property investors might adopt in order to maximize their 
yields (the ratio of rents to hammer prices) from investments in freehold British banking-
halls. 
 
 
7.2 Data collection 
 
The data were collected in three ways: 
 
 From on-line data sources 
 From published journals 
 By the researcher attending auctions 
 
 Since the beginning of the current millennium, extensive data on commercial premises sold 
at auction in the United Kingdom have been published on the internet. These published 
data include the results of banking-halls sold on sale-and-leaseback terms in England, 
Scotland and Wales. From time to time, some of the auctioneers have published some of 
the data on their requisite websites. Other on-line sources have provided data for those who 
have paid to subscribe. The market and professional advisors have used these sources of 
data with confidence. The individual auction houses have appreciated that the data recorded 
on these websites must be accurate for the market to retain confidence in them and for 
them to avoid potentially expensive litigation. As a result, this research has relied on the 
data provided by these sources with confidence. However, all of the financial data relating 
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to British banking-halls sold at auction on sale-and-leaseback terms through the principal 
auctioneers from 2000 onwards has been published on-line, free of charge, at 
www.propertyauctions.com. The website does not reveal the identity of either its owner or 
its operator. However, a search was made on the internet via Whois in order to ascertain the 
identity of its registrant. This website was registered to Opennet (UK) Limited, which was 
listed at Companies House as a hardware consultancy and as having changed its name in 
December, 2003 from Information Systems Support Limited. For many years, the website 
has been used by valuation members of the surveying profession, who have considered it a 
useful and reliable tool. The website provided access to a copy of the original auction 
catalogue entry of the lot concerned. Each entry included the rent to be reserved for each 
property on completion of the sale-and-leaseback transaction. Since the website, in most 
cases, gave the sale price, often referred to as the hammer price, the yield could easily be 
calculated. 
 
  For auction data prior to 2000, reliance needed to be placed on archived printed format. 
Empirical data on the disposal at auction of British banking-halls on sale-and-leaseback 
terms existed in the public domain. Many property auction results were published in the 
journal Estates Gazette. Those results were not exhaustive, but sometimes permitted cross-
checking where some of the on-line data were missing.  For example, three tranches of 
banking-halls occupied by Yorkshire Bank were sold on sale-and-leaseback terms at auction 
during 2000. For some reason, the data relating to these lots were blanked-out on the on-
line resource. However, the empirical data relating to two out of these three tranches were 
published in Estates Gazette immediately after those properties were sold. The rents reserved 
and the hammer prices for each of the lots sold in these three tranches were left blank on 
the on-line sources. Nor were the yields for these lots disclosed on the on-line sources. 
However, the on-line sources did reveal the addresses of the premises and the dates on 
which they were sold. Since the journal Estates Gazette published the results of some 
properties sold at public auction in the United Kingdom, a search was made of that journal. 
A search of the auction results pages of Estates Gazette did reveal the rents and hammer 
prices of the Yorkshire Bank lots sold at two of the three auctions. Therefore, the cases 
from those two auctions for which the data were recoverable were included in the Purified 
Freehold dataset. However, the cases appertaining to the Yorkshire Bank premises sold on 
23rd May, 2000 were omitted from the Purified Freehold dataset on the grounds that the 
relevant data could not be recovered. 
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  The researcher did attend, observe and record data into catalogues during the latter part of 
the 1990s. Auction data on a number of banking-halls sold during that period were 
observed and recorded by the researcher. Unfortunately, most of the archives containing 
that data were destroyed before the start of this research. However, a catalogue of ninety-
nine Midland Bank premises, since re-branded as HSBC, sold at auction in London in 1997 
has been recovered from the archive. Ninety-seven of the banking premises in that tranche 
were freehold. The data with respect to those ninety-seven premises was observed and 
recorded by the researcher at the auction. Accordingly, these cases were entered in a Field 
Book and included in the full dataset used in this study. 
 
  On observation, the raw, empirical data was entered onto data collection sheets. After 
obvious errors had been corrected, these data were copied into the Field Book. Most of the 
errors related to a small number of properties having been placed in the wrong region when 
recorded by the auctioneers and their agents. Most of these geographical errors related to a 
few premises in Devon and Cornwall having been erroneously recorded as being in Wales. 
From the Field Book, each case was entered into a dataset entitled, Original Raw Dataset. 
 
 
7.3 Description of the data 
 
The data collected and recorded in the Field Book was a mixture of numerical and 
categorical data. The variable Price was the hammer-price, that is to say the sale price at 
which the auctioneer knocked down with the gavel the property as being sold. Price was a 
continuous, numerical variable. Similarly, Rent was a continuous, numerical variable. These 
two variables were not used directly in their existing form in the analysis and model-
building. Nonetheless, they remained important components. The variable Yield was the 
ratio of Price and Rent. It is a numerical variable and was arrived at by dividing the Rent by 
the Price and then multiplying the answer by 100. 
 
  According to Mackmin (2009), traditional valuation practice in the United Kingdom has 
reflected yield as the reciprocal of years‟ purchase. The concept of years‟ purchase has 
existed in valuation practice in England since at least the middle of the sixteenth century 
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when the Court of Augmentations was charged with the task of selling the lands of the 
dissolved monasteries on behalf of the Crown (Scorgie, 1996; Tipping, 2006). Years‟ 
purchase is the number of years multiplier applied to the rent to calculate the capital value 
(Mackmin). Mackmin states that the reciprocal of this produces the yield normally adopted 
by the valuation profession in the United Kingdom. He states that this type of yield can 
variously be called the initial yield, the all risks yield or the capitalization rate. 
 
  Isaac and Steley (2000) state that with respect to freehold property let at the full market 
rent, the All Risks Yield (ARY) is the same as the initial yield. They describe the full market 
rent as the rack rent. They also show that the initial yield (or ARY) for freehold property is: 
 
    
         
              
        
 
  Where the leading London-based property auctioneers have published yields for lots sold, 
they have done so as the reciprocal of years‟ purchase and have normally referred to them 
as initial yields. All the yields calculated for use in this research have been calculated on the 
basis of being initial yields. Therefore, this research with respect to freehold banking-halls 
has relied upon Yield as being defined as the initial yield as shown by Isaac and Steley. 
 
  Other variables such as Banking Company, Region and Lot Size are categorical variables. Date 
is regarded as a numeric variable, but it and the derivatives Quarter and Year may be treated 
as either numeric or categorical. When analyses and model-building were undertaken using 
such categorical data, appropriate statistical methods needed to be adopted in order to 
facilitate useful and meaningful results (Agresti, 1996; Field, 2005). 
 
  The datasets comprised many variables. Property Investors do not consider single factors 
in isolation when evaluating potential investments. On the contrary, rational investors 
consider all the available factors together (Isaac and Steley, 2000). The auction data for 
British banking-halls sold as property investments comprise several variables that may have 
an influence on the Yield. The qualitative study (Chapter 6), underpinned by theoretical 
perspectives in Chapter 5, confirmed the four main predictor variables originally identified 
through professional practice. These were: Region; Lot Size; Banking Company and Year.  The 
variable, Tenure, was omitted from the study, because this study is concerned with only 
freehold British banking-halls. Further studies might consider investigating how the yields 
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of leasehold premises might be predicted. However, it needs to be borne in mind that for 
any quantitative study into leasehold premises to be undertaken, it would be necessary to 
have sufficient cases, and therefore sufficient data, to adequately fill the cells in a 
contingency table. 
 
  For the purposes of this study, it has been assumed that the English and Welsh banking-
halls subject to the analyses are freehold as defined by being in Fee Simple Absolute in 
Possession. The auctioneers‟ description of the properties being freehold was assumed to 
mean this definition. For the reasons outlined in 5.8 and 5.9, feuhold premises in Scotland 
have been grouped with freehold properties in England and Wales for the purposes of this 
study. Any premises where part was let or sub-let for non-banking purposes were excluded 
from the study on the basis of being incapable of quantifiable comparison. 
 
  Region was defined as being the same geographical sub-division of Great Britain as used by 
the principal, London property auctioneers. Accordingly, this research placed each case in 
the same region as identified either in the respective auctioneers‟ catalogues or on-line by 
www.propertyauctions.com. The exception to this rule was where a very small number of 
cases had been placed in the wrong region when recorded in the primary data. In these 
cases, they were placed in the correct regions before being recorded on the data collection 
sheets and entered into the Field Book.  Since April, 1997, the Standard Statistical Regions 
have been replaced by the Government Office Regions (GORs) as a way of classifying 
regions in England (Parnham & Rispin, 2005). It was useful in statistical analyses to follow 
these regions. However, the property auction houses based in London had their own 
classifications. The main difference between the GOR and auction house classifications was 
that the auction houses grouped together the GOR regions of North-East and Yorkshire and 
Humberside into one region labelled North-East. For the sake of consistency, the analyses in 
this research defined the regions as having the same geographical boundaries as those 
applied by the auction houses. These regions were as follows: 
 
 East Anglia 
 East Midlands 
 London-M25 
 North-East England 
 North-West England 
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 Scotland 
 South-East England 
 South-West England 
 Wales 
 West Midlands 
 
  The region labelled by the auction houses as East Anglia closely corresponded with the 
region labelled in the GOR classification as East of England. The map of the GOR 
classifications for the period subject to the study and produced by the Office for National 
Statistics (ONS) is reproduced in Figure 4.1. 
 
  Lot Size has been a term frequently used by professional advisors and investors alike. It 
was also identified by theoretical perspectives and the qualitative study as having a 
significant effect. The term Lot Size has no direct relationship to the size of the property. 
Rather, it is used by property professionals and investors to categorize the value of the 
property. To the layman, the term Lot Value might be easier to comprehend. However, this 
research retained the term Lot Size on the grounds that to do so was in accordance with 
professional practice. Normally, it is categorized into three sizes: small; medium and large. 
Generally, such categorization is based upon capital values rather than rental values. The 
market does not have clearly defined parameters for each category of Lot Size. Also, the 
sizes of lots change over time. During the period subject to investigation, they became 
larger. However, at some other times, usually when the market has been in decline, property 
lot sizes have become smaller. For the purposes of this study, it was necessary not only to 
take into account the general approach to categorizing  Lot Size, but also the range over the 
period so as to enable analysis. These considerations did produce sensible thresholds at 
which to cross from a lower lot size to the one immediately above it. Once these thresholds 
had been defined, it was ascertained from further research that each threshold was only one 
penny below the thresholds applied for the three bands of capital value for the levying of 
Stamp Duty Land Tax. This tax is levied ad valorem on purchasers on acquiring an estate in 
real property. The ad valorem amount increases as the capital price paid moves from a lower 
priced banding to a higher one. In case Stamp Duty Land Tax had an additional effect, the 
thresholds of the Lot Size categories were each moved by one penny so as to coincide with 
the tax thresholds. Accordingly, the three categories of Lot Size were divided as shown in 
Table 7.1. During the first half of the period subject to the study, Stamp Duty Land Tax 
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was only payable on properties sold at over £60,000 (H.M. Revenue & Customs, 2005). 
However, no cases were sold at a price of £60,000 or below. From 1st December, 2003, 
with respect to non-domestic property, Stamp Duty Land Tax only became payable on 
properties sold for more than £150,000 (H.M. Revenue & Customs, 2010a). This remained 
so for the rest of the period subject to the study. Only one property was sold at below 
£150,000 during the latter part of the study period when the Stamp Duty Land Tax 
threshold was set at that level. That property was sold for £125,000 just two days after the 
date on which the tax threshold was raised. During the period subject to the study, the rates 
at which Stamp Duty Land Tax was levied were raised. However, the thresholds at which 
the tax was levied remained the same for the middle and upper price ranges. 
 
 
Table 7.1: Categorization of Lot Size 
 
Category Hammer price 
lower limit 
(£) 
Hammer price 
upper limit 
(£) 
Small 0 250,000 
Medium 250,000.01 500,000 
Large 500,000.01 No upper limit 
 
 
 
  Banking Company was the label given to each respective retail banking brand occupying the 
respective premises. Some of the retail banking groups operating in the United Kingdom 
have done so through more than one brand. For example, Barclays Bank and Woolwich 
Bank are two banking brands of the banking group called Barclays Bank. Likewise, Lloyds 
TSB Bank group operated through the two brands, Lloyds TSB and Cheltenham & 
Gloucester. Subsequent to the study period, Lloyds TSB Bank group and Halifax Bank of 
Scotland were merged as Lloyds Banking Group due to the effects of the Credit Crunch. In 
each case, the respective brands have been treated separately and ascribed to different 
category with the variable Banking Company. Since HSBC formerly traded as Midland Bank, 
all HSBC and Midland Bank cases have been labelled as HSBC and placed within a single 
category. The banking companies for which data were observed and recorded were 
classified as: 
 
 Alliance & Leicester 
 Abbey 
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 Barclays 
 Bradford & Bingley 
 Bristol & West 
 Cheltenham & Gloucester 
 Clydesdale 
 Halifax Bank of Scotland 
 Halifax 
 HSBC 
 Lloyds TSB 
 National Westminster 
 Royal Bank of Scotland 
 Woolwich 
 Yorkshire Bank 
 
  Each case in the full dataset had the variable Date, showing the precise date on which the 
lot was sold. In this form, Date was a numeric variable. Other variables derived from Date 
were Quarter and Year. Each year may be divided into four quarters, each comprising three 
consecutive months. Date can also be transformed into another variable Year, in which all 
the lots sold in any given calendar year are combined. Making the transformation into Year 
could facilitate some analyses that might not otherwise be possible with Quarter. The reason 
was that the variable, Year, comprised fewer categories than Quarter did. Hence, each 
category within the variable Year would comprise more cases than the categories within the 
variable Quarter would. 
 
  Notwithstanding the different ways in which Date may be represented, the essential point 
is that all such versions represent time. Time is important, because over time the macro-
economy and market risk are cyclical. The macro-economic cycle and market risk do result 
in a fluctuation of property investment yields over time (Dunse et al. (2007); Krystalogianni 
and Tsolacos (2004)). This remains true whether time is represented by Date, Quarter, Year 
or any other unit of time. Therefore, these measures of time are also a measure of economic 
performance. In the wider macro-economy, there are economic indicators that may be used 
where appropriate. However, in the property investment markets, the norm is to rely upon 
more specific property-related economic indicators to assess the performance of yield. The 
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Investment Property Databank (IPD) produces a number of property indices, including 
some that relate to United Kingdom property. In particular, the IPD has produced indices 
relating to the initial yields of United Kingdom retail property over time. Banking-halls are a 
sub-type of retail property. 
 
 
7.4 Objectives. 
 
The research aimed to identify a predictive framework by which investors in British 
banking-halls sold on sale-and-leaseback at auction might maximize their yields on such 
properties. Qualitative research can be used to identify trends in the operational property 
requirements of the retail banks. It can be used to identify the design, size and locations of 
banking-halls that the banks are likely to want to occupy in the future. It can also be used to 
identify the business plans and future deployment of resources within banks with a view as 
to how these influences might affect design, size and location of future premise needs. Such 
qualitative research needs to be further supported by the analysis of the empirical data 
derived from the auction results. Quantitative research enabled the empirical data from the 
auction results to be analyzed and used to create a predictive model. These analyses enabled 
models to be built and tested. Models that are both explanatory and predictive were sought. 
The objective was to have a validated model that could predict the yield arising from any 
given combination of categories from the predictor variables. With such a tool, investors 
and their professional advisors will be better placed to build portfolios of banking-hall 
investments on the basis of predicting which premises are likely to achieve higher yields. 
 
 
7.5 Model-building Procedure 
 
  The auction data were examined in order to ascertain the most appropriate form of 
quantitative analysis. Since the recorded data had not arisen from a designed experiment, it 
was necessary to undertake an Exploratory Data Analysis to elucidate the structure of the 
dataset (for example, how many observations for each combination of predictor variables 
and the distribution of yield values) and to obtain indications of likely relationships between 
variables. Only after this could appropriate models be selected and fitted to the data. The 
general procedure adopted was as follows: 
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1. Exploratory Data Analysis 
2. Data mining 
3. Conclusions 
4. Recommendations 
 
  The data mining component itself comprised several distinct phases which included: 
 
1. Model Selection 
2. Model fitting 
3. Model testing 
4. Inference 
 
 
  Data mining is now widely used by many large organizations in order to enable them to 
derive valuable business intelligence from extensive databases (Berson, 2000). It allows the 
analysis of datasets derived from the observation of uncontrolled real world events and not 
from designed experiments. According to Kao and Zhang (2003), with the availability of 
modern computers, researchers can apply data mining to areas of business that include 
financial forecasting. They show that due to the potential to extract meaningful and valuable 
information from large databases, large retailers, ranging from supermarkets to mail order 
companies, extract such information to profile customer groups for marketing and to 
reduce churn. In the financial sector, data mining is now widespread, where it is used for 
identifying the likelihood of credit card fraud and insider trading and for identifying 
insurance risk (Edelstein, 1997). According to Ranjan and Malik (2007), such data mining 
techniques also have useful applications in academia. 
 
  S.M. Weiss and N. Indurkhya (1998) identify investment analysis as an area suitable for 
data mining. Moreover, they state that it is an evolving area, which in particular can be used 
for prediction. In this context, it uses data from existing cases to predict the outcome of 
future cases. 
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8 Exploratory Data Analysis 
 
 
8.1 Analyzing the data 
 
Since the data within the main dataset were observed, collected and recorded from banking-
halls actually auctioned within the context of professional practice, it was not possible to 
rely upon a designed experiment. Therefore, initial, exploratory data analysis was important 
in order to ascertain the structure and characteristics of the data and to ascertain if the 
existing data were suitable for model building. This exploratory data analysis was 
undertaken in the following stages: 
 
1. A review of what was known of the origins of the data, including the listing of any 
idiosyncrasies 
 
2. Review of summary statistics: 
 
 Count 
 Mean, variance, quantiles of Yield as the dependent variable 
 Numbers at each level of the predictor variables of Lot Size, Region, Bank and Year 
 Missing data 
 
3. Cross-tabulations with Yield converted to a categorical variable 
 
4. Lineplots of mean Yield against Lot Size, Region, Bank and Year 
 
5. Boxplots of the dependent variable Yield against the predictor variables 
 
6. Testing for normality and constance of variance using data from cells with large 
counts 
 
7. Log-linear analysis of the contingency table with Yield as a categorical variable 
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  Throughout the exploratory data analysis, conclusions were drawn from the results at each 
stage in order to enable these to be acted upon as appropriate in the succeeding work. For 
example, where there were missing data, consideration was given to the removal of the 
corresponding observations from the analysis. At the end of the exploratory data analysis 
phase, further conclusions were drawn and consideration was given to the implications that 
these would have on the subsequent phases of the analysis. In particular, it gave an 
indication of the types of model that it would be appropriate to investigate and which 
datasets should be used. 
 
  The full, raw dataset, which included all tenures, is reproduced in Appendix III. It 
provided a rich seam, which was capable of being mined so as to identify the best way in 
which a model could be built and validated with respect to the rental yields of British 
banking-halls. Such a model built from this empirical data is not only explanatory, but also 
predictive. It is explanatory, because it provides the best model to explain how the 
dependent variable Yield was influenced by the predictor variables. It is predictive because it 
also allows for the prediction of the yields of British banking-halls sold at auction after the 
study period. Such prediction includes the prediction of premises to be sold at auction in 
the future. A predictive model allows professional advisors and investors to anticipate what 
the rental yield on a freehold banking-hall is likely to be given a particular set of predictors. 
The prediction is based upon probabilities. Therefore, the model cannot predict with 
certainty what the yield of any one property will be. However, the predictive model remains 
a very useful tool in portfolio building, where the objective is to maximize rental yield. 
 
 
8.2 Data Review 
 
8.2.1 The full original dataset 
 
The full original dataset was entitled the Original Raw Dataset, comprised 1,012 cases and 
included all tenures. Not only did it include freehold properties, but also leasehold and 
heritable tenure lots. Although the qualitative study did suggest that the variable Tenure had 
an effect on the Yield, Tenure was not identified as one of the four main predictors. It did 
not include properties which were only partly used as retail bank premises and which 
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therefore were not true comparables. The full dataset also included cases comprising lots 
occupied by retail banks and building societies that form only a very minute number of the 
cases. Hence, even those banks and building societies comprising only one or two cases 
were included in the full dataset.  
 
  Most of the British banking-halls sold on sale-and-leaseback at auction during the period 
of investigation were sold by three of the five largest United Kingdom retail banks. 
Moreover, even the disposals by these three banking companies were unevenly distributed 
throughout the period. Disposals of premises by the other banks were also unevenly 
distributed throughout the period. Disposals by some of the smaller banking companies 
were concentrated in specific regions due to those companies tending to have regional, 
rather than national, coverage. 
 
  Table 8.1 shows how the Original Raw Dataset was sequentially collapsed during the 
Exploratory Data Analysis process. 
 
Table 8.1 The sequential removal of cases to create the Purified Freehold 
Dataset 
  
 
Name of dataset No of cases in 
dataset 
Remarks 
Original Raw Dataset 1,012 All cases of premises let entirely as retail 
bank premises and including all tenures. 
Price Included Dataset 932 The number of cases for which Price 
(realization) was recorded. 80 cases for 
which Price was missing are removed. 
Low Counts Excluded 
Dataset 
909 After a further 23 cases comprising 
banking companies scoring less than 5 
counts were removed.  
   
Purified Freehold Dataset 874 All freehold, and in Scotland feudal and 
feuhold premises, for which rents reserved 
and hammer prices were recorded (after 
the removal of 35 cases comprising 29 
leasehold, 5 heritable and 1 unknown). 
Three Main Banks 
Dataset 
691 All freehold premises for which all data 
were recorded with respect to the three 
banks with the highest counts. 
   
 
 
 
8.2.2 Purification – missing and anomalous data 
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  Notwithstanding that investors and property professionals treat the on-line data source 
with confidence, procedures were adopted to ascertain obvious errors and steps were taken 
to rectify them. 
 
  According to the case summary of the Original Raw Data dataset, shown in Table 8.2 data 
were missing in four variables. These were Price, Lot size, Yield and Tenure. The eighty 
missing cases were identical in the Price, Lot Size and the Yield variables. The reason for this 
is that the missing cases in all of these variables were the result of missing Price values since 
both Lot Size and Yield are a function of Price. Twenty of the twenty-two missing Tenure 
values were to be found in the eighty missing cases appertaining to Price. 
 
Table 8.2 Case summary of Original Raw Data dataset for Region, Lot Size, 
Banking Company, Year and Yield (%) 
 
Case Processing Summary 
 Cases 
 Included Excluded Total 
 N Percent N Percent N Percent 
Region  1012 100.0% 0 .0% 1012 100.0% 
Lot Size  932 92.1% 80 7.9% 1012 100.0% 
Banking Co  1012 100% 0 0% 1012 100.0% 
Year  1012 100.0% 0 .0% 1012 100.0% 
Yield (%)  932 92.1% 80 7.9% 1012 100.0% 
 
 
  Removing the eighty cases with missing Price values left 932 cases remaining in the Price 
Included dataset. Those eighty cases excluded by price realization included premises let to 
most of the banking companies, including the three with most cases, and premises located 
in all regions. They included the fifteen Yorkshire Bank premises offered at auction on 23rd 
May, 2000, but for which the hammer prices were kept out of the public domain. There was 
no given explanation for why the realization prices of the remaining lots were not recorded. 
It may have been that they were either sold prior to auction or that they failed to achieve 
their reserve prices. 
 
  Removing the eighty cases with missing Price data also excluded twenty of the cases with 
missing Tenure data. Thus, two cases with missing Tenure data remained in the Price Included 
dataset. 
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  After re-examining the summary statistics for the Price Included dataset, there were found to 
be a number of banking companies represented in the dataset with less than five cases. 
Those banking companies were excluded at this stage by the creation of the Low Counts 
Excluded dataset. Once the cases excluded by either Price were removed, 909 cases remained 
in the Low Counts Excluded dataset. Amongst the twenty-three cases removed was one of the 
two remaining cases for which Tenure was unknown. 
 
  Since this research only covers freehold banking-halls, those cases comprising leasehold 
and heritable tenures were removed from the Low Counts Excluded dataset to create a new 
dataset known as the Purified Freehold dataset. Twenty-nine cases of leasehold and five cases 
of heritable premises were removed. The one remaining case with unknown Tenure was also 
removed, leaving a dataset comprising 874 cases. 
 
 
8.2.3 Purified Data Set 
 
  The Purified Freehold dataset included all those cases comprising freehold, and in the 
instance of Scotland feudal and feuhold, premises for which rents reserved and hammer 
prices were recorded. Through the sequence of successive datasets from which cases were 
systematically removed, the Purified Freehold dataset omitted cases with either missing Price 
data, banks scoring counts of less than five, or leasehold premises. According to the case 
summary of the Purified Freehold dataset, as shown in Table 8.3, no data were missing in any 
of the cases for any of the main variables identified in qualitative study. 
 
Table 8.3 Case summary of missing observations for each variable in the Purified 
Freehold dataset 
 
Output of missing observations for each variable 
Case 
No 
Date Bank Regio
n 
Locatio
n 
Pric
e 
Rent Yiel
d 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Lot 
Size 
Tenur
e 
Quarte
r 
Bank 
No 
Region 
Code 
Size 
Code 
Tenur
e 
Code 
Year 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
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8.2.4 Discussion on the data review and purification 
 
  Before the start of Exploratory Data Analysis, the Original Raw Dataset was carefully 
scrutinized for any obvious errors. For example, it was noted that the original sources of the 
data had erroneously placed a number of the banking-halls into the incorrect regions. In 
particular, a number of premises situated in the South-west had been wrongly recorded as 
being in Wales. After exhaustive inspection, these errors were corrected in the dataset. The 
data comprised within the Original Raw Dataset was purified by the systematic removal of 
cases with missing data. This was achieved by the creation of a number of intermediate 
datasets from which those cases with the missing data were removed. Once this had been 
undertaken, those forms of tenure other than freehold were removed in order to arrive at 
the Purified Freehold dataset. The sequence of datasets through which this was achieved is 
shown in Table 8.1. Further checks on the quality of the Purified Freehold Dataset were 
undertaken during the Exploratory Data Analysis where box-plots were used to check for 
erroneous outliers in the data (see section 8.6). 
. 
 
8.3 Summary Statistics for the Purified Freehold Dataset 
 
8.3.1 Yield Distribution 
 
These summary statistics for the Purified Freehold dataset provide the following: 
 
 A histogram of Yield (%) showing the bi-modal distribution of the dependent 
variable 
 Bar charts for the categorical variables 
 Observations in the conclusions about the bi-modal attribute of the dependent 
variable and about the lack of balance in the observed data 
 
  The histogram reproduced in Figure 8.1 illustrates the distribution of Yield (%) with 
respect to the Purified Freehold dataset. Against the histogram is plotted a curve, which not 
only shows that the distribution is very clearly bi-modal, but also enables the plotting of co-
ordinates at the trough of the curve between the two modes. It is a probability density curve 
which gives an estimate of the underlying distribution of Yield (%). The reading at the 
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bottom of the trough between the two modes with respect to the Purified Freehold dataset 
was shown to be 6.46 per cent. The data fall into two groups with the lower group 
containing slightly more than half of the observations. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.1 Histogram of densities per Yield (%) in the Purified Freehold dataset 
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8.3.2 Counts for each banking company 
 
  The Purified Freehold dataset retained twelve categories of banking company. The number 
of counts per banking company ranged from 5 to 339. As the bar-chart in Figure 8.2 shows, 
the number of counts by banking company was concentrated in a small number of 
categories. At the lower end, both Halifax Bank and Royal Bank of Scotland (RBS) each 
only scored five counts. At the upper end of the score of counts, three banking companies 
predominated. These three were Barclays, HSBC and Lloyds TSB. The combined counts of 
these three scored 691. The next highest three only scored counts of 48, 42 and 38 
respectively. The cases comprising the three main banking companies accounted for 79.1 
per cent of all cases. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.2 Bar chart of frequencies per Banking Company in the Purified Freehold 
dataset 
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8.3.3 Counts for each region 
 
The Purified Freehold dataset retained ten categories of region. The number of counts per 
region ranged from 32 to 232. The counts per region are shown in Figure 8.3. The largest 
number of counts was in the South-East and the South-West of England. East Anglia and 
Scotland scored the lowest counts. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.3 Bar chart of frequencies per Region in the Purified Freehold dataset 
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8.3.4 Counts for each lot size 
 
The Purified Freehold dataset comprised three categories of lot size. The large lot size category 
contained 419 cases which equated with 47.9 per cent of the cases. The medium lot size 
comprised more cases than the small lot size category. Combined these two categories 
comprised 52.1 per cent of the cases. Hence, the small and medium categories combined 
contained a very similar number of cases to the large category singularly. The counts per lot 
size are shown in Figure 8.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.4 Bar chart of frequencies per Lot Size in the Purified Freehold dataset 
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8.3.5  Counts for year 
 
The Purified Freehold dataset separately retained all eight years for which data were available 
to the study. The largest number of counts was in the years 2001 and 2006, which scored 
196 and 221 respectively. The lowest count was in 2000, which only scored 26. The counts 
per year are shown in Figure 8.5. 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.5 Bar chart of frequencies per Year  in the Purified Freehold dataset 
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8.4  Cross-tabulations 
 
8.4.1  Introduction to cross-tabulation 
 
Cross tabulations are an effective and revealing way of summarising large datasets and of 
identifying the relationships between the variables. Cross-tabulations give a visual 
representation of the multivariate probability distribution defining the relationship between 
the variables. 
 
  Cross-tabulations require all the variables to be categorical. That is to say that they must be 
expressed as factors. Cross-tabulations present the data in a matrix called a contingency 
table. Each cell shows the number of cases for a given combination of factors. 
 
  All the variables in the Purified Freehold dataset, except Yield, can be treated as factors, 
which is the term usually used for categories in statistical analyses. Hence, Yield needed to 
be converted into a categorical form in order for it to be capable of being included in cross-
tabulations. The histogram of Yield with respect to this dataset clearly showed it to be 
divided into two groups with a bi-modal distribution. Therefore, in order to be able to 
undertake analysis that would give meaningful results, it was appropriate to convert Yield 
into a categorical variable with two factor levels. Converting Yield into two factor levels 
produced a contingency table comprising 5,760 cells (i.e. 2 x 8 x 10 x12 x 3 = 5,760 possible 
combinations of factor levels). However, the Purified Freehold dataset only comprised 874 
observations. Therefore, most of the cells in the contingency table remained empty. Thus, 
arranged in this way the data were sparse. 
 
  With so many cells in the contingency tables, it was extremely difficult to present the data 
in a form which would give a clear idea of the joint distribution of observations across five 
variables. Also, with so many unpopulated cells, it was not possible to undertake any 
meaningful form of contingency table analysis due to the data being so sparse (Agresti, 
1996: 28, 34 and 194). 
 
  In order to visualize and interpret data and to perform contingency table analysis, the 
number of cells in the contingency table needed to be sufficiently reduced. Such reduction 
is often referred to as collapse. Furthermore, Agresti states that contingency tables need to 
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average at least five observations per cell in order to facilitate valid analysis. Thus with 874 
cases, the maximum number of cells that could be permitted with respect to the Purified 
Freehold dataset was 175. 
 
 
8.4.2 Number of levels for each of the factors 
 
  In its uncollapsed form, the Purified Freehold dataset comprised five variables, including the 
dependent variable, each containing a differing number of categories. Multiplied together, 
these variables and their factor levels produced 5,760 cells in the contingency table. The 
levels for each variable and the total number of cells that they produced in the contingency 
table are shown in Table 8.4. 
 
Table 8.4 Number of levels for each variable in the Purified Freehold dataset 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The sparseness and lack of balance in the Purified Freehold dataset necessitated compaction 
of the data. One way of compacting the data is to reduce the number of predictor variables. 
Agresti (1996: 190) states that sparseness is common where there are a large number of 
variables or factor levels. This can make the analysis less reliable. However, the qualitative 
study gave almost equal credence to the four predictors selected: Region, Lot Size, Banking 
Company and Year. The qualitative study, underpinned by the study in theoretical 
perspectives, has made the selection of these predictors robust. In order to maintain 
robustness, these predictors needed to be retained in some form. However, in order to 
enable analysis, these variables needed to be collapsed. Such collapse was achieved by 
combining two or more categories, or factor levels, within any given variable. The result was 
that the collapsed variables comprised fewer categories. This in turn meant that the number 
Variable Number 
of factor levels 
Region 10 
Lot Size 3 
Banking Company 12 
Year 8 
Yield 2 
Number of combinations 5,760 
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of cells within the contingency table was reduced. The intention of doing this was try to 
create a new dataset that was less sparse and more balanced. 
 
 
8.4.3 Yield distribution within the Three Main Banks datasets 
 
The production of a histogram of Yield as a continuous variable, very graphically illustrated 
the distribution of the Three Main Banks datasets. This is reproduced in Figure 8.6. Here the 
Y-axis is the probability density. The histogram very clearly shows that the spread of the 
data is bi-modal. By plotting a curve to this histogram, it is easy to see where the trough lies. 
The R statistical package did allow the co-ordinates of the trough to be read. This reading 
showed that the bottom of the trough was 6.35 per cent. That is to say that the lowest 
count of cases between the two modes lies at 6.35 per cent. 
 
 
Figure 8.6 Histograms of densities per Yield (%) in the Three Main Banks dataset 
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  Figure 8.6 clearly shows that the distribution of frequencies of Yield (%) is not normal. It is 
bi-modal. The histogram relates to the freehold premises of the three main banks over the 
entire period of the study. It produces two peaks. When a histogram with increments of 
0.25 per cent on the X axis was produced, it was easy to see in which 0.25 per cent 
increments the two peaks lies. This more complex histogram is reproduced in Figure IV.1 
in Appendix IV where it is shown as a frequency distribution. It could easily be seen from 
that figure that the value of the first of the two modes fell between 5.00% and 5.25%. The 
value of the second mode lies between 7.25% and 7.50%. 
 
  Table 8.5 gives the descriptive statistics of freehold premises sold by the three main banks 
by Yield (%). It shows the lowest value of Yield as being 3.17% and the highest value as 
being 9.90%. Therefore, the low point of the probability density curve of the Three Main 
Banks datasets is 6.35172%. Hence, it seemed appropriate to adopt 6.35%, as the value on 
the scale coinciding almost precisely with both the median of the datasets and as the bottom 
of the trough between the two modes within them, as being the dividing point if Yield is to 
be further collapsed into just two categories. Such a division into two categories also gave 
an almost even split in the number of frequencies. A frequency table was produced on the 
basis of a split at the 6.35% increment. This showed a split of 372 (53.8%) and 319 (46.2%) 
between low yields and high yields respectively. This is shown in Table 8.6. 
 
Table 8.5 Descriptive statistics of freehold premises sold by the three main banks 
by Yield (%) 
 
 
 
Table 8.6 Frequency table of freehold premises sold by the three main banks by 
Yield Group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Descriptive Statistics
691 3.17 9.90 6.2229 1.44680
691
Yield (%)
Valid N (listwise)
N Minimum Maximum Mean Std.  Dev iation
Yield Group 
  
Frequency Percent Valid Percent 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Valid Low 372 53.8 53.8 53.8 
High 319 46.2 46.2 100.0 
Total 691 100.0 100.0  
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   Since the exploratory data analysis showed that the dependent variable was bi-modal, final 
collapsing of the dependent variable in the Three Main Banks datasets for the building of the 
model was in the form of two categories rather than an alternative number of factor levels. 
During Exploratory Data Analysis, Yield was, after being transformed into a categorical 
variable, collapsed at different factor levels. Once the data had been fully examined, it 
became clear that the spread of the dependent variable was very distinctly bi-modal. 
 
 Therefore, Yield Group was selected as the final form of the dependent variable when it was 
collapsed from Yield. Accordingly, Yield Group comprised two factor levels which were split 
so as to take account of the trough between the two modes. As can be ascertained from the 
Frequency Table of freehold premises sold by the three main banks by Yield Group (Table 
8.6), the two resultant categories were almost evenly split. They were split between 53.8 per 
cent and 46.2 per cent per respective category. 
 
 
8.4.4  Collapsing the data 
 
On the basis of previous analysis, three banking companies had 79.1 per cent of the 
observations. So collapsing the dataset to only those three main banks retained most of the 
data, but reduced the number of banks from twelve to three and thus reduced the number 
of cells in the contingency table by a factor of four. 
 
  The bi-modal yield distribution suggested that yields fall naturally into two groups for the 
three main banks with a low yield group below 6.35 per cent and a high yield group at or 
above 6.35 per cent. 
 
  The calendar variable Year was treated as a factor rather than a continuous variable, having 
eight levels. These eight levels were 1997 and 2001 to 2006 inclusive. The variable was 
collapsed by replacing these eight levels with a new variable Time, which comprised two 
levels. The two levels of Time were defined as: 
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Early = 1997, 2000, 2001and 2002; 
Late = 2003, 2004, 2005 and 2006. 
 
  Year was collapsed in the contingency table into Time in this way, because such collapse 
was representative of the yield compression that occurred during the study period. 
 
  By reducing the number of levels for the calendar factor from eight to two, the number of 
cells in the contingency table was reduced by a further factor of four. 
 
  The original data comprised a geographical factor, Region, with ten categories or factors. 
The geographical classification could sensibly be reduced, in several ways, from ten Regions 
to four Provinces by combining regions in different combinations. These Provinces equated 
with what the literature describes as Super-regions. This reduced the number of cells by a 
further factor of 2.5. 
 
  Finally, the Lot Size factor could be reduced from three levels to two by combining the 173 
small and 197 medium levels into a new small 370 level. This collapsed variable was named 
Lot Size Group. This further reduced the cell count in the contingency table by a factor of 
1.5. When Lot Size comprised three factor levels, the low factor level did not have any 
counts in the last year of the study period. Therefore, when these three factor levels were 
collapsed into two factor levels, combining the original low and medium factor levels 
seemed to be the convenient way of doing it. 
 
  Overall, with 3, 2, 2, 4 and 2 levels respectively for the factors, Bank, Yield, Time, Provinces 
and Lot Size Group, this produced a contingency table with 691 observations in ninety-six 
cells. This was based upon 3 x 2 x 2 x 4 x 2 = 96 cells. The levels for each variable and the 
total number of cells that they produced in the contingency table are shown in Table 8.7. A 
five-dimensional cross tabulation with ninety-six cells was much easier to interpret and gave 
a much clearer idea of the distribution of observations across the five variables. With an 
average of more than seven observations per cell, the data in this form was also potentially 
suitable for multivariate contingency table analysis using log-linear modelling. 
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Table 8.7 Number of levels for each variable in the Three Main Banks B and the 
Three Main Banks C datasets 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8.4.5  Collapsing regions into provinces 
 
There was no unambiguously best way of collapsing the ten regions into four super-regions 
or provinces. These were collapsed on the basis of what seemed a sensible and meaningful 
way based upon geographic proximity or regional similarity. Two different ways were 
adopted. 
 
  In order to reduce the Purified Freehold data to the two respective datasets in which Region is 
collapsed to the two different versions of Province, an intermediate dataset was created. This 
intermediate dataset was named Three Main Banks A. In this dataset all those cases relating 
to premises occupied by banking brands other than the three main ones by number were 
removed. Hence, the Three Main Banks A dataset only retained cases comprising freehold 
premises occupied by Barclays, HSBC or Lloyds TSB. This dataset comprised 691 cases. It 
facilitated the creation of both the Three Main Banks B and the Three Main Banks C datasets 
through collapsing Region into the respective version of Province in these datasets. 
Accordingly, the dataset Three Main Banks B has Region collapsed as Provinces A and the 
dataset Three Main Banks C has Region collapsed as Provinces B. The respective forms of 
collapse of Region are also shown in a simplified format in Tables 8.8 and 8.9 respectively. 
   
 
 
 
Variable Number 
of factor levels 
Province 4 
Lot Size Group 2 
Banking Company 3 
Time (Early or Late Years) 2 
Yield Group 2 
Number of combinations 96 
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Table 8.8  Region collapsed as Provinces A 
 
Regions Collapsed to Provinces A 
London-M25  
South-East South 
South-West  
East Anglia  
West Midlands Midlands 
East Midlands  
North-East North 
North-West  
Wales Celtic 
Scotland  
 
Table 8.9  Region collapsed as Provinces B 
 
Regions Collapsed to Provinces B 
London-M25 London & South-East 
South-East  
South-West Wales & South-West 
Wales  
East Anglia  
West Midlands Midlands 
East Midlands  
North-East  
North-West North Britain 
Scotland  
 
 
  The Provinces A and the Provinces B datasets produced the same data summaries for each of 
the variables with the exception of the Provinces variable. The Provinces variable produced 
different data summaries, because the variable Region was collapsed into Province in different 
ways for the two datasets. The data summaries for all the input variables are reproduced as 
follows in Tables 8.10, 8.11, 8.12, 8.13, 8.14, 8.15 and 8.16. 
 
Table 8.10 Summary of input data of both datasets by Banking Company 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Banking Company Number 
of cases 
Barclays 192 
HSBC 160 
Lloyds TSB 339 
Total 691 
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Table 8.11  Summary of input data of both datasets by Region 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8.12 Summary of input data of both datasets by Lot Size Group 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8.13 Summary of input data of both datasets by Time 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8.14  Summary of input data of both datasets by Yield 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Region Number 
of cases 
East Anglia 32 
East Midlands 53 
London-M25 49 
North-East 61 
North-West 53 
Scotland 15 
South-East 193 
South-West 103 
Wales 65 
West Midlands 67 
Total 691 
Lot Size Group Number 
of cases 
Small 370 
Large 321 
Total 691 
Time Number 
of cases 
Early 391 
Late 300 
Total 691 
Yield Number 
of cases 
Low 372 
High 319 
Total 691 
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Table 8.15 Summary of input data of the Provinces A dataset by Province 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 8.16 Summary of input data of the Provinces B dataset by Province 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  The frequency tables show that the counts by province were more evenly spread with 
respect to Provinces B than they were for Provinces A. 
 
 
8.4.6  Cross-tabulation tables 
 
With the data collapsed as described in the previous sections, the cross-tabulation 
contingency tables now comprised ninety-six cells. With the data in this form, meaningful 
cross tabulation could be performed.  The cross-tabulation for Provinces A is shown in Table 
8.17. The cross-tabulation for Provinces B is shown in Table V.1 in Appendix V. 
  
Province Number 
of cases 
North of England 114 
Midlands 152 
South of England 345 
Celtic Regions 80 
Total 691 
Province Number 
of cases 
London & South-East 242 
Wales & South-West 168 
Midlands 152 
North Britain 129 
Total 691 
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Table 8.17 Crosstabulation of the Three Main Banks B dataset (Provinces A) 
 
 Yield Bank Time Lot Size Provinces 
A 
Frequency 
1 Low Barclays Early Small North 0 
2 High Barclays Early Small North 0 
3 Low HSBC Early Small North 0 
4 High HSBC Early Small North 24 
5 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small North 4 
6 High Lloyds TSB Early Small North 19 
7 Low Barclays Late Small North 0 
8 High Barclays Late Small North 0 
9 Low HSBC Late Small North 2 
10 High HSBC Late Small North 0 
11 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small North 3 
12 High Lloyds TSB Late Small North 2 
13 Low Barclays Early Large North 0 
14 High Barclays Early Large North 2 
15 Low HSBC Early Large North 1 
16 High HSBC Early Large North 0 
17 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large North 0 
18 High Lloyds TSB Early Large North 13 
19 Low Barclays Late Large North 30 
20 High Barclays Late Large North 0 
21 Low HSBC Late Large North 8 
22 High HSBC Late Large North 0 
23 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large North 4 
24 High Lloyds TSB Late Large North 2 
25 Low Barclays Early Small Midlands 0 
26 High Barclays Early Small Midlands 0 
27 Low HSBC Early Small Midlands 0 
28 High HSBC Early Small Midlands 9 
29 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small Midlands 17 
30 High Lloyds TSB Early Small Midlands 37 
31 Low Barclays Late Small Midlands 3 
32 High Barclays Late Small Midlands 0 
33 Low HSBC Late Small Midlands 1 
34 High HSBC Late Small Midlands 0 
35 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small Midlands 8 
36 High Lloyds TSB Late Small Midlands 0 
37 Low Barclays Early Large Midlands 0 
38 High Barclays Early Large Midlands 0 
39 Low HSBC Early Large Midlands 0 
40 High HSBC Early Large Midlands 0 
41 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large Midlands 3 
42 High Lloyds TSB Early Large Midlands 15 
43 Low Barclays Late Large Midlands 39 
44 High Barclays Late Large Midlands 0 
45 Low HSBC Late Large Midlands 10 
46 High HSBC Late Large Midlands 0 
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47 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large Midlands 7 
48 High Lloyds TSB Late Large Midlands 3 
49 Low Barclays Early Small South 0 
50 High Barclays Early Small South 0 
51 Low HSBC Early Small South 6 
52 High HSBC Early Small South 47 
53 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small South 40 
54 High Lloyds TSB Early Small South 47 
55 Low Barclays Late Small South 12 
56 High Barclays Late Small South 0 
57 Low HSBC Late Small South 6 
58 High HSBC Late Small South 0 
59 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small South 19 
60 High Lloyds TSB Late Small South 0 
61 Low Barclays Early Large South 0 
62 High Barclays Early Large South 2 
63 Low HSBC Early Large South 0 
64 High HSBC Early Large South 2 
65 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large South 12 
66 High Lloyds TSB Early Large South 24 
67 Low Barclays Late Large South 98 
68 High Barclays Late Large South 1 
69 Low HSBC Late Large South 11 
70 High HSBC Late Large South 2 
71 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large South 15 
72 High Lloyds TSB Late Large South 1 
73 Low Barclays Early Small Celtic 0 
74 High Barclays Early Small Celtic 0 
75 Low HSBC Early Small Celtic 0 
76 High HSBC Early Small Celtic 26 
77 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small Celtic 2 
78 High Lloyds TSB Early Small Celtic 31 
79 Low Barclays Late Small Celtic 1 
80 High Barclays Late Small Celtic 0 
81 Low HSBC Late Small Celtic 1 
82 High HSBC Late Small Celtic 0 
83 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small Celtic 2 
84 High Lloyds TSB Late Small Celtic 1 
85 Low Barclays Early Large Celtic 0 
86 High Barclays Early Large Celtic 0 
87 Low HSBC Early Large Celtic 0 
88 High HSBC Early Large Celtic 1 
89 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large Celtic 0 
90 High Lloyds TSB Early Large Celtic 7 
91 Low Barclays Late Large Celtic 4 
92 High Barclays Late Large Celtic 0 
93 Low HSBC Late Large Celtic 3 
94 High HSBC Late Large Celtic 0 
95 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large Celtic 0 
96 High Lloyds TSB Late Large Celtic 1 
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  The cross-tabulations give an indication of where the highest counts lie and where there 
remain empty cells. 
 
  With respect to Provinces A, forty-two, nearly forty-four per cent, of the cells remained 
empty. This cross-tabulation produced eleven cells with counts of twenty-four or more. 
Due to imbalance that remained in the data even after they had been collapsed to ninety-six 
cells in the contingency table, there were noticeable clusters of high counts. Of the three 
main banks retained, it was noticeable that within the highest counts, HSBC appeared to be 
concentrated within the early Time period, whereas Barclays appeared to be concentrated 
within the late Time period. Those HSBC cases in the highest counts tended to be both in 
the smaller Lot Group and in the early Time period. On the other hand, those Barclays lots 
that were within the highest counts were in both the larger Lot Group and the late Time 
period, but had a broad geographical spread. Specific banking companies undertook more 
sale-and-leaseback transactions in given years than others. 
 
  The results from a chi-square test of independence between the factors in the Provinces A 
data are given in Table 8.18. The result is significant at beyond the 0.1% level, indicating 
that the factors are not independent. That is to say that the value of at least one variable is 
strongly dependent on the value of one or more of the other variables. Thus, there are 
clearly significant relationships between the variables which were worthy of further 
investigation. 
 
Table 8.18 Chi-square test Provinces A cross-tabulation 
 
 
Number of cases in table: 691  
Number of factors: 5  
Test for independence of all factors: 
        Chisq = 2230.2, df = 87, p-value = 0 
        Chi-squared approximation may be incorrect 
 
 
 
  With respect to Provinces B, forty of the cells remained empty, which was two less than for 
Provinces A. This cross-tabulation also produced eleven cells with counts of twenty-four or 
more. Some geographical bias seemed apparent from the cross-tabulation with HSBC 
scoring very low counts in Wales and the South-West, but better in London and the South-
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East. HSBC also had one relatively higher score in the North of Britain factor level within 
Provinces B. 
 
  The results from a chi-square test of independence between the factors in the Provinces B 
data are given in Table 8.19. The result is significant at beyond the 0.1% level, indicating 
that the factors are not independent. Thus, again there are clearly significant relationships 
between the variables which were worthy of further investigation. 
 
Table 8.19  Chi-square test Provinces B cross-tabulation 
 
 
Number of cases in table: 691  
Number of factors: 5  
Test for independence of all factors: 
        Chisq = 2304.5, df = 87, p-value = 0 
        Chi-squared approximation may be incorrect 
 
 
 
  Two-way cross-tabulation tables between Yield Group and each of the other variables are 
shown in Tables 8.20, 8.21, 8.22, 8.23 and 8.24. With respect to the collapsed variables 
Provinces A and Provinces B, both are shown in respective two-way cross-tabulation tables 
with Yield Group. These marginal two-way tables satisfy the conditions of having no zero 
entries and having less than twenty per cent of the cells with counts of less than five. Thus 
the corresponding contingency tables are suitable for log-linear analysis. The cell with the 
lowest count, which scores five, was in Table 8.23: Yield*Bank. All the other cells in all the 
other tables score more than five. 
 
Table 8.20  Two-way Table of Yield Group and Provinces A 
 
Yield Group * Provinces A Crosstabulation 
Count       
  Provinces A 
  North Midlands South Celt Total 
Yield Group 1 52 88 219 13 372 
2 62 64 126 67 319 
Total 114 152 345 80 691 
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Table 8.21  Two-way Table of Yield Group and Provinces B 
 
 
Yield Group * Provinces B Crosstabulation 
Count       
  Provinces B 
  London & SE Wales & SW Midlands North Britain Total 
Yield Group 1 163 69 88 52 372 
2 79 99 64 77 319 
Total 242 168 152 129 691 
 
 
 
Table 8.22  Two-way Table of Yield Group and Lot Size Group 
Yield Group * Lot Group Crosstabulation 
Count     
  Lot Group 
  Small Large Total 
Yield Group 1 127 245 372 
2 243 76 319 
Total 370 321 691 
 
 
 
Table 8.23 Two-way Table of Yield Group and Banking Company 
 
Yield Group * Banking Co Crosstabulation 
Count      
  Banking Co 
  HSBC Lloyds TSB Barclays Total 
Yield Group 1 49 136 187 372 
2 111 203 5 319 
Total 160 339 192 691 
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Table 8.24  Two-way Table of Yield Group and Time 
 
Yield Group * Time Crosstabulation 
Count     
  Time 
  Early Late Total 
Yield Group 1 85 287 372 
2 306 13 319 
Total 391 300 691 
 
 
  Two-way cross-tabulation tables between Region and Province are shown respectively with 
respect to the Provinces A and Provinces B datasets in Tables V.2 and V.3 both in Appendix V. 
These are shown to give some further illustration of how the data populate the cells. 
 
 
8.4.7  Discussion on cross-tabulations 
 
Cross-tabulations are an easy way of looking at data in order to ascertain how the cells are 
filled. To enable cross-tabulation to do this, all the data must be categorical. This can mean 
transforming some numeric data into categorical data. Accordingly, such transformation 
was undertaken to ensure that all the data was categorical. The cross-tabulation showed that 
the data in the Purified Freehold dataset were very sparse and unbalanced. The cross-
tabulation showed that there were many empty cells, and that few cells had high counts. 
 
  The hypothesis test suggests that the relationship of the factors is not independent. That is 
to say that at least one factor is influenced by at least one of the others. Thus, there is a 
relationship worthy of further investigation. 
 
  The two-way marginal tables average more than five entries per cell, have no zero entries 
and no more than twenty per cent of the cells have counts of less than five (Agresti, 1996: 
194). The contingency tables are therefore suitable for modelling using log-linear analysis 
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(Agresti, 1996: 190-194). Such analysis allows investigation of the relationships suggested in 
the previous paragraph. 
 
 
 
8.5  Line plots 
 
8.5.1 Number of premises sold by each of the three main banks by year 
 
 
 
Figure 8.7 Number of Premises by Three Main Banks by Year 
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  The lineplot in Figure 8.7 represents the number of premises sold by each of the three 
main banks by year. This showed that HSBC sold most of its lots during the beginning of 
the study period, whereas Barclays sold most of its lots during the end of the period and 
Lloyds TSB spread its disposal more evenly across the period, but with a peak in the middle 
of the period. This gave a clear graphical representation of the imbalance of disposals by 
banks over time. 
 
 
8.5.2  Yield for the Three Main Banks by Year 
  
 
 
Figure 8.8 Mean Yield (%) by Three Main Banks by Year 
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  There is no clear separation between the three lines shown in Figure 8.8 (i.e. the lines cross 
one another). Hence, there is no obvious clear-cut difference between banking companies. 
The lineplot was very suggestive of a yield effect over time. Further analysis was required to 
ascertain if these suggestions could be substantiated. 
 
 
8.5.3 Yield for the Three Many Banks by Lot Size over Years 
 
 
Figure 8.9  Mean Yield (%) by Lot size by Year 
 
 
  The lineplot in Figure 8.9 shows a tenuous suggestion of a Lot Size effect, which is as 
expected based on the findings of the qualitative study (see section 6.4.7). The lineplot 
shows that the mean yields by lot size by year converged in the years 1997 and 2002. 
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Otherwise, the small lot sizes generally generated lower mean yields than the larger ones for 
the bulk of the study period with the exception of the years 2005 and 2006. 
 
 
 
8.5.4 Yield for the Three Many Banks by Provinces over Years 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.10 Mean Yield (%) by Provinces A by Year 
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Figure 8.11 Mean Yield (%) by Provinces B by Year 
 
 
 
 
  The two lineplots with respect to both Provinces A and Provinces B in Figures 8.10 and 8.11 
show a tenuous suggestion of a Province effect. This was expected, since Province is a 
collapsed form of Region and Region was identified in the qualitative study (Chapter 6) as 
likely to have an effect. 
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8.5.5 Discussion on lineplots 
 
The lineplots helped to confirm the imbalance in the data even when it had been collapsed 
to the Three Main Banks datasets. It was shown by lineplot that even premises let to the three 
main banks were not sold at the same rate over time during the period subject to the study. 
In particular, a concentration of HSBC premises was sold at the early part of the period, 
whereas a concentration of Barclays premises were sold at the end of the period. No 
particular Bank effect was identified by lineplot, since the lines crossed one another. A 
tenuous suggestion of Lot Size effect was shown by lineplot. A tenuous Province effect was 
shown by lineplot. 
 
 
 
8.6  Boxplots 
 
8.6.1  Introduction to boxplots 
 
Boxplots, sometimes known as Box-whisker diagrams, give the scores within the data 
simple graphical representation of the median, spread and inter-quartile range of a variable 
(Field, 2005). The box-whisker diagrams incorporate the following attributes: 
 
 The inter-quartile range, which is the middle fifty per cent of the distribution, 
is denoted by the box. 
 The heavy line within the box denotes the median and its position within the 
box shows whether the distribution is symmetrical or skewed (Field). 
 Notches on the sides of the boxes represent the confidence interval in the 
median and a lack of overlap between the notches indicates a significant 
difference between the medians of the respective categories Chambers et al. 
(1983: 62). 
 The whiskers, which are the bars at the end of the vertical lines, represent the 
largest and the smallest values in a sample which cannot be considered 
outliers. Any outliers may need to be checked to ascertain that they are not 
corrupted or incorrectly input data. 
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  According to Chambers et al. (1983: 62), there is substantial evidence that the medians of 
two boxes differ if their respective notches do not overlap. During this study, notches were 
generated on the sides of the boxplots with a view to ascertaining if the medians of the 
respective categories differed. 
 
  Boxplots can be a useful way of identifying errors in the recording of the data insofar as 
they highlight outliers. Such plotting was undertaken with respect to the Three Main Banks 
A, and C datasets. In each boxplot, the outliers were noted and checked. Once having been 
confirmed as being correct, these outlier scores were left in the dataset for the analysis. 
 
8.6.2  Distribution of Yield by Region 
 
 
Figure 8.12 Boxplot of Yield (%) by Region 
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  The few outliers in the boxplots of Yield by Region for the three main banking companies 
were identified as the tail ends of the distributions. The lack of the overlap of the notches in 
the boxplot suggested that Region did have a significant effect on Yield. However, since the 
cross-tabulations had shown that the data lacked balance, caution had to be exercised 
before that conclusion could be accepted. 
 
 
8.6.3  Distribution of Yield by Lot Size 
 
 
Figure 8.13 Boxplot of Yield (%) by Lot Size 
 
 
  The three outliers in the large lot size in the boxplot of Yield by Lot Size were identified as 
being the tail end of the distribution. The lack of overlap in the notches in the boxplot 
suggested a significant difference arising from Lot Size, but this had to be qualified. Before 
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this suggestion was accepted, there was a need to establish that this was not due to the 
effect of time with smaller lots being sold at the beginning of the period and larger lots 
being sold at the end of the period. 
 
8.6.4  Distribution of Yield by Banking Company 
 
 
 
Figure 8.14 Boxplot of Yield (%) by Banking Company 
 
 
 
  The few outliers in the boxplot were identified as the tail ends of the distributions. The 
notches for the three categories did not all overlap. This implies that a significant difference 
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exists between banking companies. It is necessary to be cautious about the interpretation, 
because most of the premises sold at the beginning of the period were sale-and-leaseback 
properties sold by HSBC and most of the premises sold at the end of the period were sold 
by Barclays, whereas the sale-and-leaseback properties sold by Lloyds were more evenly 
spread over the period, but with a peak in the middle of the period. However, it could be 
that other influences may be buried in the data. 
 
 
8.6.5  Distribution of Yield by Year 
 
 
Figure 8.15  Boxplot of Yield (%) by Year 
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  There was only one outlier in the boxplot of Yield by Year. The outlier was checked to 
establish that the data were not erroneous. It was identified as being the tail end of the 
distribution and was therefore retained in the analysis. The boxplot for yield by year 
between 1997 and 2006 inclusive showed that yields fell significantly during that period. 
This fall was in accordance with a general contraction of the yields of investment properties 
in the United Kingdom during the study period (Investment Property Databank, 2009). 
However, this situation was complicated by other influences buried in the data. For 
example, some banking companies sold a much larger number of properties in certain years 
than in other years. Moreover, this differed from bank to bank. As the lineplot of the count 
of the three main banks sold over the years 2001 to 2006 illustrates in Figure 8.7, Lloyds 
TSB sold larger a number of properties in 2001 and 2002, whereas Barclays sold most of its 
properties in 2006. 
 
 
 
8.6.6  Distribution of Yield by Time 
 
 The Time variable, which is a collapsed form Year, was found to contain more outliers in 
the boxplot. Since the Year variable had been found to contain only one outlier and since 
the data in that outlier were checked and found to be correct, the additional outliers found 
in the Time boxplot were accepted as comprising correct data. The occurrence of additional 
outliers in Time is an artefact of the way in which years were combined into early and late 
Time. 
 
  The separation between the notches for the two factor levels very strongly suggests that 
the factor Time is highly significant. This clearly denotes yield compression over the study 
period. 
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Figure 8.16  Boxplot of Yield (%) by Time (Early and Late Years) 
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8.6.7  Distribution of Yield by Province 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8.17 Boxplot of Yield (%) by Provinces A 
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Figure 8.18  Boxplot of Yield (%) by Provinces B 
 
 
  Regions had been collapsed as two different forms of Province. These were represented by 
Provinces A and Provinces B respectively. No outliers were produced for Provinces B. Provinces A 
produced three outliers. These three outliers were in the Celt province and were all 
identified as being from the Wales region. 
 
  The notches in the plots for both provinces do not overlap. However, the absence of 
overlap is more pronounced in Provinces B than in Provinces A. Thus the boxplots show a 
significant difference in the factor levels within both forms of province. However, the 
difference between the factor levels is greater in Provinces B. 
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  The boxplots suggest that Provinces B is better in having both few outliers and more 
significant in having greater differences in the notches in the plots. 
 
 
8.6.8  Discussion on the boxplots 
 
The main conclusions to be drawn from the boxplots were: 
 
1. A small number of outliers were identified, all of which were the tail ends of the 
distributions. The data were all found to be valid and therefore there was no 
reason to remove any of these outliers. 
2. All factors seemed to be significant, but care had to be taken with 
interpretation, since the data were unbalanced. 
3. The boxplots suggested that Yield declined over time between 2001 and 2006. 
This effect was complicated by other factors buried in the data. However, the 
trend in yield contraction over the timespan in the research was known from 
other sources outside this study. 
 
 
 
8.7 Tests of normality and homogeneity of variance 
  
Tests of normality and homogeneity of variance were undertaken with respect to both the 
Three Main Banks B and the Three Main Banks C datasets. In both instances, all of those cases 
shown in the respective cross-tabulation tables to have counts of twenty-four or more were 
subjected to the tests. By coincidence, the respective cross-tabulation tables identified both 
datasets as having eleven cases with counts of twenty-four or more. 
 
  Both datasets were subjected to the Shapiro-Wilk normality test. According to Field (2006: 
93), this test can be used to show if the distribution of a group of data departs from that of 
groups of like data having a normal distribution. A significant p-value does show a deviation 
from normality (Field, 2006: 744). According to Royston (1995), a Shapiro-Wilk statistic p-
value < 0.1 should be considered an adequate level of normality. 
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  Both datasets were then subjected to two tests of homogeneity of variance. These were the 
Fligner-Killeen test and the Bartlett test. 
 
  The Bartlett test of sphericity is an old test of homogeneity of variance, but it is sensitive 
to departures from normality (Bartlett, 1937). It checks that group variances are alike, but its 
practical value has been questioned (Field).  
 
  The Fligner-Killeen test relies upon the chi-square (x2) and is a test of the null hypothesis 
that the variances of each of the groups are the same. According to Conover et al. (1981), 
this median has been shown in a simulation study to be one of the most robust tests of 
homogeneity of variance. 
 
 
8.7.1 Tests of normality and homogeneity of variance with respect to 
Provinces A 
 
The cross-tabulation for the Three Main Banks B dataset, comprising Provinces A, had eleven 
cells between them containing 443 of the total number of 691 cells. These amounted to 
sixty-four per cent of all the data. 
 
  The Shapiro-Wilk normality test produced the output reproduced in FigureVI.1 in 
Appendix VI. Three out of the eleven groups subjected to the Shapiro-Wilk test were 
shown to depart from normality at or beyond the 10% level. The largest group in this 
dataset was Group 9. The results for Group 9 and the results for the Bartlett test and the 
Fligner-Killeen test are reproduced in Figure 8.19 
 
  The Bartlett sphericity test produced a p-value = 0.000594 which is significant beyond the 
0.1% level. 
 
  The Fligner-Killeen median test produced a p-value = 0.01290 which is significant beyond 
the 5% level. 
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        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9839, p-value = 0.2762 
 
 
        Fligner-Killeen test of homogeneity of variances 
 
data:  testframe$yieldvals and testframe$group  
Fligner-Killeen:med chi-squared = 22.4663, df = 10,  
p-value = 0.01290 
 
 
        Bartlett test of homogeneity of variances 
 
data:  testframe$yieldvals and testframe$group  
Bartlett's K-squared = 30.9677, df = 10,  
p-value = 0.000594 
 
 
Figure 8.19 Tests of normality and homogeneity of variance with respect to 
Provinces A 
 
 
 
 
8.7.2 Tests of normality and homogeneity of variance with respect to 
Provinces B 
 
The cross-tabulation for the Three Main Banks C dataset, comprising Provinces B, had eleven 
cells between them containing 410 of the total number of 691 cells. These amounted to 
fifty-nine per cent of all the data. 
 
  The Shapiro-Wilk normality test produced the output reproduced in Figure VI.2 in 
Appendix VI. Four out of the eleven groups subjected to the Shapiro-Wilk test were shown 
to depart from normality at or beyond the 10% level. The largest group in this dataset was 
Group 9. The results for Group 9 and the results for the Bartlett test and the Fligner-
Killeen test are reproduced in Figure 8.20. 
 
  The Bartlett sphericity test produced a p-value = 0.000025 which is significant at well 
beyond the 0.1% level. 
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  The Fligner-Killeen median test produced a p-value = 0.000047 which is significant at well 
beyond the 0.1% level. 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9856, p-value = 0.4685 
 
 
        Fligner-Killeen test of homogeneity of variances 
 
data:  testframe$yieldvals and testframe$group  
Fligner-Killeen:med chi-squared = 37.4677, df = 10,  
p-value = 4.696e-05 
 
 
        Bartlett test of homogeneity of variances 
 
data:  testframe$yieldvals and testframe$group  
Bartlett's K-squared = 39.0853, df = 10,  
p-value = 2.453e-05 
 
 
Figure 8.20 Tests of normality and homogeneity of variance with respect to 
Provinces B 
 
 
 
 
8.7.3 Conclusions on the tests of normality and homogeneity of variance 
 
The large degree of lack of constance of variance makes the interpretation of the ANOVAs 
for these data extremely difficult. There is even less constance of variance between the 
groups within the Provinces A dataset than between the groups in the Provinces B dataset. 
 
 
8.8 Conclusions from the initial Exploratory Data Analysis 
 
8.8.1  Review of the data 
 
The Original Raw dataset comprised 1,012 cases. The Purified Freehold dataset was arrived at 
after the systematic removal of certain cases. These cases were: 
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 Those with missing data 
 Those with banking companies with scores less than five 
 Those comprising leasehold or heritable tenures 
 
  Once those cases had been removed, 874 cases remained in the Purified Freehold dataset. 
 
 
8.8.2  Examination of the Purified Freehold dataset 
 
Investigation of the Purified Freehold dataset showed that Yield had a bi-modal distribution 
and fell naturally into two groups. Examination of the distribution of cases across the Bank, 
Lot Size, Region and Year variables showed that the data lacked balance. That is to say that 
there were a very unequal number of cases at factor levels. 
 
 
8.8.3  Cross-tabulations 
 
An initial attempt to produce a cross-tabulation of the Purified Freehold dataset showed that it 
was very sparse. There were only 874 cases to fill a cross-tabulation contingency table 
comprising 5,760 cells. To overcome this problem, the data were collapsed. The number of 
levels of each of the factors was reduced. Hence, the number of factor levels was broken 
down as follows: 
 
 Only the three main banking companies with the highest counts were retained 
 Geographically, ten regions were collapsed into four provinces 
 Lot size was reduced from three factor levels in two in Lot Size Group 
 The year factor was collapsed into two Time groups respectively comprising 
early (pre 2003) and late (2003 onwards) 
 
  This resulted in the Three Main Banks B and C datasets, each comprising 691 cases. In 
removing the lesser banks, only two-ninths of the data were lost. Thus, the truncated 
datasets comprising the data with respect to the freehold lots of the three main banks still 
retained seven-ninths of the data. 
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  Examination of the cross-tabulation contingency table for the Three Main Banks datasets 
showed that although the data were still lacking balance and were still sparse, they could 
sensibly be tested for independence of the factors using a chi-square (χ2) test. 
This test produced a result significant at the 0.1 per cent level, clearly indicating that there 
was a relationship between the variables which required further investigation. 
 
 
8.8.4  Lineplots 
 
Lineplots of the data confirmed the lack of balance, even when it was collapsed to the three 
main banks, and gave a tenuous suggestion of a relationship between Yield and Lot Size, 
Province and Time. There was no obvious, simple relationship between Yield and Bank. 
 
 
8.8.5  Boxplots 
 
All the boxplots gave strong indications that Yield is influenced by the other four factors: 
Bank, Lot Size, Time and Province. These results had to be interpreted with great caution, 
however, because of the known lack of balance in the data. 
 
 
8.8.6  Normality and homogeneity of variance 
 
Tests of normality indicated that there were significant departures from normality in the 
datasets. Tests of homogeneity of variance showed very clearly that variance was not 
constant across the cells in the cross-tabulation contingency tables. 
 
  These two findings were important, because the assumption of normality and constant 
variance underpin Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). Thus, the results from any use of 
ANOVA to explore these data would need to be treated with great caution. 
 
  Additional analysis is required to check the utility of variance stabilizing transformations. 
Such checking could make an ANOVA model more robust (see section 9.2.1). 
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8.9 Log-Linear Analysis of the contingency table with yield as a categorical 
variable 
 
8.9.1  Introduction 
 
Log-linear analysis provides a method of ascertaining relationships between variables when 
the data are presented in the form of a contingency table (Agresti, 1996: p145). The 
existence of an interaction between two or more variables is a clear indication of a 
relationship between them inasmuch as the value of one variable is influenced by the value 
of another. 
 
  In log-linear analysis, the dependent variable, as shown in the model described in the 
following section, is the cell count in the frequency table. That is to say it is the number of 
observations per cell. The values of the categorical variables, also known as the factor levels, 
are used to explain the variation in counts from cell to cell (Agresti, 1996: 145). 
 
  Although yield does not appear as the dependent variable in the log-linear model, it is 
possible to conduct a log-linear analysis so that the emphasis is on revealing relationships 
between one particular variable and all the others. To do this, the analysis focuses 
specifically and only on the interactions which include the variable of particular interest. In 
this case, the variable of interest is Yield. All interactions between the other variables are 
regarded simply as describing the structure of the dataset being used to investigate Yield. As 
such, these interactions must not be removed from the model. 
 
  Interaction terms which include the variable of interest are regarded as representing 
relationships between this variable and the other explanatory variables. Weak or 
insignificant relationships are of little or no interest in terms of explaining the behaviour of 
the variable of interest. The model-fitting procedure therefore seeks to identify and reject 
these weak relationships whilst retaining only the stronger relationships with greater 
explanatory power. 
 
  Log-linear analysis relies only upon very weak assumptions about the form of the data. In 
particular, log-linear analysis does not require the data to be either normally distributed or 
to have constant variance. If the analysis, and in particular any inference drawn from it, is to 
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be valid, then no observation should fall into more than one cell and the cells in the 
contingency table must be sufficiently well populated. Studies (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001; 
Agresti, 1996: 28, 34 and 194) suggest that the sum of counts should be at least five times 
the number of cells. Furthermore, for all two-way associations, no more than twenty per 
cent of cells should have expected counts of less than five and no expected count should be 
less than one. 
 
  With Yield as a categorical variable, expressed as Yield Group, the cross-tabulation data 
from section 8.4 is a contingency table in the required form. Log-linear analysis was 
undertaken using both the Three Main Banks B and the Three Main Banks C datasets so that 
both the Provinces A and the Provinces B forms of collapse of Region could be used 
respectively. 
 
8.9.2 The Model 
 
Consider a two-way contingency table with I rows and J columns. Let the count in the (i,j)th 
cell be nij.  
 
n11 n12 … … n1J n1. 
n21 n21 … … … n2. 
… … … … … … 
… … … … … … 
nI1 … … … nIJ nI. 
n.1 n.2 … … n.J n.. 
 
 
The marginal column totals are: 
i
ijj nn.  
The marginal row totals are:   
j
iji nn .    
And the grand total is n..  where   
i j
ij
j
j
i
i nnnn .... . 
 
 
Let ij be the predicted value of the expected count in the (i,j)th cell. 
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The Null Model (the simplest model) is given by: jiallformij ,  
where the maximum likelihood estimate of m is given by 
IJ
n
m ..  
so that 
IJ
n
ij
..  . 
 
 
 
In the Independent Effects Model (i.e. assuming row and column effects are 
independent) the expected cell count is given by: ijij n  ..  
where ij  is the proportion of counts in the (i,j)th cell, 
and  jiij ..     
with .i the proportion of counts in row i  
and  j. the proportion of counts in column j. 
 
Thus jiijij nn ......    
 
The maximum likelihood estimates are 
..
.
.
n
ni
i   and 
..
.
.
n
n j
j   . 
Hence 


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



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








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..
.
..
.
..
n
Jn
n
In
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n
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n
n
n
n
jiji
ij      (8.9.1) 
 
This is a multiplicative model where ij  is obtained as the product of the mean cell count 
and the two ratios   
 In
n
n
nI ii
/..
.
..
.    and   
 Jn
n
n
nJ jj
/..
.
..
.
 . 
The first ratio is the observed row count  .in  as a proportion of the expected row count 






I
n.. under the Null Model. The second ratio is the observed column count  jn.  as a 
proportion of the expected column count 





J
n.. under the Null Model. 
 
Taking logarithms of both sides of (8.9.1) gives an equation of the form: 
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      CjRiij  log     (8.9.2) 
 
where  represents the logarithm of the mean cell count, 
 Ri is a term derived from the row proportion .i  
and Cj is a term derived from the column proportion j. . 
 
Equation (8.9.2) may be extended to give a Saturated Model which contains a parameter for 
every cell in the contingency table and produces a model which fits the data perfectly i.e. 
jiallfornijij ,  . 
 
The Saturated Model  (the model containing all the possible terms) is: 
 
      RCijCjRiij  log   (8.9.3) 
 
where the RCij are association terms that reflect deviations from independence of rows and 
columns. This is a log-linear model i.e. the logarithm of the dependent variable is expressed 
as a linear function of the other parameters. 
 
 
  The log-linear model (8.9.3) may be extended to contingency tables with more than two 
dimensions. For a five dimensional table with factors A, B, C, D, E the saturated model 
would be of the form: 
 
  ijklmlog   =            (1 constant term) 
   EmDlCkBjAi     (5 first order terms) 
   DElmACikABij   ..........           (10 second order terms) 
   CDEklmABDijlABCijk   ..........   (10 third order terms) 
   BCDEjklmABCEijkmABCDijkl   ..........  (5 fourth order terms) 
   ABCDEijklm      (1 fifth order term) 
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  For the present study with five factors: Yield Group (Y), Bank (B), Lot Size (L), Province 
(P) and Time (Early or Late Years) (T), and with i, j, k, l and m representing the levels of the 
corresponding factors, the saturated model can be written as follows. 
 
  ijklmlog   =            (1 constant term) 
   TmPlLkBjYi     (5 first order terms) 
   PTlmYLikYBij   ..........          (10 second order terms) 
   LPTklmYBPijlYBLijk   ..........   (10 third order terms) 
   BLPTjklmYBLTijkmYBLPijkl   ..........  (5 fourth order terms) 
   YBLPTijklm      (1 fifth order term) 
 
 
8.9.3   Introduction to analysis 
 
8.9.3.1  Model selection 
 
As shown in the previous section, a log-linear model of the Provinces A or B data may include 
up to thirty-one terms in the predictor variables. Each of these terms may be included or 
excluded from a particular model. The number of possible models is therefore 231 = 
2,147,843,648 
 
  However, only sixteen of the terms in the model include the dependent variable Yield 
Group. Therefore, the number of possible models containing Yield Group is 216 = 65,536. 
 
  It is not cost effective to evaluate all possible models to determine which is best for 
current purposes. It is therefore important to find a method of selecting as simple as 
possible a model, which remains adequate for giving good predictions. The method chosen 
was to use backwards elimination. This involved starting with the saturated model, which is 
the full model, and sequentially removing the least influential terms until all the remaining 
terms were assessed as being valuable. The values of the terms were assessed according to 
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Akaike, 1974). 
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  The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was developed and subsequently presented by 
Hirotsugu Akaike in 1974 as a way of establishing the goodness of fit of an estimated model 
(Akaike, 1974). Instead of being a tool for hypothesis testing, the AIC is a measure between 
models. Hence, it is a way of selecting the most appropriate model. It works on the basis of 
ranking models, based upon the same dataset, according to their AIC. The model shown to 
have the lowest AIC should be selected as the best model for that particular dataset. The 
AIC ranks each model according to how closely its fitted values coincide with the actual 
values. 
 
  Since interest centred on the relationship of Yield Group with the other variables, 
backwards elimination was performed only on the terms including Yield Group, and all terms 
that did not include Yield Group were retained in the model. 
 
 
8.9.3.2  Practical and statistical significance 
 
Agresti (1996: 161-162) states that statistically significant effects might not be practically 
significant. The Three Main Banks B and the Three Main Banks C datasets are large samples. 
With large samples, an effect that may be statistically significant might not necessarily be 
practically significant (Agresti). According to Agresti, it is therefore important to 
concentrate on estimation instead of hypothesis testing. Hence, it is important to focus on 
the accuracy of the model predictions rather than exclusively on which terms are included 
in the model. 
 
 
8.9.4  Analysis of the Provinces A dataset 
 
8.9.4.1 Log-linear regression output generated from the Saturated Model for 
Provinces A 
 
The output from the log-linear analysis with respect to the saturated model for Provinces A 
produced an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 8.25. 
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Table 8.25 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces A Saturated Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The Analysis of Deviance table shows that the fifth order term is not at all significant. P-
values fall into the range 0 to 1. A low p-value (0.1 or less) would be taken as an indication 
that the fifth order term is significant. The p-value found is very high (indistinguishable 
from 1) showing very clearly that the term is not significant. 
 
  Having established that the fifth order term was not at all significant, other terms could be 
removed using backward elimination. All the terms not containing Yield Group were 
retained. Thus the fourth order term Provinces A*Lot Size Group*Bank*Time and all the lower 
order terms in these variables were retained. 
 
  Backward elimination, using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to remove 
terms involving Yield Group. This resulted in a basic model with ten terms, including Yield 
Group*Provinces A*Lot Size Group*Bank, which is the highest order term that includes Yield. 
This term was tested specifically in order to ascertain how statistically significant it was. On 
the basis of a chi-square (2) test it was shown to be significant at the one per cent level. So 
this term was retained in the basic model. 
 
8.9.4.2  Equation for the basic model for Provinces A 
 
The terms involving Yield Group in combination with other factors in the basic model for 
the Provinces A dataset were: 
 
 log(μijlkm)   =              
   YTimYPilYLikYBij        
   YLPiklYBTijmYBPijlYBLijk     
   YBLPijkl  
          (8.9.4) 
Residual Df Residual 
Deviance 
Df Deviance P(>|Chi|) 
 
Including 5th 
order term 
0 3.1713e-10    
Excluding 5th 
order term 
6 5.8147e-10 -6 -2.6434e-10 1 
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  For this model the predicted counts in the ninety-six cells are very close to the actual 
counts. The results for this basic model are included in the log-linear output with respect to 
Provinces A, which is reproduced in Appendix VII. The fourth cell in the contingency table 
had the largest residual difference, having a predicted count of 20.04 for an actual count of 
19. Therefore, the largest residual for the model was 1.04. 
 
  None of the coefficients, which again are shown in the output reproduced in Appendix 
VII, is significant, but the model is hugely significant. The basic model (on seventy-four 
degrees of freedom) reduces the deviance by 1,689.9348. This is shown in Table 8.26. 
 
 
Table 8.26 Analysis of Deviance table for the basic model for Provinces A 
 
 
    Null deviance: 1696.3925  on 95  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance:    6.4577  on 21  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 354.44 
 
 
 
 
  The difference in deviance constitutes a test statistic which is chi-squared distributed on 
seventy-four degrees of freedom (Agresti, 1996: 96). This statistic is significant at well 
beyond the 0.1 per cent level. Statistically, the model is highly significant. 
 
 
8.9.4.3  Summary of the basic model for Provinces A 
 
The largest residual was 1.04. The model was significant at the 0.1% level, but none of the 
co-efficients was significant. In all cases, the standard errors of the co-efficients were orders 
of magnitude greater than the estimated co-efficient values.  
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8.9.4.4 Log-linear regression output generated from the Simplified Model for 
Provinces A 
 
The fourth order term comprising Yield Group, Bank, Lot Size Group and Provinces A in 
equation 8.9.4 was retained in the basic model as being statistically significant. That term 
was then tested for practical significance. In order to do this, the fourth order term was 
removed from the model before the re-starting of the backward elimination. This procedure 
resulted in a simplified model that included five terms which contained Yield Group in 
combination with one of the other factors. The model including these five terms is shown 
in section 8.9.4.5 below. 
 
 
8.9.4.5  Equation for the simplified model for Provinces A 
 
The simplified equation for the reduced model found after the second sequence of 
backward elimination is shown below: 
 
 log(μijklm)   =             
   YTimYPilYLikYBij       
   YBTijm  
(8.9.5) 
 
  An explicit test of the three least significant terms in yield according to AIC was 
undertaken to ascertain how statistically significant they were. The term Yield 
Group:Time:Bank was found to be significant at beyond the 0.1% level. The term Yield 
Group:Lot Size was found to be significant at the 1% level. The term Yield Group:Provinces A 
was found to be significant at beyond the 0.1% level. 
 
  The Analysis of Deviance table for the simplified model for Provinces A is shown in Tables 
8.27. 
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Table 8.27 Analysis of Deviance table for the simplified model for 
Provinces A 
 
 
    Null deviance: 1696.393  on 95  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance:   33.534  on 38  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 347.52 
 
 
 
  This shows that the simplified model for Provinces A is statistically significant at well 
beyond the 0.1 per cent level. 
 
  Many of the individual coefficient estimates in this simplified model were highly 
significant. These coefficients will be commented on in more detail in the section on logistic 
regression. 
 
  The fitted cell frequencies in the simplified model are somewhat different from those that 
were produced by the basic model. The largest residual for the simplified model is 1.77. 
This means that the simplified model is not quite as good as the basic model in terms of the 
largest residual. Nevertheless, the cell frequencies in the simplified model are still generally 
quite a good fit. Practically, the predicted cell frequencies are quite close to the actual cell 
frequencies. The prediction for cells with large counts is generally better than for those cells 
with small counts. The prediction for large cells is usually within 1 of the actual count. The 
predicted count almost always differs from the actual count by less than one (<1). So, from 
a practical viewpoint, the simplified model looks almost as good as the basic model for 
Provinces A. 
 
 
8.9.4.6  Summary of the simplified model for Provinces A 
 
  The model was highly significant on a chi-square (x2) test. Many of the individual co-
efficient values were highly significant. The maximum residual was 1.77. For cells with large 
counts, the predicted count almost always differed from the actual count by <1. 
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8.9.4.7  Conclusions for Provinces A Log-linear regression 
 
  The basic model has nine terms which include Yield Group in combination with other 
factors. Yield Group is related to the other variables through nine terms, which are: 
 
 Yield Group*Bank 
 Yield Group*Time 
 Yield Group*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Provinces A 
 Yield Group*Bank*Time 
 Yield Group*Bank*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Bank*Provinces A 
 Yield Group*Lot Size Group*Provinces A 
 Yield Group*Bank*Lot Size Group*Provinces A 
 
  The implication is that Yield Group is influenced by the other predictor variables in these 
nine terms i.e. Bank, Lot Size Group, Provinces A and Time. 
 
  The simplified model only has five terms which include Yield Group in combination with 
the other factors. The five terms linking Yield Group to other variables are: 
 
 Yield Group*Bank 
 Yield Group*Time 
 Yield Group*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Provinces A 
 Yield Group*Time*Bank 
 
  This implies that Yield Group is influenced by the other variables in these five terms. The 
relevant influences are the four linear effects plus the one second order effect, the 
Time*Bank interaction. 
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  An examination of the actual cell counts compared with the predicted cell counts from the 
basic and the simplified models suggests that the simplified model may in practical terms be 
just as useful as the more complex basic model. 
 
 
8.9.5  Analysis of the Provinces B dataset 
 
8.9.5.1 Log-linear regression output generated from the Saturated Model for 
Provinces B 
 
The output from the log-linear analysis with respect to the saturated model for Provinces B 
produced an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 8.28 
 
Table 8.28 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces B Saturated Model 
 
Residual Df Residual 
Deviance 
Df Deviance P(>|Chi|) 
 
Including 5th 
order term 
0 2.1674e-10    
Excluding 5th 
order term 
6 3.0204e-10 6 -8.5301e-11 1 
 
 
 
  The Analysis of Deviance table shows that the fifth order term is not at all significant.  
 
  Having established that the fifth order term was not at all significant, other terms could be 
removed using backward elimination. All the terms not containing Yield Group were 
retained. Thus the fourth order term Provinces B*Lot Size Group*Bank*Time and all the lower 
order terms in these variables were retained. 
 
  Backward elimination, using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was used to remove 
terms involving Yield Group. This resulted in a basic model with thirteen terms, including 
Yield Group*Provinces B*Lot Size Group*Bank and Yield Group*Provinces B*Lot Size Group*Time, 
which were the highest order terms that included Yield. 
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  The term Yield Group*Provinces B*Lot Size Group*Bank was tested specifically in order to 
ascertain how statistically significant it was. On the basis of a chi-square (2) test it was 
shown to be significant at the one per cent level. So this term was retained in the basic 
model. 
 
  The term Yield Group*Provinces B*Lot Size Group*Time was tested specifically in order to 
ascertain how statistically significant it was. On the basis of a chi-square (2) test it was 
shown not to be significant at the ten per cent level. So this term was removed from the 
basic model. 
 
 
8.9.5.2  Equation for the basic model for Provinces B 
 
The terms involving Yield Group in combination with other factors in the basic model for 
the Provinces B dataset were: 
 
    log(μijklm)   =            
   YTimYPilYLikYBij        
   YPTilmYLTikmYLPiklYBTijmYBPijlYBLijk     
   YBLPijkl       
(8.9.6) 
 
  This basic model comprised twelve terms, including the constant term. 
 
  For this model the predicted counts in the ninety-six cells are very close to the actual 
counts. The results for this basic model are included in the log-linear output with respect to 
Provinces B, which is reproduced in Appendix VIII. The largest residual difference in the 
contingency table was 0.96. 
 
  Only four of the coefficients, which again are shown in the output reproduced in 
Appendix VIII, were significant, but the model is hugely significant. The basic model (on 
seventy-eight degrees of freedom) reduces the deviance by 1,517.6205. This is shown in 
Table 8.29 
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Table 8.29 Analysis of Deviance table for the basic model for Provinces B 
 
 
    Null deviance: 1523.6595  on 95  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance:    6.0386  on 17  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 373.44 
 
 
 
 The difference in deviance constitutes a test statistic which is chi-squared distributed on 
seventy-four degrees of freedom (Agresti, 1996: 96). This statistic is significant at well 
beyond the 0.1 per cent level. Statistically, the model is highly significant. 
 
 
8.9.5.3  Summary of the basic model for Provinces B 
 
The largest residual was 0.96. The model was significant at the 0.1% level, but only four of 
the model co-efficients was significant at the ten per cent level. In all other cases, the 
standard errors of the co-efficients were orders of magnitude greater than the estimated co-
efficient values. 
 
 
 
8.9.5.4 Log-linear regression output generated from the Simplified Model for 
Provinces B 
 
The fourth order term Yield Group, Bank, Lot Size Group and Provinces B in equation 8.9.6 was 
retained in the basic model as being statistically significant. That term was then tested for 
practical significance. In order to do this, the fourth order term was removed from the 
model before the re-starting of the backward elimination. This procedure resulted in a 
simplified model that included five terms which contained Yield Group in combination with 
one of the other factors. The model including these five terms is shown in section 8.9.5.6 
below. 
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8.9.5.5  Equation for the simplified model for Provinces B 
 
 
   log(μijklm)    =            
  YTimYPilYLikYBij        
  YBTijm   
(8.9.7) 
 
 
  An explicit test of the three least significant terms in yield according to AIC was 
undertaken to ascertain how statistically significant they were. The term Yield 
Group:Time:Bank was found to be significant at beyond the 0.1% level. The term Yield 
Group:Lot Size was found to be significant at the 5% level. The term Yield Group:Provinces B 
was found to be significant at beyond the 0.1% level. 
 
  The Analysis of Deviance table for the simplified model for Provinces B is shown in Table 
8.30 
 
Table 8.30 Analysis of Deviance table for the simplified model for 
Provinces B 
 
 
    Null deviance: 1523.659  on 95  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance:   35.304  on 38  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 360.71 
 
 
 
  This shows that the simplified model for Provinces B is statistically significant at well beyond 
the 0.1 per cent level. 
 
  Many of the individual coefficient estimates in this simplified model were highly 
significant. These coefficients will be commented on in more detail in the section on logistic 
regression. 
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  The fitted cell frequencies in the simplified model are somewhat different from those that 
were produced by the basic model. The largest residual for the simplified model is 2.62. 
This means that the simplified model is not quite as good as the basic model in terms of the 
largest residual. Nevertheless, the cell frequencies in the simplified model are still generally 
quite a good fit. Practically, the predicted cell frequencies are quite close to the actual cell 
frequencies. The prediction for cells with large counts is generally better than for those cells 
with small counts. The prediction for large cells is usually within 2 of the actual count. The 
predicted count almost always differs from the actual count by less than two (<2). So, from 
a practical viewpoint, the simplified model may be almost as good as the basic model for 
Provinces B. 
 
 
8.9.5.6  Summary of the simplified model for Provinces B 
 
  The model was highly significant on a chi-square (x2) test. Many of the individual co-
efficient values were highly significant. The maximum residual was 2.62. For cells with large 
counts, the predicted count almost always differed from the actual count by <2. 
 
 
8.9.5.7  Conclusions for Provinces B Log-linear regression 
 
The basic model has nine terms which include Yield Group in combination with other 
factors. Yield Group is related to the other variables through nine terms, which are: 
 
 Yield Group*Bank 
 Yield Group*Time 
 Yield Group*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Provinces B 
 Yield Group*Bank*Time 
 Yield Group*Bank*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Bank*Provinces B 
 Yield Group*Time*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Time*Provinces B 
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 Yield Group*Lot Size Group*Provinces B 
 Yield Group*Bank*Lot Size Group*Provinces B 
 
  The simplified model only has five terms which include Yield Group. The five terms linking 
Yield Group to other variables are: 
 
 Yield Group*Bank 
 Yield Group*Time 
 Yield Group*Lot Size Group 
 Yield Group*Provinces B 
 Yield Group*Time*Bank 
 
  This implies that Yield Group is influenced by the other variables in these five terms. The 
relevant influences are the four linear effects plus the one second order effect, the 
Time*Bank interaction. 
 
  An examination of the actual cell counts compared with the predicted cell counts from the 
basic and the simplified models suggests that the simplified model may in practical terms be 
just as useful as the more complex basic model. 
 
 
8.9.6  Discussion of the log-linear analysis 
 
  In log-linear analysis, the dependent variable, Yield, has been transformed into the 
categorical variable Yield Group. During the log-linear analysis, Yield Group is not actually 
treated as a dependent variable. Instead, the log-linear analysis simply identifies meaningful 
relationships between the variables which may give pointers to which combinations of 
variables influence the Yield value. 
 
  Only those banking-halls let to the three main banks were subjected to the log-linear 
analysis in order to reduce the number and the proportion of empty cells. In so doing, it 
was possible to retain seven-ninths of the data whilst reducing the number of cells in the 
contingency table to just ninety-six. 
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  Basic and simplified models were built with respect to the datasets relating to both Provinces 
A and Provinces B. These were built using backward elimination from the respective 
saturated models using the Akaike Information Criterion. The respective two simplified 
models were built after removing those terms that had been in the basic models as 
statistically significant, but subsequently suspected not to be practically significant. 
 
  The basic model with respect to Provinces B is slightly more complex than that for Provinces 
A, having two additional interaction terms. However, both the Provinces A and the Provinces 
B datasets produced exactly the same simplified model. These two simplified models 
suggested that Yield is influenced by the four first order terms and by the Bank*Time 
interaction. The influencing factors are shown in the equation. 
 
  The findings of the literature review, the theoretical perspectives section and the 
qualitative study confirmed the findings of the log-linear analysis. The log-linear analysis, in 
turn, confirmed those independent variables being useful predictors of Yield. 
 
  The log-linear analysis strongly suggests that there is a linear relationship between Yield 
Group and Bank, Time, Lot Size Group and Provinces. Furthermore, in the respective datasets 
containing Provinces A and Provinces B, Yield is influenced by the interaction between Bank 
and Time. Also, the suggestion is that the simplified model generated from the Three Main 
Banks B and the Three Main Banks C datasets may be as practically useful as the more 
complex basic models for the two datasets. 
 
 
8.10  Final conclusions from the Exploratory Data Analysis 
 
The final conclusions arising from the Exploratory Data Analysis can be summarized as 
follows: 
 
1. Examination of the Purified Freehold data showed that the dataset lacked balance. The 
number of premises sold varied markedly across Banks, Regions, Lot Size and Years. 
2. Attempted cross-tabulation of the Purified Freehold dataset showed that the data were 
very sparse. In order to reduce the sparseness, the data were collapsed to reduce the 
number of levels for each of the predictor factors. 
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3. In section 7.3 Yield was defined as a numeric variable. Following the data collapse 
which produced the Three Main Banks datasets, Yield was transformed into a factor, 
Yield Group, with two levels derived from the bi-modal yield distribution. 
4. As part of the data collapse process, the geographical variable Region was transformed 
into a provinces variable which took two forms. These were Provinces A and Provinces B. 
Further analysis is required to establish whether either of these breakdowns is to be 
preferred for predictive purposes. 
5. In the Three Main Banks B and Three Main Banks C datasets, all four predictor variables 
(Bank, Province, Lot Size and Time) are categorical. 
6. A chi-squared test for independence of factors in the cross-tabulation contingency 
table produced a highly significant result indicating that the factors were not statistically 
independent. Thus, at least one of the factors was influenced by one or more of the 
other factors. There was clearly a need for further investigation to determine whether 
yield was being influenced by one or more of Bank, Province, Lot Size or Time singularly 
or in combination. 
7. The lineplots of Mean Yield against Time for Lot Size and Province suggest that yield may 
vary across lot sizes and between provinces. 
8. The lineplot of Mean Yield against Time for the Three Main Banks shows no clear 
indication that yield varies between banks. 
9. The lineplot of the number of bank sales against Time for the Three Main Banks 
indicates very clearly that the data lack balance with HSBC having sold most of its 
premises early in the study period, whilst Barclays sold most of its premises late in the 
study period. 
10. The boxplots strongly suggested that Yield varied across Banks, Provinces, Lot Size and 
Time. The lack of balance in the data made it difficult to draw any firm conclusions 
about the causes of these variations. 
11. Tests of normality showed that there were significant departures from normality in the 
yield distribution in some cells of the cross-tabulation contingency table. Further 
analysis is required to investigate the utility of variance stabilizing transformations. 
12. The tests of homogeneity of variance showed that the variance of the yield distribution 
was not constant across cells in the cross-tabulation contingency table. 
13. Log-linear analyses of the Three Main Banks B and the Three Main Banks C datasets 
suggested that Yield is influenced by the levels of the factors Bank, Province, Lot Size and 
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Time and by the effect of the interaction between Bank and Time. Other terms have a 
statistically significant effect on Yield, but may not have a practical effect. 
14. Log-linear analysis identified which predictor variables influenced Yield, but did not 
provide a specific prediction of Yield for each case in the dataset. Logistic regression 
using the same input data would provide predictions, and it was concluded that logistic 
regression analyses of the Three Main Banks B and C datasets should be carried out in 
order to obtain these predictions. In log-linear and logistic regression, all the variables 
are categorical. 
15. With Yield as a numeric variable, prediction of the yield values can be obtained using 
Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with the predictor variables being categorical. The 
departure from normality in the data and, in particular, the lack of homogenous 
variance would mean that the results of the ANOVA might be subject to serious 
errors, since ANOVA is based on the assumption of normality and constant variance 
in the data analyzed. It was concluded, however, that an ANOVA should be carried out 
to establish if it produced results which had practical value for forecasting. 
16. The sparseness of the Three Main Banks datasets means that there is insufficient data for 
separate test and validation datasets. Hence, cross-validation must be used. 
17. Also, it is clear that over time, the predictor variable, Year, has an effect on another 
predictor, Lot Size. The reason for this is two-fold, Firstly, there was a trend for the 
yields on all United Kingdom investment property to diminish over time during the 
period. Conversely, there was a trend for the rents of premises to rise during the same 
period. Either one of these factors will increase capital values and hence Lot Size. These 
two factors combined in a shift from the number of lots that fell into the lower lot 
sizes to the number of lots into the higher lot sizes over the course of the period 
subject to investigation. 
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9 Advanced Analyses I: Original dataset incorporating calendar 
data 
 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 
The purpose of this research is to create a predictive framework which investors can use to 
maximise investment yields in retail bank premises. There are two bases of models in the 
framework as follows: 
 
1. The main intention is to predict Yield Group, which is what the majority of investors 
want to know. Logistic regression is a statistical procedure that would enable this. 
 
2. If an ANOVA model can be developed, it would allow investors to go a step further 
in being able to assess the yields and then the value at which they should bid by 
capitalizing rents at the appropriate yield. 
 
  The original data made available by the auction houses about British banking-halls sold at 
auction as investments, provided a date variable. Due to the sparseness and lack of balance 
in the data, the Exploratory Data Analysis chapter found that the data needed to be 
collapsed sufficiently to render it capable of meaningful analysis. As part of that collapse, 
calendar date was collapsed as a Time factor, represented by early and late years. This 
chapter therefore examines logistic regression and ANOVA models using Time as an 
independent variable. Subsequent analysis substituting the Investment Property Databank 
(IPD) index for time is examined in a further chapter. 
 
 
9.2 Logistic Regression 
 
9.2.1  Introduction to logistic regression 
 
According to Agresti (1996: 162-167), there is a one-to-one equivalence between log-linear 
models and binary logistic regression models fitted to the same data. Accordingly, the Three 
Main Banks datasets from the log-linear analysis were used for the logistic regression. The 
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relationship between the variable, Yield Group, and the other variables revealed by the two 
models are identical. However, a difference exists inasmuch as although log-linear shows 
where relationships exist, no variable is taken as a dependent variable (Agresti, 1996: 145). 
With logistic regression, the relationship is expressed in a more useable form in that: 
 
 Yield Group appears explicitly as a dependent variable; and 
 
 The fitted logistic equation estimates the probability that each case in the data set 
belongs to the high yield group. 
 
  As a result of Yield Group becoming a dependent variable, it appears explicitly on the left-
hand side of the equation as a value to be predicted from the other variables. The results 
from binary logistic regression therefore provide useful predictions for making investment 
decisions. 
 
  Since the Exploratory Data Analysis had shown that Province was a significant variable 
whether Region was collapsed into Provinces A or into Provinces B, both forms of collapsed 
data need to be modelled and tested. Therefore, an adequate model needed to be found 
separately with respect to both Provinces A and Provinces B. Accordingly, two sets of 
modelling and testing were undertaken. 
 
 As when fitting the best model for log-linear, it is necessary to fit a best model for logistic 
regression. The use of backward elimination allows firstly the removal of terms not having a 
statistical significance and subsequently those terms having a statistical but not a practical 
significance (Agresti, 1996: 162). Thus, it allows the fitting of a less complex model. It 
allows the fitting of a model that is adequate using the least number of necessary terms. The 
Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) was the procedure used to remove terms using 
backward elimination. 
 
  According to Barlas (1996), a study‟s external validity relies upon the validity of any model 
used. He shows that the validity of a model is based upon the validity of its purpose. Barlas 
makes the case against formal model validation prior to analysis in socio-economic research 
that is entirely focused on empirical data. This is because the model is considered to be 
valid if its output corresponds with reality within the conventions of degrees of statistical 
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significance for the discipline in question (Barlas). Barlas states that models of prediction, 
including forms of regression, fall into this type. The purpose of the models built in the 
logistic regression used in this study is to predict high or low Yield Group. Accordingly, a 
case is made for checking the validity of the models built after analyses through cross-
validation. Validity is about whether the model‟s output is a true reflection of the purpose 
of that model. That is to say that to have model validity, a model needs to correlate well 
with the real world situation. The cross-validation that was undertaken in the analyses 
checked the models‟ correlation with reality. Predictive accuracy is different. Predictive 
accuracy is about how well the model predicts in different circumstances, which in the case 
of this study is under different economic conditions reflected by Time. Hence, the difference 
is between descriptive validity and predictive accuracy. 
 
  Normally, validation is undertaken by taking a further sample that is distinct from the data 
used in the model-building. The norm for such validation is for there to be a like split 
between the dataset used in the model-building and the sample of further data used in the 
validation. However, the current study relies on datasets that comprise all the available data 
for the study period. That means that validation had to be undertaken using samples taken 
from the totality of data used in the model-building. The model-building was performed 
using the entire population. Such testing of the model through the use of other samples is 
known as cross-validation (Field, 2005:171). Field argues that for a model to remain valid, it 
must be able to generalize and therefore retain accuracy in its predictive power across 
different samples. 
 
  Data splitting, relying on the random division of the data into two equal parts and the 
comparison of the predictive power of the resultant models is an ideal form of cross-
validation (Field, 2005:172). However, there is seldom sufficient data to enable such an 
approach (Field, 2005: 172). Statistical techniques have been developed to overcome such 
lack of data. One such statistical technique, known as bootstrapping, was introduced by 
Bradley Efron (Kohavi, 1995). Bootstrapping relies upon an iterative process of testing a 
randomly split sample of a dataset against the rest of that dataset (Efron and Gong (1983) 
and Kohavi (1995)). Bootstrapping is accepted as a means of cross-validation (Efron and 
Tibshirani, 1986). Hoesli et al. (1997: 3) show how bootstrapping has previously been used 
to test validity of datasets relating to property investment markets. Bootstrapping is a form 
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of cross-validation that randomly uses uniform sets of samples split without replication 
(Kohavi, 1995; Efron and Tibshirani, 1997). 
   
  The leave-one-out model selection cross-validation approach can lead to less reliable 
estimates for linear models due to high variance (Kohavi, 1995). Ten-fold and five-fold 
cross-validation have been shown to have a lower variance than the leave-one-out cross-
validation and, therefore, to provide a higher degree of confidence (Efron and Tibshirani, 
1997). Accordingly, cross-validation was undertaken using ten lots of 9:1 samples randomly 
taken without replication. The original dataset was randomly divided into ten sub-sets 
without replication with the omission of one of the ten sub-sets at a time while the 
remaining nine-tenths of the original dataset were used to estimate the parameters of the 
model. This gave a prediction of membership of the high yield group independent of cases 
whose probability was being estimated. The predictive accuracy of the cross-validation of 
each model is reproduced in the respective confusion matrices in section 9.2.4. 
 
 
9.2.2 The Model for the Provinces A and Provinces B datasets 
 
The full, or saturated, binary logistic model for the two datasets with dependent variable 
Yield Group (Y) and the four factors, Bank (B), Lotsize (L), Province (P) and Time (T) as 
predictor variables takes the form: 
 
 





 i
i
p
p
1
log   =          (1 constant term) 
   TmPlLkBj      (4 first order terms) 
   PTlmBPjlBLjk   ..........   (6 second order terms) 
   LPTklmBLTjlmBLPjkl   ..........   (4 third order terms) 
   BLPTjklm      (1 fourth order term) 
 
(9.1) 
 
where pi is the predicted probability that the i‟th case belongs to the high yield group, and 
where j, k, l and m represent the categories of the factors B, L, P and T respectively.      
 
Equation 9.1 can be re-arranged to give: 
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pi = exp( f(λ) ) / (1 + exp( f(λ) ) ) 
 
where 
 
 f(λ)   =              
   TmPlLkBj        
   PTlmBPjlBLjk   ..........    (9.2) 
   LPTklmBLTjlmBLPjkl   ..........     
   BLPTjklm       
 
 
 
9.2.3   Analysis 
 
9.2.3.1  Analysis of Provinces A 
 
Backward elimination from the saturated model gave a basic model: 
 
 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  LPklBTjmBPjlBLjk                  (9.3) 
  BLPjkl  
 
  Cross-validation was then performed on the basic model in order to ascertain how good 
its results were in practical terms. 
 
  The statistical significance of the third order term, Bank*Lot Size*Provinces A, was then 
examined. The term was found to be statistically significant. In order to ascertain if it was 
practically significant, it was removed prior to the continuation of the backward elimination. 
That produced a simplified model: 
 
 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  BTjm       (9.4) 
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 The significance of the Lot Size term, which was the least significant term in the model, was 
tested for statistical significance. It was significant at the 1.0 per cent level, so it was retained 
in the model. A cross-validation of the simplified model was then undertaken. The results 
for the basic and simplified models were then compared.  
 
 
9.2.3.2  Analysis of Provinces B 
 
Backwards elimination from the saturated model produced a basic model comprising twelve 
terms in the predictor variables. The significance of the Bank*Lot Size*Provinces B term was 
tested. It was significant at the 1.0 per cent level, so it was retained in the model. The 
Time*Lot Size*Provinces B term was then tested. This latter term was not significant at the 10 
per cent level, so it was removed from the model. The resultant model was: 
 
 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  PTlmLTkmLPklBTjmBPjlBLjk      
  BLPjkl      (9.5)   
   
 
 
  Cross-validation was then performed on the basic model. 
 
  Then in order to test the practical significance of the remaining third order term, it was 
removed from the model and the backward elimination continued. This produced a 
simplified model comprising five terms in the predictor variables. The equation for the 
simplified model was: 
 
 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  BTjm       (9.6) 
 
 
 
  The statistical significance of the three least significant terms in the simplified model was 
tested. The Lot Size term was significant at the 5 per cent level and was, therefore, retained. 
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The Provinces B term was significant at the 0.1 per cent level and was, therefore, retained. 
The Bank*Time interaction term was significant at the 0.1 per cent level and so was retained. 
 
  Cross-validation of the simplified model was undertaken. Comparisons were then made 
between the cross-validation results for the basic and simplified models. 
 
 
9.2.3.3  Comparison of Provinces A and Provinces B 
 
  After completing the analyses for Provinces A and Provinces B, the results for the two forms 
of province collapse were compared. 
 
 
9.2.4  Results 
 
9.2.4.1  Provinces A 
 
Backwards elimination from the saturated model produced a basic model (equation 9.3) 
comprising nine terms in the predictor variables: 
 
 
 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  LPklBTjmBPjlBLjk       
  BLPjkl          
 
 
 
 
  The output from the logistic regression with respect to the basic model for Provinces A 
produced an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 9.1. 
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Table 9.1 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces A Basic Model 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  The linear terms Bank, Time, and Provinces A were all found to be significant at well beyond 
the 0.1% level. The linear term Lot Size was shown in the Pearson chi-square within the 
Analysis of Deviance table to be significant at the 10% level. The second order term 
bank:time  was also found to be significant at well beyond the 0.1% level. The three second 
order terms Bank:Lot Size, Bank:Provinces A and Lot Size:Provinces A, although useful 
according to the Aikake Criterion, were shown not to be significant at the 10% level. The 
single third order term Bank:Lot Size:Provinces A was shown to be significant at the 1% level. 
 
    The coefficients table, reproduced in the Provinces A logistic regression output in 
Appendix VII, showed that none of the coefficients was at all significant. This is surprising 
given that the model itself is shown by the Reduced Analysis of Variance table (Table 9.2) 
to be quite a good fit. The deviance table shows that the model is significant at well beyond 
the 0.1 per cent level (chi-squared is 564.03 on 35 degrees of freedom). Hence, it would be 
very dangerous to interpret what is happening on the basis of these coefficients. They 
cannot be used for any confident interpretation.  
 
 
 Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|) 
 
 
NULL   690 953.86   
Bank 2 253.745 688 700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Time 1 211.606 687 488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot size 1 3.285 686 485.22 0.069906 . 
Provinces A 3 39.545 683 445.68 1.330e-08 *** 
Bank:Time 2 28.771 681 416.91 5.657e-07 *** 
Bank:Lot size 2 1.079 679 415.83 0.582953  
Bank:Provinces A 6 5.201 673 410.63 0.518348  
Lot Size:Provinces A 3 0.774 670 409.85 0.855669  
Bank:Lot 
size:Provinces A 
5 20.022 665 389.83 0.001238 ** 
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the order 
in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the effect on the 
model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
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Table 9.2 Reduced Analysis of Deviance for the basic model for Provinces A 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Null deviance is the residual produced after the null model, which only comprises a 
constant term, has been fitted. The alternative model is that being fitted. 
 
  Confusion matrices were produced to summarize the results in a compact, easily 
understood way. A confusion matrix is a table that shows predicted classifications against 
actual classifications. Since the present analysis builds a model for predicting those banking-
hall lots that fall into the high Yield Group, there is a need to identify the model where the 
predicted and observed high Yield Groups most nearly coincide. The best model is therefore 
the one which produces confusion matrices where the predicted and actual classifications 
coincide the most. 
 
  A confusion matrix plots the actual membership of the high and low Yield Groups against 
the predicted membership of those groups for a given cut-off probability or threshold. 
From the confusion matrix it is possible to derive the true positive rate and the false 
positive rate with the given threshold. Hence, the plot will place each case into one of four 
boxes in the matrix. Those corrected predicted to be in the high and low Yield Groups will be 
placed into the True Positive and the True Negative boxes respectively. Those wrongly 
predicted will be placed in either the False Positive or the False Negative boxes. 
 
  The basic model produced the following confusion matrix: 
 
Table 9.3 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A Basic Model: p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 288 12 
High Yield 84 307 
 
 
    
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 389.83  on 665  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 441.83 
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  The original sample, Three Main Banks B, was divided into ten random sub-sets without 
replication, and the analysis then dropped out one of the ten at a time to be the test sample 
whilst the other nine-tenths are used to estimate the parameters of the model. The 
procedure gave a prediction of high yield group membership based on a model whose 
derivation was independent of cases whose probability was being estimated. The procedure 
is called cross-validation. 
 
  It is important that the randomness of bootstrapping is borne in mind. Since 
bootstrapping splits the sample into ten sub-sets randomly every time for cross-validation, 
the way in which the sample is split can be expected to be different every time. Due to the 
split being different each time that the test is undertaken, marginally different results may 
result on each occasion. This is quite normal and in no way reduces the validity of the cross-
validation. 
 
  After cross-validation, the basic model for Provinces A produces a probability bar chart 
which is reproduced in Figure 9.1. 
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Figure 9.1 Probability bar chart for the basic model for Provinces A after cross-
validation 
 
 
 
 
 
  This gives rise to the following confusion matrix in Table 9.4 which is very similar to 
Table 9.3. 
 
 
Table 9.4 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A Basic Model after Cross-validation:  
p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 286 16 
High Yield 86 303 
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  ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) curves are commonly used to compare the 
predictive accuracy of alternative models. They lend themselves to the checking of the 
accuracy of binary classification. To create a ROC curve, the true positive rate is plotted as a 
function of the false positive rate at different possible decision thresholds (Fawcett, 2006). 
 
  True positive rate = true positive/(true positive + false negative). 
 
  False positive rate = false positive/(true negative + false positive). 
 
 In the current analysis, the high Yield Group is treated as the positive one so that the ROC 
chart can plot the proportion of positives correctly predicted.  
 
  Following the cross-validation of the basic model with respect to Provinces A, a ROC chart 
was produced to. It is capable of being used to identify the best threshold for any model. 
This ROC chart is shown in Figure 9.2.  
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Figure 9.2 ROC Chart after Cross-Validation for the Provinces A Basic Model 
 
 
 
  Examination of the predictions bar chart and the ROC chart suggest that for an acceptably 
low (0.1 or less) false positive rate, a threshold of 0.8 or more is required.  
 
  To test whether the third order term was practically significant, it was removed from the 
basic equation and the backward elimination process re-started. This produced a simplified 
equation (equation 9.7), containing five terms in the predictor variables.   
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 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  BTjm       (9.7) 
             
 
  The output from the logistic regression with respect to the simplified model for Provinces 
A produced an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 9.5. 
 
 
Table 9.5 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces A Simplified Model 
 
 
 Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. 
Dev 
P(>|Chi|) 
 
 
NULL   690 953.86   
Bank 2 253.745 688 700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Time 1 211.606 687 488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot size 1 3.285 686 485.22 0.069906 . 
Provinces A 3 39.545 683 445.68 1.330e-08 *** 
Bank:Time 2 28.771 681 416.91 5.657e-07 *** 
       
Significance codes 0 
„***‟ 
0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
 
 
 
  The Reduced Analysis of Deviance table is given in Table 9.6. 
 
 
Table 9.6 Reduced Analysis of Deviance for the simplified model for Provinces A 
 
 
 
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 416.91  on 681  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 436.91 
 
 
 
  A chi-squared test (536.95 on 9 degrees of freedom) shows the model to be significant at 
well beyond the 0.1 per cent level. 
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  The linear terms Bank, Time, and Provinces A were all found to be significant at the 0.1% 
level (see Table 9.7). The second order term bank:time was also found to be significant at the 
0.1% level. 
 
  The linear term Lot size was shown in the Pearson chi-square within the Analysis of 
Deviance table (Table 9.5) to fall outside the five percent significance value at 6.99 per cent. 
This is because the significances are dependent on the order in which the terms are inserted 
and the true significance of a term is shown by the removal of that term from the model. 
Therefore, the significance of Lot Size was tested explicitly (see Table 9.7), whereupon it was 
found to be significant at the 1% level at 0.8853 per cent. 
 
Table 9.7 Analysis of Deviance Table – Lot Size Provinces A 
 
  
 Resid.              Df Resid. Dev     Df  Deviance 
P(>|Chi|)    
Simplified Model        681    416.91                          
Simplified – LotSize    682    423.76  -1  -6.8523  
0.008853 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9.8 Coefficients Table for the Provinces A Simplified Model 
 
 Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|) 
 
 
(Intercept) 15.7819 700.1381 0.023 0.982016  
Bank HSBC -12.0676 700.1381 -0.017 0.986248  
Bank LTSB -14.0908 700.1380 -0.020 0.983943  
Time Late -20.9332 700.1387 -0.030 0.976148  
Lot Size Large 0.7759 0.3067 2.530 0.011396 * 
Provinces A: Midlands -0.8786 0.4446 -1.976 0.048145 * 
Provinces A: South -1.5738 0.4144 -3.797 0.000146 *** 
Provinces A: Celt 0.9820 0.6159 1.594 0.110835  
Bank HSBC: Time Late 13.9879 700.1392 0.020 0.984060  
Bank LTSB: Time Late 17.8488 700.1388 0.025 0.979661  
      
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
 
 
  The coefficients table, re-produced in Table 9.8, produced nine entries, there being fewer 
coefficients fitted than in the basic model. Some of the individual coefficients in this 
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simplified model are significant. The differences between the two banking companies, 
HSBC and Lloyds TSB, and between these two banks and Barclays, are not significant at 
the 10 per cent level. The difference between the early and late time coefficients is not 
shown to be significant, being well outside the 10% level. The differences between the 
Bank:Time interaction coefficients are also shown not be significant at the ten per cent level. 
Thus, although the Bank, Time and Bank:Time interaction effects are all highly significant 
(see Table 9.5), none of the individual coefficients is significant (see Table 9.8). 
 
  The difference between the Lot Size coefficients is shown to be significant at the 5% level. 
Thus there is a distinction between small and large Lot Size.  
 
  As far as provinces are concerned, there is a clear distinction between the south and the 
Midlands on the one hand and the north of England on the other. Furthermore, the effect 
is shown to be much more significant with the south than it is with the Midlands. With 
respect to the south of England, the significance is shown to be well beyond the 0.1% level. 
As far as the Midlands is concerned, the significance only lies beyond the 5.0% level. 
However, the significance between the north of England and those regions grouped 
together as the Celt province is not significant at the ten per cent level. Differences amongst 
the coefficients for South, Midlands and Celt provinces are not significant at the 10% level. 
 
The simplified model produced the following confusion matrix: 
 
Table 9.9 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A Simplified Model: p = 0.5 
 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 287 12 
High Yield 85 307 
 
 
 
  After cross-validation the following confusion matrix was produced: 
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Table 9.10 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A Simplified Model after Cross-
validation: p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 287 12 
High Yield 85 307 
 
 
  The two confusion matrices are identical. 
 
  After cross-validation, the simplified model for Provinces A produced a probability bar 
chart which is reproduced in Figure 9.3. 
 
 
Figure 9.3 Probability bar chart for the simplified model for Provinces A after 
cross-validation 
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  Following the cross-validation of the simplified model with respect to Provinces A, a ROC 
chart was produced. It is shown in Figure 9.4. This particular ROC chart suggests that 0.8 
looks a good threshold based upon a false positive rate not exceeding 0.1. 
 
 
Figure 9.4 ROC Chart after Cross-Validation for the Provinces A 
Simplified Model 
 
 
 
 
  To achieve a good decision threshold, it is necessary to satisfy the following criteria: 
 
1. A threshold equal to or greater than 6.35 per cent, since the histogram of Yield by the 
Three Main Banks was bimodal in distribution and had shown the high yield group as 
being equal to or above 6.35 per cent. 
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2.  A predictive positive rate of ninety per cent or more is considered appropriate, 
because no more than ten per cent of the predictions for high yield should be wrong. 
This is equivalent to a high true positive/false positive ratio as represented by the 
Positive Predictive Value (PPV) where: 
 
ppv = tp/(tp + fp) 
where tp = true positive, 
     fp = false positive 
 
     The selection of the predictive positive rate is a subjective judgment decision based 
upon the risk that a particular investor is prepared to take in portfolio investment 
selections. For illustrative purposes, in the current case, a value of ninety per cent was 
considered to be appropriate. 
 
3. The number of actual high yield cases that are predicted as high yield should be as 
large as possible. This equates with a high true positive rate, which is defined as: 
 
tpr = tp/(tp + fn) 
where  tp = true positive, 
     fn = false negative. 
 
 
 
  Figure 9.5 shows the Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate after cross-
validation with respect to the simplified model for Provinces A. 
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Figure 9.5 PPV versus TPR after Cross-Validation for the Provinces A 
Simplified Model 
 
 
 
  The erratic behaviour of the graph in Figure 9.5 when the threshold is at an extremely high 
level very close to the maximum actual or predicted probability, results from the very few 
actual or predicted cases which are above the threshold. The chart confirms, again, that 0.8 
appears to be a good threshold. 
 
  Following the generation of the two ROC charts with respect to the basic and simplified 
models for Provinces A, a further ROC chart was produced, comparing the predictive 
accuracy of the two models. This third ROC chart is shown in Figure 9.6. Clearly, this ROC 
chart suggests that there is very little difference between the predictive powers of the basic 
and simplified models with respect to Provinces A. Indeed, an eyeball examination of the 
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chart suggests that the simplified model may actually have marginally greater predictive 
power than the basic model. The simplified model is, therefore, preferred. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.6  ROC Chart for Provinces A Basic and Simplified Models 
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9.2.4.2  Provinces B 
 
Backwards elimination from the saturated model produced a basic model originally 
comprising twelve terms in the predictor variables. Examination showed that one of the 
third order terms was not statistically significant. It was therefore removed. This resulted in 
a model (equation 9.8) containing eleven terms in the predictor variables. 
 
   f(λ)   =            
   TmPlLkBj         
   PTlmLTkmLPklBTjmBPjlBLjk      
   BLPjkl       (9.8)  
    
 
 
  The output from the logistic regression with respect to the basic model for Provinces B 
produced an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 9.11. 
 
Table 9.11 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces B Basic Model 
 
 Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. 
Dev 
P(>|Chi|) 
 
 
NULL   690 953.86   
Bank 2 253.745 688 700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Time 1 211.606 687 488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot size 1 3.285 686 485.22 0.069906 . 
Provinces B 3 21.403 683 463.82 8.682e-05 *** 
Bank:Time 2 26.606 681 437.21 1.669e-06 *** 
Bank:Lot Size 2 0.861 679 436.35 0.650244  
Bank:Provinces B 6 6.846 673 429.51 0.335345  
Time:Lot size 1 1.012 672 428.50 0.314501  
Time:Provinces B 3 2.774 669 425.72 0.427753  
Lot size:Provinces B 3 2.683 666 423.04 0.443162  
Bank:Lot Size: 
Provinces B 
5 15.090 661 407.95 0.009985 ** 
Time:Lot size: 
Provinces B 
3 6.039 658 401.91 0.109746  
       
Significance codes 0 
„***‟ 
0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last).  In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
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  The linear terms Bank, Time, and Provinces B were all found to be significant at well beyond 
the 0.1% level. The linear term Lot Size was shown in the Pearson chi-square within the 
Analysis of Deviance table to be significant at the 10% level. The second order term 
bank:time  was also found to be significant at well beyond the 0.1% level. The four second 
order terms Bank:Lot Size, Bank:Provinces B, Time:Lot Size and Lot Size:Provinces B, although 
useful according to the Aikake Criterion, were shown not to be significant at the 10% level. 
The third order term Bank:Lot Size:Provinces B was shown to be significant at the 1% level. 
The other third order term Time:Lot Size:Provinces B was shown not to be significant at the 
10% level. It was, therefore, removed from the basic model. 
 
  The coefficients table, reproduced in the Provinces B logistic regression output in Appendix 
VIII, showed that none of the coefficients was at all significant. This is surprising given that 
the model itself is shown by the Reduced Analysis of Variance table (Table 9.9) to be quite a 
good fit. The deviance table shows that the model is significant at well beyond the 0.1 per 
cent level (chi-squared is 545.91 on 29 degrees of freedom). Hence, it would be very 
dangerous to interpret what is happening on the basis of these coefficients. They cannot be 
used for any confident interpretation.  
 
Table 9.12 Reduced Analysis of Deviance for the basic model for Provinces B 
 
    
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 407.95  on 661  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 467.95 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Null deviance is the residual produced after the null model, which only comprises a 
constant term, has been fitted. The alternative model is that being fitted. 
 
  Confusion matrices were produced to summarize the results in a compact, easily 
understood way.  The basic model produced the following confusion matrix: 
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Table 9.13 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B Basic Model p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 284 10 
High Yield 88 309 
 
 
 
  The original sample, Three Main Banks C, was divided into ten random sub-sets without 
replication, and a cross-validation performed.  
 
  After cross-validation, the basic model for Provinces B produced a probability bar chart 
which is reproduced in Figure 9.7. 
 
 
Figure 9.7 Probability bar chart for the basic model for Provinces B 
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  This gives rise to the following confusion matrix in Table 9.14 which is very similar to 
Table 9.13. 
 
 
Table 9.14 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B Basic Model after Cross-validation:  
p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 283 12 
High Yield 89 307 
 
 
 
  
 
  Following the cross-validation of the basic model with respect to Provinces B, a ROC chart 
was produced to. It is capable of being used to identify the best threshold for any model. 
This ROC chart is shown in Figure 9.8.  
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Figure 9.8 ROC Chart after Cross-Validation for the Provinces B Basic Model 
 
 
  Examination of the predictions bar chart and the ROC chart suggest that for an acceptably 
low (0.1 or less) false positive rate, a threshold of 0.8 or more is required.  
 
  To test whether the third order term was practically significant, it was removed from the 
basic equation and the backward elimination process re-started. This produced a simplified 
equation (equation 9.9), containing five terms in the predictor variables.   
 
 
 f(λ)   =            
  TmPlLkBj         
  BTjm        (9.9)  
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  The output from the logistic regression with respect to the simplified model for Provinces B 
produced an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 9.15. 
 
 
Table 9.15 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces B Simplified Model 
 
 Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. 
Dev 
P(>|Chi|) 
 
 
NULL   690 953.86   
Bank 2 253.745 688 700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Time 1 211.606 687 488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot size 1 3.285 686 485.22 0.0699 . 
Provinces B 3 21.403 683 463.82 8.682e-05 *** 
Bank:Time 2 26.606 681 437.21 1.669e-06 *** 
       
Significance codes 0 
„***‟ 
0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
 
 
  The Reduced Analysis of Deviance table is given in Table 9.16. 
 
 
Table 9.16 Reduced Analysis of Deviance for the simplified model for Provinces B 
 
 
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 437.21  on 681  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 457.21 
 
 
 
 
  A chi-squared test (516.65 on 9 degrees of freedom) shows the model to be significant at 
well beyond the 0.1 per cent level. 
 
  The linear terms Bank, Time, and Provinces B were all found to be significant at well beyond 
the 0.1% level (see Table 9.15). The second order term bank:time was also found to be 
significant at well beyond the 0.1% level. 
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  The linear term Lot size was shown in the Pearson chi-square within the Analysis of 
Deviance table (Table 9.15) to fall outside the five per cent significance value at 6.99 per 
cent. This is because the significances are dependent on the order in which the terms are 
inserted and the true significance of a term is shown by the removal of that term from the 
model. Therefore, the significance of Lot Size was tested explicitly (see Table 9.17), 
whereupon it was found to be significant at the 5% level at 3.854 per cent. 
 
Table 9.17 Analysis of Deviance Table – Lot Size Provinces B 
 
  
 Resid.              Df Resid. Dev     Df  Deviance 
P(>|Chi|)    
Simplified Model        681    437.21                          
Simplified – LotSize    682    441.50  -1  -4.2811  
0.03854 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 9.18 Coefficients Table for the Provinces B Simplified Model 
 
 Estimate Std. 
Error 
z value Pr(>|z|) 
 
 
(Intercept) 214.2889 697.6201 0.020 0.984  
Bank HSBC -11.8726 697.6201 -0.017 0.986  
Bank LTSB -13.9236 697.6200 -0.020 0.984  
Time Late -20.7362 697.6207 -0.030 0.976  
Lot Size Large 0.6119 0.3038 2.014 0.044 * 
Provinces B:Wales &SW 0.1298 0.3094 0.419 0.675  
Provinces B:Midlands 0.4853 0.3276 1.481 0.139  
Provinces B:North Britain 1.7166 0.4232 4.057 4.98e-05 *** 
Bank HSBC:Time Late 14.0011 697.6212 0.020 0.984  
Bank LTSB:Time Late 17.6507 697.6208 0.025 0.980  
      
Significance codes 0 
„***‟ 
0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
 
 
  The coefficients table, re-produced in Table 9.18, produced nine entries, there being fewer 
coefficients fitted than in the basic model. Some of the individual coefficients in this 
simplified model are significant. The differences between the two banking companies, 
HSBC and Lloyds TSB, and between these two banks and Barclays, are not significant at 
the 10 per cent level. The difference between the early and late time coefficients is not 
shown to be significant, being well outside the 10% level. The differences between the 
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Bank:Time interaction coefficients are also shown not be significant at the ten per cent level. 
Thus, although the Bank, Time and Bank:Time interaction effects are all highly significant 
(see Table 9.15), none of the individual coefficients is significant (see Table 9.18). 
 
  The difference between the Lot Size coefficients is shown to be significant at the 5% level. 
Thus there is a distinction between small and large Lot Size.  
 
  As far as provinces are concerned, there is a clear significance between North Britain and 
the other three provinces. This distinction appears to be greatest between North Britain on 
the one hand and London and the South-east on the other, where the difference is 
significant at well beyond the 0.1 per cent level.  Differences amongst the coefficients for 
London and the South-east, Wales and the South-west and the Midlands provinces are not 
significant at the 10% level. 
 
  The simplified model produced the following confusion matrix: 
 
Tables 9.19 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B Simplified Model: p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 287 13 
High Yield 85 306 
 
 
 
  After cross-validation the following confusion matrix was produced: 
 
Table 9.20 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B Simplified Model after Cross-
validation: p = 0.5 
 
 Actual 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 287 13 
High Yield 85 306 
 
 
  The two confusion matrices are identical. 
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  After cross-validation, the simplified model for Provinces B produces a probability bar chart 
which is reproduced in Figure 9.9. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.9 Probability bar chart for the simplified model for Provinces B after 
cross-validation 
 
 
 
 
  Following the cross-validation of the simplified model with respect to Provinces B, a ROC 
chart was produced. It is shown in Figure 9.10. This particular ROC chart suggests that 0.8 
looks a good threshold based upon a false positive rate not exceeding 0.1. 
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Figure 9.10 ROC Chart after Cross-Validation for the Provinces B Simplified 
Model 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 9.11 shows the Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate after cross-
validation with respect to the simplified model for Provinces B. 
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9.11 PPV versus TPR after Cross-Validation for the Provinces B Simplified Model 
 
 
 
  The erratic behaviour of the graph in Figure 9.11 when the threshold is at an extremely 
high level very close to the maximum actual or predicted probability results from the very, 
very few actual or predicted cases which are above the threshold. The chart confirms, again, 
that 0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
 
  Following the generation of the two ROC charts with respect to the basic and simplified 
models for Provinces B, a further ROC chart was produced, comparing the predictive 
accuracy of the two models. This third ROC chart is shown in Figure 9.12. Clearly, this 
ROC chart suggests that there is very little difference between the predictive powers of the 
basic and simplified models with respect to Provinces B. Indeed, an eyeball examination of 
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the chart suggests that the simplified model may actually have marginally greater predictive 
power than the basic model. The simplified model is, therefore, preferred. 
 
 
 
Figure 9.12 ROC Chart for the Provinces B Basic and Simplified Models 
 
 
 
9.2.4.3 Provinces A and B compared 
 
  The ROC graphs for the simplified models of Provinces A and B are reproduced in Figure 
9.13. 
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Figure 9.13 ROC Chart comparing Provinces A and Provinces B Simplified Models 
 
 
  The two curves in the ROC chart in Figure 9.13 are broadly very similar. However, at the 
region of interest, which is thresholds above 0.5, the curves appear to show that the results 
for Provinces A are marginally better than those for Provinces B. 
 
 
9.2.5 Conclusions 
 
  For both datasets, the simplified model was shown to be no worse than the basic model 
and also comprised less terms. Therefore, the simplified model was preferred on the 
grounds of simplicity. 
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  The simplified model for both datasets comprised the same terms. They comprised all the 
linear terms plus the Bank*Time interaction. 
 
  In order to make investment decisions for portfolio-building, the prediction threshold 
level of 0.8 would be about the right level. The 0.8 level is selected, because that gives an 
acceptable level of false positives, i.e. those low yields wrongly predicted as high yields. 
 
  The Provinces A geographical form of collapse gives a slightly better prediction than that 
for Provinces B. Therefore, the simplified model for Provinces A is preferred for the selection 
of premises in the building of a banking-hall investment property portfolio. 
 
 
 
 
 
9.3 Analysis of Variance 
 
9.3.1 Introduction 
 
Sections 8.8.6 and 8.10 identified Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) as a worthwhile method 
of analysis to apply to the bank premises‟ sale-and-leaseback data. In ANOVA the 
dependent variable, Yield, is numeric rather than a factor as it was in the log-linear and 
logistic analyses. ANOVA is underpinned, however, by the assumption that the data have 
homogeneous variance and are normally distributed. Since the section 8.8.6 established that 
the available data do not have homogeneity of variance and show departures from 
normality, any models fitted using ANOVA will not be optimal in the least squares sense. 
In particular non-constant variance coupled with lack of balance in the data can lead to 
actual significance levels being quite different from the values assumed based on 
homoscedasticity (Wetherill, 1981: 264-266). 
 
  The lack of normality and constant variance means that when choosing which terms to 
eliminate from the model, it is possible to make some mistakes. However, the resultant 
model may still give some useful predictions. A model can be useful without being optimal. 
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Hence, a non-optimal ANOVA model can be tested to ascertain if it is more useful than the 
logistic model. 
 
 
9.3.2 The Model for the Provinces A and the Provinces B datasets 
 
The analysis of variance model for the current data set with the 4 factors Bank (B), Lot Size 
(L), Province (P) and Time (T) takes the form: 
 
     Yi     =           (1 constant term) 
     TmPlLkBj      (4 first order terms) 
     PTlmBPjlBLjk   ..........   (6 second order terms) 
     LPTklmBLTjlmBLPjkl   ..........   (4 third order terms) 
     BLPTjklm      (1 fourth order term) 
 
where Yi is the predicted yield for the i‟th case and 
 j, k, l and m represent the levels of the corresponding factors. 
(9.10) 
 
 
 
9.3.3 Analysis and Results 
 
9.3.3.1  Analysis and Results of Provinces A 
 
The saturated ANOVA model, comprising all the terms up to and including the fourth 
order, is shown in the equation 9.10. Backward elimination from the saturated model using 
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) suggested that no terms should be removed from 
the model. Therefore, the fourth order term was tested explicitly on an F-ratio test. F-ratios 
are used to test terms in ANOVAs (Field, 2005: 323-325). The F-ratio test showed that the 
fourth order term was not significant at the 10 per cent level. Therefore, the fourth order 
term was removed from the model before backward elimination was continued. 
 
  That produced a model with seven terms in the predictor variables: 
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    Yi     =       
     TmPlLkBj    
     BTjmBPjlBLjk       (9.11)
 
 
  These comprised the four first order terms, Bank, Lot Size, Time and Provinces A, and the 
following three second order interactive terms: 
 
 Bank*Lot Size 
 Bank*Time 
 Bank*Provinces A 
 
  The significance of the three second order interactions were then tested explicitly. Two 
interactions, Bank*Lot Size and Bank*Provinces A, were significant at well beyond the 0.1 per 
cent level. Bank*Time was shown to be significant at the 5 per cent level and almost at the 1 
per cent level. These three interactions were, therefore, retained in the model. 
 
  The output from the ANOVA with respect to the time model for Provinces A produced 
an Analysis of Deviance table which is reproduced in Table 9.21. 
 
Table 9.21 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces A ANOVA Model 
 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
 
 
Bank 2 517.82 258.91 372.6232 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot Size 1 38.29 38.29 55.1028 3.467e-13 *** 
Time 1 346.74 346.74 499.0315 <2.2e-16 *** 
Provinces A 3 35.68 11.89 17.1189 1.007e-10 *** 
Bank:Lot Size 2 15.23 7.61 10.9580 2.074e-05 *** 
Bank:Time 2 6.41 3.21 4.6129 0.0102388 * 
Bank: Provinces A 6 16.52 2.75 3.9623 0.0006637 *** 
Residuals 675 467.62 0.69    
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
 
  The linear terms Bank, Lot Size, Time and Provinces A were all found to be significant at well 
beyond the 0.1% level in the F-test. The second order terms Bank:Lot Size  and 
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Bank:Provinces A were found to be significant at well beyond the 0.1% level. The second 
order term Bank:Time was found to be significant at the 5% level. 
 
  The model itself is shown by the reduced Analysis of Variance table (Table 9.22) to be 
significant at well beyond the 0.1% level (F is 82.686 on 17 and 673 degrees of freedom). 
 
 
Table 9:22 Significance of Fitted Model for Provinces A ANOVA Model 
 
Model 1: yield ~ 1 
 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + lotsize + time + provincesa + 
bank:lotsize + bank:time + bank:provincesa 
 
 
      Resid.Df  Res.Sum of Sq  Df  Sum of Sq    F    Pr(>F) 
     
Model 1   690      1444.32                                   
Model 2   673       467.62     17   976.7    82.686 < 2.2e-16 
 
 
 
 
 
  The model was then checked for its goodness of fit. This was done by making a plot of 
the residuals against the fitted values to check for systematic changes in variance.  The 
residuals are the difference between the actual yield and the fitted yield. Plotting the 
residuals against the fitted yield will mainly show if there is any trend in the variance of the 
residuals as the fitted value increases. 
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Figure 9.14 Residuals versus Fitted Values - Provinces A 
 
 
 
 
  A visual examination of the residual versus fitted values plot suggested that there were no 
clear systematic changes in variance. The residuals versus fitted values plot showed two 
distinct clusters that suggested that, in each of them, the spread of the residuals (standard 
deviation) decreased as the fitted yield values increased. Respectively, the two clusters were 
grouped above and below the fitted value of about 6.35 per cent, which corresponds to the 
low point in the Yield distribution curve in Figure 8.6. Clearly, the commonly used variance 
stabilizing transformations (e.g. square root and log) are unlikely to be effective in this case. 
 
  A Q-Q plot provides an illustration of deviation from normality. Q-Q plots plot the 
quantiles of the fitted values against the theoretical quantiles of the test distribution. The 
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expected positions are represented by a straight line whilst the observed values are 
represented by individual dots made on the plot (Field). Where the data are normally 
distributed, these dots will fall exactly on the diagonal straight line, since the values coincide 
with those to be expected from a normally distributed dataset (Field). Hence, any 
divergence between the dots and the line is indicative of deviation from normality. 
 
  A Q-Q plot of the residuals (Figure 9.15) was made to give a visual check for normality. 
The tail ends are off the fitted line, which suggests that the distribution has a greater peak 
than a normal distribution would have. Hence, the distribution is leptokurtic. ANOVA tests 
are known to be particularly sensitive to this type of departure from normality (Scheffé, 
1959; Wetherill, 1981: 18-20).  
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.15 Q-Q Plot – Provinces A 
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  A confusion matrix was derived from the plot (similar to that in Figure 9.16) of Predicted 
Yield against Actual Yield. A threshold of 6.35 per cent was applied to both yield values. 
This divided the plot into four quadrants from which a confusion matrix could be 
generated. The confusion matrix is reproduced in Table 9.23. 
 
 
 
Table 9.23 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A ANOVA Model before cross-
validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 287 86 
High Yield 13 305 
 
 
 
  Cross-validation was performed using random splits of ten without replication. An almost 
identical confusion matrix was produced after cross-validation and is reproduced in Table 
9.24. As in the logistic regression, the cross-validation results for the ANOVA are in general 
no worse than before cross-validation.  
 
 
Table 9.24 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A ANOVA Model after Cross-
validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 287 86 
High Yield 12 306 
 
 
 
  In order to look at the practical usefulness of the results, the predicted yield was plotted 
against the actual yield. This plot is shown in Figure 9.16. The horizontal and vertical lines 
in the figure represent a threshold of 6.35 per cent. The confusion matrix is derived from 
the number of points in each quadrant. 
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Figure 9.16 Predicted versus Actual Yield – Provinces A 
 
 
 
 
  It is exceedingly difficult to identify a good threshold from this graph. 
  
 
  Figure 9.17 shows the Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate after cross-
validation with respect to the time ANOVA model for Provinces A. 
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9.17 PPV versus TPR Chart after Cross-Validation – Time ANOVA Provinces A 
 
 
  The Predictive Positive Value versus True Positive Rate chart in Figure 9.17 is very erratic 
with the line of the plots looping in several places. Moreover, apart from a very small area 
within one of the loops, none of the selected predictive positive rate of ninety per cent or 
more for high yield was achieved. 
 
  Figure 9.17 can be compared and contrasted with Figure 9.5 (logistic regression) which 
also shows a Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate and which chart confirms 
that 0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
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  Figure 9.17 demonstrates that the ANOVA model for Provinces A does not provide a 
meaningful basis for selecting the threshold required in order to make useful predictions for 
investing in retail bank premises. 
 
 
 
9.3.3.2 Analysis and results of Provinces B 
 
The analysis of the Provinces B dataset using ANOVA was undertaken in the same sequence 
as that for Provinces A, using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) based upon backward 
elimination. Then the same plots were made as in the other dataset in order to try to 
ascertain the usefulness of the model. Again, backward elimination from the saturated 
model was undertaken. 
 
  Backward elimination from the saturated model using the Akaike Information Criterion 
(AIC) provided a model with five terms in the predictor variables. These are expressed in 
the following equation: 
 
     Yi     =       
      TmPlBj    
      BTjmBPjl       (9.12)
 
 
 
  The model omitted Lot Size altogether. Therefore, the linear terms comprised Bank, Time 
and Provinces B. It also produced two second order terms, which were Bank*Time and 
Bank*Provinces B. The two second order terms were tested explicitly on F-ratio tests. These 
tests showed that the Bank*Time interaction was significant at beyond the 0.1 per cent level 
and that the Bank*Provinces B term was significant at the 1.0 per cent level. Therefore, both 
terms were retained in the model. 
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Table 9.25 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces B ANOVA Model 
 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
 
 
Bank 2 517.82 258.91 355.1011 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Time 1 384.80 384.80 527.7589 <2.2e-16 *** 
Provinces B 3 16.34 5.45 7.4705 6.326e-05 *** 
Bank:Time 2 17.07 8.53 11.7053 1.006e-05 *** 
Bank: Provinces B 6 15.40 2.57 3.5208 0.001942 ** 
Residuals 676 492.89 0.73    
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
  The linear terms Bank, Time and Provinces B were all found to be significant at well beyond 
the 0.1% level in the F-test. The second order term Bank:Time was found to be significant at 
well beyond the 0.1% level. The second order term Bank:Provinces B was found to be 
significant at the 1% level. 
 
  The model itself is shown by the reduced Analysis of Variance table (Table 9.26) to be 
significant at well beyond the 0.1% level (F is 93.208 on 14 and 676 degrees of freedom). 
 
 
Table 9:26 Significance of Fitted Model for Provinces B ANOVA Model 
 
 
Model 1: yield ~ 1 
 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + provincesb + bank:time + 
bank:provincesb 
 
 
      Resid.Df  Res.Sum of Sq   Df  Sum of Sq   F     Pr(>F) 
     
Model 1   690      1444.32                                   
Model 2   676       492.89     14   951.43   93.208 < 2.2e-16 
 
 
 
  The Provinces B ANOVA model has a different structure from the Provinces A one. This is 
unlike the case in the logistic regression where Provinces A and Provinces B produced the same 
simplified model. This shows that there is less stability in the ANOVA than in the logistic 
regression in terms of model structure. 
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  A confusion matrix was again derived from the plot of Predicted Yield versus Actual Yield 
using a threshold of 6.35 per cent. This is shown in Table 9.27. 
 
 
Table 9.27 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B ANOVA Model produced before and 
after Cross-validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 287 86 
High Yield 13 305 
 
 
  A visual examination of the plot of the Residuals versus Fitted Values for Provinces B, 
shown in Figure IX.1 in Appendix IX, suggested that there were two distinct clusters. 
Again, the chart suggested that the commonly used variance stabilizing transformations 
would be unlikely to be effective. Again, the Q-Q plot for Provinces B, shown in Figure IX.2 
in the Appendix IX, indicated that the distribution is leptokurtic. 
 
    Cross-validation was performed using random splits of ten without replication. The 
confusion matrices produced before and after cross-validation were identical. In order to 
look at the practical usefulness of the results, the predicted yield was plotted against the 
actual yield. This plot is shown in Figure IX.3 in Appendix IX. The horizontal and vertical 
lines in the figure represent a threshold of 6.35 per cent. The confusion matrix is derived 
from the number of points in each quadrant. 
 
  The Predictive Positive Value versus True Positive Rate chart in Figure IX.4 in Appendix 
IX is very erratic with the line of the plots looping in several places. Moreover, apart from a 
very small area within one of the loops, none of the selected predictive positive rates of 
ninety per cent or more for high yield was achieved. 
 
  Figure IX.4 in Appendix IX can be compared and contrasted with Figure 9.11 (logistic 
regression) which also shows a Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate and 
which chart confirms that 0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
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  Figure IX.4 demonstrates that the ANOVA model for Provinces B does not provide a 
meaningful basis for selecting the threshold required in order to make useful predictions for 
investing in retail bank premises. 
   
  The output of the charts derived from the confusion matrix suggests that the selection of a 
(prediction) threshold is as intractable for the Provinces B dataset as it was for the Provinces A 
dataset. The model produced for the Provinces B data is very similar, if not a little worse, in 
terms of interpreting the data. There was no clear, obvious choice of a good threshold. 
 
 
 
9.3.4  Conclusions to the ANOVAs 
 
  ANOVA models were fitted to both the Provinces A and Provinces B data. For Provinces A 
the model comprised seven terms in the predictor variables. The four first order effects plus 
the three second order interactions including Bank. For Provinces B, the model comprised 
five terms in the predictor variables. Lot size was omitted both as a linear term and as an 
interaction. In Provinces B, the Bank*Time and the Bank*Provinces B interactions were found to 
be significant. 
 
  In both cases, the distribution of predicted versus actual yield was such that the problem 
of selecting a suitable threshold proved to be intractable. The results were erratic and no 
feasible criteria for a good threshold could be found. 
 
 
 
9.4  Conclusions to Advanced Analyses using calendar data 
 
9.4.1 Logistic Regression 
 
 For both Provinces A and Provinces B the logistic regression analysis 
produced a simplified model comprising five terms in the predictor variables. 
These were the four linear terms plus the Bank*Time interaction. 
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 In practical terms the simplified models proved to be as useful as the more 
complex basic models from which they were derived.  
 
 In both cases, a probability threshold at or above 0.8 was found to give 
sufficiently accurate predictions for application for investment decisions in 
portfolio-building. 
 
 
9.4.2 ANOVA 
 
 For Provinces A, the ANOVA produced seven terms in the predictor terms. 
These were the four first order terms plus the three second order interactions 
involving Bank.  
 
 For Provinces B, the ANOVA produced a model comprising five terms in the 
predictor variables. These were Bank, Time and Provinces as first order terms 
plus the second order interactions of Bank*Time and Bank*Provinces B. 
 
 In both cases, the distribution of predicted versus actual yield was such that 
the problem of selecting a suitable threshold proved to be intractable. The 
results were erratic and no feasible criteria for a good threshold could be 
found. 
 
9.5 Final observation 
 
  Binary logistic regression proved to produce a more useful model than ANOVA. The 
simplified model produced the same results as the basic model generated by binary logistic 
regression. 
   
  The logistic regression models for both datasets included the four main independent 
variables identified by the qualitative study. This is qualified inasmuch as Province (or super-
region), rather than GOR region, is shown to be a factor. These results, in turn, had been 
supported by the literature review. The Provinces A ANOVA model, although shown not to 
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provide a meaningful basis for selecting the threshold required in order to make useful 
predictions, also suggested that these four independent variables influenced Yield. 
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10  Advanced Analyses II: Original dataset incorporating index 
data 
 
 
 
10.1 Introduction 
 
The previous analyses in Chapters 8 and 9 have used Time as one of the independent 
variables. The reason for that is that time is representative of fluctuations in the macro 
economic cycle. Property performance is influenced by those fluctuations. This chapter 
examines the effect of substituting an appropriate index for Time. The reason for so doing is 
to establish whether the substitution of an appropriate index improves the predictive 
accuracy of models included in the predictive framework adopted by this study. 
 
  There are indices that relate specifically to the performance of real estate. Such indices 
relate to different geographical locations and may relate to different sectors of property. 
They also measure property performance in different ways. Therefore, it is imperative to 
select the index that is most relevant to this study. 
 
  The Investment Property Databank (IPD) publishes a number of property indices for 
different sectors of property across different geographical locations around the world. It 
does publish a monthly index of initial yield for retail property across the United Kingdom 
(Investment Property Databank, (2008).  The data provided by this index covers all of the 
study period. The IPD retail property index for the United Kingdom does not provide data 
specifically related to banking-halls. However, since banking-halls have been shown to be a 
sub-type of retail property in the Theoretical Perspectives Chapter (Chapter 4), the IPD 
United Kingdom retail property index appears to be the most appropriate one to substitute 
for Time. 
 
  Property investment yields may be affected by both market risk and specific risk (Isaac and 
Steley, 2000; Fraser, 2004). Market risk arises out of fluctuations in the macro-economic 
cycle over time (Fraser, 2004: 158). Isaac and Steley (2000: 47-49) argue that in deciding on 
the anticipated returns that they will accept for any given investment, investors will consider 
appropriate indices. Hence, they may consider the rates of index-linked gilt edged securities 
or they may look to one of the Government‟s inflation indices (Isaac and Steley). A study 
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into any given type of investment should use an index most appropriate to that type of 
investment. The Investment Property Databank (IPD) United Kingdom Retail Property 
Index covering the period of the current study has been made available to this research. 
Therefore, this latter index has been adopted as the most appropriate one to use in this 
study. 
 
  As when Time was a predictor variable, when it is substituted by the Index variable, there 
are two bases of models in the framework. These two further bases of models are as 
follows: 
 
3. The main intention is to predict Yield Group, which is what the majority of 
investors want to know. Logistic regression is a statistical procedure that 
would enable this. 
 
4. If an ANOVA model can be developed, it would allow investors to go a step 
further in being able to assess the yields and then the value at which they 
should bid by capitalizing rents at the appropriate yield. 
 
  The original data made available by the auction houses about British banking-halls, sold at 
auction as investments, provided a data variable. The IPD initial yield index for United 
Kingdom retail property is produced on a monthly basis. The data variable was used to 
identify the appropriate index value for each case in the dataset. This chapter therefore 
examines logistic regression and ANOVA models using the IPD initial yield retail property 
Index as an independent variable. 
  
 
 
10.2 Logistic regression 
 
10.2.1 Introduction to logistic regression 
 
The same procedures were adopted for the logistic regression in this section as those that 
were used when Time, rather than Index, had been an independent variable. 
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  Whereas Time was a factor, or categorical variable, Index is a continuous variable. 
Therefore, the Index variable does not show factor levels in the equations following. 
 
 
10.2.2 The Model for the Provinces A and Provinces B datasets 
 
The full, or saturated, binary logistic model for the two datasets with dependent variable 
Yield Group (Y) has as predictor variables the three factors, Bank, Lot Size and Provinces, and 
the numeric variable, Index, and takes the form: 
 
    





 i
i
p
p
1
log   =          (1 constant term) 
      iIPlLkBj I     (4 first order terms) 
      iPIlBPjlBLjk I  ..........   (6 second order terms) 
      iLPIkliBLIjlBLPjkl II   ..........   (4 third order terms) 
      iBLPIjkl I      (1 fourth order term) 
 
(10.1) 
 
 
Where: 
 pi is the predicted probability that the i‟th case belongs to the high yield group, 
 Ii is the index value for the i‟th case and 
 j, k and l represent the categories of the factors B, L, and P respectively.      
 
 
Equation 10.1 can be re-arranged to give: 
 
pi = exp( f(λ) ) / (1 + exp( f(λ) ) ) 
 
where 
 
    f(λ)   =               
      iIPlLkBj I        
      iPIlBPjlBLjk I  ..........     (10.2) 
      iLPIkliBLIjlBLPjkl II   ..........      
      iBLPIjkl I       
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10.2.3   Analysis 
 
10.2.3.1  Analysis of Provinces A 
 
Backward elimination from the saturated model gave a basic model incorporating the IPD 
index (equation 10.3) comprising five terms in the predictor variables: 
 
 
    f(λ)   =               
      iIPlLkBj I        
      iBIj I        (10.3) 
         
 
  The significance of the second order term Bank*Index was explicitly tested. The results of 
that test are reproduced in Table 10.1 which shows the term not to be significant at the ten 
per cent level. Therefore, it was removed from the model before the continuation of the 
backward elimination process. 
 
Table 10.1 Explicit Test of Bank:Index Term 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + index + lotsize + provincesa + bank:index 
 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + index + lotsize + provincesa 
 
     Resid.Df  Resid.Dev  Df   Deviance   P(>|Chi|) 
1       681     365.58                       
2       683     370.03    -2    -4.4486     0.1081 
 
 
  Backward elimination following the removal of the Bank*Index term produced a model 
containing three terms in the predictor variables. 
 
  The resultant simplified index model (known as the Index model) produced the following 
equation: 
 
 
    f(λ)   =               
      iIPlLk I     (10.4)    
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   These were the three first order terms: Index, Lot Size and Provinces A. All three of these 
first order terms were shown to be significant at well beyond the 0.1 per cent level. The 
significance of these three terms is shown in the Analysis of Deviance table reproduced in 
Table 10.2. 
 
 
Table 10.2 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces A Model including Index 
 
 Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. 
Dev 
P(>|Chi|) 
 
 
NULL   690 953.86   
Index 1 516.03 689 437.83 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot size 1 10.49 688 427.34 0.001199 ** 
Provinces A 3 53.99 685 373.35 1.127e-11 *** 
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the order in 
which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the effect on the 
model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
 
 
  Index is shown by Table 10.2 to have much greater explanatory power than Lot Size and 
Provinces. The table of coefficients (Table 10.3) indicates that the higher the index, the 
more likely a banking-hall is to be in the high yield group. The large Lot Size has a 
significantly different effect from the small Lot Size. Larger lots are more likely to result in 
higher yields. The Midlands and South have a significantly different effect from London as 
far as Provinces is concerned. The yields are shown to be higher in the north of England 
and the Celt provinces. 
 
  In an apparent contrast to the findings of the qualitative study, the term Bank has been 
excluded from the model. 
 
  The Bank and the Bank:Time/Index terms were present in both the simplified and the index 
models according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). When the terms were tested 
explicitly, the levels of statistical significance were quite different in the simplified and index 
models. Due to these differences, the practical significance of the terms was explicitly tested 
in both cases and the terms were found to be practically significant in the simplified model 
(comprising the Time variable), but not the index model. In the simplified model, the bank 
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term and the Bank:Time  interaction were both practically and statistically significant. In the 
indexed model, they were the most statistically significant terms to be omitted from the 
practical model, because they lacked sufficient practical significance. The main reason why 
Bank falls out when the Bank:Index interaction is omitted would appear to be that Index has 
much greater explanatory power than Bank. 
 
Table 10.3 Coefficients for Index Model for Provinces A 
 
 
 
Estimate Std. Error z-value Pr(>|z|)  
(Intercept) -23.4374 2.4067 -9.738 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Index 3.6291 0.3499 10.372 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot Size - Large 1.1638 0.3307 3.519 0.000433 *** 
Provinces A - Midlands -1.3574 0.4999 -2.715 0.006624 ** 
Provinces A - South -2.1574 0.4724 -4.567 4.95e-06 *** 
Provinces A - Celt 0.9067 0.7566 1.199 0.230722  
      
Significance codes:  0 „***‟  0.001 „**‟  0.01 „*‟  0.05 „.‟   0.1 „ ‟  1 
 
 
  The Coeffficients for Index Model for Provinces A show that Index is highly significant. 
The large Lot Size is significantly different from the small Lot Size. The Midlands and the 
south of England are significant in relation to the north of England province. However, the 
Celt province is not significant in relation to the north of England. These results support 
the hypotheses that the dependent variable Yield is affected by the independent variables Lot 
Size, Region (but as a collapsed into Provinces A) and Index. 
 
  Confusion matrices were produced for the model both before and after cross-validation. 
The confusion matrix produced by the model before cross-validation is reproduced in 
Table 10.4. 
 
 
Table 10.4 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A Index Model: p = 0.5 
 
 Actual Yield 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 307 39 
High Yield 65 280 
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  After cross-validation, the index model for Provinces A produced a probability bar chart 
which is reproduced in Figure 10.1. 
 
 
 
Figure 10.1 Probability bar chart for the index model for Provinces A after cross-
validation 
 
 
 
 
  This gives rise to the following confusion matrix in Table 10.5 which is very similar to the 
one in Table 10.4 for the model before cross-validation. 
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Table 10.5 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A Index Model after Cross-validation:  
p = 0.5 
 
 Actual Yield 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 307 42 
High Yield 65 277 
 
 
  As for the Time-based logistic model, a ROC chart was produced for the index model for 
Provinces A following cross-validation. This can be used to identify the best threshold for 
predicting high yielding banking-halls. This ROC chart is shown in Figure 10.2. 
 
 
 
Figure  10.2 ROC Chart after Cross Validation – Index Model Provinces A 
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  Examination of the predictions bar chart and the ROC chart suggest that for an acceptably 
low (0.1 or less) false positive rate, a threshold of 0.8 or more is required. 
 
  A plot of the predicted positive value versus the true positive rate was also made after 
cross-validation. This chart is shown in figure 10.3. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.3 PPV versus TPR after Cross-Validation – Simplified Indexed Model 
Provinces A 
 
 
  The erratic behaviour of the graph in Figure 10.3 when the threshold is at an extremely 
high level very close to the maximum actual or predicted probability results from the very 
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few actual or predicted cases which are above the threshold. The chart confirms, again, that 
0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
 
  Following the generation of the two ROC charts with respect to the basic and simplified 
indexed models for Provinces A, a further ROC chart was produced, comparing the 
predictive accuracy of the two models. This third ROC chart is shown in Figure 10.4. 
Clearly, this ROC chart suggests that there is very little difference between the predictive 
powers of the basic and simplified indexed models with respect to Provinces A. Indeed, an 
eyeball examination of the chart suggests that the simplified model may actually have 
marginally greater predictive power than the basic model. The simplified model is, 
therefore, preferred. 
 
 
 
Figure 10.4 ROC Chart for Indexed and Simplified Models – Provinces A 
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10.2.3.2 Analysis of Provinces B 
 
 
Backward elimination from the saturated model gave a basic model incorporating the IPD 
index (equation 10.5) comprising five terms in the predictor variables: 
 
 
    f(λ)   =               
      iIPlLkBj I        
      iBIj I        (10.5) 
         
 
  The significance of the second order term Bank*Index was explicitly tested. The results of 
that test are reproduced in Table 10.6 which shows the term not to be significant at the ten 
per cent level. Therefore, it was removed from the model before the continuation of the 
backward elimination. 
 
Table 10.6 Explicit Test of Bank:Index Term 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + index + lotsize + provincesb + bank:index 
 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + index + lotsize + provincesb 
 
     Resid.Df   Resid.Dev    Df   Deviance   P(>|Chi|) 
 
1       681      386.17                       
2       683      390.75      -2   -4.5814     0.1012 
 
 
  Backward elimination following the removal of the Bank*Index term produced a model 
containing three terms in the predictor variables. 
 
  The resultant simplified index model (known as the Index model) produced the following 
equation: 
 
 
    f(λ)   =               
      iIPlLk I       (10.6)  
 
 These were the three first order terms: Index, Lot Size and Provinces B. All three of these 
first order terms were shown to be significant at well beyond the 0.1 per cent level. The 
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significance of these three terms is shown in the Analysis of Deviance table reproduced in 
Table 10.7. 
 
 
Table 10.7 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces B Model including Index 
 
 Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. 
Dev 
P(>|Chi|) 
 
 
NULL   690 953.86   
Index 1 516.03 689 437.83 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot size 1 10.49 688 427.34 0.001199 ** 
Provinces B 3 33.04 685 394.30 3.163e-07 *** 
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the order in 
which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the effect on the 
model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
 
  Index is shown by Table 10.7 to have much greater explanatory power than Lot Size and 
Provinces. The table of coefficients (Table 10.8) indicates that the higher the index, the 
more likely a banking-hall is to be in the high yield group. The large Lot Size has a 
significantly different effect from the small Lot Size. Larger lots are more likely to result in 
higher yields. Yields with respect to North Britain are significantly greater than those for 
other three Provinces. 
 
  Again, in an apparent contrast to the findings of the qualitative study, the term Bank has 
been excluded from the model. 
 
  The Bank and the Bank:Time/Index terms were present in both the simplified and the index 
models according to the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC). When the terms were tested 
explicitly, the levels of statistical significance were quite different in the simplified and index 
models. Due to these differences, the practical significance of the terms was explicitly tested 
in both cases and the terms were found to be practically significant in the simplified model 
(comprising the Time variable), but not the index model. In the simplified model, the bank 
term and the Bank:Time  interaction were both practically and statistically significant. In the 
indexed model, they were the most statistically significant terms to be omitted from the 
practical model, because they lacked sufficient practical significance. The main reason why 
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Bank falls out when the Bank:Index interaction is omitted would appear to be that Index has 
much greater explanatory power than Bank. 
 
 
Table 10.8 Coefficients for Index Model for Provinces B 
 
 
 
Estimate Std. Error z-value Pr(>|z|)  
(Intercept) -25.19282 2.49175 -10.110 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Index 3.61880 0.34970 10.348 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot Size - Large 0.94433 0.32474 2.908 0.00364 ** 
Provinces B – Wales & SW 0.02356 0.31917 0.074 0.94115  
Provinces B - Midlands 0.52733 0.33597 1.570 0.11652  
Provinces B – North Britain 2.28065 0.48303 4.722 2.34e-06 *** 
      
Significance codes:  0 „***‟  0.001 „**‟  0.01 „*‟  0.05 „.‟   0.1 „ ‟  1 
 
 
 
  The Coeffficients for Index Model for Provinces B show that Index is highly significant. 
The large Lot Size is significantly different from the small Lot Size. As far as Provinces is 
concerned, the north of Britain is significantly different from the rest of the country. Table 
10.8 clearly shows that the north of Britain is significantly different from London and the 
south-east of England. Comparisons between north Britain, the Midlands, and Wales and 
the south-west, based on Tables 10.8, indicate that the north of Britain is significantly 
different from the other two provinces at beyond the 10 per cent level. However, there was 
no significant difference between the other provinces. These results support the hypotheses 
that the dependent variable Yield is affected by the independent variables Lot Size, Region (as 
collapsed as Provinces B) and Index. 
 
  Confusion matrices were produced for the model both before and after cross-validation. 
The confusion matrix produced by the model before cross-validation is reproduced in 
Table 10.9. At the p = 0.5 threshold, it showed a fairly decent model, because the true 
positive rate was 79.6 per cent. 
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Table 10.9 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B Index Model: p = 0.5 
 
 Actual Yield 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 295 18 
High Yield 77 301 
 
 
  After cross-validation, the index model for Provinces B produces a probability bar chart 
which is reproduced in Figure 10.5. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.5 Probability bar chart for the index model for Provinces B after cross-
validation 
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  This gives rise to the following confusion matrix in Table 10.10 which is very similar to 
the one in Table 10.9 for the index model before cross-validation. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table 10.10 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B Index Model after Cross-validation:  
p = 0.5 
 
 Actual Yield 
Low Yield High Yield 
Predicted 
Low Yield 297 20 
High Yield 75 299 
 
 
 
 
 
  As for the Time-based logistic model, a ROC chart was produced for the index model for 
Provinces B following cross-validation. This can be used to identify the best threshold for 
predicting high yielding banking-halls. This ROC chart is shown in Figure 10.6. 
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Figure 10.6 ROC Chart after Cross-Validation – Index Model Provinces B 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Examination of the predictions bar chart and the ROC chart suggest that for an acceptably 
low (0.1 or less) false positive rate, a threshold of 0.8 or more is required. 
 
  A plot of the predicted positive value versus the true positive rate was also made after 
cross-validation. This chart is shown in figure 10.7. 
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Figure 10.7 PPV versus TPR after Cross-Validation – Simplified Indexed Model 
Provinces B 
 
 
 
  The erratic behaviour of the graph in Figure 10.7 when the threshold is at an extremely 
high level very close to the maximum actual or predicted probability results from the very, 
very few actual or predicted cases which are above the threshold. The chart confirms, again, 
that 0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
 
  Following the generation of the two ROC charts with respect to the basic and simplified 
indexed models for Provinces B, a further ROC chart was produced, comparing the predictive 
accuracy of the two models. This third ROC chart is shown in Figure 10.8. Clearly, this 
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ROC chart suggests that there is very little difference between the predictive powers of the 
basic and simplified indexed models with respect to Provinces B. Indeed, an eyeball 
examination of the chart suggests that the simplified model may actually have marginally 
greater predictive power than the basic model. The simplified model is, therefore, preferred. 
 
 
 
Figure 10.8 ROC Chart for Indexed and Simplified Models – Provinces B 
 
 
 
 
10.2.4  Comparing the index models for Provinces A and Provinces B 
 
  ROC charts are also a useful way of comparing the index models built respectively from 
the Provinces A and the Provinces B datasets. Therefore, the index models for both datasets 
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were plotted on the same ROC chart, which is shown in Figure 10.9. Over the region of 
interest, the Provinces A index model line is clearly closer than the Provinces B index model 
line to the top left-hand corner. Therefore, the Provinces A index model is shown to be the 
better model. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.9 ROC Chart comparing Provinces A and Provinces B Indexed Models 
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10.2.5  Conclusions to logistic regression index models 
 
For both datasets, the indexed model, using the IPD index variable, was shown to be more 
useful than the simplified model using the Time variable. Therefore, the index models were 
preferred on the grounds of utility. 
 
  The index model for both the Provinces A and Provinces B datasets comprised the same 
terms. Namely, the three linear terms: Lot size, Province and Index. 
 
  In an apparent contrast to the findings of the qualitative study the term Bank has been 
excluded from the model. Exclusion was on the basis of a lack of practical significance, 
since the term remained statistically significant. Nevertheless, the Bank term and the 
Bank:Index interaction  were the most statistically significant terms to be omitted from the 
index model. 
 
  The index model for Provinces A is shown to have greater predictive accuracy than the 
index model for Provinces B. Therefore, the index model for Provinces A was the preferred 
of all the logistic regression models. For this model, a predictive threshold at above 0.9 
gives especially good results. However, it would appear that at a threshold above 0.8, this 
model continues to provide a high positive prediction for the assembly of a banking-hall 
property investment portfolio. The 0.8 level is selected, because it gives an acceptable level 
of false positives and therefore provides a sufficient number of true positives. 
 
 
 
10.3 ANOVA 
 
10.3.1 Introduction to ANOVA 
 
 
The same procedures were adopted for the logistic regression in this section as those that 
had been used when Time, rather than Index, had been an independent variable. 
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  Whereas Time was a factor, or categorical variable, Index is a continuous variable. 
Therefore, the Index variable does not show factor levels in the equations following. 
 
 
10.3.2 The Model for the Provinces A and Provinces B datasets 
 
The full, or saturated, binary logistic model for the two datasets with dependent variable 
Yield Group (Y) has as predictor variables the three factors, Bank, Lot Size and Provinces, and 
the numeric variable, Index, and takes the: 
 
    Yi   =          (1 constant term) 
     iIPlLkBj I     (4 first order terms) 
     iPIlBPjlBLjk I  ..........   (6 second order terms) 
     iLPIkliBLIjlBLPjkl II   ..........   (4 third order terms) 
     iBLPIjkl I      (1 fourth order term) 
 
(10.7) 
 
 
Where: 
 Yi is the predicted yield for the i‟th case, 
 Ii is the index value for the i‟th case and 
 j, k and l represent the categories of the factors B, L, and P respectively.      
 
 
 
 
10.3.3    Analysis and results 
 
 
10.3.3.1  Analysis and results for Provinces A 
 
The saturated ANOVA model, comprising all the terms up to and including the fourth 
order, is shown in the equation 10.7. Backward elimination from the saturated model using 
the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) suggested that no terms should be removed from 
the model. Therefore, the fourth order term was tested explicitly on an F-ratio test. The F-
ratio test showed that the fourth order term was not significant at the 10 per cent level. 
Therefore, the fourth order term was removed from the model before backward elimination 
was continued. 
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  That produced a model with six terms in the predictor variables. 
 
     Yi     =       
      iIPlLkBj I   
iPIlBPjl I .  
(10.8)    
 
  These comprised the four first order terms, Bank, Lot Size, Index and Provinces A, and the 
following two second order interactive terms: 
 
 Bank*Index 
 Bank*Provinces A 
 
  The significances of the two second order interactions were then tested explicitly. The 
Bank*Index interaction is significant, but at only just beyond the ten per cent level at 9.574 
per cent. The Bank*Provinces A term is significant at well beyond the 0.1 per cent level. 
Therefore, both terms were retained in the model. 
 
 
 
 
Table 10.11 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces A Index Model 
 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
 
 
Bank 2 517.82 258.91 395.4767 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Index 1 416.49 416.49 636.1782 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot Size 1 5.50 5.50 8.4075 0.0038582 ** 
Provinces A 3 41.55 13.85 21.1578 4.149e-13 *** 
Bank:Index 2 4.01 2.01 3.0647 0.0473169 * 
Bank:Provinces A 6 17.02 2.84 4.3330 0.0002659 *** 
Residuals 675 441.91 0.65    
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
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  In the summary of ANOVA table shown in Table 10.11, the Bank and Index terms explain 
much more of the variance than the other terms. The Bank term accounts here in the 
ANOVA for much more of the variance than it did in the logistic regression. 
 
  The linear terms Bank, Index and Provinces A were all found to be significant at well beyond 
the 0.1% level in the F-test. The linear term Lot Size was found to be significant at the one 
per cent level. The second order term Bank:Provinces A was found to be significant at the 
0.1% level. The second order term Bank:Index was found to be significant at the five per 
cent level. 
 
  The model itself is shown by the reduced Analysis of Variance table (Table 10.12) to be 
significant at well beyond the 0.1% level (F is 102.08 on 15 and 675 degrees of freedom). 
 
 
 
Table 10.12  Significance of Fitted Model for Provinces A Index Model 
 
Model 1: yield ~ 1 
 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + index + lotsize + provincesa + 
bank:index + bank:provincesa 
 
 
      Resid.Df   Res.Sum of Sq  Df   Sum of Sq    F     Pr(>F) 
     
Model 1   690      1444.32                                   
Model 2   675       441.91     15     1002.4   102.08  < 2.2e-16 
 
 
 
 
  The model was then checked for its goodness of fit. This was done by making a plot of 
the residuals against the fitted values to check for systematic changes in variance.  The 
residuals are the difference between the actual yield and the fitted yield. Plotting the 
residuals against the fitted yield will mainly show if there is any trend in the variance of the 
residuals as the fitted value increases. 
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Figure 10.10 Residuals versus Fitted Values – Indexed Model Provinces A 
 
 
 
  A visual examination of the residual versus fitted values plot (Figure 10.10) suggested that 
there were no clear systematic changes in variance. As far as the ANOVAs are concerned, 
the commonly used variance stabilizing transformations (e.g. square root and log) are 
unlikely to be effective in this case. 
 
  A Q-Q plot of the residuals (Figure 10.11) was made to give a visual check for normality. 
The tail ends are off the fitted line, which suggests that the distribution has a greater peak 
than a normal distribution would have. This plot, in conjunction with the kurtosis value, 
shows that the distribution is leptokurtic. ANOVA tests are known to be particularly 
sensitive to this type of departure from normality (Wetherill, 1981: 20). 
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Figure 10.11 Q-Q Plot – Indexed Model Provinces A 
 
 
 
  A confusion matrix was derived from the plot (similar to that in Figure 10.12) of Predicted 
Yield against Actual Yield. A threshold of 6.35 per cent was applied to both yield values. 
This divided the plot into four quadrants from which a confusion matrix could be 
generated. The confusion matrix is reproduced in Table 10.13. 
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Table 10.13 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A ANOVA Model before cross-
validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 291 82 
High Yield 12 306 
 
 
  Cross-validation was performed using random splits into ten groups without replication. 
The identical confusion matrix was produced after cross-validation and is reproduced in 
Table 10.14. As in the logistic regression, the cross-validation results for the ANOVA are in 
general no worse than before cross-validation.  
 
 
Table 10.14 Confusion Matrix of Provinces A ANOVA Model after Cross-
validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 291 82 
High Yield 12 306 
 
 
 
  In order to look at the practical usefulness of the results, the predicted yield was plotted 
against the actual yield. This plot is shown in Figure 10.12. The horizontal and vertical lines 
in the figure represent a threshold of 6.35 per cent. The confusion matrix is derived from 
the number of points in each quadrant. There is a closer relationship between predicted and 
actual yields using Index as a variable than was using Time as a variable. 
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Figure 10.12 Predicted versus Actual Yield – Indexed Model Provinces A 
 
 
 
  By looking at the effects of applying different thresholds to Figure 10.12, a ROC chart 
similar to those in the logistic analyses can be produced. 
 
  Figure 10.13 shows the Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate after cross-
validation with respect to the indexed ANOVA model for Provinces A. 
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Figure 10.13 PPV versus TPR Chart after Cross-Validation  - Indexed ANOVA 
Provinces A 
 
 
 
  The Predictive Positive Value versus True Positive Rate chart in Figure 10.13 is very 
erratic with the line of the plots looping in several places. Moreover, apart from a very small 
area within one of the loops, none of the selected predictive positive rate of ninety per cent 
or more for high yield was achieved. 
 
  Figure 10.13 can be compared and contrasted with Figure 10.3 (logistic regression) which 
also shows a Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate and which chart confirms 
that 0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
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  Figure 10.13 demonstrates that the ANOVA model for Provinces A does not provide a 
meaningful basis for selecting the threshold required in order to make useful predictions for 
investing in retail bank premises. 
 
 
10.3.3.2 Analysis and results of Provinces B 
 
The saturated ANOVA model, comprising all the terms up to and including the fourth 
order, was shown in the equation 10.7. Backward elimination from the saturated model 
using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) suggested that no terms should be removed 
from the model. Therefore, the fourth order term was tested explicitly in an F-ratio test. 
The F-ratio test showed that the fourth order term was not significant at the 10 per cent 
level. Therefore, the fourth order term was removed from the model before backward 
elimination was continued. 
 
  That produced the same model for Provinces B as that for Provinces A. Thus, it produced a 
model with six terms in the predictor variables as expressed in the following equation:   
 
 
      Yi     =       
       iIPlLkBj I   
iPIlBPjl I .  
  (10.9) 
 
  These comprised the four first order terms, Bank, Lot Size, Index and Provinces B, and the 
following two second order interactive terms: 
 
 Bank*Index 
 Bank*Provinces B 
 
  The significance of the two second order interactions were then tested explicitly. The 
Bank*Index interaction is significant at beyond the five per cent level at 1.753 per cent when 
explicitly tested. The Bank*Provinces B term is significant at the one per cent level at 0.1352 
per cent when explicitly tested. Therefore, both terms were retained in the model. 
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Table 10.15 Analysis of Deviance Table for the Provinces B Index Model 
 
 Df Sum Sq Mean Sq F value Pr(>F) 
 
 
Bank 2 517.82 258.91 378.0291 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Index 1 416.49 416.49 608.1114 < 2.2e-16 *** 
Lot Size 1 5.50 5.50 8.0366 0.004721 ** 
Provinces B 3 22.16 7.39 10.7832 6.288e-07 *** 
Bank:Index 2 5.15 2.57 3.7591 0.023794 * 
Bank:Provinces B 6 14.89 2.48 3.6226 0.001518 ** 
Residuals 675 462.31 0.68    
       
Significance codes 0 „***‟ 0.001 „**‟ 0.01 „*‟ 0.05 „.‟ 0.1 „ ‟ 1 
       
Terms in the table added sequentially (first to last). In this table the significances are dependent on the 
order in which the terms are inserted. The true significance of a term is determined by examining the 
effect on the model when that term, and that term alone, is removed. 
 
 
 
  In the summary of ANOVA table shown in Table 10.15, the Bank and Index terms explain 
much more of the variance than the other terms. The Bank term accounts here in the 
ANOVA for much more of the variance than it did in the logistic regression. 
 
  The linear terms Bank, Index and Provinces B were all found to be significant at well beyond 
the 0.1% level in the F-test. The linear term Lot Size was found to be significant at the one 
per cent level. The second order term Bank:Provinces B was found to be significant at the one 
per cent level. The second order term Bank:Index was found to be significant at the five per 
cent level. 
 
  The model itself is shown by the reduced Analysis of Variance table (Table 10.16) to be 
significant at well beyond the 0.1% level (F is 95.587 on 15 and 675 degrees of freedom). 
 
 
Table 10.16  Significance of Fitted Model for Provinces B Index Model 
 
Model 1: yield ~ 1 
 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + index + lotsize + provincesb + 
bank:index + bank:provincesb 
 
 
      Resid.Df  Res.Sum of Sq  Df  Sum of Sq      F     Pr(>F)  
    
Model 1   690      1444.32                                   
Model 2   675       462.31     15   982.01     95.587  < 2.2e-16 
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  The model was then checked for its goodness of fit. Again this was done by making a plot 
of the residuals against the fitted values to check for systematic changes in variance. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.14 Residuals versus Fitted Values – Indexed Model Provinces B 
 
 
 
  A visual examination of the residual versus fitted values plot (Figure 10.14) suggested that 
there were no clear systematic changes in variance. Again, as far as the ANOVAs are 
concerned, the commonly used variance stabilizing transformations (e.g. square root and 
log) are unlikely to be effective in this case. 
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  A Q-Q plot of the residuals (Figure 10.15) was made to give a visual check for normality. 
The tail ends are off the fitted line, which suggests that the distribution has a greater peak 
than a normal distribution would have. This plot, in conjunction with the kurtosis value, 
shows that the distribution is leptokurtic. ANOVA tests are known to be particularly 
sensitive to this type of departure from normality. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10.15 Q-Q Plot – Indexed Model Provinces B 
 
 
 
  A confusion matrix was derived from the plot (similar to that in Figure 10.16) of Predicted 
Yield against Actual Yield. A threshold of 6.35 per cent was applied to both yield values. 
This divided the plot into four quadrants from which a confusion matrix could be 
generated. The confusion matrix is reproduced in Table 10.17. 
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Table 10.17 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B ANOVA Model before cross-
validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 292 81 
High Yield 13 305 
 
 
 
  Cross-validation was performed using random splits into ten groups without replication. 
The identical confusion matrix was produced after cross-validation and is reproduced in 
Table 10.18. As in the logistic regression, the cross-validation results for the ANOVA are in 
general no worse than before cross-validation. The strong similarity of the confusion 
matrices before and after cross-validation shows that the model validity is good. 
 
 
 
Table 10.18 Confusion Matrix of Provinces B ANOVA Model after Cross-
validation: Threshold value of 6.35% 
 
 
 Predicted 
Low Yield High Yield 
Actual 
Low Yield 292 81 
High Yield 15 303 
 
 
 
  In order to look at the practical usefulness of the results, the predicted yield was plotted 
against the actual yield. This plot is shown in Figure 10.16. The horizontal and vertical lines 
in the figure represent a threshold of 6.35 per cent. The confusion matrix is derived from 
the number of points in each quadrant. There is a closer relationship between predicted and 
actual yields using Index as a variable than was using Time as a variable. 
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Figure 10.16 Predicted versus Actual Yield – Indexed Model Provinces B 
 
 
 
 
  By looking at the effects of applying different thresholds to Figure 10.16, a ROC chart 
similar to those in the logistic analyses can be produced. 
 
  Figure 10.17 shows the Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate after cross-
validation with respect to the indexed ANOVA model for Provinces B. 
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Figure 10.17 PPV versus TPR Chart after Cross-Validation – Indexed ANOVA 
Provinces B 
 
 
 
 
  The Predictive Positive Value versus True Positive Rate chart in Figure 10.17 is very 
erratic with the line of the plots looping in several places. Moreover, apart from a very small 
area within one of the loops, none of the selected predictive positive rate of ninety per cent 
or more for high yield was achieved. 
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  Figure 10.17 can be compared and contrasted with Figure 10.7 (logistic regression) which 
also shows a Predicted Positive Value versus True Positive Rate and which chart confirms 
that 0.8 appears to be a good threshold. 
 
  Figure 10.17 demonstrates that the ANOVA model for Provinces B does not provide a 
meaningful basis for selecting the threshold required in order to make useful predictions for 
investing in retail bank premises. 
 
 
 
10.3.4. Comparison between Provinces A and Provinces B Indexed 
ANOVAs 
 
For the sake of completeness, Figure 10.18 compares the ROC charts for both the 
Provinces A and the Provinces B indexed ANOVA models. Notwithstanding that each of 
these two models has been identified as not being useful, Figure 10.18 does not show one 
as being any better than the other. One is no better than the other, because the line for each 
crosses the other repeatedly. Therefore, there is no indication that one is to be preferred to 
the other. 
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Figure 10.18 ROC Chart comparing Provinces A and Provinces B Indexed ANOVA 
Models 
 
 
 
 
10.3.5.  Comparison between Timed and Indexed ANOVA models 
 
For the sake of completeness, Figures 10.19 and 10.20 respectively compare Provinces A and 
Provinces B ROC charts for the time and indexed ANOVA models. Notwithstanding that 
each of the two models for the respective datasets has been identified as not being useful, 
Figures 10.19 and 10.20 do not show one as being any better than the other. One is no 
better than the other, because the line for each crosses the other repeatedly. Therefore, 
there is no indication that one is to be preferred to the other. 
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Figure 10.19 ROC Chart comparing Provinces A Timed and Indexed Models 
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Figure 10.20 ROC Chart comparing Provinces B Timed and Indexed Models 
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10.4  Conclusions to Advanced Analyses using index data 
 
10.4.1 Logistic Regression 
 
 For both Provinces A and Provinces B the logistic regression analysis produced 
an index model comprising the same three terms in the predictor variables. 
These were the following three linear terms: Lot Size, Index and Provinces. 
 
 In an apparent contrast to the findings of the qualitative study, the term Bank 
was excluded from the model, but this was on the grounds of practical 
significance rather than statistical significance. This exclusion was also in 
contrast to that part of the quantitative study using Time instead of Index as an 
independent variable. 
 
 In practical terms for the Provinces A dataset, the indexed model, using the 
Index variable, was shown to be more useful than the simplified model using 
the Time variable. However, this was less clear with respect to the Provinces B 
dataset. 
 
 In both cases, a probability threshold at or above 0.8 was found to give 
sufficiently accurate predictions for application for investment decisions in 
portfolio-building. 
 
 
 
10.4.2 ANOVA 
 
 For both the Provinces A and the Provinces B datasets, the ANOVA produced 
identical terms in the predictor variables. These were the four first order terms 
plus the two second order interactions Bank*Index and Bank*Provinces. 
 
 In both cases, the distribution of predicted versus actual yield was such that 
the problem of selecting a suitable threshold as a basis for investment 
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decision-making proved to be intractable. The results were erratic and no 
feasible criteria for a good threshold could be found. 
 
 No useful model could be found. 
 
 
 
10.4.3 Final observations 
 
The form of the models in terms of the variables is the same for both the Provinces A and 
Provinces B versions of data collapse. This is true of both the logistic regression and ANOVA 
models comprising the Index variable instead of the Time one. Notwithstanding this, the 
values of the coefficients are not the same between the models. 
 
  For property investment decision making with respect to British banking-halls, binary 
logistic regression proved to produce a more useful model than ANOVA. Indeed, the 
ANOVA models proved to be of no utility. Since the Provinces A logistic regression model 
was found to give slightly better predictions than that for Provinces B, the former was 
preferred. 
 
  Furthermore, the Provinces A index model was found to be of more use than the Provinces A 
simplified model. Therefore, the Provinces A index model is the preferred model. 
 
  The selected model is shown to be an effective way of answering the research question, 
“How can property investors select freehold British banking-halls that are likely to produce 
the highest yield on their investment?” (see section 1.4). This conclusion is supported by the 
literature review (see section 4.10) and the qualitative study (see sections 6.8 and 6.9). 
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11 Further validation from post-study period data 
 
11.1 Introduction 
 
Subsequent to the observation and analyses of the data covering the study period, additional 
data for the eighteen months following that period were made available. Data appertaining 
to those banking-halls sold at auction as investment properties continued to be published in 
print and on the internet shortly after they were sold. Data relating to the Investment 
Property Databank (IPD) United Kingdom Retail Index was only made available to this 
research much later. These IPD data cover the period from October, 2006 until December, 
2007 inclusive. In order to test the modelling further and to make it more robust, it was 
further validated using these additional IPD data. 
 
  The new data relating to the eighteen months following the study period comprised one 
hundred and ten cases. They included lots recorded on the same criteria as those included in 
the main study.  
 
  During the eighteen months, two banking-halls in Northern Ireland were sold. However, 
these were omitted from the new dataset for two reasons. Firstly, no banking-hall premises 
located in Northern Ireland were observed as having been sold during the study period. 
Secondly, the two that were sold during the eighteen months following the study period 
were let to banks other than those three with the largest counts of lots sold. 
 
 
 
11.2 The validation process 
 
11.2.1 The logistic regression model 
 
  The quantitative study had identified the Provinces A logistic regression indexed model as 
being the preferred model. Therefore, this model was subjected to further validation using 
the post-study period data. The further validation showed that the model remained a good 
one insofar as it correctly predicted 107 of the 110 cases. Since nearly all the cases belonged 
to the low yield group, only three lots had a true yield at or greater than 6.35 per cent. The 
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model predicted all 110 cases as belonging to the low yield group. Of the three high yield 
cases, the actual yields were all at 6.6 per cent or less and therefore at the lower end of the 
range covered by the high yield group. 
 
  Set at the 6.35 per cent threshold, the original indexed logistic model correctly predicted 
107 out of 110 cases. However, although the model remained valid, the results, that is to say 
the predictions of high yield group membership, were of no practical utility for investment 
purposes in this period. The reason for this is that yield compression arising in the overall 
property investment market at this time meant that the yields of nearly all of the properties 
were below the threshold between low and high yield. The probability bar chart in Figure 
11.1 shows the low probability of the lots falling within the high yield group when the 
threshold for high yield is set at a yield of 6.35 per cent. 
 
Figure 11.1 Probability bar chart for premises in the new dataset when high yield is 
6.35% or more 
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 Alternative approaches to selecting properties for investment were therefore sought. Two 
approaches based upon the Provinces A indexed logistic regression model were considered: 
 
i Properties were ranked in order of their predicted probabilities of being in the high 
yield group and the ten per cent properties with the highest probability were 
selected for investment purposes. These are expressed in the histogram in Figure 
11.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 11.2 Histogram of yields for premises in new dataset when high yield is 
6.35% or more 
 
 
  The mean yield for the selected ten per cent of properties with the highest 
probability of being in the high yield group was 5.73 per cent. The mean yield for all 
the properties in the dataset was 4.82 per cent. 
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ii   The initial data were re-analyzed with a lower threshold between the two yield 
groups set at 5.5 per cent. A new logistic regression indexed model for Provinces A 
was developed using these data. This model was then applied to the new dataset. At 
the 5.5 per cent threshold for high yield, the model comprised all four of the linear 
terms plus all the second order terms with the exception of the Bank:Provinces A 
interaction. The model also comprised two third order terms. Accordingly, at the 5.5 
per cent threshold the logistic regression model comprises the terms: Bank, Lot Size, 
Index, Provinces A, Bank:Lot Size, Bank:Index, Index:Lot Size, Index:Provinces A, Lot 
Size:Provinces A, Bank:Index:Lot Size and Index:Lot Size:Provinces A.  
 
  Set at the 5.5 per cent threshold, this model correctly predicted 92 out of 110 cases. 
Furthermore, this model produced exactly the same predictions of high and low yield 
groups as the original model. That is to say that all 110 cases were predicted to be in the low 
yield group even when the threshold on predicted probability was set at 0.5. The probability 
bar chart in Figure 11.3 shows the low probability of the lots falling within the high yield 
group when the threshold for high yield is set at a yield of 5.5 per cent. 
 
 
Figure 11.3 Probability bar chart for premises in new dataset when high yield is 
5.5% or more 
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  Since at the 5.5 per cent threshold 18 of the 110 cases were actually in the high yield 
group, the results produced were actually less accurate than those produced by the original 
model. They were also of no practical utility in investment decision-making. 
 
  Selecting properties for investment based on a ranking of the probability of high yield 
produced the results shown in Figure 11.4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11.4 Histogram of yields for premises in new dataset when high yield is 
5.5% or more 
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  Again, the mean yield for the selected ten per cent of properties with the highest 
probability of being in the high yield group was 5.73 per cent. The mean yield for all the 
properties in the dataset was 4.82 per cent. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
11.2.2 The ANOVA model 
 
The problem with the logistic regression was that the yield was categorical: low or high yield 
groups and very little of the new data were in the high yield group. Therefore, insufficient 
lots could be identified for the purposes of building an investment portfolio based upon the 
high yield group. 
 
  Although the original analysis had been unable to identify a useful ANOVA model, the 
ANOVA did give an immediate prediction of the yield for each property. It assigned a 
continuous value for each lot. Ranking properties in terms of their predicted yield appears 
to be a reasonable approach to investment decision-making. Figure 11.5 shows a scatterplot 
of Predicted Yield against True Yield for the 110 properties in the new dataset based upon 
the indexed ANOVA model for Provinces A produced in section 10.3.3.1. The scatterplot 
shows that the relationships between predicted yields and actual yields are not very well 
defined. 
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Figure 11.5 New data ANOVA predicted versus true yield scatterplot 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 11.6 shows the results of selecting the highest ten per cent of properties in terms of 
predicted yield. The mean yield for the eleven selected lots was 5.53 per cent compared to a 
mean yield of 4.82 per cent for the complete dataset. Selection according to this method 
therefore leads to a better investment portfolio than random selection of lots to purchase. 
The mean yield of the selected lots at 5.53 per cent was, however, lower than the mean yield 
for the lots selected using the logistic regression model, which was 5.73 per cent. 
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Figure 11.6 New data ANOVA histogram 
 
 
 
 
 
11.3  Conclusion 
 
The logistic regression indexed models, whether the threshold for high yield was set at 5.5 
per cent or 6.35 per cent, produced a mean yield of 5.73 per cent for the ten per cent of 
properties selected as having the highest probability of falling in the high yield group. A 
lower threshold of 5.5 per cent for high yield group membership actually produced less 
accurate results. This contrasts with the ANOVA model, which produced a mean yield of 
5.53 per cent for the ten per cent of properties selected as having the highest probability of 
falling in the high yield group. 
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  The conclusion is that overall the logistic regression model is the preferred model. That is 
to say that the preferred model is the original indexed logistic regression model for Provinces 
A with selections based upon the ranked predicted probabilities of membership of the high 
yield group at 6.35 per cent threshold for the high yield group. The model already selected 
in the quantitative study is further validated by the post-study data for the period 
comprising October, 2006 until December, 2007 inclusive. 
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12 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 
 
12.1 Introduction to the conclusions and recommendations chapter 
 
Following the further validation using the post–study period data of the qualitative and the 
quantitative studies, the findings can be fully interpreted and discussed. Such interpretation 
and discussion can be undertaken on the basis that the research is very robust due to the 
triangulation of methodologies and a design that adequately addresses issues of validity and 
reliability. 
 
  The validated findings enable reflection in the context of a professional doctorate based 
upon extant literature. Hence, contributions to the researcher‟s work-place, to his own 
professional development and to the profession at large are capable of being considered. 
 
 
12.2 Introduction to the summary of the findings 
 
The interpretation is based upon the findings of the qualitative and quantitative studies. 
Taken together, the respective studies show that the initial yields of British banking-hall 
investment properties sold at auction are influenced by factors that are capable of being 
used in predictive models. Those factors identified as being most influential are capable of 
being incorporated into models which form the basis of a toolkit for the prediction of those 
retail bank premises likely to return a higher initial yield for portfolio building purposes. 
 
  The qualitative and quantitative studies found that the factors most likely to have 
influenced investors‟ decision-making and the yields of freehold retail bank premises were: 
 
 Tenant bank company and brand 
 Regional location 
 Lot size as defined by hammer price 
 Time 
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  Taken together, the respective studies undertaken within the current research show that 
the following factors have the greatest influence on the initial yields of British banking-halls: 
tenant bank company; lot size; province as defined by super-region; and the macro-
economic cycle whether represented by time or the Investment Property Databank (IPD) 
United Kingdom Retail Property Index. The research not only shows that these are the 
main factors affecting yield, but also provides the predictive framework that property 
investors and their professional advisors can use for assembling portfolios of retail bank 
premises that are likely to generate higher yields. This research was sponsored by companies 
employing the researcher. Markowitz (1983) stated: 
 
“The use of portfolio analysis by an individual investor can be desirable even if no one else in the 
world uses it.” 
 
  Therefore, the analysis undertaken and the predictive framework built by the researcher 
are useful and a contribution to both knowledge and professional practice even if the 
researcher‟s sponsors are the only persons to rely upon them. 
 
  Models were produced both by logistic regression and ANOVA for time represented as 
either calendar time (Time) or the IPD United Kingdom Retail Property Index (Index). In all 
instances, logistic regression produced useful models for the data whether collapsed into the 
Provinces A or the Provinces B datasets. On the other hand, none of the ANOVA models 
proved to be of practical utility. This is a disappointment, because it was hoped that a useful 
ANOVA model might have been created with a view to predicting actual initial yield. 
Further validation from the post-study period supported the indexed logistic regression 
model for Provinces A as being the preferred one, as follows: 
 
 
 f(λ)   =      iIPlLk I         
      
 
  All of the Time models produced by logistic regression included all of the linear terms that 
represented the linear factors tested. Some interactions between factors were also produced. 
In each form of collapse, the simplified models were preferred to the basic models. 
However, the Index model produced for both the Provinces A and Provinces B omitted the 
linear term Bank. This was not because Bank was not significant. Indeed, Bank was shown 
to be the next statistically significant term in the two Index models. A large population was 
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used in the quantitative study. Statistically significant effects might not necessarily be 
practically significant (Agresti, 1996: 161-162). 
 
  It should be borne in mind that the qualitative study suggested that the linear term Bank 
was a significant factor influencing the initial yield. This qualitative finding is well supported 
by Enever and Isaac (2002). It was also supported by the part of the quantitative study using 
Time rather than Index as an independent variable. Furthermore, it needs to be appreciated 
that the quantitative study was founded on the data of premises transacted with respect to 
the three main banks involved in the sale-and-leaseback process. These three banks were 
also large in terms of their market share of British retail banking. Had the quantitative study 
been founded on data that included the smaller banks as well, the significance of Bank may 
well have been shown to have been greater. Moreover, the suggestion from the qualitative 
study is that Bank continues to be of practical significance to the professional practitioner. 
 
  The analyses suggested that the index model for Provinces A had greater predictive accuracy 
than the index model for Provinces B. Therefore, the logistic regression index model for 
Provinces A was the preferred of all the models. For this model, a predictive threshold at 
above 0.9 gave especially good results. However, the analyses suggested that at a threshold 
above 0.8, this model continued to provide a high positive prediction for the assembly of a 
banking-hall property investment portfolio. The 0.8 level was selected, because it gave an 
acceptable level of false positives and therefore provided a sufficient number of true 
positives. This model comprised the three linear terms: 
 
 Lot size 
 Index 
 Provinces A 
 
 
 
12.3 An overview of the significant findings 
 
The main purpose of the current study was to identify ways in which investors purchasing 
freehold retail bank premises in Great Britain could maximize their rental yields. For the 
purposes of this study, initial yields have been adopted as the type of yield to be measured. 
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Hence, the core objective was to create a toolkit which comprised a predictive framework 
for identifying those banking-halls likely to produce the highest initial yields. 
 
  The specific research question was: 
 
“How can property investors select freehold British banking-halls that are likely to provide 
the highest initial yield on their investment?” 
 
  Following on from this, it was hypothesized that the initial yield for banking-hall 
investments could be predicted statistically using a regression model, based on the following 
sub-hypotheses: 
 
 There is some regional disparity in yields; 
 
 Lot size does make a difference inasmuch as there is increased demand for smaller 
lots; 
 
 Tenant banking company has an effect. 
 
  On the grounds that economic and business research considers the effects of fluctuations 
within the macro-economic cycle, the following sub-hypotheses were tested as being 
representative of that cycle: 
 
 Time has an effect 
 
 The IPD United Kingdom Retail Property Index 
 
  Others possible factors which were not tested by this research, but which potentially may 
warrant investigation are (see also sections 12.7 and 12.8 for the reasons why these factors 
were not tested): 
 
 The less reversionary banking-halls are in especially high demand from investors; 
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 Premises let to the smaller banks and demutualized building societies do not 
necessarily command higher yields that those let to the main retail banks. 
 
  The variables where the sub-hypotheses were found to exist were those tested in the 
quantitative study. The factors found to have the greatest influence on the dependent 
variable, initial yields of British banking-halls sold at auction as property investments, were 
the following independent variables: 
 
 Tenant banking company; 
 Lot size in terms of price paid; 
 Province as defined by regions being grouped together into super-regions; 
 The macro-economic cycle. 
 
 
  These findings are tempered by the variable Bank having been omitted purely on the 
grounds of practical significance from the preferred model (the logistic regression Provinces 
A Index model). 
 
  Nevertheless, for these independent variables, the sub-hypotheses, and hence the main 
hypothesis, are proven. 
 
  With respect to lot size, the question was posed at the outset of the study whether smaller 
lot sizes were in more demand due to competition from smaller, private investors. The 
study found that larger lot sizes generally attracted higher yields. This supports the 
hypothesis that investors will pay more pro rata for smaller lots, which attract a higher years‟ 
purchase and therefore a lower All Risks Yield than larger lots would. 
 
  These findings are capable of forming the basis of a predictive framework for identifying 
those banking-halls likely to produce the highest initial yields. The Conceptual Framework 
for Predicting Yield, shown on page 84, has been confirmed. Citing Miles and Huberman 
(1984: 3), Leshem and Trafford (2007: 289) show how such a framework may evolve during 
a research project. During the current study, the framework has been modified by the 
removal of those factors not tested and by the change of Region into Super-region. For the 
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sake of clarity, this study calls super-region Province. The modified framework is entitled, 
Validated Framework for Predicting Yield, and is shown in Figure 12.1. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12.1 Validation of the framework for Predicting Yield 
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12.4 Consideration of the findings in the light of existing research studies 
 
Extensive searches on the electronic databases failed to find any other studies into British 
banking-halls as a property investment either for the current study period or an alternative 
one. However, it was possible to draw on research into factors affecting the yields of other 
types of property. Some of these studies were confined to the United Kingdom. Others 
were on property abroad. Since retail bank premises are normally treated as a sub-type of 
retail property (Jones Lang LaSalle, 2008b and 2009b), the current research focused on the 
findings of other studies into retail property. 
 
  Ambrose and Nourse‟s study established the need to recognize the distinct types of 
property rather than to treat real estate as a single asset class (Ambrose and Nourse, 1993). 
Since 1993, retail property has been treated as a type of property (Ambrose and Nourse, 
1993; McGregor and Schwann, 2003; Chen et al., 2004). Banking-halls are a distinct sub-type 
of retail property. This is recognized by the auctioneers listing banking-halls as such a sub-
type. 
 
  Previous American studies have identified region as being an influence on yield (Ambrose 
and Nourse, 1993; Nelson and Nelson, 2003; Cheng and Roulac, 2007). However, such a 
regional effect on retail yields in the United Kingdom is not supported when region is 
applied as defined by Government Office Regions. However, some (Hoesli et al., 1997; Guy 
and Hennesberry, 2000), but only some, sources support the hypothesis that there is a 
super-regional effect on yield. These were based upon a north-south-divide. The analyses in 
the current study suggested a super-regional, or Province, effect based upon a north-south 
divide, but with London and the south-east of England achieving the lowest yields. In 
contrast, the findings of the current study suggest that the super-region furthest from 
London, however created from combining regions, achieves the highest yields. 
 
  Ambrose and Nourse suggest that in the United States lot size does have an influence on 
yield. Baum et al. (2006: 76) and Whitmore (2007) suggest that in the United Kingdom yield 
is influenced by lot size. Those findings are borne out with respect to the lot sizes of British 
banking-halls when lot size is measured by the Stamp Duty Land Tax thresholds. 
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  Although no studies into the effect of specific tenant company on yields of retail bank 
premises were identified, Enever and Isaac (2002) cite specific companies within a business 
sector as having different share pricings. They suggest that differences should be considered 
as a reflection of specific risk when share investment portfolios are assembled. If this 
reasoning is extended to different tenant companies in the retail banking sector, then this is 
supported by the findings of the current study. The arguments of Enever and Isaac suggest 
that, in accordance with the qualitative study, Bank should have an influence on initial yield. 
In parts of the quantitative study, Bank was shown to be both statistically and practically 
significant. It was shown not to be practically significant in the preferred model. However, 
due to the nature of the available data, the quantitative study relied upon the data of the 
three main banks. Had it been possible to have conducted the quantitative study using data 
from both the three main banks and other banks, then the variable may have been shown to 
be practically significant in the selected model. 
 
  The findings of the studies of Krystalogianni and Tsolacos (2004) and Dunse et al. (2007) 
that property investment yields are affected over time are borne out. This is a reflection of 
the macro-economic cycle and market risk fluctuating over time (Tipping and Lam, 2010). 
In the current study, time, whether represented by calendar time or the IPD United 
Kingdom Retail Property Index, was shown to influence the yields of British banking-halls. 
 
  Previous studies, considered in Chapter 4 (Influencing factors of banking-hall investment: 
theoretical perspectives), support and underpin the findings of the qualitative and 
quantitative studies that form part of the current research. 
 
 
12.5 Implications of the study for current theory 
 
Table 12.1 shows the number of British retail bank branches by the six main banking 
groups. Between them, these groups still retain 10,247 branches. This is very similar to the 
number of branches existing in 2004 as shown in Table 1.1. Clearly, the retail branch is still 
alive. Investors in these branches still need a predictive framework. 
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Table 12.1: Main branded bank branch networks in Great Britain in 2011 
 
Bank Number of 
branches 
RBS/NatWest 
 Royal Bank of Scotland (644) 
 National Westminster (1,545) 
 
2,189 
Barclays 
 
1,658 
Lloyds Banking Group 
 Lloyds TSB (1,785) 
 Halifax (669) 
 Cheltenham & Glos (164) 
 Bank of Scotland (295) 
 
2,900 
HSBC 
 
1,300 
 
Nationwide 
 Nationwide B.S. (700) 
 Other brands (100) 
 
800 
 
Santander 1,400 
Total 10,247 
 
Source: Kivlehan, 2011. 
 
 
  The findings of this study extend extant theory. Extant theory relates to retail property as a 
main property type. Theory can now be extended to retail bank premises in Great Britain. 
The theory that now exists with respect to the main factors influencing the yields of British 
banking-halls can now be used as part of the practitioner‟s toolkit. The quantitative analyses 
have shown that the logistic regression models are useful ones that are capable of being 
used in an empirical way for predicting lots which are likely to fall in the higher yield group. 
However, such an empirical approach necessitates running the data through a computer 
using the appropriate script. Such a method is time consuming and is not always practical. 
This is especially so for those lots that are sold at auction. Most British banking-halls sold as 
property investments are sold by auction. The generation of theory empowers the 
practitioner with insight and tacit knowledge that can be used to make informed decisions 
(Drake and Heath, 2011). Having extended extant theory on retail property to banking-
halls, it is now possible to apply such theory to the real world. Thus, investors and their 
professional advisors can utilize the theory in the context of the auction arena. The theory 
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derived from the study is part of the toolkit available to investors and their professional 
advisors. 
 
  Having a toolkit for investors and their professional advisors remains useful, because retail 
bank premises retain their appeal to investors (Duxbury, 2010). Duxbury argues that the 
experience of the credit crunch has shown that the main banks have been too important for 
the government to permit their failure. As a result, British banking-hall investments 
continue to provide a popular and secure form of investment to private investors 
(Duxbury). 
 
 
12.6 Findings that appear to fail to support or only partially support the hypotheses 
 
  The preferred model, on the grounds of having the greatest predictive power, omitted 
banking company as being one of the main influencing factors on yield. However, this was 
not because banking company was not significant. It was shown to be the next most 
significant factor in statistical terms. It was merely omitted from the model on the grounds 
of practical significance. Had it been possible to analyze data with respect to the other 
banks as well as the main three, then banking company might have been shown to be of 
practical significance in the preferred model. It could also be argued from the findings of 
the qualitative study, professional practitioners consider this variable to be of practical 
significance. 
 
  One hundred per cent of the respondents in the qualitative study stated that region was 
one of the factors most influencing the yield of British banking-halls. The respondents were 
all professional staff working in the main auction houses selling banking-hall investments. 
Those auction houses base their definition of region on that adopted by the Government 
Office Regions adopted by central government. However, such an influence on yield based 
upon region defined in this way is in contrast to findings of both the theoretical 
perspectives and the quantitative study that each comprise part of this research. The 
quantitative study confirms the findings of the theoretical perspectives that there is a 
regional effect, but on the basis of super-regions (called Provinces in this study). This study 
shows that one of the main influences on yield is a super-regional one based upon a north-
south divide. 
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12.7 Limitations of the study 
 
  The research was confined to an investigation into freehold banking-halls. This was for 
two reasons. Firstly, the sponsors of this study clearly expressed that they were only 
interested in research into freehold retail bank premises. Secondly, the dearth of leasehold 
premises sold during the study period meant that there were insufficient leasehold cases to 
populate enough cells in the contingency table to permit meaningful analysis. Therefore, the 
findings of this study should not be generalized beyond freehold properties or in Scotland 
beyond feuhold premises. 
 
  Collapsing the number of cells from five thousand seven hundred and sixty to one 
hundred and forty-four rather than to ninety-six in the contingency table may still have 
permitted meaningful analyses. However, the generation of the histogram output of yield 
with respect to the data showed very graphically that the distribution of yield was bimodal. 
Therefore, to facilitate meaningful analysis of the dependent variable, yield was collapsed 
into two rather than three categories. This meant that the models built were limited to 
predicting whether a particular lot would be likely to fall into the high or low yield category. 
 
  The failure to develop a useful ANOVA model meant that it has not been possible to 
extend the toolkit further to provide a means of assessing the actual yields, which could 
then be used to capitalize rents to provide a bid price.  
 
 Due to the need to reduce the number of cells in the contingency tables to facilitate 
meaningful analyses, those freehold properties analyzed were restricted to those let to the 
three large banks leasing the largest number of premises sold during the period. Such a 
restriction helps to considerably reduce the number of cells in the contingency table whilst 
retaining seven-ninths of the premises. The analyses are based on premises let to Barclays, 
HSBC and Lloyds TSB. The findings arising from the quantitative study are capable of 
generalization to other retail bank premises let to these three banks. However, questions of 
validity might arise if an attempt were made to generalize the findings to premises let to 
other banks. The three leading experts, questioned during the semi-structured interviews, 
stated that investors preferred to purchase premises let to the main banking brands rather 
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than those let to secondary retail banks. This suggests that the findings of this study should 
not be generalized to premises let to the other banks. 
 
  At the outset of the study, it was suggested that the hypothesis that the less reversionary 
banking-halls are in especially high demand from investors should be tested. The three 
leading experts had suggested during interviews that investors sought the less reversionary 
banking-hall investments. This was supported by half of the respondents to the 
questionnaire suggesting that the unexpired lease length might have an influence. However, 
these respondents did not specify the optimal length, but it was considered that longer 
leases were preferable to shorter ones to investors. The lots subjected to the quantitative 
study did not all have the same length of unexpired lease. This might have an effect on 
yields even if not significant in practical terms. Nevertheless, the potential influence of 
unexpired lease length should be borne in mind. 
 
  It was not possible to test whether premises let to the smaller banks and demutualized 
building societies attracted the same or higher yields as those let to the main retail banks. 
Again, this was due to issues relating to the scarcity of data. Especially in the light of the 
semi-structured interviews suggesting higher demand for premises let to the main banks, the 
findings of the current study should not be generalized to premises let to the smaller banks 
and demutualized building societies. 
 
Although it has not been subject to scrutiny in this investigation, there is some anecdotal 
evidence that there may be for any given vicinity a minimum rental value applicable to a 
banking-hall irrespective of its size. This arises out of the need for banks to have a physical 
presence in a locality. Since the supply of retail banking premises tends to be fixed in the 
medium term, demand is likely to keep rents at or above a minimum level irrespective of 
floor area. This can be likened to the demand for kiosks from certain classes of traders in 
certain circumstances and at certain locations. This is highlighted by Reuveni (2002) in his 
research into newspaper vending in Germany prior to 1933. 
 
  Reuveni traces the process of the development of newspaper kiosks in Germany from the 
1870s, when the firm of Brockhaus started selling reading material at railway stations in 
Leipzig. Georg Stilke became the best known firm to follow this model. In 1882, it 
acquired the rights to sell reading material at railway stations in Berlin. Its business soon 
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expanded to railway stations throughout north Germany. Also, the firm was able to expand 
its kiosks throughout the Berlin underground railway system when that service commenced 
in 1902. According to Reuveni, research indicates that Georg Stilke came to control forty 
per cent of such kiosks throughout Germany. By the end of the nineteenth century, some 
two hundred operators sold reading material at railway station kiosks, and following the 
First World War the number stood at two hundred and fifty operators. This business was 
conducted at more than eight hundred railway stations (Reuveni, 2002). Hence, the 
competition from both the large firms and the independent operators was keen. Such 
competition inevitably kept rents high so that news-vendors could retain a presence at 
these locations. Indeed, Reuveni states that a quick turnover was required due to the high 
rents paid for kiosks. 
 
 
 
12.8 Recommendations for further research 
 
Hypotheses suggested at the outset of this study, but not tested within it, should be tested 
to broaden knowledge, subject to there being sufficient data to enable this. These are: 
 
 The less reversionary banking-halls are in especially high demand from investors; 
 
 Premises let to the smaller banking companies and demutualized building societies 
do not necessarily command higher yields that those let to the main retail banks. 
 
  The first of these two hypotheses was not tested due to insufficient data. A minority, albeit 
a sizeable minority, had cited lease length as being a relevant factor. However, these 
respondents gave no clear indication as regards to what length of lease. Aside from the 
questinon of having had to collapse the data, the second of these hypotheses was not tested 
due to there being no data available.  
 
  The results of the semi-structured interviews within the current study, in particular, 
suggest that premises let to the smaller banking companies and the demutualized building 
societies may well command higher yields than those let to the main retail banks. 
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  Also, those factors explicitly placed outside the conceptual framework, either by design or 
due to insufficient data should be investigated, subject to there being the available data. 
These factors are: 
 
 Properties only partly occupied as bank premises 
 
 Other bank brands and companies 
 
 Banking-halls in Northern Ireland 
 
 
  The influence of unexpired lease length was not investigated, because only 16.7 per cent of 
the respondents in the qualitative study supported it. 
 
  Following Reuveni‟s (2002) research into rental demand for early twentieth century 
German news-vending kiosks, further research is recommended to investigate whether 
there is indeed a minimum rental value attributable to banking-halls for a given locality 
irrespective of floor area. Additional research should conclude whether or not banks will 
pay over and above the going rate per square metre in a locality merely to secure one of a 
very limited number of banking-halls in that locality. Can the demand to rent banking-halls 
in the present-day United Kingdom be likened, for example, to the demand to rent news-
vending kiosks at German railway stations between 1870 and 1933? 
 
  Leasehold investment interests in banking-halls were excluded from this study specifically 
because the sponsors had requested a study into only freehold premises. Notwithstanding 
that, leasehold premises would not have been capable of being tested in the quantitative 
cross-sectional study used in the current research due to there having been far too few 
leasehold cases to sufficiently populate the cells in cross-tabulations. Leasehold interests 
should be investigated, subject to there being sufficient data to facilitate a useful study. 
 
  The predictive model is based upon the data from those three main banks that sold the 
freehold interests of the largest number of British banking-halls. This limits the ability to 
generalize from the findings and the model. It is, therefore, suggested that research is 
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undertaken on the other and smaller banking companies in order to make the model more 
robust and applicable to those other banks. 
 
  The current study is related to retail bank premises, which have been identified as a sub-
class of retail property. Further research may be undertaken to develop predictive 
frameworks forecasting yields for investment in other retail sub-classes. 
 
 
12.9 Identifying other knowledge gaps 
 
At an early stage of the current research, the candidate sought to adequately define the 
dependent variable yield. This was defined as being initial yield in accordance with practice 
in the candidate‟s workplace, the auction market-place and the auctioneers‟ catalogues and 
promotional literature. In defining yield as initial yield, the candidate discovered that the 
topic merited a conference paper in its own right. In researching the paper, the candidate 
was able to ascertain that there was a great deal of lost history with respect to the 
development of the investment valuation tables and that there was a lack of adoption of 
effective yields. 
 
  The investment valuation tables can be shown to have evolved over millennia (Tipping, 
2006). However, much of the knowledge appertaining to the long history is in danger of 
being lost permanently due to the data being recorded in old documents that either have 
been lost and forgotten or are very fragile and in danger of disintegration. This is an area 
where the combined interests of history and valuation could be applied to recover and 
record that knowledge for the future. 
 
  The property investment auction market uses initial yields. Initial yields for freehold and 
other investments in perpetuity are simple to calculate. They, therefore, lend themselves for 
use in a fast moving auction. Such initial yields are calculated on the basis of nominal yields 
(Allsop & Co., 2004). Nominal yields are calculated on the assumption that rent is payable 
yearly in arrears. However, the reality is that rents are paid in advance. The rents for the 
banking-halls in the current study are paid quarterly in advance (propertyauctions.com, 
2004). Some other rents are paid monthly in advance. Especially in the aftermath of the 
credit crunch, there has been growing pressure from some tenants for rents to be paid 
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monthly in advance (Blackhurst, 2008). Rental payment patterns impact on capital values 
due to the time value of money (Tipping, 2006). More advanced valuation methods 
account for such impact through the use of effective yields. Arguably, the lack of uptake of 
effective yields is more due to a gap in professional practice rather than a gap in knowledge. 
However, there is a case for making the use of effective yields more attractive for 
practitioners to use them more. This is a gap in the knowledge about how the use of 
effective yields could be applied in a very fast moving auction. It remains to be seen if that 
gap can be filled in a practical way. 
 
 
 
12.10 Summarizing the Professional Doctorate 
 
Following the interpretation and discussion of the findings of the research, it is appropriate 
to include a section examining the impact on professional practice and any observations 
and recommendations (Murray, 2006: 199 and 226). The Professional Doctorate should 
display some attributes that have gone beyond those of some other forms of doctorate. In 
particular, the Anglia Ruskin University Research Degrees Regulations (Anglia Ruskin 
University, 2010: 67) state that the Professional Doctorate needs to: 
 
“Display appropriate evidence of originality and independent critical judgment AND constitute a 
contribution to professional practice AND exhibit development of professional competencies.” 
 
  Since the current study displays evidence of originality and independent critical judgment, 
the following sections of the current chapter focuses on the contribution to professional 
practice and the development of professional competencies. In short, the Professional 
Doctorate should show an impact on professional practice. In a more generic sense, such 
impact can be summarized as follows: 
 
 Contribution to professional activity of the researcher in the workplace. 
 Contribution to the researcher‟s own professional development. 
 Contribution to the profession.                        
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  In terms of the current study to build a predictive framework for the investment yields of 
retail bank premises, the anticipated impact on professional practice has been summarized 
in Chapter 1 as follows: 
 
 
 Contribution to the professional advice activity for banking-hall investment clients 
in the researcher‟s company. 
 
 Contribution to the researcher‟s own professional development in property 
investment knowledge. 
 
 Contribution to the surveying profession by providing new, special skills of 
banking-hall investment for the retail property market. Some research output has 
already been disseminated by the candidate in the form of published works listed in 
Appendix XI. Specific findings from the current research will be disseminated in 
either conference or journal papers. There is also scope for collaboration with the 
Royal Institution of Chartered Surveyors for the provision of guidance notes. 
 
 
 
12.11 The role of the Professional Doctorate 
 
Murray (2006: 38-40) along with Heath and Drake (2011: 1-4) review extant literature about 
the distinctions between doctorates of philosophy and professional doctorates. Each show 
that convention has it that the distinctions between the two types of doctorate are founded 
on academic and professional research respectively. However, they also show that the 
perceived distinctions have in some instances become blurred. 
 
  In seeking to define the distinction between doctorates of philosophy and professional 
doctorates, Murray cites Doncaster and Thorne (2000: 392) who defined the distinction on 
the basis of professional scholar and scholarly professional. Hence, the doctorate of philosophy is 
seen as an introduction to an academic career, whereas the professional doctorate is 
perceived as a means of improving professional practice (Murray, 2006:38). Thus, in 
addition to creating new knowledge, the professional doctorate can be expected to have an 
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impact upon the practitioner‟s workplace and contribute to new knowledge within the 
profession (Murray, 2006: 38; Drake and Heath, 2011: 90). 
 
  Notwithstanding the distinctions made by Doncaster and Thorne about the two types of 
doctorate, Drake and Heath draw upon a number of recent studies to argue that the real 
distinctions are in fact very little more than cosmetic. The thrust of their argument is that 
apart from practitioners undertaking professional doctorates continuing to remain in 
practice during the programme, the outcomes of the two doctorates are not too dissimilar. 
They suggest that although practitioners changed the conduct of their practices as a result 
of practitioner research, the impact within the profession as a whole appeared scant. 
 
  Notwithstanding the caveats made by Drake and Heath, the current study undertaken 
within the context of a professional doctorate programme not only makes an original and 
independent contribution to knowledge, but it has an impact on profession practice. Such 
impact on professional practice takes the form of changes in the researcher‟s practice and 
the dissemination of knowledge throughout the profession through publication. 
 
 
12.12 Contribution to the professional activity of the researcher in the 
workplace 
 
In a study conducted by them in 2008, Drake and Heath (2011: 90) found that the greatest 
impact on professional practice was felt in researchers‟ own workplaces and professional 
practices. Moreover, they found that the greatest impact was in the way that practitioners 
reflected and approached their own profession practices. 
 
  The present study and, more especially, peer-reviewed papers presented and published by 
the candidate during the professional doctoral programme have resulted in changes to the 
candidate‟s professional practice. As a result, the scholarly professional is now more 
reflective and approaches the conduct of practice at a higher level (Murray, 2006: 38; Drake 
and Heath, 2011: 90-92 and 96). The changes to the candidate‟s professional practice can be 
summarized as follows: 
 
 Professional practice is approached in a reflective way 
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 Problem solving is considered in a similar way to researching and writing papers 
 The candidate‟s own peer-reviewed papers have been drawn upon as a way 
improving practices in his own workplace 
 The findings of current study have been used in selecting banks to bid for 
 Literature reviews have been used to look at other property types, but qualitative 
studies have not been undertaken 
 
 
12.13 Contribution to the researcher’s own professional development 
 
  The current candidate observed that to some extent, the reservations that Heath and 
Drake have about personal professional development on professional doctoral programmes 
were borne out on his own programme. In addition to the arguments of Drake and Heath, 
the candidate observed a great reluctance amongst the majority of fellow students to 
publish their own papers. Murray (2006: 39) suggests that professional doctorate 
programmes offer opportunities for publishing papers and that some programmes have 
specific modules for doing so. The current candidate has observed that to date there has 
been a correlation between the publication of papers and success on the programme. On 
the basis of this, he has long stated the case for making the publication of papers in journals 
and at research conferences a mandatory part of the programme. 
 
  The current candidate has published several papers during his time on the professional 
doctorate programme. The original purpose of so doing was to be able to cite his own peer-
reviewed work in this thesis. However, he has since come to view such publication as an 
important part of his own professional development. Moreover, since then he has started to 
publish outside the area of the current research as a way of extending his professional 
development further. First and foremost, the researching, writing and the presentation of 
the papers ensure that the candidate fully reflects upon the issues and develops an 
understanding of the topic at a much higher level. Also, the feedback from peers is 
constructive. 
 
  The four papers researched and published by the candidate during the professional 
doctorate programme are shown in Table XI.1 in Appendix XI. The three papers related to 
the current study were all peer-reviewed. The paper entitled Sale-and-leaseback as a British Real 
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Estate Model was published twice in 2007. Having been peer-reviewed it was first presented 
at the FIG (Fédération Internationale des Géomètres) 2007 Congress in Hong Kong. 
Shortly after that, the editor of the Journal of Corporate Real Estate asked if she could publish it 
again in that journal. After the paper was double-blind peer reviewed, the candidate added a 
further paragraph of his own volition after reflection before it was published in that 
academic journal. 
 
  Following the publication of the papers listed in Table XI.1 in Appendix XI, the candidate 
has a better understanding at a higher level of thinking about the issues being covered. He 
has learnt how to be more critical. In addition to the peer-reviewed papers relating to both 
the candidate‟s professional practice, the paper entitled Identifying Clay-construction Buildings in 
a Norfolk Market Town was researched and presented primarily with a view to demonstrating, 
both to the candidate and others, that he was capable of participating in research projects 
beyond his own field. The candidate has acquired the skills and confidence to write, present 
and publish papers at conferences and in journals. Since the publication of papers enables 
the candidate to further develop his own professional knowledge, he will continue to 
publish papers. 
 
 
12.14 Contribution to the surveying profession 
 
Contribution to the profession can be measured in different ways and at different levels. 
The purpose of the current research is based upon the sponsors‟ need for a toolkit 
comprising a predictive framework for placing those banking-halls expected to achieve the 
highest yields into an investment portfolio. Again citing Markowitz (1983): 
 
„The use of portfolio analysis by an individual investor can be desirable even if no one else in the 
world uses it.‟ 
 
  It can be argued that just as it is acceptable for the findings of this research to be used by 
only one investor, it is similarly acceptable for any contribution to the surveying practice to 
be of use to only a small number of practitioners. Hence, any contributions to the 
profession arising from either the findings of the current study or other papers written by 
the candidate are worthy no matter how few practitioners rely on those contributions. 
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All of the papers published by the candidate during the current research have been placed 
in the public domain for use by others. It has been ascertained with respect to all of them, 
save the most recently presented one, that they have been used and cited by others either in 
professional practice or research. 
 
  The first paper, The Impact of the Time Value of Money on Valuation Practice, is cited in the 
footnote of a paper written in Russian, the title of which translated into English is History of 
Methodology in the Professional Valuation of Capital. The paper was published in November, 
2009. The author of that paper is Andrey Igorevich Artemenkov, who is of the State 
University of Management and also of the Russian Society of Appraisers. 
 
  The first paper is also cited by Fornero (2007) in Cronología Fotográfica De Las Finanzas. 
Although the latter publication is written in Spanish and published in Argentina in 2007, 
the element relating to the investment valuation tables during the seventeenth, eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries clearly draws heavily on the current candidate‟s work. The 
candidate researched the history of the investment valuation tables at reference libraries in 
the United Kingdom using a hermeneutic methodology. 
 
  The second paper, Sale-and-leaseback as a British Real Estate Model, was initially presented at 
the FIG 2007 Congress in Hong Kong in May, 2007. It had been peer-reviewed for the 
FIG. At the invitation of the editor of the Journal of Corporate Real Estate five weeks after the 
FIG congress, the paper was submitted for double-blind peer review with a view to having 
it published in the journal. Some more academic citations were added to satisfy the first 
reviewer. The second reviewer wrote that it was the best paper that he or she had ever 
reviewed for a journal and that it had enabled him or her to resolve a problem in the 
Netherlands. It has been ascertained that the paper has been cited in at least seven other 
academic papers including ones published in Sweden (Muyingo, 2009; Björklund, 2011), 
Malaysia and Australia. It has been cited in peer-reviewed work in the Journal of Corporate 
Real Estate (Omar, 2010). 
 
  The second paper has also been used as a teaching aid at another university. The current 
candidate received e-mails from two Master of Science students at Oxford Brookes 
University stating that the paper was being used as a teaching aid on their real estate Master 
of Science course. Whilst at the FIG 2010 Congress in Sydney, the current candidate 
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discussed the matter with an Oxford Brookes lecturer, who had once been his tutor as an 
undergraduate at the former Portsmouth Polytechnic. The Oxford Brookes lecturer 
confirmed that he was familiar with the paper and knew that it had been used as a teaching 
aid at the university by one of his colleagues. Furthermore, a Ph.D. student researching 
finance at City University, London contacted the current candidate for permission to use 
the paper in his own research. 
 
  The third paper, Identifying Clay-construction Buildings in a Norfolk Market Town, is outside the 
sphere of the current study and was not peer-reviewed. However, it was written and 
presented, because the candidate wished to demonstrate that he could use different 
research methodologies and techniques, and because it was in a field in which he wishes to 
advance his knowledge. The paper was one of two featured in an article by the chairman of 
the Property and Facilities Management Division of the Hong Institute of Surveyors in 
Surveyors Times (Yeung, 2010). Also, the current candidate was approached in early 2011 by 
an undergraduate of Anglia Ruskin University Department of the Built Environment, who 
had been given the paper as starting point for his own dissertation on new clay-
construction buildings. 
 
  Drake and Heath (2011: 99) state that the validity of a piece of research can be measured 
by the extent of its peer acceptance. It therefore follows that if that research can be 
underpinned by the researcher‟s own peer reviewed papers, then the research is more valid. 
The candidate‟s contribution to the surveying profession through publication has, 
therefore, given the research a validity that extends beyond the validity associated with 
empirical data. 
 
 
12.15 Final conclusions 
 
The research design ensures that the findings of this research remain very robust through a 
design to limit threats to validity and reliability and through the triangulation of 
methodologies. As a result, findings are made which make an original and independent 
contribution to knowledge. A gap that had been identified in the knowledge is filled. This is 
highlighted. This chapter gives an overview of the significant findings of this research 
before considering them in the context of extant studies and theory. 
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  Not only has the candidate‟s research shown originality and independent critical 
judgment, but it also makes a contribution to professional practice and a contribution to 
his own professional development. It has also made an original and independent 
contribution to knowledge. Furthermore, it has made a contribution to the candidate‟s own 
professional practice. A contribution has been made to professional activity within the 
researcher‟s workplace, to the researcher‟s own professional development and to the 
profession at large through the presentation and publication of papers at conferences and 
in an academic journal. Further contribution will be made through subsequent publication. 
In the meantime, the contribution to the profession through publication has further 
improved the validity of the current study. 
 
  This chapter also identifies other gaps in knowledge and practice, especially those in how 
practitioners treat and define yield. Those are gaps which can be later investigated by the 
current researcher and others. However, these gaps are more gaps in professional practice 
rather than gaps in knowledge. 
 
  Limitations are highlighted in this final chapter. In particular, the collapse of data needed 
to render them capable of meaningful analysis meant that the findings of the statistical 
analyses were confined to the three banks with the most premises sold at auction.  
 
  The selection of the indexed logistic regression model for Provinces A as the preferred one 
was supported by additional validation from the post-study period. 
 
  Recommendations for further research are made. These include hypotheses not tested in 
the current study and other areas explicitly placed outside the conceptual framework. 
Findings from these areas might be capable of extending the validated predictive model 
within the predictive framework even further. In which case, it would make the model 
more robust and more useful. 
 
  However, this study fills a gap in the knowledge and provides a toolkit comprising a 
predictive framework that property investors and their professional advisors can use for 
assembling portfolios of those retail bank premises that are likely to generate higher yields. 
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Appendix I 
 
Outline of the semi-structured interviews 
 
1. The researcher introduced himself and then sought to establish credibility and rapport 
by giving the following information: 
 
 The researcher‟s professional qualifications 
 Nature of the researcher‟s professional practice and work 
 Details of the research project 
 Common acquaintances from professional practice 
 
2. Respondents were encouraged to elaborate on their responses without prompting by 
the researcher, where possible, based on questions within the following interview guide: 
 
i Do you specialize in sale-and-leaseback by auction? 
ii Do you sell retail bank investment properties by auction? 
   If so, for whom? 
iii Could you outline those factors most likely to influence yield? 
   Where necessary, prompt to ask if the following have any influence: 
a) Bank company 
b) Region 
c) Lot size 
iv Do you think that any profile of building is more favoured? 
 
3. The respondents were thanked for their valuable contribution and were told that they 
would be very welcome to have a copy of the thesis on completion. 
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Appendix II 
 
The questionnaire pro forma 
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Appendix II (Continued) 
 
The questionnaire pro forma (page 2) 
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Appendix III 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix III (Continued) 
 
Original Full Dataset 
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Appendix IV 
 
Histogram of Yield – Three Main Banks datasets at increments of 
0.25 per cent 
 
 
Figure IV.1 Histogram of Yield – Three Main Banks datasets at 
increments of 0.25 per cent 
 
 
 
  The histogram in Figure IV.1 is exactly the same shape as the one in Figure 8.6, because 
frequency and probability density are linearly related. 
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Appendix V 
 
Crosstabulations 
 
 
Table V.1 Crosstabulation of the Three Main Banks C dataset 
(Provinces B) 
 
 Yield Bank Time Lot Size Provinces 
B 
Frequency 
1 Low Barclays Early Small London & SE 0 
2 High Barclays Early Small London & SE 0 
3 Low HSBC Early Small London & SE 3 
4 High HSBC Early Small London & SE 26 
5 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small London & SE 17 
6 High Lloyds TSB Early Small London & SE 29 
7 Low Barclays Late Small London & SE 11 
8 High Barclays Late Small London & SE 0 
9 Low HSBC Late Small London & SE 3 
10 High HSBC Late Small London & SE 0 
11 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small London & SE 13 
12 High Lloyds TSB Late Small London & SE 0 
13 Low Barclays Early Large London & SE 0 
14 High Barclays Early Large London & SE 1 
15 Low HSBC Early Large London & SE 0 
16 High HSBC Early Large London & SE 2 
17 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large London & SE 10 
18 High Lloyds TSB Early Large London & SE 17 
19 Low Barclays Late Large London & SE 85 
20 High Barclays Late Large London & SE 1 
21 Low HSBC Late Large London & SE 10 
22 High HSBC Late Large London & SE 2 
23 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large London & SE 11 
24 High Lloyds TSB Late Large London & SE 1 
25 Low Barclays Early Small Wales & SW 0 
26 High Barclays Early Small Wales & SW 0 
27 Low HSBC Early Small Wales & SW 3 
28 High HSBC Early Small Wales & SW 47 
29 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small Wales & SW 25 
30 High Lloyds TSB Early Small Wales & SW 40 
31 Low Barclays Late Small Wales & SW 2 
32 High Barclays Late Small Wales & SW 0 
33 Low HSBC Late Small Wales & SW 4 
34 High HSBC Late Small Wales & SW 0 
35 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small Wales & SW 8 
36 High Lloyds TSB Late Small Wales & SW 0 
37 Low Barclays Early Large Wales & SW 0 
38 High Barclays Early Large Wales & SW 1 
39 Low HSBC Early Large Wales & SW 0 
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40 High HSBC Early Large Wales & SW 1 
41 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large Wales & SW 2 
42 High Lloyds TSB Early Large Wales & SW 10 
43 Low Barclays Late Large Wales & SW 17 
44 High Barclays Late Large Wales & SW 0 
45 Low HSBC Late Large Wales & SW 4 
46 High HSBC Late Large Wales & SW 0 
47 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large Wales & SW 4 
48 High Lloyds TSB Late Large Wales & SW 0 
49 Low Barclays Early Small Midlands 0 
50 High Barclays Early Small Midlands 0 
51 Low HSBC Early Small Midlands 0 
52 High HSBC Early Small Midlands 9 
53 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small Midlands 17 
54 High Lloyds TSB Early Small Midlands 37 
55 Low Barclays Late Small Midlands 3 
56 High Barclays Late Small Midlands 0 
57 Low HSBC Late Small Midlands 1 
58 High HSBC Late Small Midlands 0 
59 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small Midlands 8 
60 High Lloyds TSB Late Small Midlands 0 
61 Low Barclays Early Large Midlands 0 
62 High Barclays Early Large Midlands 0 
63 Low HSBC Early Large Midlands 0 
64 High HSBC Early Large Midlands 0 
65 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large Midlands 3 
66 High Lloyds TSB Early Large Midlands 15 
67 Low Barclays Late Large Midlands 39 
68 High Barclays Late Large Midlands 0 
69 Low HSBC Late Large Midlands 10 
70 High HSBC Late Large Midlands 0 
71 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large Midlands 7 
72 High Lloyds TSB Late Large Midlands 3 
73 Low Barclays Early Small North Britain 0 
74 High Barclays Early Small North Britain 0 
75 Low HSBC Early Small North Britain 0 
76 High HSBC Early Small North Britain 24 
77 Low Lloyds TSB Early Small North Britain 4 
78 High Lloyds TSB Early Small North Britain 28 
79 Low Barclays Late Small North Britain 0 
80 High Barclays Late Small North Britain 0 
81 Low HSBC Late Small North Britain 2 
82 High HSBC Late Small North Britain 0 
83 Low Lloyds TSB Late Small North Britain 3 
84 High Lloyds TSB Late Small North Britain 3 
85 Low Barclays Early Large North Britain 0 
86 High Barclays Early Large North Britain 2 
87 Low HSBC Early Large North Britain 1 
88 High HSBC Early Large North Britain 0 
89 Low Lloyds TSB Early Large North Britain 0 
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90 High Lloyds TSB Early Large North Britain 17 
91 Low Barclays Late Large North Britain 30 
92 High Barclays Late Large North Britain 0 
93 Low HSBC Late Large North Britain 8 
94 High HSBC Late Large North Britain 0 
95 Low Lloyds TSB Late Large North Britain 4 
96 High Lloyds TSB Late Large North Britain 3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table V.2 Crosstabulation of Region and Provinces A 
 
Region * Provinces A Crosstabulation 
Count       
  Provinces A 
  North Midlands South Celt Total 
Region London-M25 0 0 48 0 48 
South-East 0 0 194 0 194 
South-West 0 0 103 0 103 
East Anglia 0 32 0 0 32 
West Midlands 0 67 0 0 67 
East Midlands 0 53 0 0 53 
North-East 61 0 0 0 61 
North-West 53 0 0 0 53 
Wales 0 0 0 65 65 
Scotland 0 0 0 15 15 
Total 114 152 345 80 691 
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Table V.3 Crosstabulation of Region and Provinces B 
 
Region * Provinces B Crosstabulation 
Count       
  Provinces B 
  London & SE Wales & SW Midlands North Britain Total 
Region London-M25 48 0 0 0 48 
South-East 194 0 0 0 194 
South-West 0 103 0 0 103 
East Anglia 0 0 32 0 32 
West Midlands 0 0 67 0 67 
East Midlands 0 0 53 0 53 
North-East 0 0 0 61 61 
North-West 0 0 0 53 53 
Wales 0 65 0 0 65 
Scotland 0 0 0 15 15 
Total 242 168 152 129 691 
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Appendix VI 
 
The Shapiro-Wilk normality tests output 
 
 
Figure VI.1 Shapiro-Wilk normality test with respect to Provinces A 
 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test Provinces A 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==1] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9795, p-value = 0.8868 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==2] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9577, p-value = 0.2701 
 
  
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==3] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.911, p-value = 0.006056 
 
 qqnorm(yields) 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==4] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9675, p-value = 0.313 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==5] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
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 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9727, p-value = 0.3335 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==6] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9637, p-value = 0.224 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==7] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.933, p-value = 0.00973 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==8] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9704, p-value = 0.678 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==9] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9839, p-value = 0.2762 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==10] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9629, p-value = 0.4511 
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 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==11] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9415, p-value = 0.09062  
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Figure VI.2 Shapiro-Wilk normality test with respect to Provinces B 
 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test Provinces B 
 
  
 #Test of Normality 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==1] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9795, p-value = 0.8868 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==2] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9577, p-value = 0.2701 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==3] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.911, p-value = 0.006056 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==4] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9675, p-value = 0.313 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==5] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9727, p-value = 0.6938 
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 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==6] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.935, p-value = 0.1132 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==7] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9366, p-value = 0.08191 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==8] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9354, p-value = 0.0842 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==9] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9856, p-value = 0.4685 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==10] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
 
data:  yields  
W = 0.9758, p-value = 0.4317 
 
  
 yields<-testframe$yieldvals[testframe$group==11] 
 out<-shapiro.test(yields) 
 out 
 
        Shapiro-Wilk normality test 
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data:  yields  
W = 0.9254, p-value = 0.01141 
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Appendix VII 
 
Provinces A logistic regression output 
 
 
# 
> # Malvern Tipping logistic cross validation Analysis in R 
> # 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #            remove "#"s to output text to file 
> # 
> #    NB To print out figures must still step through script using 
CTRL-R so have time to 
> #    access "file" header to output graphs to file 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #sink(file="logisticcrossvalidationProvA.txt")                             
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> # Load package 'foreign' to access read.spss function 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> library(foreign) 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #         read data from an SPSS file and convert to a data.frame 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> filename<-"Three Main Banks B.sav"                                    
> RawData<-read.spss(filename,to.data.frame=TRUE) 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nNames of variables in Input File\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Names of variables in Input File 
 
 
 
> names(RawData) 
 [1] "CaseNo"     "Date"       "Bank"       "Region"     "Location"   
 [6] "Price"      "Rent"       "Yield"      "Lotsize"    "Tenure"     
[11] "Quarter"    "BankNo"     "RegCode"    "SizeCode"   "TenuCode"   
[16] "Year"       "ProvincesA" "YieldGroup" "LotGroup"   "Time"       
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nSummary of Input Data\n\n\n") 
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Summary of Input Data 
 
 
 
> summary(RawData,maxsum=25) 
     CaseNo               Date          Bank             Region    
 Min.   :  1.0   15 Jul 1997: 97   Barclay:192   East Anglia: 32   
 1st Qu.:254.5   27 Jun 2001: 92   HSBC   :160   East Mid   : 53   
 Median :520.0   21 Nov 2001: 54   LTSB   :339   London-M25 : 49   
 Mean   :504.1   29 Mar 2006: 34                 North-East : 61   
 3rd Qu.:762.5   05 Jul 2006: 25                 North-West : 53   
 Max.   :968.0   24 May 2006: 24                 Scotland   : 15   
                 16 May 2006: 23                 South-East :193   
                 06 Jul 2006: 21                 South-West :103   
                 06 Jul 2005: 20                 Wales      : 65   
                 03 Jul 2006: 19                 West Mid   : 67   
                 28 Mar 2006: 19                                   
                 17 Oct 2001: 17                                   
                 22 Feb 2006: 16                                   
                 19 Mar 2002: 13                                   
                 22 Mar 2006: 13                                   
                 08 Oct 2003: 12                                   
                 10 Feb 2004: 12                                   
                 19 May 2004: 11                                   
                 22 May 2001: 11                                   
                 25 May 2006: 11                                   
                 23 May 2002: 10                                   
                 25 Mar 2004: 10                                   
                 04 Feb 2002:  9                                   
                 03 Dec 2003:  8                                   
                 (Other)    :110                                   
                     Location       Price              Rent        
 Chatham, Kent           :  4   Min.   :  69000   Min.   :  4400   
 Melton Mowbray, Leics   :  4   1st Qu.: 250000   1st Qu.: 16500   
 Tadley, Hampshire       :  4   Median : 463000   Median : 27000   
 Brixham, Devon          :  3   Mean   : 650092   Mean   : 37262   
 Coulsdon, Surrey        :  3   3rd Qu.: 810000   3rd Qu.: 45000   
 Crediton, Devon         :  3   Max.   :5310000   Max.   :275000   
 Cullumpton, Devon       :  3                                      
 East Ham, London        :  3                                      
 Maldon, Essex           :  3                                      
 Okehampton, Devon       :  3                                      
 Wareham, Dorset         :  3                                      
 Amesbury, Wiltshire     :  2                                      
 Ammanford, Dyfed        :  2                                      
 Aylsham, Norfolk        :  2                                      
 Bala, Gwynedd           :  2                                      
 Bedford, Beds           :  2                                      
 Bedminster, Avon        :  2                                      
 Bicester, Oxfordshire   :  2                                      
 Bodmin, Cornwall        :  2                                      
 Boscombe, Bournemouth   :  2                                      
 Bridgwater, Somerset    :  2                                      
 Bromyard, Herefordshire :  2                                      
 Camberley, Surrey       :  2                                      
 Cleckheaton, West Yorks :  2                                      
 (Other)                 :629                                      
     Yield           Lotsize         Tenure       Quarter     
 Min.   :3.170   L       :316   F       :679   Min.   :1997   
 1st Qu.:5.040   M       :201   Feudal  :  2   1st Qu.:2001   
 Median :6.000   S       :174   Feuhold : 10   Median :2002   
 Mean   :6.223                                 Mean   :2003   
 3rd Qu.:7.460                                 3rd Qu.:2006   
 Max.   :9.900                                 Max.   :2006   
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                    BankNo             RegCode      SizeCode        
TenuCode   
 hsbc                  :160   London M25   : 48   small :173   F        
:679   
 lloydstsb             :339   South east   :194   medium:197   feuhold  
: 12   
 natwest               :  0   South west   :103   large :321   L        
:  0   
 rbs                   :  0   East anglia  : 32                
Heritable:  0   
 BW                    :  0   West midlands: 67                                
 BB                    :  0   East Midlands: 53                                
 barclays              :192   North east   : 61                                
 yorkshire             :  0   North west   : 53                                
 woolwich              :  0   Wales        : 65                                
 cheltenham and glos   :  0   Scotland     : 15                                
 abbey national        :  0                                                    
 clydesdale            :  0                                                    
 halifax/bos           :  0                                                    
 alliance and leicester:  0                                                    
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
      Year         ProvincesA  YieldGroup  LotGroup      Time     
 Min.   :1997   North   :114   Low :372   Small:370   Early:391   
 1st Qu.:2001   Midlands:152   High:319   Large:321   Late :300   
 Median :2002   South   :345                                      
 Mean   :2003   Celt    : 80                                      
 3rd Qu.:2006                                                     
 Max.   :2006                                                     
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>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Extract required data into Operating Data File 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
>  
> opdata<-with(RawData,{ 
+ bank<-factor(Bank)  
+ time<-factor(Time) 
+ provincesa<-factor(ProvincesA)    
+ yield<-factor(YieldGroup) 
+ lotsize<-factor(LotGroup) 
+ oplist<-list(yield=as.factor(yield),bank=as.factor(bank), 
+  time=as.factor(time),lotsize=as.factor(lotsize), 
+  provincesa=as.factor(provincesa))                  
+ opdata<-as.data.frame(oplist) 
+ return(opdata)}) 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nSummary of Operating Data used in Analysis\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Summary of Operating Data used in Analysis 
 
 
 
> summary(opdata) 
  yield          bank        time      lotsize       provincesa  
 Low :372   Barclay:192   Early:391   Small:370   North   :114   
 High:319   HSBC   :160   Late :300   Large:321   Midlands:152   
            LTSB   :339                           South   :345   
                                                  Celt    : 80   
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Basic Model using step for backwards elimination 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> modl0<-
glm(yield~(bank+time+lotsize+provincesa)^4,family=binomial,opdata) 
Warning messages: 
1: In glm.fit(x = X, y = Y, weights = weights, start = start, etastart 
= etastart,  : 
  algorithm did not converge 
2: In glm.fit(x = X, y = Y, weights = weights, start = start, etastart 
= etastart,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nBasic Model after backwards elimination from 
Saturated Model\nusing Akaike's Information Criterion\n\n\n") 
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Basic Model after backwards elimination from Saturated Model 
using Akaike's Information Criterion 
 
 
 
> modl1<-step(modl0) 
Start:  AIC=468.59 
yield ~ (bank + time + lotsize + provincesa)^4 
 
                               Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:time:lotsize:provincesa  3   383.37 459.37 
<none>                              386.59 468.59 
 
Step:  AIC=459.37 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + time:lotsize + time:provincesa + 
lotsize:provincesa +  
    bank:time:lotsize + bank:time:provincesa + bank:lotsize:provincesa 
+  
    time:lotsize:provincesa 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:time:provincesa     4   383.37 451.37 
- bank:time:lotsize        1   383.37 457.37 
- time:lotsize:provincesa  3   388.98 458.98 
- bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   393.03 459.03 
<none>                         383.37 459.37 
 
Step:  AIC=451.37 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + time:lotsize + time:provincesa + 
lotsize:provincesa +  
    bank:time:lotsize + bank:lotsize:provincesa + 
time:lotsize:provincesa 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:time:lotsize        1   383.37 449.37 
- time:lotsize:provincesa  3   388.98 450.98 
<none>                         383.37 451.37 
- bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   402.30 460.30 
 
Step:  AIC=449.37 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + time:lotsize + time:provincesa + 
lotsize:provincesa +  
    bank:lotsize:provincesa + time:lotsize:provincesa 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- time:lotsize:provincesa  3   388.98 448.98 
<none>                         383.37 449.37 
- bank:time                2   394.93 456.93 
- bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   403.97 459.97 
 
Step:  AIC=448.98 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + time:lotsize + time:provincesa + 
lotsize:provincesa +  
    bank:lotsize:provincesa 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- time:provincesa          3   389.76 443.76 
- time:lotsize             1   389.09 447.09 
<none>                         388.98 448.98 
- bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   407.87 457.87 
- bank:time                2   405.08 461.08 
 
Step:  AIC=443.76 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
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    bank:provincesa + time:lotsize + lotsize:provincesa + 
bank:lotsize:provincesa 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- time:lotsize             1   389.83 441.83 
<none>                         389.76 443.76 
- bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   408.21 452.21 
- bank:time                2   407.31 457.31 
 
Step:  AIC=441.83 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + lotsize:provincesa + bank:lotsize:provincesa 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
<none>                         389.83 441.83 
- bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   409.85 451.85 
- bank:time                2   407.39 455.39 
There were 23 warnings (use warnings() to see them) 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Confusion Matrix for Basic Model p=0.5 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix for Basic Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix for Basic Model p=0.5 
 
 
 
>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(fitted(modl1)))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[fitted(modl1)<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[fitted(modl1)>=0.5]<-"High" 
> table(pred,yield=opdata$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  288   12 
  High  84  307 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Co-efficients for fitted Basic Model 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nCo-efficients for Basic Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Co-efficients for Basic Model 
 
 
 
> coef(modl1)  
                                (Intercept)  
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                                 35.6205854  
                                bankHSBC     
                                -16.4378680  
                                bankLTSB     
                                -33.7082204  
                                   timeLate  
                                -38.1684483  
                               lotsizeLarge  
                                -16.9344411  
                         provincesaMidlands  
                                -17.0182056  
                            provincesaSouth  
                                -17.0182056  
                             provincesaCelt  
                                -17.0182056  
                       bankHSBC   :timeLate  
                                  1.4481164  
                       bankLTSB   :timeLate  
                                 34.8196017  
                   bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge  
                                -19.1705793  
                   bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge  
                                 18.0882619  
             bankHSBC   :provincesaMidlands  
                                 16.9447584  
             bankLTSB   :provincesaMidlands  
                                 15.8372194  
                bankHSBC   :provincesaSouth  
                                 -0.1061236  
                bankLTSB   :provincesaSouth  
                                 15.2334117  
                 bankHSBC   :provincesaCelt  
                                 17.1765388  
                 bankLTSB   :provincesaCelt  
                                 17.8243755  
            lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands  
                                 16.9344411  
               lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth  
                                 31.9155422  
                lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt  
                                 16.9344411  
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands  
                                 17.2155725  
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands  
                                -16.7954764  
   bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth  
                                 37.1466739  
   bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth  
                                -32.5093751  
    bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt  
                                 17.7839076  
    bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt  
                                         NA  
> anova(modl1,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
                        Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                                      690     953.86               
bank                     2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time                     1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize                  1    3.285       686     485.22  0.069906 .   
provincesa               3   39.545       683     445.68 1.330e-08 *** 
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bank:time                2   28.771       681     416.91 5.657e-07 *** 
bank:lotsize             2    1.079       679     415.83  0.582953     
bank:provincesa          6    5.201       673     410.63  0.518348     
lotsize:provincesa       3    0.774       670     409.85  0.855669     
bank:lotsize:provincesa  5   20.022       665     389.83  0.001238 **  
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
Warning messages: 
1: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
2: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
> summary(modl1) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time +  
    bank:lotsize + bank:provincesa + lotsize:provincesa + 
bank:lotsize:provincesa,  
    family = binomial, data = opdata) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
       Min          1Q      Median          3Q         Max   
-2.359e+00  -1.425e-01  -7.976e-05   4.902e-01   3.032e+00   
 
Coefficients: (1 not defined because of singularities) 
                                              Estimate Std. Error   z value 
(Intercept)                                    35.6206 13409.7931     0.003 
bankHSBC                                      -16.4379 13510.5094    -0.001 
bankLTSB                                      -33.7082 13409.7931    -0.003 
timeLate                                      -38.1684  5247.0558    -0.007 
lotsizeLarge                                  -16.9344 12483.4356    -0.001 
provincesaMidlands                            -17.0182 14068.7941    -0.001 
provincesaSouth                               -17.0182 13000.7218    -0.001 
provincesaCelt                                -17.0182  6613.0606    -0.003 
bankHSBC   :timeLate                            1.4481  5667.6181  2.56e-04 
bankLTSB   :timeLate                           34.8196  5247.0558     0.007 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge                      -19.1706 12913.9190    -0.001 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge                       18.0883 12483.4355     0.001 
bankHSBC   :provincesaMidlands                 16.9448 14341.0231     0.001 
bankLTSB   :provincesaMidlands                 15.8372 14068.7941     0.001 
bankHSBC   :provincesaSouth                    -0.1061 13104.5824 -8.10e-06 
bankLTSB   :provincesaSouth                    15.2334 13000.7218     0.001 
bankHSBC   :provincesaCelt                     17.1765  6989.2690     0.002 
bankLTSB   :provincesaCelt                     17.8244  6613.0605     0.003 
lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands                16.9344 14048.1712     0.001 
lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth                   31.9155 12863.6528     0.002 
lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt                    16.9344  3357.8515     0.005 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands    17.2156 15138.7751     0.001 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands   -16.7955 14048.1712    -0.001 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth       37.1467 13556.0191     0.003 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth      -32.5094 12863.6528    -0.003 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt        17.7839  6038.3476     0.003 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt             NA         NA        NA 
                                            Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept)                                    0.998 
bankHSBC                                       0.999 
bankLTSB                                       0.998 
timeLate                                       0.994 
lotsizeLarge                                   0.999 
provincesaMidlands                             0.999 
provincesaSouth                                0.999 
provincesaCelt                                 0.998 
bankHSBC   :timeLate                           1.000 
bankLTSB   :timeLate                           0.995 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge                       0.999 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge                       0.999 
bankHSBC   :provincesaMidlands                 0.999 
bankLTSB   :provincesaMidlands                 0.999 
bankHSBC   :provincesaSouth                    1.000 
bankLTSB   :provincesaSouth                    0.999 
bankHSBC   :provincesaCelt                     0.998 
bankLTSB   :provincesaCelt                     0.998 
lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands                0.999 
lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth                   0.998 
lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt                    0.996 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands    0.999 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaMidlands    0.999 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth       0.998 
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bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaSouth       0.998 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt        0.998 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesaCelt           NA 
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 389.83  on 665  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 441.83 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 18 
 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Cross Validation of Basic Model with data divided randomly into 
10 approx.equal groups 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Randomly divide data into 10 equal groups 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> randnos<-with(opdata,runif(length(yield))) 
> orderednos<-order(randnos) 
> full.length<-with(opdata,full.length<-(length(yield))) 
> sub.length<-floor(full.length/10) 
> sections<-seq(0,full.length,sub.length) 
> sections[11]<-full.length 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Cross Validate 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> model.formula<-formula(modl1) 
> cross.val.data<-cbind(opdata,randnos,orderednos) 
>  
> for(i in 1:10){ 
+ cross.val.sample<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata0<-cross.val.data[{orderednos<=sections[i] | 
orderednos>sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata0) 
+ }) 
+  
+ cross.val.test<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata1<-cross.val.data[{orderednos>sections[i] & 
orderednos<=sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata1) 
+ }) 
+  
+  
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+ fitted.model<-glm(model.formula,family=binomial,cross.val.sample) 
+  
+ fitted.values<-
predict(fitted.model,newdata=cross.val.test,type="response") 
+ outfile<-cbind(cross.val.test,fitted=fitted.values) 
+  
+ if(i==1)results<-outfile 
+ else results<-rbind(results,outfile) 
+  
+  
+ } 
There were 20 warnings (use warnings() to see them) 
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Confusion Matrix for Basic Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix after Cross Validation - Basic 
Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix after Cross Validation - Basic Model p=0.5 
 
 
 
>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(results$fitted))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[results$fitted<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[results$fitted>=0.5]<-"High" 
>  
> table(pred,yield=results$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  286   16 
  High  86  303 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     ROC chart for Basic Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nROC Chart after Cross Validation - Basic 
Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Basic Model 
 
 
 
>  
> library(ROCR) 
> basic.pred<-
prediction(results$fitted,results$yield,label.ordering=c("Low","High")) 
> perf<-performance(basic.pred,"tpr","fpr") 
> plot(perf,main="ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Basic Model 
Provinces A",cex.main=0.9,colorize=TRUE) 
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> text(locator(1),"Key to Cutoff Probability",srt=90) 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Output ROC chart data for Basic Model after Cross Validation 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> rocout<-data.frame(fitted=results$fitted,yield=results$yield) 
> write.table(rocout,file="provabasicroc.out") 
>  
> #NB ROC data is also sufficient to reproduce the bar chart. 
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #                                bar chart    
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
>  
> limits<-seq(0.0,1.0,0.1) 
> temppred<-rep(1,length(results$fitted)) 
>  
> predgrp<-with(results,{ 
+ for(i in 1:10)temppred[fitted>limits[i] & fitted<=limits[i+1]]<-i 
+ return(temppred) 
+ } 
+ ) 
>  
> dummy<-rep(1,length(predgrp)) 
> add.results<-cbind(results,pred.grp=predgrp,counter=dummy) 
>  
> #"data" is the array containing the number of low yield and high 
yield observations 
> # whose prdicted probabilites of being in thehigh yield group are in 
the ranges  
> #specified by "intervals" 
>  
> barchart.data<-
with(add.results,tapply(counter,list(yield,pred.grp),sum)) 
>  
> intervals<-c("0.00-0.09","0.10-0.19","0.20-0.29","0.30-0.39","0.40-
0.49", 
+  "0.50-0.59","0.60-0.69","0.70-0.79","0.80-0.89","0.90-1.00") 
>  
> 
barplot(barchart.data,beside=TRUE,names.arg=intervals,space=c(1,5),cex.
names=0.5, 
+   xlab="Probability case belongs to high yield group", 
+   ylab="No of cases", 
+   col=c("grey25","grey75"), 
+   main="Counts against Probability(high yield) Provinces 
A",cex.main=0.9, 
+         sub="Basic Model",cex.sub=0.9) 
>  
> legend(locator(1),legend=c("low yield","high 
yield"),fill=c("grey25","grey75")) 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
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> # 
> #    Simplified Model excluding higher order term 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nExamine STATISTICAL significance of third order 
term bank:lotsize:provinces\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Examine STATISTICAL significance of third order term 
bank:lotsize:provinces 
 
 
 
> modl2<-update(modl1,~.-bank:lotsize:provincesa)                                   
Warning message: 
In glm.fit(x = X, y = Y, weights = weights, start = start, etastart = 
etastart,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
> anova(modl1,modl2,test="Chi") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + 
bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + lotsize:provincesa + bank:lotsize:provincesa 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + 
bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + lotsize:provincesa 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)    
1       665     389.83                          
2       670     409.85 -5  -20.022  0.001238 ** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nAlthough term is STATISTICALLY significant remove 
it and see if it has PRACTICAL significance\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Although term is STATISTICALLY significant remove it and see if it has 
PRACTICAL significance 
 
 
 
> modl3<-step(modl2) 
Start:  AIC=451.85 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesa + lotsize:provincesa 
 
                     Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:provincesa     6   415.15 445.15 
- lotsize:provincesa  3   410.63 446.63 
- bank:lotsize        2   410.91 448.91 
<none>                    409.85 451.85 
- bank:time           2   421.92 459.92 
 
Step:  AIC=445.15 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    lotsize:provincesa 
 
                     Df Deviance    AIC 
- lotsize:provincesa  3   415.83 439.83 
- bank:lotsize        2   416.09 442.09 
<none>                    415.15 445.15 
- bank:time           2   431.51 457.51 
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Step:  AIC=439.83 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time + bank:lotsize 
 
               Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:lotsize  2   416.91 436.91 
<none>              415.83 439.83 
- bank:time     2   432.01 452.01 
- provincesa    3   457.71 475.71 
 
Step:  AIC=436.91 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time 
 
             Df Deviance    AIC 
<none>            416.91 436.91 
- lotsize     1   423.76 441.76 
- bank:time   2   445.68 461.68 
- provincesa  3   458.57 472.57 
Warning messages: 
1: In glm.fit(x[, jj, drop = FALSE], y, wt, offset = object$offset,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
2: In glm.fit(x[, jj, drop = FALSE], y, wt, offset = object$offset,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
3: In glm.fit(x[, jj, drop = FALSE], y, wt, offset = object$offset,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nANOVA Table for Simplified Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ANOVA Table for Simplified Model 
 
 
 
> anova(modl3,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
           Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                         690     953.86               
bank        2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time        1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize     1    3.285       686     485.22    0.0699 .   
provincesa  3   39.545       683     445.68 1.330e-08 *** 
bank:time   2   28.771       681     416.91 5.657e-07 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nTest significance of lotsize term 
explicitly\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Test significance of lotsize term explicitly 
 
 
 
> modl3a<-update(modl3,~.-lotsize) 
> anova(modl3,modl3a,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + provincesa + bank:time 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)    
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1       681     416.91                          
2       682     423.76 -1  -6.8523  0.008853 ** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
> writeLines("\n\n\nLotsize is significant at 1% level so retain in 
model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Lotsize is significant at 1% level so retain in model 
 
 
 
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
> # 
> #    Confusion Matrix for Simplified Model after excluding third 
order term 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix for Simplified Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix for Simplified Model p=0.5 
 
 
 
>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(fitted(modl3)))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[fitted(modl3)<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[fitted(modl3)>=0.5]<-"High" 
> table(pred,yield=opdata$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  287   12 
  High  85  307 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Co-efficients for fitted Simplified Model 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nCo-efficients for Simplified Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Co-efficients for Simplified Model 
 
 
 
> coef(modl3)  
         (Intercept)          bankHSBC             bankLTSB     
          15.7818902          -12.0676382          -14.0907971  
            timeLate         lotsizeLarge   provincesaMidlands  
         -20.9331562            0.7759436           -0.8785792  
     provincesaSouth       provincesaCelt bankHSBC   :timeLate  
          -1.5737788            0.9819891           13.9879102  
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bankLTSB   :timeLate  
          17.8488444  
> anova(modl3,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
           Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                         690     953.86               
bank        2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time        1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize     1    3.285       686     485.22    0.0699 .   
provincesa  3   39.545       683     445.68 1.330e-08 *** 
bank:time   2   28.771       681     416.91 5.657e-07 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
> summary(modl3) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesa + bank:time,  
    family = binomial, data = opdata) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-3.00045  -0.18782  -0.07218   0.47156   3.45013   
 
Coefficients: 
                     Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)           15.7819   700.1381   0.023 0.982016     
bankHSBC             -12.0676   700.1381  -0.017 0.986248     
bankLTSB             -14.0908   700.1380  -0.020 0.983943     
timeLate             -20.9332   700.1387  -0.030 0.976148     
lotsizeLarge           0.7759     0.3067   2.530 0.011396 *   
provincesaMidlands    -0.8786     0.4446  -1.976 0.048145 *   
provincesaSouth       -1.5738     0.4144  -3.797 0.000146 *** 
provincesaCelt         0.9820     0.6159   1.594 0.110835     
bankHSBC   :timeLate  13.9879   700.1392   0.020 0.984060     
bankLTSB   :timeLate  17.8488   700.1388   0.025 0.979661     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 416.91  on 681  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 436.91 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 14 
 
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Cross Validation of Simplified Model with data divided randomly 
into 10 approx.equal groups 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
>  
>  
>  
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> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Randomly divide data into 10 equal groups 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> randnos<-with(opdata,runif(length(yield))) 
> orderednos<-order(randnos) 
> full.length<-with(opdata,full.length<-(length(yield))) 
> sub.length<-floor(full.length/10) 
> sections<-seq(0,full.length,sub.length) 
> sections[11]<-full.length 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Cross Validate 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> model.formula<-formula(modl3) 
>  
> cross.val.data<-cbind(opdata,randnos,orderednos) 
>  
>  
> for(i in 1:10){ 
+ cross.val.sample<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata0<-cross.val.data[{orderednos<=sections[i] | 
orderednos>sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata0) 
+ }) 
+ cross.val.test<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata1<-cross.val.data[{orderednos>sections[i] & 
orderednos<=sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata1) 
+ }) 
+  
+ fitted.model<-glm(model.formula,family=binomial,cross.val.sample) 
+  
+ fitted.values<-
predict(fitted.model,newdata=cross.val.test,type="response") 
+ outfile<-cbind(cross.val.test,fitted=fitted.values) 
+  
+ if(i==1)results<-outfile 
+ else results<-rbind(results,outfile) 
+  
+ } 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Confusion Matrix for Simplified Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix after Cross Validation - 
Simplified Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix after Cross Validation - Simplified Model p=0.5 
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>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(results$fitted))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[results$fitted<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[results$fitted>=0.5]<-"High" 
> table(pred,yield=results$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  287   12 
  High  85  307 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     ROC chart for Simplified Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nROC Chart after Cross Validation - Simplified 
Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Simplified Model 
 
 
 
>  
> simple.pred<-
prediction(results$fitted,results$yield,label.ordering=c("Low","High")) 
> simple.perf<-performance(simple.pred,"tpr","fpr") 
> plot(simple.perf,main="ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Simplified 
Model Provinces A",cex.main=0.9,colorize=TRUE) 
> text(locator(1),"Key to Cutoff Probability",srt=90) 
>  
> perf<-performance(simple.pred,"prec","fpr") 
> plot(perf,main="Precision versus False Positive Error Rate Provinces 
A",cex.main=0.9, 
+            sub="Simplified Model",cex.sub=0.9, 
+            colorize=T) 
> text(locator(1),"Key to Cutoff Probability",srt=90) 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Output ROC chart data for Simplified Model after Cross 
Validation 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> rocout<-data.frame(fitted=results$fitted,yield=results$yield) 
> write.table(rocout,file="provasimpleroc.out") 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #                                bar chart    
> # 
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> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
>  
> limits<-seq(0.0,1.0,0.1) 
> temppred<-rep(1,length(results$fitted)) 
>  
> predgrp<-with(results,{ 
+ for(i in 1:10)temppred[fitted>limits[i] & fitted<=limits[i+1]]<-i 
+ return(temppred) 
+ } 
+ ) 
>  
> dummy<-rep(1,length(predgrp)) 
> add.results<-cbind(results,pred.grp=predgrp,counter=dummy) 
>  
>  
> #"barchart.data" is the array containing the number of low yield and 
high yield observations 
> # whose prdicted probabilites of being in thehigh yield group are in 
the ranges  
> #specified by "intervals" 
>  
> barchart.data<-
with(add.results,tapply(counter,list(yield,pred.grp),sum)) 
>  
> intervals<-c("0.00-0.09","0.10-0.19","0.20-0.29","0.30-0.39","0.40-
0.49", 
+  "0.50-0.59","0.60-0.69","0.70-0.79","0.80-0.89","0.90-1.00") 
>  
> 
barplot(barchart.data,beside=TRUE,names.arg=intervals,space=c(1,5),cex.
names=0.5, 
+   main="Counts against Probability(high yield) Provinces 
A",cex.main=0.9, 
+         sub="Simplified Model",cex.sub=0.9, 
+   xlab="Probability case belongs to high yield group", 
+   ylab="No of cases", 
+   col=c("grey25","grey75")) 
>  
> legend(locator(1),legend=c("low yield","high 
yield"),fill=c("grey25","grey75")) 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #         ROC Chart comparing Basic and Simplified Models    
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nROC Chart comparing Basic and Simplified 
Models\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ROC Chart comparing Basic and Simplified Models 
 
 
 
>  
>  
> basic.perf<-performance(basic.pred,"tpr","fpr") 
> plot(basic.perf,col="blue",main="ROC Chart comparing Basic and 
Simplified Models Provinces A",cex.main=0.9) 
> plot(simple.perf,col="red",add=TRUE) 
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> legend(locator(1),legend=c("basic model","simplified 
model"),fill=c("blue","red")) 
> 
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Appendix VIII 
 
Provinces B logistic regression output 
 
 
# 
> # Malvern Tipping logistic cross validation Analysis in R 
> # 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #            remove "#"s to output text to file 
> # 
> #    NB To print out figures must still step through script using 
CTRL-R so have time to 
> #    access "file" header to output graphs to file 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #sink(file="logisticcrossvalidationProvB.txt")                             
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> # Load package 'foreign' to access read.spss function 
> # 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> library(foreign) 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #         read data from an SPSS file and convert to a data.frame 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> filename<-"Three Main Banks C.sav"               
> RawData<-read.spss(filename,to.data.frame=TRUE) 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nNames of variables in Input File\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Names of variables in Input File 
 
 
 
> names(RawData) 
 [1] "CaseNo"     "Date"       "Bank"       "Region"     "Location"   
 [6] "Price"      "Rent"       "Yield"      "Lotsize"    "Tenure"     
[11] "Quarter"    "BankNo"     "RegCode"    "SizeCode"   "TenuCode"   
[16] "Year"       "ProvincesB" "YieldGroup" "LotGroup"   "Time"       
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nSummary of Input Data\n\n\n") 
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Summary of Input Data 
 
 
 
> summary(RawData,maxsum=25) 
     CaseNo               Date          Bank             Region    
 Min.   :  1.0   15 Jul 1997: 97   Barclay:192   East Anglia: 32   
 1st Qu.:254.5   27 Jun 2001: 92   HSBC   :160   East Mid   : 53   
 Median :520.0   21 Nov 2001: 54   LTSB   :339   London-M25 : 49   
 Mean   :504.1   29 Mar 2006: 34                 North-East : 61   
 3rd Qu.:762.5   05 Jul 2006: 25                 North-West : 53   
 Max.   :968.0   24 May 2006: 24                 Scotland   : 15   
                 16 May 2006: 23                 South-East :193   
                 06 Jul 2006: 21                 South-West :103   
                 06 Jul 2005: 20                 Wales      : 65   
                 03 Jul 2006: 19                 West Mid   : 67   
                 28 Mar 2006: 19                                   
                 17 Oct 2001: 17                                   
                 22 Feb 2006: 16                                   
                 19 Mar 2002: 13                                   
                 22 Mar 2006: 13                                   
                 08 Oct 2003: 12                                   
                 10 Feb 2004: 12                                   
                 19 May 2004: 11                                   
                 22 May 2001: 11                                   
                 25 May 2006: 11                                   
                 23 May 2002: 10                                   
                 25 Mar 2004: 10                                   
                 04 Feb 2002:  9                                   
                 03 Dec 2003:  8                                   
                 (Other)    :110                                   
                     Location       Price              Rent        
 Chatham, Kent           :  4   Min.   :  69000   Min.   :  4400   
 Melton Mowbray, Leics   :  4   1st Qu.: 250000   1st Qu.: 16500   
 Tadley, Hampshire       :  4   Median : 463000   Median : 27000   
 Brixham, Devon          :  3   Mean   : 650092   Mean   : 37262   
 Coulsdon, Surrey        :  3   3rd Qu.: 810000   3rd Qu.: 45000   
 Crediton, Devon         :  3   Max.   :5310000   Max.   :275000   
 Cullumpton, Devon       :  3                                      
 East Ham, London        :  3                                      
 Maldon, Essex           :  3                                      
 Okehampton, Devon       :  3                                      
 Wareham, Dorset         :  3                                      
 Amesbury, Wiltshire     :  2                                      
 Ammanford, Dyfed        :  2                                      
 Aylsham, Norfolk        :  2                                      
 Bala, Gwynedd           :  2                                      
 Bedford, Beds           :  2                                      
 Bedminster, Avon        :  2                                      
 Bicester, Oxfordshire   :  2                                      
 Bodmin, Cornwall        :  2                                      
 Boscombe, Bournemouth   :  2                                      
 Bridgwater, Somerset    :  2                                      
 Bromyard, Herefordshire :  2                                      
 Camberley, Surrey       :  2                                      
 Cleckheaton, West Yorks :  2                                      
 (Other)                 :629                                      
     Yield           Lotsize         Tenure       Quarter     
 Min.   :3.170   L       :316   F       :679   Min.   :1997   
 1st Qu.:5.040   M       :200   Feudal  :  2   1st Qu.:2001   
 Median :6.000   S       :175   Feuhold : 10   Median :2002   
 Mean   :6.223                                 Mean   :2003   
 3rd Qu.:7.460                                 3rd Qu.:2006   
 Max.   :9.900                                 Max.   :2006   
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                    BankNo             RegCode      SizeCode        
TenuCode   
 hsbc                  :160   London M25   : 48   small :173   F        
:679   
 lloydstsb             :339   South east   :194   medium:197   feuhold  
: 12   
 natwest               :  0   South west   :103   large :321   L        
:  0   
 rbs                   :  0   East anglia  : 32                
Heritable:  0   
 BW                    :  0   West midlands: 67                                
 BB                    :  0   East Midlands: 53                                
 barclays              :192   North east   : 61                                
 yorkshire             :  0   North west   : 53                                
 woolwich              :  0   Wales        : 65                                
 cheltenham and glos   :  0   Scotland     : 15                                
 abbey national        :  0                                                    
 clydesdale            :  0                                                    
 halifax/bos           :  0                                                    
 alliance and leicester:  0                                                    
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                         
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
                                                                               
      Year              ProvincesB  YieldGroup  LotGroup      Time     
 Min.   :1997   London & SE  :242   Low :372   Small:370   Early:391   
 1st Qu.:2001   Wales & SW   :168   High:319   Large:321   Late :300   
 Median :2002   Midlands     :152                                      
 Mean   :2003   North Britain:129                                      
 3rd Qu.:2006                                                          
 Max.   :2006                                                          
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>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Extract required data into Operating Data File 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
>  
> opdata<-with(RawData,{ 
+ bank<-factor(Bank)  
+ time<-factor(Time) 
+ provincesb<-factor(ProvincesB)     
+ yield<-factor(YieldGroup) 
+ lotsize<-factor(LotGroup) 
+ oplist<-list(yield=as.factor(yield),bank=as.factor(bank), 
+  time=as.factor(time),lotsize=as.factor(lotsize), 
+  provincesb=as.factor(provincesb))             
+ opdata<-as.data.frame(oplist) 
+ return(opdata)}) 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nSummary of Operating Data used in Analysis\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Summary of Operating Data used in Analysis 
 
 
 
> summary(opdata) 
  yield          bank        time      lotsize            provincesb  
 Low :372   Barclay:192   Early:391   Small:370   London & SE  :242   
 High:319   HSBC   :160   Late :300   Large:321   Wales & SW   :168   
            LTSB   :339                           Midlands     :152   
                                                  North Britain:129   
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Basic Model using step for backwards elimination 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> modl0<-
glm(yield~(bank+time+lotsize+provincesb)^4,family=binomial,opdata) 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nBasic Model after backwards elimination from 
Saturated Model\nusing Akaike's Information Criterion\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Basic Model after backwards elimination from Saturated Model 
using Akaike's Information Criterion 
 
 
 
> modl1<-step(modl0) 
Start:  AIC=483.91 
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yield ~ (bank + time + lotsize + provincesb)^4 
 
                               Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:time:lotsize:provincesb  2   401.91 479.91 
<none>                              401.91 483.91 
 
Step:  AIC=479.91 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb +  
    bank:time:lotsize + bank:time:provincesb + bank:lotsize:provincesb 
+  
    time:lotsize:provincesb 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:time:provincesb     5   401.91 469.91 
- bank:time:lotsize        1   401.91 477.91 
<none>                         401.91 479.91 
- time:lotsize:provincesb  3   407.95 479.95 
- bank:lotsize:provincesb  5   412.24 480.24 
 
Step:  AIC=469.91 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb +  
    bank:time:lotsize + bank:lotsize:provincesb + 
time:lotsize:provincesb 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:time:lotsize        1   401.91 467.91 
<none>                         401.91 469.91 
- time:lotsize:provincesb  3   407.95 469.95 
- bank:lotsize:provincesb  5   418.00 476.00 
 
Step:  AIC=467.91 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb +  
    bank:lotsize:provincesb + time:lotsize:provincesb 
 
                          Df Deviance    AIC 
<none>                         401.91 467.91 
- time:lotsize:provincesb  3   407.95 467.95 
- bank:time                2   410.79 472.79 
- bank:lotsize:provincesb  5   419.20 475.20 
There were 14 warnings (use warnings() to see them) 
>  
> anova(modl1,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
                        Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                                      690     953.86               
bank                     2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time                     1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize                  1    3.285       686     485.22  0.069906 .   
provincesb               3   21.403       683     463.82 8.682e-05 *** 
bank:time                2   26.606       681     437.21 1.669e-06 *** 
bank:lotsize             2    0.861       679     436.35  0.650244     
bank:provincesb          6    6.846       673     429.51  0.335345     
time:lotsize             1    1.012       672     428.50  0.314501     
time:provincesb          3    2.774       669     425.72  0.427753     
lotsize:provincesb       3    2.683       666     423.04  0.443162     
                               430 
 
bank:lotsize:provincesb  5   15.090       661     407.95  0.009985 **  
time:lotsize:provincesb  3    6.039       658     401.91  0.109746     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
Warning messages: 
1: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
2: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
3: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
4: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
5: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nSignificance Test for bank:lotsize:provincesB 
term\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Significance Test for bank:lotsize:provincesB term 
 
 
 
> modl2a<-
glm(yield~(bank+time+lotsize+provincesb)^2+time:lotsize:provincesb,fami
ly=binomial,opdata) 
Warning message: 
In glm.fit(x = X, y = Y, weights = weights, start = start, etastart = 
etastart,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
> anova(modl1,modl2a,test="Chi") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + 
bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb +  
    bank:lotsize:provincesb + time:lotsize:provincesb 
Model 2: yield ~ (bank + time + lotsize + provincesb)^2 + 
time:lotsize:provincesb 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)    
1       658     401.91                          
2       663     419.20 -5  -17.292  0.003978 ** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nSignificance Test for time:lotsize:provincesB 
term\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Significance Test for time:lotsize:provincesB term 
 
 
 
> modl2b<-
glm(yield~(bank+time+lotsize+provincesb)^2+bank:lotsize:provincesb,fami
ly=binomial,opdata) 
Warning message: 
In glm.fit(x = X, y = Y, weights = weights, start = start, etastart = 
etastart,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
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> anova(modl1,modl2b,test="Chi") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + 
bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb +  
    bank:lotsize:provincesb + time:lotsize:provincesb 
Model 2: yield ~ (bank + time + lotsize + provincesb)^2 + 
bank:lotsize:provincesb 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|) 
1       658     401.91                       
2       661     407.95 -3  -6.0386    0.1097 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nChoose model 2b as the Basic Model excluding 
time:lotsize:ProvincesB term\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Choose model 2b as the Basic Model excluding time:lotsize:ProvincesB 
term 
 
 
 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Confusion Matrix for Basic Model p=0.5 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix for Basic Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix for Basic Model p=0.5 
 
 
 
>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(fitted(modl2b)))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[fitted(modl2b)<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[fitted(modl2b)>=0.5]<-"High" 
> table(pred,yield=opdata$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  284   10 
  High  88  309 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Co-efficients for fitted Basic Model 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nCo-efficients for Basic Model\n\n\n") 
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Co-efficients for Basic Model 
 
 
 
> coef(modl2b)  
                                     (Intercept)  
                                      19.9800341  
                                     bankHSBC     
                                     -17.8205499  
                                     bankLTSB     
                                     -19.4839811  
                                        timeLate  
                                     -39.5461027  
                                    lotsizeLarge  
                                      14.7593404  
                            provincesbWales & SW  
                                      16.2115396  
                              provincesbMidlands  
                                      -0.5843464  
                         provincesbNorth Britain  
                                     -16.5079428  
                            bankHSBC   :timeLate  
                                       2.7011434  
                            bankLTSB   :timeLate  
                                      35.6244367  
                        bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge  
                                      17.9526199  
                        bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge  
                                     -14.6591409  
                bankHSBC   :provincesbWales & SW  
                                     -15.6194885  
                bankLTSB   :provincesbWales & SW  
                                     -16.2375890  
                  bankHSBC   :provincesbMidlands  
                                      17.3929154  
                  bankLTSB   :provincesbMidlands  
                                       0.8191966  
             bankHSBC   :provincesbNorth Britain  
                                      33.2545129  
             bankLTSB   :provincesbNorth Britain  
                                      18.2657195  
                           timeLate:lotsizeLarge  
                                       0.3640769  
                   timeLate:provincesbWales & SW  
                                     -16.2115396  
                     timeLate:provincesbMidlands  
                                       0.5843464  
                timeLate:provincesbNorth Britain  
                                       1.0050087  
               lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW  
                                     -15.2024691  
                 lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands  
                                     -15.1234173  
            lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain  
                                       0.4625724  
   bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW  
                                      12.3330737  
   bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW  
                                      16.2417039  
     bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands  
                                     -20.2261288  
     bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands  
                                      16.1401988  
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain  
                                     -68.9542233  
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain  
                                              NA  
> anova(modl2b,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
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Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
                        Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                                      690     953.86               
bank                     2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time                     1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize                  1    3.285       686     485.22  0.069906 .   
provincesb               3   21.403       683     463.82 8.682e-05 *** 
bank:time                2   26.606       681     437.21 1.669e-06 *** 
bank:lotsize             2    0.861       679     436.35  0.650244     
bank:provincesb          6    6.846       673     429.51  0.335345     
time:lotsize             1    1.012       672     428.50  0.314501     
time:provincesb          3    2.774       669     425.72  0.427753     
lotsize:provincesb       3    2.683       666     423.04  0.443162     
bank:lotsize:provincesb  5   15.090       661     407.95  0.009985 **  
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
Warning messages: 
1: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
2: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
3: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
4: In method(x = x[, varseq <= i, drop = FALSE], y = y, weights = 
object$prior.weights,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
> summary(modl2b) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = yield ~ (bank + time + lotsize + provincesb)^2 +  
    bank:lotsize:provincesb, family = binomial, data = opdata) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
       Min          1Q      Median          3Q         Max   
-2.372e+00  -1.529e-01  -7.598e-05   4.673e-01   2.985e+00   
 
Coefficients: (1 not defined because of singularities) 
                                                   Estimate Std. Error 
(Intercept)                                         19.9800  6183.6000 
bankHSBC                                           -17.8205  6183.6000 
bankLTSB                                           -19.4840  6183.6000 
timeLate                                           -39.5461  5265.2998 
lotsizeLarge                                        14.7593  3242.4572 
provincesbWales & SW                                16.2115  8558.1312 
provincesbMidlands                                  -0.5843  7004.5076 
provincesbNorth Britain                            -16.5079  1883.5400 
bankHSBC   :timeLate                                 2.7011  5713.7633 
bankLTSB   :timeLate                                35.6244  5265.2996 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge                            17.9526  3929.0255 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge                           -14.6591  3242.4573 
bankHSBC   :provincesbWales & SW                   -15.6195  8558.1313 
bankLTSB   :provincesbWales & SW                   -16.2376  8558.1312 
bankHSBC   :provincesbMidlands                      17.3929  7360.7419 
bankLTSB   :provincesbMidlands                       0.8192  7004.5076 
bankHSBC   :provincesbNorth Britain                 33.2545  2407.5199 
bankLTSB   :provincesbNorth Britain                 18.2657  1883.5399 
timeLate:lotsizeLarge                                0.3641     1.0509 
timeLate:provincesbWales & SW                      -16.2115  2214.4267 
timeLate:provincesbMidlands                          0.5843     1.3420 
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timeLate:provincesbNorth Britain                     1.0050     1.3480 
lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW                  -15.2025  8700.5978 
lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands                    -15.1234  7213.0770 
lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain                 0.4626     1.0863 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW       12.3331 11394.5058 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW       16.2417  8700.5979 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands        -20.2261  8289.1951 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands         16.1402  7213.0771 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain   -68.9542  4323.3980 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain         NA         NA 
                                                   z value Pr(>|z|) 
(Intercept)                                          0.003    0.997 
bankHSBC                                            -0.003    0.998 
bankLTSB                                            -0.003    0.997 
timeLate                                            -0.008    0.994 
lotsizeLarge                                         0.005    0.996 
provincesbWales & SW                                 0.002    0.998 
provincesbMidlands                               -8.34e-05    1.000 
provincesbNorth Britain                             -0.009    0.993 
bankHSBC   :timeLate                              4.73e-04    1.000 
bankLTSB   :timeLate                                 0.007    0.995 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge                             0.005    0.996 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge                            -0.005    0.996 
bankHSBC   :provincesbWales & SW                    -0.002    0.999 
bankLTSB   :provincesbWales & SW                    -0.002    0.998 
bankHSBC   :provincesbMidlands                       0.002    0.998 
bankLTSB   :provincesbMidlands                    1.17e-04    1.000 
bankHSBC   :provincesbNorth Britain                  0.014    0.989 
bankLTSB   :provincesbNorth Britain                  0.010    0.992 
timeLate:lotsizeLarge                                0.346    0.729 
timeLate:provincesbWales & SW                       -0.007    0.994 
timeLate:provincesbMidlands                          0.435    0.663 
timeLate:provincesbNorth Britain                     0.746    0.456 
lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW                   -0.002    0.999 
lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands                     -0.002    0.998 
lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain                 0.426    0.670 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW        0.001    0.999 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbWales & SW        0.002    0.999 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands         -0.002    0.998 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbMidlands          0.002    0.998 
bankHSBC   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain    -0.016    0.987 
bankLTSB   :lotsizeLarge:provincesbNorth Britain        NA       NA 
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 407.95  on 661  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 467.95 
 
Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 18 
 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Cross Validation of Basic Model with data divided randomly into 
10 approx.equal groups 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
>  
>  
>  
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> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Randomly divide data into 10 equal groups 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> randnos<-with(opdata,runif(length(yield))) 
> orderednos<-order(randnos) 
> full.length<-with(opdata,full.length<-(length(yield))) 
> sub.length<-floor(full.length/10) 
> sections<-seq(0,full.length,sub.length) 
> sections[11]<-full.length 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Cross Validate 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> model.formula<-formula(modl2b) 
> cross.val.data<-cbind(opdata,randnos,orderednos) 
>  
>  
> for(i in 1:10){ 
+ cross.val.sample<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata0<-cross.val.data[{orderednos<=sections[i] | 
orderednos>sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata0) 
+ }) 
+  
+ cross.val.test<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata1<-cross.val.data[{orderednos>sections[i] & 
orderednos<=sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata1) 
+ }) 
+  
+ fitted.model<-glm(model.formula,family=binomial,cross.val.sample) 
+  
+ fitted.values<-
predict(fitted.model,newdata=cross.val.test,type="response") 
+ outfile<-cbind(cross.val.test,fitted=fitted.values) 
+  
+ if(i==1)results<-outfile 
+ else results<-rbind(results,outfile) 
+  
+  
+ } 
There were 20 warnings (use warnings() to see them) 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Confusion Matrix for Basic Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix after Cross Validation - Basic 
Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix after Cross Validation - Basic Model p=0.5 
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>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(results$fitted))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[results$fitted<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[results$fitted>=0.5]<-"High" 
>  
> table(pred,yield=results$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  283   12 
  High  89  307 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     ROC chart for Basic Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nROC Chart after Cross Validation - Basic 
Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Basic Model 
 
 
 
>  
> library(ROCR) 
> basic.pred<-
prediction(results$fitted,results$yield,label.ordering=c("Low","High")) 
> perf<-performance(basic.pred,"tpr","fpr") 
> plot(perf,main="ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Basic Model 
Provinces B",cex.main=0.9,colorize=TRUE) 
> text(locator(1),"Key to Cutoff Probability",srt=90) 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Output ROC chart data for Basic Model after Cross Validation 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> rocout<-data.frame(fitted=results$fitted,yield=results$yield) 
> write.table(rocout,file="provbbasicroc.out") 
>  
> #NB ROC data is also sufficient to reproduce the bar chart. 
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #                                bar chart    
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
>  
> limits<-seq(0.0,1.0,0.1) 
> temppred<-rep(1,length(results$fitted)) 
>  
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> predgrp<-with(results,{ 
+ for(i in 1:10)temppred[fitted>limits[i] & fitted<=limits[i+1]]<-i 
+ return(temppred) 
+ } 
+ ) 
>  
> dummy<-rep(1,length(predgrp)) 
> add.results<-cbind(results,pred.grp=predgrp,counter=dummy) 
>  
> #"data" is the array containing the number of low yield and high 
yield observations 
> # whose prdicted probabilites of being in thehigh yield group are in 
the ranges  
> #specified by "intervals" 
>  
> barchart.data<-
with(add.results,tapply(counter,list(yield,pred.grp),sum)) 
>  
> intervals<-c("0.00-0.09","0.10-0.19","0.20-0.29","0.30-0.39","0.40-
0.49", 
+  "0.50-0.59","0.60-0.69","0.70-0.79","0.80-0.89","0.90-1.00") 
>  
> 
barplot(barchart.data,beside=TRUE,names.arg=intervals,space=c(1,5),cex.
names=0.5, 
+   xlab="Probability case belongs to high yield group", 
+   ylab="No of cases", 
+   col=c("grey25","grey75"), 
+   main="Counts against Probability(high yield) Provinces 
B",cex.main=0.9, 
+         sub="Basic Model",cex.sub=0.9) 
>  
> legend(locator(1),legend=c("low yield","high 
yield"),fill=c("grey25","grey75")) 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
> # 
> #    Simplified model excluding higher order term 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nExamine STATISTICAL significance of third order 
term bank:lotsize:provinces\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Examine STATISTICAL significance of third order term 
bank:lotsize:provinces 
 
 
 
> modl3<-update(modl2b,~.-bank:lotsize:provincesb)      
Warning message: 
In glm.fit(x = X, y = Y, weights = weights, start = start, etastart = 
etastart,  : 
  fitted probabilities numerically 0 or 1 occurred 
> anova(modl2b,modl3,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ (bank + time + lotsize + provincesb)^2 + 
bank:lotsize:provincesb 
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Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + 
bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)    
1       661     407.95                          
2       666     423.04 -5   -15.09  0.009985 ** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nAlthough term is STATISTICALLY significant remove 
it and see if it has PRACTICAL significance\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Although term is STATISTICALLY significant remove it and see if it has 
PRACTICAL significance 
 
 
 
> modl4<-step(modl3) 
Start:  AIC=473.04 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    bank:provincesb + time:lotsize + time:provincesb + 
lotsize:provincesb 
 
                     Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:provincesb     6   429.55 467.55 
- lotsize:provincesb  3   425.72 469.72 
- bank:lotsize        2   424.19 470.19 
- time:provincesb     3   426.90 470.90 
- time:lotsize        1   424.79 472.79 
<none>                    423.04 473.04 
- bank:time           2   433.76 479.76 
 
Step:  AIC=467.55 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    time:lotsize + time:provincesb + lotsize:provincesb 
 
                     Df Deviance    AIC 
- lotsize:provincesb  3   432.10 464.10 
- bank:lotsize        2   430.61 464.61 
- time:provincesb     3   433.89 465.89 
- time:lotsize        1   431.16 467.16 
<none>                    429.55 467.55 
- bank:time           2   445.14 479.14 
 
Step:  AIC=464.1 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + bank:lotsize +  
    time:lotsize + time:provincesb 
 
                  Df Deviance    AIC 
- bank:lotsize     2   433.34 461.34 
- time:provincesb  3   435.41 461.41 
- time:lotsize     1   432.79 462.79 
<none>                 432.10 464.10 
- bank:time        2   447.25 475.25 
 
Step:  AIC=461.34 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + time:lotsize +  
    time:provincesb 
 
                  Df Deviance    AIC 
- time:provincesb  3   436.57 458.57 
- time:lotsize     1   433.79 459.79 
<none>                 433.34 461.34 
- bank:time        2   460.03 484.03 
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Step:  AIC=458.57 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time + time:lotsize 
 
               Df Deviance    AIC 
- time:lotsize  1   437.21 457.21 
<none>              436.57 458.57 
- provincesb    3   457.87 473.87 
- bank:time     2   463.64 481.64 
 
Step:  AIC=457.21 
yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time 
 
             Df Deviance    AIC 
<none>            437.21 457.21 
- lotsize     1   441.50 459.50 
- provincesb  3   458.57 472.57 
- bank:time   2   463.82 479.82 
There were 13 warnings (use warnings() to see them) 
> anova(modl4,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
           Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                         690     953.86               
bank        2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time        1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize     1    3.285       686     485.22    0.0699 .   
provincesb  3   21.403       683     463.82 8.682e-05 *** 
bank:time   2   26.606       681     437.21 1.669e-06 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nTest significance of lotsize term\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Test significance of lotsize term 
 
 
 
> modl5<-update(modl4,~.-lotsize)  
> anova(modl4,modl5,test="Chi") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + provincesb + bank:time 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)   
1       681     437.21                         
2       682     441.50 -1  -4.2811   0.03854 * 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nTest significance of provincesb term\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Test significance of provincesb term 
 
 
 
> modl6<-update(modl4,~.-provincesb)  
> anova(modl4,modl6,test="Chi") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
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Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + bank:time 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)     
1       681     437.21                           
2       684     458.57 -3  -21.358  8.87e-05 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nTest significance of bank:time interaction\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Test significance of bank:time interaction 
 
 
 
> modl7<-update(modl4,~.-bank:time)  
> anova(modl4,modl7,test="Chi") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model 1: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time 
Model 2: yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb 
  Resid. Df Resid. Dev Df Deviance P(>|Chi|)     
1       681     437.21                           
2       683     463.82 -2  -26.606 1.669e-06 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
> # 
> #    Confusion Matrix for Simplified Model after excluding third 
order term 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
********* 
>  
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix for Simplified Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix for Simplified Model p=0.5 
 
 
 
>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(fitted(modl4)))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[fitted(modl4)<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[fitted(modl4)>=0.5]<-"High" 
> table(pred,yield=opdata$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  287   13 
  High  85  306 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Co-efficients for fitted Simplified Model 
> # 
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> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nCo-efficients for Simplified Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Co-efficients for Simplified Model 
 
 
 
> coef(modl4)  
            (Intercept)             bankHSBC                bankLTSB     
             14.2888849             -11.8726021             -13.9236279  
               timeLate            lotsizeLarge    provincesbWales & SW  
            -20.7362279               0.6118799               0.1297940  
     provincesbMidlands provincesbNorth Britain    bankHSBC   :timeLate  
              0.4852798               1.7165998              14.0011085  
   bankLTSB   :timeLate  
             17.6507185  
> anova(modl4,test="Chisq") 
Analysis of Deviance Table 
 
Model: binomial, link: logit 
 
Response: yield 
 
Terms added sequentially (first to last) 
 
 
           Df Deviance Resid. Df Resid. Dev P(>|Chi|)     
NULL                         690     953.86               
bank        2  253.745       688     700.12 < 2.2e-16 *** 
time        1  211.606       687     488.51 < 2.2e-16 *** 
lotsize     1    3.285       686     485.22    0.0699 .   
provincesb  3   21.403       683     463.82 8.682e-05 *** 
bank:time   2   26.606       681     437.21 1.669e-06 *** 
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
> summary(modl4) 
 
Call: 
glm(formula = yield ~ bank + time + lotsize + provincesb + bank:time,  
    family = binomial, data = opdata) 
 
Deviance Residuals:  
     Min        1Q    Median        3Q       Max   
-3.08332  -0.22025  -0.07639   0.48480   3.41713   
 
Coefficients: 
                        Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
(Intercept)              14.2889   697.6201   0.020    0.984     
bankHSBC                -11.8726   697.6201  -0.017    0.986     
bankLTSB                -13.9236   697.6200  -0.020    0.984     
timeLate                -20.7362   697.6207  -0.030    0.976     
lotsizeLarge              0.6119     0.3038   2.014    0.044 *   
provincesbWales & SW      0.1298     0.3094   0.419    0.675     
provincesbMidlands        0.4853     0.3276   1.481    0.139     
provincesbNorth Britain   1.7166     0.4232   4.057 4.98e-05 *** 
bankHSBC   :timeLate     14.0011   697.6212   0.020    0.984     
bankLTSB   :timeLate     17.6507   697.6208   0.025    0.980     
--- 
Signif. codes:  0 ‘***’ 0.001 ‘**’ 0.01 ‘*’ 0.05 ‘.’ 0.1 ‘ ’ 1  
 
(Dispersion parameter for binomial family taken to be 1) 
 
    Null deviance: 953.86  on 690  degrees of freedom 
Residual deviance: 437.21  on 681  degrees of freedom 
AIC: 457.21 
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Number of Fisher Scoring iterations: 14 
 
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Cross Validation of Simplified Model with data divided randomly 
into 10 approx.equal groups 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Randomly divide data into 10 equal groups 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> randnos<-with(opdata,runif(length(yield))) 
> orderednos<-order(randnos) 
> full.length<-with(opdata,full.length<-(length(yield))) 
> sub.length<-floor(full.length/10) 
> sections<-seq(0,full.length,sub.length) 
> sections[11]<-full.length 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Cross Validate 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
>  
> model.formula<-formula(modl4) 
>  
> cross.val.data<-cbind(opdata,randnos,orderednos) 
>  
>  
> for(i in 1:10){ 
+ cross.val.sample<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata0<-cross.val.data[{orderednos<=sections[i] | 
orderednos>sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata0) 
+ }) 
+ cross.val.test<-with(cross.val.data,{ 
+ tempdata1<-cross.val.data[{orderednos>sections[i] & 
orderednos<=sections[i+1]},] 
+ return(tempdata1) 
+ }) 
+  
+ fitted.model<-glm(model.formula,family=binomial,cross.val.sample) 
+  
+ fitted.values<-
predict(fitted.model,newdata=cross.val.test,type="response") 
+ outfile<-cbind(cross.val.test,fitted=fitted.values) 
+  
+ if(i==1)results<-outfile 
+ else results<-rbind(results,outfile) 
+  
+ } 
>  
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>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     Confusion Matrix for Simplified Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nConfusion Matrix after Cross Validation - 
Simplified Model p=0.5\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix after Cross Validation - Simplified Model p=0.5 
 
 
 
>  
> pred<-(rep("Low",length(results$fitted))) 
> pred<-factor(pred,levels=c("Low","High")) 
> pred[results$fitted<0.5]<-"Low" 
> pred[results$fitted>=0.5]<-"High" 
> table(pred,yield=results$yield) 
      yield 
pred   Low High 
  Low  287   13 
  High  85  306 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> # 
> #     ROC chart for Simplified Model after Cross Validation 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nROC Chart after Cross Validation - Simplified 
Model\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Simplified Model 
 
 
 
>  
> simple.pred<-
prediction(results$fitted,results$yield,label.ordering=c("Low","High")) 
> simple.perf<-performance(simple.pred,"tpr","fpr") 
> plot(simple.perf,main="ROC Chart after Cross Validation - Simplified 
Model Provinces B",cex.main=0.9,colorize=TRUE) 
> text(locator(1),"Key to Cutoff Probability",srt=90) 
>  
> perf<-performance(basic.pred,"prec","fpr") 
> plot(perf,main="Precision versus False Positive Error Rate Provinces 
B",cex.main=0.9, 
+            sub="Simplified Model",cex.sub=0.9, 
+            colorize=T) 
> text(locator(1),"Key to Cutoff Probability",srt=90) 
>  
>  
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> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> #     Output ROC chart data for Simplified Model after Cross 
Validation 
> 
#**********************************************************************
************************* 
> rocout<-data.frame(fitted=results$fitted,yield=results$yield) 
> write.table(rocout,file="provbsimpleroc.out") 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #                                bar chart    
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
>  
> limits<-seq(0.0,1.0,0.1) 
> temppred<-rep(1,length(results$fitted)) 
>  
> predgrp<-with(results,{ 
+ for(i in 1:10)temppred[fitted>limits[i] & fitted<=limits[i+1]]<-i 
+ return(temppred) 
+ } 
+ ) 
>  
> dummy<-rep(1,length(predgrp)) 
> add.results<-cbind(results,pred.grp=predgrp,counter=dummy) 
>  
>  
> #"barchart.data" is the array containing the number of low yield and 
high yield observations 
> # whose prdicted probabilites of being in thehigh yield group are in 
the ranges  
> #specified by "intervals" 
>  
> barchart.data<-
with(add.results,tapply(counter,list(yield,pred.grp),sum)) 
>  
> intervals<-c("0.00-0.09","0.10-0.19","0.20-0.29","0.30-0.39","0.40-
0.49", 
+  "0.50-0.59","0.60-0.69","0.70-0.79","0.80-0.89","0.90-1.00") 
>  
> 
barplot(barchart.data,beside=TRUE,names.arg=intervals,space=c(1,5),cex.
names=0.5, 
+   main="Counts against Probability(high yield) Provinces 
B",cex.main=0.9, 
+         sub="Simplified Model",cex.sub=0.9, 
+   xlab="Probability case belongs to high yield group", 
+   ylab="No of cases", 
+   col=c("grey25","grey75")) 
>  
> legend(locator(1),legend=c("low yield","high 
yield"),fill=c("grey25","grey75")) 
>  
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #         ROC Chart comparing Basic and Simplified Models    
> # 
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> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> writeLines("\n\n\nROC Chart comparing Basic and Simplified 
Models\n\n\n") 
 
 
 
ROC Chart comparing Basic and Simplified Models 
 
 
 
>  
>  
> basic.perf<-performance(basic.pred,"tpr","fpr") 
> plot(basic.perf,col="blue",main="ROC Chart comparing Basic and 
Simplified Models Provinces B",cex.main=0.9) 
> plot(simple.perf,col="red",add=TRUE) 
> legend(locator(1),legend=c("basic model","simplified 
model"),fill=c("blue","red")) 
>  
>  
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
> # 
> #                remove following "#" if outputing to file 
> # 
> 
#**********************************************************************
******* 
>  
> #sink(file=NULL)        
>  
>  
>  
> 
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Appendix IX 
 
Provinces B ANOVA plots 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure IX.1 Residuals versus Fitted Values – Provinces B 
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Figure IX.2 Q-Q Plot – Provinces B 
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Figure IX.3 Predicted versus Actual Yield – Provinces B 
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Figure IX.4 PPV versus TPR Chart after Cross-Validation – Time ANOVA 
Provinces B 
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Appendix X 
 
Post-study dataset (October, 2006 – December, 2007) 
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Appendix X (Continued) 
 
Post-study dataset (October, 2006 – December, 2007) 
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Appendix X (Continued) 
 
Post-study dataset (October, 2006 – December, 2007) 
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Appendix X (Continued) 
 
Post-study dataset (October, 2006 – December, 2007) 
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Appendix XI 
 
Published Works 
 
 
Table XI.1 Papers published during the study 
 
Title of Paper Place of 
Publication 
Date of 
Publication 
Author/s Peer Reviewed 
The Impact of the Time 
Value of Money on Valuation 
Practice. 
 
FIG 2006 
Congress, 
Munich. 
 
October, 
2006. 
 
Malvern 
Tipping 
 
Yes 
Sale-and-leaseback as a 
British Real Estate Model. 
FIG 2007 
Congress, 
Hong Kong. 
 
May, 2007. 
Malvern 
Tipping 
and 
Richard 
Bullard 
 
 
Yes 
Sale-and-leaseback as a 
British Real Estate Model. 
Journal of 
Corporate 
Real Estate. 
 
December, 
2007. 
Malvern 
Tipping 
and 
Richard 
Bullard 
 
Yes, 
double-blind peer 
reviewed 
Identifying Clay-construction 
Buildings in a Norfolk 
Market Town. 
FIG 2010 
Congress, 
Sydney. 
 
April, 2010. 
 
Malvern 
Tipping 
 
No 
Factors Most Influencing 
United Kingdom Retail 
Property Investment Yields: 
A Theoretical Perspective. 
 
COBRA 
2010, 
Paris. 
 
September, 
2010. 
 
Malvern 
Tipping 
and 
Terence Lam 
 
 
Yes 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
